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STATIC AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS OF 
TWO DELTA WING SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER CONFIGURATI0NS 
(M = 0.6 to 4.96) 
By: Roger R. Ellis, Robert E. Buchholz, and James A. Moore 
SUMMARY 
Two 0.00325-scale models of an IMSC/MSFC-designed space shuttle orbiter 
were tested in the MSFC 14 x 14-Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel. The purpose of the 
test was to obtain force, static stability, and control effectiveness data. 
These data were obtained using the MSFC six component internal strain gauge 
balance designated No. 232. 
Two separate configurations were tested; however, the fuselage and basic 
wing were of one-piece construction. The configurations were varied by re­
placing the straight wing tip extensions (Model 2A configuration) with upswept
 
wing tips (Model 2B configuration). Directional stability was provided for the 
Model 2A configuration by a centerline vertical tail. Due to the one-piece
 
body/wing construction, no body-alone data were obtained. The effect of tip
 
fins and vertical tail size were, however, investigated.
 
Both configurations were tested over a Mach range of 0.6 to 4.96 with
 











SDMOL SYMBOL DEWINITION 
a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the virid Xw-axis on ,the body X, Z-plane and 
the body X-axis; degreds 
BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw.sxis 
aid the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; degrees 
PSI yaw atgle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 
rotsted .toward the positive Y-axis; degrees 
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body 
X-sib, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees 
P air density; I,/m 3 , slugs/ft 
3 
a speed of souid; m/sec, ft/sec' 
V apeed of vehicle relative to surrounding 
"atmoiph'ere; m/sec, ft/sec 
q Q(PSI) dynamic presure; 1/2P, psi, paf 
Q(PSF) 
M MACH Mach nuiber; V/a 
N/L RN/L aeynolds number per unit length; million/ft 
p static pressure; psi 
P total pressure; psi 





Reference & C. G. Definitions
 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFIITION 





S 	 SREF reference area; rn, ft
2
 
wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference
 
chord; m, ft, in (see jref or LREF)
 
)
Iref LREF reference length; m, ft, in.; (see 
bref BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
Ab - base area; m
2 , ft2, in 2 
c. g. center of gravity 
MRP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point 




YMWP 	 abbreviation for moment reference point 
on Y-axis. 










force; F, lbs 


















force or moment about the .Yaxis 
moment about the Z axis 
moment about the X axis 
stability axis -system 
wind axis: system 
reference conditions 





Body & Stability Axis System 
SADSAC" 
SYMBOL SOL DEFINITION 
Body Axis System 
CN CN normal force coefficient; FN/qS 
CA CA axial force coefficient; FA/qS 
CAb CAB base axial force coefficient; 
[P1 [(P - pjo/q] (Ab/8) 
CAg OAF forebody axial force coefficient; CA - CAb 
n "CM yawing moment coefficient; MJqS bref 
CI CBL rolling moment coefficient; MxyqS bref 
Common to Both Axis Systems 
CM C1M pitching moment coefficient; My/qS t ref 
CY side force coefficient; Fy/qS 
Stability.Akis.System 
CL CL lift force coefficient; FL/qS 
CD CD drag force coefficient; FDqS 
CDb CDB base drag coefficient 
ODf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD -CDb 
CC L yawing moment coefficient; MZ,3 /qS bref 
C, CSL rolling moment coefficient; MXs/qS bref 
LD LID lift-to-drag ratio; CC D 

































NaCm AJE (Continued) 
Surface Definitions 
horizontal tail incidence; positive when

•trailing edge dawn; degrees
 
surface deflection angle; degrees; 
positive deflections are:
 
aileron - total aileron deflection; 
(left aileron - right aileron)/ 
canard - trailing edge down 
elevoh, - trailing edge dawn 
elevator - trailing edge down 







trailing edge to the left 
trailing edge down 
trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees; 
positive trailing edge down: 
left aileron - trailing edge down 
" right aileron - trailing edge down 
left elevon - trailing edge down 
right elevon - trailing edge down 
-left spoiler - trailing, edge down 

















ADDITIONS TO SADSAC NOMDNCIATE 
FOR 
MSFC TWT TEST NO. 498 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
6a AILRON 	 differential deflection angle of elevons
 
for roll control; degrees; positive de­
flection produces a positive rolling moment
 
6a R
 - daL ­
6a= 2 
6e ELEVON 	 symmetrical deflection angle of elevons for 
pitch control; degrees; positive deflection 
is trailing edge down 
+ 6aR 6e = 6L 

2 








e ELIVN3 symmetrical deflection angle of elevons for




6e4 ELEVN4 symmetrical deflection angle-of elevons for
 




RUDDER deflection angle of rudder(s); degrees; posi­6r 




RUDER1 deflection angle of centerline rudder, rudder
6rI 

configuration Rl; degrees 
RUDER2 deflection angle of centerline rudder, rudder
configuration R2; degrees
 
RUDER4 deflection angle of wing tip rudders, rudder
configuration R4; degrees (applies only to
 
equal deflections of both rudders)
 
7 
ADDITIONS TO SADSAC NOMENCLA'-RF 
FOR 
MSFC TWT TEST NO. 498 
(Continued) 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
CLt DCL lift coefficient rate of change with 
angle of attack, local slope; stability 
axis system; per degree 
Cml TCIM pitching moment coefficient rate of 
change with angle of attack, local slope; 
per degree 
dCm DCUMCL static longitudinal stability derivative, 
C0L O../CmJJ , local slope 
CYBETA side force coefficient rate of change 
.Pwith sideslip angle, local slope at 
zero sideslip; per degree 
On DCYNDB yawing moment coefficient rate of change 
Mith sideslip angle, local slope at zero 
sideslip; body axis system; per.degree 
C6 DCBLDB rolling moment 'coefficientrate of change 
with sideslip angle, local slope at zero 
sideslip; body axis system; per degree 
DCY/DR side force coefficient rate of change 
r with rudder deflection between two runs 




DCYNDR yawing moment coefficient rate of change 
with rudder deflection between two runs 
(rudder deflection = 0 and +100); body 
axis system; per degree 
DCBLDR rolling moment coefficient rate of change 
C'6 r with rudder deflection between two run 
(rudder deflection = 0 and +10 ); body 
axis system; per degree 
8 
ADDITIONS TO SADSAC NOMENCLATURE 
FOR
 




SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
CD 	 DCD/DR drag coefficient rate.of change with
 
r rudder deflection between two runs 
(rudder deflection = 0 and +100); 
stability axis system; per degree. 
m6e 	 DCINDE pitching moment coefficient rate of
 
ae 	 change with elevon deflection between
 




CLae 	 DCL/DE lift coefficient rate of change with
 
elevon deflection between two runs 
(elevon deflection = 0 and -100);
 
stability axis system; per degree
 
DCD/DE 	 drag coefficient rate of change with
 
C--e 	 elevon deflection between two runs 
(elevon deflection = 0 and -100);
 
stability axis system; per degree 
DCBIDA 	 rolling moment coefficient rate of 
change with aileron deflection between 
two runs (aileron deflection = 0 and -100); 
body axis system; per degree 
a DCMDA yawing moment coefficient rate of change 
n3awith aileron deflection between two runs 
(aileron deflection = 0 and -lOo); body 





Refer to Model Component Description Sheets for specific dimensions.
 
The models were basically one-piece with provisions to obtain various control
 
surface deflections. The following 16 a list of model components:
 
B2 model 2A and 2B body 
W2 - model 2A viing 
W5 - model 2B, wing 
V2 - tip fin (wing W5) 
V4 
Dl 
- tip extension (wing W2) 
- centerline vertical tail (Sv = 508.3 ft2 ) 
D2 - centerline vertical taOl (9v 722.1 ft2 ) 
E3 - model 2A elevon 
E4 - model 2B elevon 
R1 - rudder (vertical tail Dl) 
R2 -r rudder (verticAl tail D2) 
R4 - rudder-(tip fin V2) 
The Dataset Collation Sheets illustrate the various component combinations
 
tested, dataset identifiers, parametric data, and run numbers associated witW
 





The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter­
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
 
storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range
 
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections.
 
The transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
 
Mach numbers
nupersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. 

between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
 
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
 
Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
walls. 

sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. 
Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
 
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to-produce any desired
 
Mach number in .25 increments.
 
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -40OF dew
 
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit
 
driven by a 1500 hp motor.
 
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
 
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
 
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
 
ambient to approximately 1800F. The air then passes through the test section
 
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
 
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector
 
that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 (t100). Sting offsets bre
 





Table I lists the tunnel conditions which existed during the test and 
states the balance accuracy. The high angle of attack range was accomplished 
by four separate runs using the North American variable-angle sting. The 
angle of attack ranges were from -40 to 10', 60 to 25', 20 to 400, and 40 
to 600°in two degree increments except for the second range where a single one 
degree increment was required in order to provide an overlap at three common 
angles of attack. The nominal angle of attack overlap between the second 
and third settings were off by one degree. Figure 6 shows the model prior to 
installation in the tunnel. 
Model base pressures were recorded and used to determine the base axial
 
force coefficient. Pressure tubes were located on the top, bottom and right
 
side of the base region.
 
.Toassure turbulent flow over the model, the boundary layer was artifi­
cially tripped by grit transition strips. The transition strips were located
 
on both surfaces of the wings and vertical surfaces approximately 6.05 aft of
 
the leading edge and-around the nose of the body approximately 0.3 in. aft of
 
the nose. All strips were approximately .0.10 in. ide and the grit size was 




REDUCTION OF DATA 
The measured six component force and moment data were corrected for 
balance tares and sting deflections and reduced about the moment reference 
point and the body axis system. The data were reduced to coefficient form 
using the following reference dimensions:
 
Sref = 9.025 in.2 (model reference area based on a full
 
scale reference area of 5935 ft2 )
 
1ref = bref = 6.142 in. (model reference length and span based on 
full scale body length of 157.487 ft.) 
Moments are referenced about the c.g. location 3.995 inches aft of the
 
model dose and 0.135 inches below the balance centerline (0.579 inches below
 
the top surface of the fuselage).
 
Base axial force coefficients were calculated as follows:
 
+ P b 3 Pb Pbl Pp b2 
3 
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BALANCE UTILIZED: M5/-rC c.22-
COEFFICIENT
 
CAPACITY: ACCURACY: TOLERANCE: 
NF j 3 i t i 
AF 6-4 
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TABLE 11. TEST T- A-- DATA SET COLLATION SHEET 
PRETEST 
POSTTEST 
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._____ 0 +to 







65__A A ~t o 4. - -1 - -T- - -
, c",,\ - , It 
1 7
=c'.- I c 
COEFFICIENTS; 
U or 0. 
SCHEDULES 
13
. . . IC Y . . 19 s,c 
1 0 
.0 
25 31 37 
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7"/ TABLE II. TEST rr 4 egT DATA SET COLLATION SHEET (O0NTIINUED) . 
0 PRETEST 
" " 
_ __POSTTESTDATA SET sci. PARAlETERS/VAIUES NO.-. it IlIl:t ,--
IDENTIFIEJ CONFIGURATION Of-H 
CHII0(o 37. !Y?.V41 etS uZ7- 0 a -10 




_ __ __ 
__~ 0 A- -2.0 M2ot1~__ 2 o/ 
Cm 
_____ 3 0 ..... 4.................._
 
- 0- - - - -­
__ __ 
______ 0 4/2A- - I-fl"%-O_C' - - - s-Z­
____ A 0- 4.-0 ­ -_ 6I17/o/ 
k7.- .";.- tPt- ­
13_3 
_ 3" 1 l 01 
_ _ \:5 2__ ­
- !S7 !% 
,i,,m Co_. i.__. , ic-., C , . . C - -icA . ., . . 
COEFFICIENTS: 
 .-
-,-v ,ID-VAI (1)IDPVAR(2)IUDV 




TABLE 11. TEST - jw-4,.j. DATA SET COLLATION SHEET (COn'ThuED) 
PRETEST 
KPOSTTEST 
DATA SET. SCHD PAAEESVL- NO M___EN Mu-F -if -&-
IDENTIFIE R CONFIGURATION PAA0T ~ // I 2 s OoAfAt sU E h± tMIRb MtC, 1.A 
Rk\ 5- 5 7- 4,L.4 . ~1 OS/t a l, Solk ON._[TIFT+;i + i 7- -stL~t 


















































1, CBF,c1 c rl 
-~-zIDPVAA(l)IIDPVAR(2)INI 
7-
61 67 - 74578 
NAS A-US FC MA F 
---------- ----------
TAEL2 11, TESt r.T," T. DATA SET COLLATION SHEET (CONTINUED) 
C PRETEST 
'K POSTTEST 
-i IllI'.DATA SET SC PARAMETERS/VAWES,; NO. IA! -. I'
-
CONFIGURATION of ­.DENTIM 

-. 0 4h 0 6Ot _o4flJ oVtA1iot- WzwEV7_4ju& o % I• l 
a ,-. 
-A ,-1-- - -­
_Ao~~~ A o__-so. 
.o .1,,0//

A__ __ __ _ 41 -%o 4io - - a] - t/ - -_ 
AOL __--__ .__°/ 
A O0 4l 0I ," 
7',
 
h l-\o i -_F7- -- -L_A,0 __ _ _ _ _ rC-----------.M '-3 .2 L ,-,7tZ09 rl6e__ Z--Pla c___ 
N-10A 4- -2.o o, 
Olt jij 66T/0 
PA,l l ll i 
7 13 19 25 31 37 43 9 55 61 67 757; 
-i to, r Ic? I ic P t.- ic 
COEFFCIENT. 3jiDPVAR(1)jl IDYAR(2) INDV 
c or 1 
.CHE$ULEA 
NA$AMS?'C-MAP 
TABLE I. TEST "]-r - DATA SET COLLATION SHEET (CONCLUDED) 
M PRETEST 
X'_POSTTEST 
DATA SET jSCUD. PAUM ETES/VALUES NO. ','t ','"..//,t.' . -t %'t' v,.', 
4IDENTIFIER' CONFIGURATION aJ~~ L~ 0~NS ~ e)I -blis&L ~ ~ 1+. 5 6___ 0.o~O 1/- S -.. 22ik I I' l 
Y-- ... ...-----.. ... try -
17 
,t , ­ "E'. 
COEFFICIENTS: 























61 67 7576 






MODEL COMPONENT: 'BODY - 22-




























TABLE III. (CONTINUED) 
MODEL COMPONENT: A6 j-
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: k-2-c b//V', =:gF tC07)zF.. A 
.VJ,/?Zhj.l.'/ot' ,f7; ' 'A P!. KrTA'A/.IOIJ V#" i$,vo 












Diehedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 
Toe-In Angle 
Cant Angle . 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 
Tip, (equivalent) 
MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25.MAC 





FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
(o.osz ±­
/ 0__1,____;_  
--- _ 
/o.(s __._______ 
. 17 -.17 
--- __ . 
., 1t,/7 
.00 7.6 
c 0 -o 
.­
_ __ 
-- _ _ 
5,3__. s 
00 00 
/s.3o4- g. 3. 
z i .. 7 in'. 
/792,5 0Q.L2o /. 
7'- . - g 1', 
/ oz. g ,, 
-- -­
27Z. S 0,7 Ci. 
0c/e _L44o io 









Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
?.-'/ 7r T4.c027 /V 
/e.7 V d. //'. 
/I'K 5. g 
, oc 
0?.#rn. 
/7. S / 





MODEL COMPONENT: W_/5 _
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:'. SLr- Win, raz /to- 2S
 
DRAWING NUMBER: - __z ____ I 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-'SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
TOTAL DATA . -
Area
 
'Planfofrn ,Ifl c-r L-7,s , 
Wetted'
 
Span (equivalent)- Qi//. Z^'/
Aspect'Ratio /, 4 .4I,-. 
Rate of Taper : _. --
Taper Ratio 0,_/_. , 
Diehedral'Angle, degrees 7.16o -7.o 
Inciderice;Angle, -degrees _ ,6_ o.. 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees • -_­





Sweep -Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge , c-,so
 
°
Trail fig Edge 
-
. 
0.25,Element Line , 
.Chords: 
'Rddt (Wing Sta. 0.0) /I/on. 14.V 3,-




Fus. 'Sta. of .25}MAC /7,3/n, t7Qg ,,s. 
W.P. -of .25 'MAC --­
.B.L. of .25 MAC 2-2, . 'l.7f-g 7 I, 
Airfoi I Section 
'Root ,_,____o C 1,o 
Tip :'0 Ac/ &V eno 
EXPOSED DATA
 
Area 3Z%' -_7/7-' _" 
Span, (equivalent) 776,9 I/,v -;?- 5 I , 
'AspectRatio /,27 /.7-7
Taper Ratio C,Vo C, /V, 
Chords -
Root ifq -z . ?C /t1. 
Tip 357.2i4. - /,7,.' J. 
MAC IFS~ /&14/IA. 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 11/ /,. 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 
B.L. of .25 MAC 351, 7 61. I,/19 .t, 
22 
NASA-MSFC-mAr 
TABLE III. (CONTNUED) 
MODEL COMPONENT: V Z
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 7-/p g-,e /nv6. [.1 (,t p, -zs' 
-	 ,o --n - eil,re 1.G2 < -"
 
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 4 0A I 








Wetted _ -. 
Span (equivalent) 3sI.3 fl. _'_l_ [, 
Aspect Ratio -_ 
Rate of Taper _ --
Taper Ratio 0,30 1,10 
Diehedral Angle, degrees --
Incidence Angle, degrees _ 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees ­
Toe-In Angle - -
Cant Angle / 0 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge .,*,0
 
Trailing Edge __. _ __9IF , 





Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 3S 7. 10. /,/_ ,_. 
Tip, (equivalent) /07. //A(, 0,,p.9,/Al. 
MAC 255./ ,a. .92-,7 14,. 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC V7 . -,4sIz,/ 
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 _




Root -"4oo I 9c
 

















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 
B.L. of .25 AC 
--
TABLE -Il. (CONnMED) 
MODEL COMPONENT: V/
 
-- JIA1/MGENERAL DESCRIPTION: 7-p /_C0-,/O/orz t/- - zA. 
peW ~~on~. np S~eraAJ~/ *AJtLY 













Span (equivalent) 'A:5 F7- 0.!5&rZ 
Aspect Ratio _ --
Rate of Taper 











Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 






S 30.25 Element Line 45., s, 

Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0). 3'A,' Fr .342 it/. 
Tip, (equivalent) /7 9.-.5 
MAC --

Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC _
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 




Tip /_ _ _. 
_ 
--

















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 




TABLE III. (CONTINUED) 
MODEL 'COMPONENT: 12/ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ,,.S4L. S/.l (/ C-tb.-' r.Av9-cE 
) "'w-	 - ) "C-7;' ~~7 - ,r-. 
romfid~e 
DRAWING NUMBER: . 1er_4 	 abcPz 
DIMENSIONS: 	 FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 




__ .S- A3 e_ 9 
Wetted 	 -

Span (equivalent) 	 -'5/ # rn. a. 9i4 2 
Aspect Ratio 	 o.,'51 . $ q,_, 
Rate of Taper 	 -__ 
Taper Ratio 	 .__13___ _. _' _ 
Diehedral Angle, degrees __
 
Incidence Angle, degrees -






Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 	 310.0 0__ 
Trailing Edge 	 0 g 0
 
0.25 Element Line 	 3,. o 
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 397, -i.. . /.7. 
Tip, (equivalent) ' ?, /,.& C. E52 /a. 
MAC --,.%q. .. __. 
- Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC / , ,.oT4 , 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
_ 	 --
B.L. of .25 MAC 	 .zs:g. o.34 /4. 
Airfoil 	Section 
Root /.do 9 6Y/oo9 
Tip ___"'X___o
 


















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 	 "' 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 
B.L. of .25 MAC
 
____ 
TABLE 111. (co NTINUEr) 
MODEL COMPONENT: 021 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:' Pp,2 A- P?) (Poowe , epdC 
JAI2t) ) 5' w E,7"S E.",j 
DRAWING NUMBER: 7/- __-

DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
(0, Do -S )TOTAL DATA 

Area
Planform. 72 .I AT J1oc? 
Wetted _ 
Span (equivalent) Z)A/ ,, p. ggg ,-. 
Aspect Ratio &,7-Z. 
Rate of Taper ..... 
Tappr Ratio' - ° . 9,L7 
Diehedral Angle, degrees . _ 
Incidence Angle, degrees .... 
Aerodynamic Twist, degreesToe-In Angle -- _-

Cant Angle __" -_ ­,-_-'-

Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading,Edge 
Trailing Edge 2, ­
0.25 Elenent Line .//, . L" iZ,2z 
Chords' 
Root (wing Sta. O.Q) 1 , .,/A. Z,27 JA.Tip, (eqyuival'ent" :2- 4A 7-':/
 
MC , 27/. I/1, ,
 
Fus. Sta-. of .25 MAC ot'7 /,J, 4,4JZ ,
 
W.P. of .25 MAC _ 
B.L. of .25 MAC Iz9,S iM. 0j/-1 J.
 
Airfoil Section 






















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC _ "
 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 





MODEL COMPONENT: -3 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: / ,'ry' / I v/ k/2 ' )i'cns/oJ 4 
DRAWING NUMBER: 4's; _ d 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area 
Span (equivalent) 
Inb'd equivalent chord 
Outb'd equivalent chord 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 



























MODEL COMPONENT: E / 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 5-4-yinp - LA16 W (" IA4-A51 4pg 
oss2xW-- S vAy I j2-Ay A n4x26I 
p-Qp /a-I r-Mt= t. ) 
DRAWING NUMBER: A/_ _ "/7 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
?(00a 3z -~) 
-
Area 5Ig.3N ?_/, 

Span (equivalent) 3/w . ,.. Id
 
Inb'd equivalent chord 317.2 , /.a j tS ,
 
Outb'd equivalent chord / ,-q, Z115,
_/W.
 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord . a. 3 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0, 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 2&. 02 .o0 
°
Tailing 'Edge C o 
Hingel ine Z., 0 Z 0 
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 
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TABLE III. (CONTINUED) 
MODEL COMPONENT: P./ 






Inb'd equivalent chord 
Outb'd equivalent chord 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 
FULL-SCALE 
I?4,. - =-r 




















TABLE III. (CONTInUED) 
MODEL COMPONENT: 2z 





Inb'd equivalent chord 
Outbtd equivalent chord 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'dequiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 

































4iZJ Fca-i, , ap 
DRAWING NUMBER: A is _ . o z 7 besl a_---_ 
DIMENSIONS: 
 FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area 




.Inb'd equivalent chord 
 !/2. z , o, o,3?4 a. 
Outb'd equivalent chord 
 . . .______,/ 




At Inb'd equiv. chord 
 O,3.
 
- At Outb'd equiv. chord o, c 
_
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 






Hingeline 3 o 
_ ._o 









Figure 1. Axis System 
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Figure 3. General Arrangement, Orbiter Model 




Figure 4. Deflection Angles Measured About the Hinge Line, Sign 
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Convention Elevon and Rudder Deflection
 






Photbgraph of Model Before Installation in Tunnel 
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A MACH 1-20 
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Number Effects, ALPHA =0 
D MACH 21-28 
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D MACH 29-36 
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D MACH 37-44 
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Longitudinal Characteristics, Elevon Effects 
B ELVVN3, MACH 45-84 
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D RUDER2, MACH 85-104 
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COEFFI CIENTS CONDITIONS 
TITLE SCHEDULE VARYING PAGES 
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C AILRON, MACH 161-18o 
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E ALPHA 181-210 ­
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F BELEVN3 223-228 
en 
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G ALPHA 229-246 
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Latero/Directional Charsct ristics, Rudder' 
Effectiveness (Derivative Versus Mach Number) 
H ALPHA ­ 247-254 
EMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies - Model 2A -
L6ngitudinal Characteristics, Elevon Effec­
tiveness (Derivative Versus Mach Number) 
I ALPHA 255-263 
IMSC/ItREC Orbiter Studies-- Model 2A 
Latera l/birectional Characteristics, 
Aileron FTfectiveness (Derivative Versus Mach 
Number I 
V ALPHA 264-267 








VARYING ....-- PAGES 
ImSC/HREC 0rbiter Studies - Model 2A 
of Vertical Tail Size, ALPHA =0 
- Effect D Configurations, 
MACH 
268-287 
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C AILRON, MACH 532-547 
IMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies - Model 2B - Lateral/ 
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C AILRON, MACH 548-563 
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Characteristics Versus Mach-Number 
E ALPHA 564 593 
IMSC/HREC 'Orbiter Studies - Model 2B - Pitch 
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F ELEVN4 594-599 
-IMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies - Model 2B - Pitch 
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F ELEVN4 6oo-605 
IMSC/HREC 'OrbiterStudies - Model 2B - Pitch 
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F ELEVN4 6o6-6ii 
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Directional Characteristics Versus Mach Number 
G ALPHA 612-629 
LuSC/HREC Orbiter Studies - Model 2B - Lateral/ 
Directional Characteristics, Rudder Effectiveness 
(Derivative Versus Mach Number) 
H ALPHA 630-637 
IUSC/HREC Orbiter-Studies - Model 2B - Longitudinal 
Characteristics, Elevon Effectiveness (Derivative 
Versus Mach Number> 
I ALPHA 638-646 
IMSC/HREC Orbiter Studie's - Model 2B - Lateral/ 
Directional Characteristics, Aileron Effectiveness 
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J ALPHA 647-650 
I.SC/HREC Orbiter Model 2A/2B Comparisons 
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TABLE V. INDEX OF DATA FIGURES 
- - - PLOTTED 
COEFFICIENTS CONDITIONS 
TITLE SCHEDULE VARYING PAGES 
uMS0/REC Orbiter Model'2A/2B Comparisons- G Configuation, 811-828 
Lateral/Directional Characteristics Versus ALPHA 
Mach Number (BETA'=OL) 
UMSC/HREC Orbiter Model 2A/2B Comparisons - Rudder H Configuration, 829-836
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(C) C, c, CBL, CAB vs. ALPHA 
(D) 	 CY14, CY, CBL, CAB vs. BETA 
(E) 	 CM1, CL, CD, ./D, ON, PA, CAB, DCIMCL, DCIM, DCL vs. MACH 
(F) 	 C011, CL, CD, L/D, CN, CA vs. MACH 
(G) 	 CYN, CY, CBL, DCYNDB, DCBLDB, DCY/DB vs. MACH 
(,H) 	 DCYNDR, DCY/DR, DCBLDR, DCD/DR vs. MACH 
(') 	 DCI4DE, DCL/DE, DCD/DE vs. MACH 
(J) 	 DCIDA, DCYNDA vs. MACH 
Notes:
 
1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 
moment coefficients, and angles are
 
indicated by arrows. 
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
 












-4 CD CD 
Figure 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and 






NOTE: 	Combination B2WZ is 
identical to B2W5 due 









NOTE: Combination BZW5 is 
identical to BZWZ due 
__--___. 
to one-piece body/wing. 
E4 












Sign Convention, Elevon Deflection 
00 
-
+200 	 T.E. 
Left 
-Sign Conveition, Rudder Deflection 
Figure 4. Deflection Angles Measured About the Hinge Line
 
Left Eleven Right Elevon 
6e =.10 
6a = 00 
0 
Left Elevon 0 	 Right Elevon 






Left Elev 	 Right Elevon 
° 	 +1006 ="10 
e 
° 
6 = -20 0 
6a 
Note: 	 Aileron Sign Convention 6 Eleven (Left) - flevon Might) 
is Defined as Follows: a 2 
Sign Convention, Elevon/Aileron Deflection 
FIGURE 	5. DEFLECTION ANGLES NUSURE ABOUT THE HINGE LINE 
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Tabulations of the plotted date and corresponding 
source data are available from SADSAC Operations. 
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 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2- CA41OIXJ 


































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYMSOL 
 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONP.o599 ALPHA 0.09n 
 ELEVNZ 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN0.704 RUDER2 0.000 
 STING 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
0.903 
[i 1.9MXRP BREF 6.1420 INCHES
3.9950 INCHESS1.p8 0.0000 INCHESYMRP 
ZNRP - .0.1350 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSHC/HREC 0225042A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 




















-2 - 45 
C 







 a43 . 1350 INCHES 
S -6 -4 - 2 4 6510 12 
- SIDE SLIP 'ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYNBOL MACN PARAMETRIC 'VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION 
1.464 ALPHA F.IL0 ELEVN3 D:05042 SREF 9.0250 SC.IN 
M °96- RU4ER 4.20 0 LREF
tOTER 6o1420 NCHE0 *.9O .GR 6.1420 INCMESC 
SXNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.000 INCHES 
0 2 ZNRP - 0.,1350 INCHES REFERENCE FILE LSHC/NIREC 25042A -SCALE 0.0033 SCALEt. 













4. 10 S2_ 
-. 010 
0 ~ 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA- DEGREES
 
,YMSOL 
 MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
 
0.59 ELEN3ALHA .100REFERENCE. 11 
 INFORMATION
 
0 .7G4 ALPHAZ 0.00 STIN 4.000 
 SREF 9.0250 SG.IN
 










REEECEFL ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHESREEENEFIE LSMC/HREC C2E5042A 
 SCALE 0.9033 SCALE
 
MSrC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CA41OIX) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 27
 
__ __ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS, ALPHA= 0
•..40 ,., . . . - n rr r1... , , , - ,r- I-- - -, , - - - - r-.-,- , ,. 
.03$ 













__ 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA.' DEGREES
 
;YMSOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1 64 APHL~h .00 .09SREF 90250 SR.IN1.960 RUDER2 0. 011 STING 4.D01, LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 ) 4.060 ' 





ZRP - 0.1350 INCHES

REFERENCE FILE LSNC/HREC D225042A 2.59NO3SCALE 
 SCALE
 
MSFC'TWT.498.MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 [A41OIX) 
25 NOV 71 PAGE 28
 






















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
0 12 
SYMBOL MACj PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.595 ALPHA 
 10.000 ELEVN3 O.009REFEREN2E 















0 0 ZNRP - 0.1350REFERENCE FILE LSNC/HREC 225 42A INCHESSCALE 0.0033 SCA E
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 
 B2W2V4D2E3R2 CA410Y) 
25,NOV 71 PAGE 29
 
10 LMSCIHREC ORBITER.STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS, ALPHA 

t V- r- T- T 
.04 
.02 











21 4 60 lo2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 





























REFERENCE FILE LSMC/HREC 0225042A SCALE U.0033 SCAbE 





































SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
SYMSOL MACi4 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

REFERENCE iNFORMATION
0.595 ALPHA 10.000 ELEVNS 0.00 
 IREFENC INFORTIN











REFERENCE FILE LSMC/HREC D225042A 





























6 a, 10 1 
-10 ­





SyMBOL MACH SRE 9.0250 S.ININHES
10.000 ELEVN3S 0.009 	 6.14201.45T ALPHA 	 400LREF 

BREF 6.1420 INCHES1.964 	 RUDER2 0.000 STIN 4.000 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES4.960 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - U.1350 INCHES 




MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CA410IY) 25 NOV 74 - PAGE 32 


























.11 S I D E SLI P A N GL E . B E TA .D E G R E E SR E R NC I FO M T N
 
SREF .25 , $e.Ih
PAR AETRIC VALUES
S IM50L MACH 
 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
10.000 0.9000 505 ALPHA ELEVN3 6-14ZO INCHES
 0.G8UDRZ Dg5 STNG 4.01 BREF 
 3.995a ICHES
0: 9, TNXNRPRrE Z
Go D 






rEgCMCCC FILE LSMC/HREC 02251,42A
 PAGE 33
 
MSF TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC: ORBITER B2Vl2V402E3R2 CA4101Y] 25 NOV 71 

t 










LI -. 020 
to 
z 
,j -. 045 
-. 060 
SYMOOL MACH 
% 5 T 
1,964 
V.=W 
CDCTW SIDE SL'IP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ALPHA 10.000 ELE.VN3 0.000 
R U CR 2 . 00 S TING 4 . 000 
0 .90XHRP49 
R FERE CE F 
L E LSHC/HREC 
D 25 4 
9 SrCILMSC oRBITER B2W2y402E3R2 CA410IY) 
9 
SREFE NC9 FORMATIOoN 
LRUF 9.042 seCHrN 
REF 6 . 4 20 I NH ES 
3.9959 INCHES 
YHRP 0.000a ICHES 
ZHRP r0.150 INCHES 
L4 
25 NOY 71 PAGE 34 
.040 
nr- r - r - -rI- " -*T­r T - r l-- -'r -" --LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/Df]RCHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS. ALPHA,= I0





































25 NOV 71 PAGE 

































L - I . A _ ­
6 4201a0 2 4 6 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES' 
9.0250 $Q.1"




1.904 RUDER2 0.001, STING 4.00 

• ,.BREF, 6.1420 INCHES 
jt.960 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0050 INCHES
 
ZRP - D.1350 INCHES
 
REFERENCE FILE LSE/HREC D242A 
 SAE 9.020 SI.XN 
MSFC TT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER'' B2W2V402E3R2 A4101YL 25 NOV 71 PAGE 36
 
_________ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIRCHARACT, MACH 
" 
NO. EFFECTS, ALPHA :15



















-to -o -6 - 4 -. 0 2 02 4 0 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION­
0.597 ALPHA 15.000 ELEVN3 U.000 SREF 9.0250 S.IN 
0.499 RUOER2 0.00o STING 4.DQ LREF 6.1420 INCHES0.qs9 
 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRF 3.9950 INCIES5 .098 
 YNRP D.Ooua INCHES 
ZHRP - 0,150 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSNC/HREC 0225042A SCALE 0,0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 (A4IDIZ) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 37 I 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, IMACH NO. EFFECTS, ALPHA= 15
 
r-rr rmr -v--mr - - r--­
-r-r---n

















6 8 10 ±22 4
-2 0 
--- c'J ' - 6 -4 






1.4%? ALPHA 1S.dOU ELEVU3 UAOO SREF 9.0250 3Q.IN 
2 AEF 6.1420 INCHE! 62 RUVERZ 9.090 STING 4.090 BREF 6.1420 ,INCHE!XRP 3.9950 ;INCHE
:96 ES ! 69YNRP ,.UO INCHE!
 
ZmRP 0 .135D INCHE!
 
- SCALE 0.0035 SCALREFERENCE FILE LSMC/HREC 0225042A 
MSFC-TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CA41OIZ) 25-NOV 7.1. PAGE 38
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/OIR CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS, ALPHA 15














o .14 o1 
la - 6 4 -2 0 2 4 81011 8 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONSYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
SREF 9.0250 S*.E 
LREF 614z0 INCHES 
.99RUDER2 0.009 4.009 614es INCHES 
0 97 ALFHA 15.000 ELEVN3 0. 9 
STING ,RE 
0:G9 IMRF 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP D.A000 INCHESEl 1.098 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHESSCALE D.0033 SCALE
 
REFERENCE FILE LSMC/HRE¢ D22SU42A
 
vSrr TWT 498 vSP7C/LMSC ORBITER 92W2V402E3R2 (A4IO1Z) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 39 
_____ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS. ALPHA = 15






















____ ____ ___ _ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYHBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.457 ALPHA 15.UU0 ELEVN3 0.009 SiEF V.0250 SQ.IN 
1.9624 9 6 0  RUDERZ 0.000 STING 4.000 LREFSEEF 6.14206.1420 INCHESINCHES 
XMRP " 3.9950 INCHES 
THEP a OOD INCHES 
ZHRP 0:1350 INCHES 
REEEC IE LSMC/HREC'DZ25042A_ SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MS;C TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 CA41OIZ) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 40 
- -
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS, ALPHA :115
 
.00~rri--r- ur I- r 7v fI 
.015 
_ _ _ _ _ _ -_ _ _ ­
























.020 a 6 4 -2 2 4 6 10 12 
0.699 RUDER2 0. BOB STING 4.00S 
 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
0 0899 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
[]1 . 98X 

1 9 RP 3 .9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHESZNRC - 0.1350 INCHE
S

REFERENCE FILE LSMC/HREC D225042A 
 SCALE 0.0033 SCAE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4O2E3R2 CA41O1Z) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 41
 












-. 0010 - 6- 20246a1 1 
LJJ
 


















SREF 9.02S0 $Q.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRF 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP G.Guoo INCHESZmRP - D.1350 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSHC/HREC 0225014iA SCA LE 0.0933 SCALE 
MS C TwT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CA4101Z) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 42 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS. ALPHA 15
 
.040_____ 	




















-0%0 -8 -6 -4 	 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.597 ALPHA 15.000 ELEVN3 0.00 	 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
 
0.699 RUDER2 0.000 STING 4.90D 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 





 YKRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSHC/HREC V225042A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MS:C TWT 498 XSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CA4IOIZ) 25 NOV'71 PAGE 43
 
LISC/NREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS, ALPHA 45
 














-4-2 a' 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREESSYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
" 1 .4 5 7 A L P H A 15 0 0 0 EL E N 3 O . D o uS 
1:962 -RUDeRz 0.000 STING 4.090 
0 4.96S 
RFERENCE FLE LSHC/HR.C 225042A' 





E 2 0S .I 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHESYRP 0.O0O0 INCHES 
Z-RP -
-1350INCHES 
SCALE 0.0s3 SCALE 
71 PAGE 44 
' 
___ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFFECTS
 
















7 -. 13D_____ 
I- 25
 






 25 -o 
 35 40- 45 so 
 55 Go
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
C04105)Q KSFC TWT 498 ISFC/LPSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 10.000 0.000 
 4.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
(141011)- -ISFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4DE3R2 0.000 0.000 0.DO
(04103$) M 4.00 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER 02WZV4D2E3R2 
-10.000 0.00 4.000 0.000 BREF
I04104S) NSFC TWT 490 6.1420 INCHES
NSFC/LMSC ORBITER 02W2V4D2EC3R 
-Z0.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 XMRF
(0405s$) 3.9950 INCHES
NSFC TWT 498 M$FC/LHSC ORBITER 62W2V4D2E3R2 
-50.000 
 0.00 4.000 9.00 YNRP 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES
 










-.4055 10 i 20 25 10 35' 40 45, 50 5 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERZ STING "BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ID41025)' M SFC TNT 498 MSFC/LMSE.ORBITER SZW2V4D2E3R2 10 abo00 000 4.000 0.000 SREF 9. 250 SQIN 
1041011) SFC JWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER S2W2V4D2EER2 D.00".000 4.000 03.000 LREF 6.1420 1, HE$ 
0 1 3 ), SFC T T 498 SF /L SC ORBITER B W V4D E3R2 -A.-goD 0.000 4.000 0 000 BREF 6.1420 NCHES . 
0.000 XRP 3.995P INCHESVMSFE TNT 498 MSF/LHSC ORBITER SZW2V4D2E3R2 '-20.0013 0.00 4.0001 041045)'
,D.410s MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LM$C ORBITER SZWZV4D2E3R2 -30.000 0o00 4.000 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 INCHES
 
S""ZRR G .1350 INCHES
 
MACH 0.898 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE.. 
PAGE 46 
















5 0 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 o60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION.
 
(04102S) I@ HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER BW2V4D2E3R2 10.000 0.000 4.000 
 0.000 SREF 9.0250 39.IN
 (041011)J1 MSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2WZV4D2E3R2 0.000 0.000 4.000 0.009 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
(04103S) 0 MSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER BWZV4D2E3R2 -10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 
 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
(041045) I MSFC _TT 49$ MSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 -20.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES
(041055) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -30.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 YHRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZHRF - a.1350 INCHES 
,MACH 1.100 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 47
 













-. a 5 I0. 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING BETA(04102S) l MFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000(D41011) MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82tZV4DZE3R2 0.000 0.000 4.000 0.00(041035? 0 MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER S2E4V4D2E3R2 -10.000 000 4.000 0.000(24104S) MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 
-20.000 0.000 4.000 0.000(04105$; I SFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER SRW2V4D2E3R2 -53.090 0.000 4.000 0.000 
MACH 1.956 
RO 55 so 6R 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 Se.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 48 















-. B5 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 1 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(I 10S) BWVAD2E3R2 l0.0B10 0.000 4.000 .000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
0 M sFc TWT 498 MSFC/LMC ORBITER 
(04101 1)1 SFC TWT 498 MSFE/LMSC ORBITER BWBVADZEER 0.000 B.8a0 4.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
ID4153S) M B2WBV4DBE3RB B.090 4.000 0.000 BREF 6.14ZU INCHESHFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHBC ORBITER -10.00D 
I D41046) MFC WT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BW2V4DE3RE -20.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 XRF 3.9950 INCHES 1041055 MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER SBWZVAD2E3R2 -3009 0.000 4.0B0 0.000 YHRP B.0000 INCHES

ZHZP - 0.1350 INCHES
 
MACH 4.960 SCALE 0.0853 SCALE
 
PAGE 49 




















-. . ., 





5a 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6e + 
 6S
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
0
DATA SET SYMBOL4 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVNS RUDER2 
 STING BETA
(04102S) f Sc REFERENCE INFORHATION'
 (D1 1J flT 498 NSFCASC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2
2 lmC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3RZ 13.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 SREF10410111 ;f1r S~l4COBTR 0.009 12.000 4.000 E). 00 LREF 9.0250 seanID41D3S) 0 ~ ~ 0ER .0 .0 400 000 LE 6.1420 INCHESMSFC.TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER .40 SQ.sINEB2W2V4D2E3R2
(D4104S) nJSFc -10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000TNT 498 KSFC/LHSC ORBITER BREF 6.1420
B2W2V4D2E3R2 mNCHES
(04105S) -29.00D 0.000 4.0003
HSFC fWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 0.000 XRRP 3.9950 INCHES

-30.000 0.000 
 4.000 0.000 
 YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHESHACH 0.598 






LMSC/IHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFFECTS

-rrrr 
-r r rrT- -r-- -i- -rrr-I l t rr T rr -rr 














.10 is 20 25 30 as 40 4, so 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVNS RUDER? STING BETA
(541025) REFERENCE INFORMATION
* HSEC TWT 498 MSFC/LN5C ORBITER S2W2V402E3R2 10.000 0.000 4.000 0.0001 TN41011) SREF 9.0250 SQ.INHSFC lT 498 ISFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3Rz 0.000 
 0.000 4.000 0.000
(04103S) 6 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
SC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER BZW2V4D2E3R2 
-10.000 0.000 - 4.000
(04104$) 0.000 BREF 6.1429 INCHES
H SC TWT 490 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 5ZW2V4D2E3R2 
-20.000 0.000ID41OSS) HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 4.000 0.000 XNRP 3.9950 INCHES
32W2V4D0E3R2 
-30.000 
 0.000 4.000 0.000 
 YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 



















 0 25 3 35 40 45 5550 60 6
 
ANGLE 'OF AT-TACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA1sSET SYMBOL SCEONFIGURATION D9
SESCRIPTION 
 'ELEVN3 RUDERZ STING BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
040S D SCTT40MF/MCOBITER 
 02W2V4DZE3R2
1041911) Ll SFE TWT 498 NSFC/LM$C ORBITER 10;000 DOE)O 4.000 U-000 "$REF82WZV40E3RR 0.000 0.000 4.000 9.0250 SQ.N
{D4103S) MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 'R2WRV4D2E3RR 
-10,000 ;O._OOD 
O.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
4 ;DOO 0-000 BREF 6.1429I D 4 10 aS) SFC TWT 498 SFC/LHS C O RB ITER B2W2Y4D2E 3R2 INHE - O . 0 "D 00 4 0 
 , O X R3 9 5 E
N H ]H
( 15) AANO VXLBEFR ALL CONDITIONS ,31):600 0.DR9 4,DOO 0.000 YHRF U.0000 INCHES
 
Z0RP - 0.1350 INCHES
















-5 a 5 To 15 20 Z5 30 55 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 




MSFC TNT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 
MSFC THY 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 
























































- a 5 10 i5 20 25 '30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERa STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(0410DS) Q HSEC TWT 496 HSFC/LMSCORBITER 62W2V4D2E3R2 10.000 0.oO 4.006 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
(0410113,/Il SFC TWT 498 NSFC/LMC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 0.000 0.009 4.000 0.000 6 INCHESLREF .1420 

(01 MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 -io.ooo0 -0.000 4.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
033 
(04104S) HSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 -20.000 o:ooo 4.000 0.000 XNRP 3.9980 INCHES 
(041055 L SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 -30.000 0;:O 4.000 0.000 IYHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 0.1350 INCHES
 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFFECTS
 
























- 0 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 
 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATI6N 
(D41025) 0 HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN(041011) 2 SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 0.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
ID4103S) ! )SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3RZ -10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
D4194SJ) MSFC TWT 498 XSFC/LHSC ORBITER BW2V4D2E3R2 -20.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 XNRP 3.9950 INCHES (CAlOSS) i HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 -30.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 0.598 SCALE 0.00a3 SCALE 
PAGE 55 
___ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFFECTS
1.* rr'-I rrr I 	 -Trr r-rr '-r-r-r- r -r -ri-- -r rri r1rI-m i" -I I I S I I I I 



















5 5 15s 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET STHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION' 
 ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(04102)QMHSFC 
TWT 496 NSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 1Q.009 
 0.000 4.030 0.000 	 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
(041011) AA HSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3aR 0.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 LREF(041035 	 6.1420 INCHESC HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER '82WV402E3R2
2 -10.000 	 0.030 4.000 0.000 BREF 
 6.1420
104104S; [1 nsSrc TT 	498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 6 WV4D2E3R2 -ZO.DO INCHES0.000 4.000 0.000 	 XMRP 3.9950 INCHES
(D4105t) I 
 MSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER 02W2V402E5R2 -3D.000 
 0.000 	 4.000- 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES.MACH 0.898 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
ID41025)) M SFC IWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2ER2 10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN(0410 , L) SFC IWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 0.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 LREF 5.1420 INCHES 
(04103S) NSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 32WZV4D2E3R2 -10.000 0.000 4.003 0.00 BREF 5.1420 INCHES (04104$) I SFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER BZWZV4D2E3R2 -20.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES (C4105$) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -30.000 0.00 4.000 0.000 YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH I.ID SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
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 30 35 40 45 501 55 60 65'
 
ANGLE'OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ECEVN3 RUDER2 STING BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 2(041025) M
SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 10.000 0.0OD 
 4.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQJN
(A41011) NSFC TWT 498'MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 0.000 0.000 4.000
(04103$) 1sFC-Tw 0.00 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 92W2V4D2E3R2 
-10.000 °0.000 4.000 BREF
204104S) U HSFC TWT 498,HSFC/LHSC ORBITER S2W2V4D2E3R2 -20.000 :BOvo .4.000 0.000 6.14B0 INCHES (DA1055) HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 -30:000 0.000 4.000 0.000 XNRP 3.9950 INCHES
 0000 YHRP 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION 
 ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
I0411ZS) MhSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER BZW2V4D2ESRZ 10.000
(B410111 MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82WZV402E3R2 0.000 
0.030 4.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN0.000
IC4103S) M 4.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 
-10.000 0.000
SFCST41045) 4.000 0.00 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
IWT 498 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 
-20.000 0.000 4.000 0.00
(041855) XHRP 3.9950 INCHES
HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 
-30.000 0.000 4.000 
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a 5 lo 15 20 25 a cr 5 40 45 50 55 Go 
JANGLE OF ATTACK'. ALPHA,. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN5 RUDER2 STING BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
lr41OZS' MSFC, TWT 4:8 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V482E3R2 lo.drso 0.060 4. cog a .DUB SREF 905 QI(C0D....1 "SF, TWT 49 a MFC/LMSC ORBITER BZW2V402E3R2 9.000 OBoDDb 4. 000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 IQ.NZCHES. 
, 041838) S W 1 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82WZV4D2E3R2 -10,09D D.000 4.000 0,000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES++ 
(D.I4S .F TT 4 0 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2WZ Y4DZESRR -20.000 ty.000 4.000 0.000 XMR? 3.9950 INCHESID41055) MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2WZV4D2E3R2 -30.090 0.000 4.03DO 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
MRP - 0.1350 IN-HES 
0O598 AACH SCALE 0.AH33 SCALE 
PAGE 60 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES

DATA SET SiMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN9 RUDER2 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1041025J M6HFC 
TWT 496 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER SEW2V4D2E3R2 10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 SREF 9.0259 SQ.IN
, 04191 ) "SF, TWT 498 SFC/LHS C ORBITER 92WV4D E3R 2 
 9. 000 . 900 4.000 . 0901 04293S) L EF 6 1420 INCHES
M SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER ' S2W2V4DZE3R2 
-10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 BREF 6.1429 INCHES
141 4S) SFC THF 498 RSFC/L MC ORBITER B WBU40E MR -20.00 a0 .000 
 4.000 .000 X RP 3.995 0
( 4 1 55 3 L INCHES
SF C TWT 498 HSF / L S C ORB ITER 8 WBV4D E R 2 
 -3 . 0 9 D . 000 4 . 000 
 D .000 Y RP O0 . 090 INCHES
 
IZRP 
 U .1350 INCHES
 
MACH 0.69a 
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.ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA,, 'DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION tELEVN3 RUDER2 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SQ.IN
I 04102S) MSFC T f 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER BEW V40ZE3RZ 10.BBB . 000B 4.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 1041011J1 SFC THY 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 0EWZV4DZE3RZ 0;009 0.000 4.000 O1.0BO LREF 6.1420 INCHESL 
1 04103si 'MSFC TWT 498 MFC/LMC ORBITER S2E2V4DE3R2 -19.B0B "P. OaO 4.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES, ID4164S) MSFC TW 499 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 -20.000 0..OBO 4.000 0.000 XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
90410G55 V DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALLICONDITIONS -30.000 OOOO .4.000 0.000 YHRP "0.0009 INCHES 
IZMRP 
 - .13S0 INCHES 
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aI 5 lo 10 20 25 i0 35 40 45 50 55 Go 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DFGREFS
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
D410251 HSFC TT 498 
SFC/LSC ORBITER 2W V4DE32 10.00 OOus 4.000 0.000 REF 9 0250 S .N 
'41511) MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 9.090 0,000 4.000 03.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES0 4 MSHFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BZWZV402E3RZ -10.000 0.000 4.00003s) 
 0.000 BREF 6.1429 INCHES
 
mD4154s1 
 MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LM$C 	ORBITER 02WZV40ZE3RZ -20.000 0.000 4.000 
 0.009 XMRP 3.9950 INCHES
ID41'153) 
 MSrC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC 	ORBITER 82WZV4D2E3RZ -30.09D0 
.900 4.000 0.000 	 YHRP 0.0000- INCHES 
ZRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 1.958 
 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. 'ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERZ STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(04102S) Q 1 SEC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC'ORBITER B3WZV402E5R2 10.oo 0.000 4.000 0.000 SREF
(D41011) 9.0250 50.11
Ll HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V4O2ESR2 0.00O 0.000 4.000 0.000 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES
C41035) MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 0BZW2V402E3R2 '40;00D o-1oo 4.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
(DA104S) 
 SFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER BW2V4D2E3R2 -20.00a. o.000 
 4.000 0.000 XHRF 3.9950 INCHES
90.Issi5 





 SCALE 0.0033 SC4 LE
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BESCRIPTIN ELEVN3 RUDERZ STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 041025) MSFC TWT 498 MBFC/LNSE ORBITER B2W2V4D2EE3B 10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 $BEF 905 QI 
CD4101) 1W 498 NSFC/LMBC ORBITER 82W2V402EER2 0.000 0.0B0 4.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES";F
104103S) M B2W2V4D2E3R2 -10.000 0.O005 4.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
HFC TWT 49B MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 
( ' 1411} 'S FC TWT 498 MSFC/LMBC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 -20.300 0.000 4.000 0.000 XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
(04155S) MSFC IWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER SBWZV402E3R2 -30.0B0 0.000 4.000 O.DB0 YHRF 0.0000 INCHES
Z0R. 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH Bo598 SCALE 0.B033 SCALE
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 






MSFC TWT 498 HSFC..LHSC
_ANS TW 498 NSFC/LHSC 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSCISFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC 




































ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
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0 ia1 15 2D 25 a0 35 40 45 50 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN5 RUDER2 STING BETA(041023) Q nsc REFERENCE INFORMATION
F WT 498 H$FC/L$5C ORBITER 
 B2WZV4DZESR2 
 10.000
t 0.1011 0.000 4.000 0.000R MSFC TWT 498 NSFCILNSC ORBITER SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN62WV402E3R2
(04103S) 0 0.000 0.000 4.000 0.000
SFC TWT 498 XSFC/LNSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 EREF 6.1420 INCHjES

-10.000 G.0030
(04104$) L] SFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSc ORBITER 4.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
B2W2V4D2E3R2 
-20.000 0.000
(04155S) [N DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 4.000, 0.000 XHRP 5.9950 INCHES
$30.000 0.000 
 4.000 0.000 YHRP 
 0.0000 INCHES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION'
(041025) HSFC -WT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 10;0003 .D0 4.000(041011) 0.000 SREF 9.0250 5Q.IN
HSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 U.,000 0.000 4.000 0.000 LREF 
 6.1420 INCHES
t041035) 
 NSFC TWT 498 RSFC/LSC ORBITER B024V402E3R2 -10.000 0;000 4.000 0.000 
 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
(04104S) HSFC T 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 -20.000 0.000 4.000 
 0.000 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES
(04105S) MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82IeV4D2E3R2 -30.000 0.000 


























30 35 40 45 55 
±0 15 20 25 

-0" 0 6 

ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
BETA REVERENCE ENFORNATION
£LEVNS RUOERZ STIN9 

DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTION 

9.250 IN.1$0.000 SREFI0.0o0 0.000 4.00082WzV40EE3R2
TNT7 498 HSFC/L.HSC ORBITER LREF 621420 XNCHES
1 
(9410Z$) 4.0000.000 0.00 X$RF 3.9950 INCHES
82WZV4D2E3R2 0.000 4.000 0.000 INCHES
N TWN 498 NSFC/LSC ORBITER B2Wzv4 eE3R2 -20.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420(0±101%, SFCSFC TV/ 49$ HSFCI .$C ORBITER .oo 4.000
(041045) I. B2W2V42C3R2 -0.000HSFC/LHSC 04811R
(Ci03$, MVFC IWT 498 
4.000 0.000 Z0.000YNRP 0.0000 INCHES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK'. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
'D'20231, "5rCF T.W 4"A NalC/1-SC ORBITER (DIG 1U.T, RE T 4a MSFCILMSC ORBITER 
ccll"3Sl mSFC T t 490 NSFC/LHBC ORBITER 
cu4Iudsi M C FT 49a MSFC/LH$ ORBITER 









-19;ou U00 0. 















SREF 9.0250 SO.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BRIEF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0on INCHES 
ZRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 0.598 SCALE 0.G003 SCALE 
PAGE 70 















; a 5 Go 6510 15 E D 25 3DO 35 40 4 5
-02 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
$TINS REFERENCE INFORMATION
ELEVN5 RUDER2 BETA 
(B041025; MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHBC ORBITER B2WBV4DBE3RZ 10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 BREF 9.0259 B ,IN 
1041011} MSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LMBE ORBITER B2WZV4D2EER2 0.008 0.000 4.900 0.000 LREF 6.L420 INCHES 
(0.103S) MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2EV4D2EER2 -10.000 B.000 4.000 0°000 8REF 6.1420 INCHES 
{D41 45) SFC TWT 498 SFC/L S C ORBITER 2 WV4VE R 2 -20.BO 0 0.1BO0 4 .000 .B0O XH 3.9950 INCHES 
(D4, 0$} MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER SZWZV4BRE3RZ -30.000 0,BO0 4.000 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0,1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0:0 0B3 SCALE 
MACH 0.698 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA., DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVNS' RUDER2 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(04102S) Q HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 10.000 0.000 4.000 OA00 SREF
(041011) 9.0250 SQ.IN
 
__ MSEC TT 498 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2I4D2E3R2 .'OO 0.000 4.000 0 .000 LREF
(04103S) MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER BZW2V402ECR2 
- 0.00 
 , 4.000 0000 B REF 6.1420 INCHESADZIOS) MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 822V492E3R2 
-20.000 0.000 
 4.00 0.090 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES
904105S) 1 
 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
-30.000 0.000 4.000 
 0.000 YHRP 
 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHESMACH 1.100 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(041025) M TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER 10.000 0.000 4.000 0000 SREF 9.250
SFC 32W2V4B2E3R2 SQ.IN(04101 ) L KSPC TWT 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 0.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
(041035) I MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER 32W2V402E3R2 
-1.0o0 0.0o 4.00a 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INpHES
(04104S) Li HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 -20.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 XHRF 
 3.9950 INCHES
(04105$) HSFC 1WT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4ZE3R2 -30.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 INCHES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN3 RUDERa STING BETA
(04202S l sc REFERENCE INFORMATION
ITW 498 HSFC/LRSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 10.B00 0:000
(04±011) LX sc.TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 4.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SG.IN
0;00 000V402E3R2.0  4.000 0.000
(04103$) SREF 6.1420 iNCHESONSF. TT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 -10.110 0.000 4.000 0.000 BREF 
 6.1420 INCHES
("41045 j 
 MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 
-20.000. 
 0:000 4.000 0.00 XHRP
t04105S) " SFC TWT 498"HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 52W2V40DE3R2 
-30.000 3.9950 INCHES o:oou 4.000 0.000 
 YMRP 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
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- 5 0 5 i0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
I04102S) 
 MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LnSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 10.000 0.000 4.000
(041011) 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
MSFC TNT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 0.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 
 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
(041035) 0 MSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER BW2V402E3R2 
-10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000
I041045) [ SFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R? 
-20.000 0.000 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES4.000 0.000 XNRP 3.9950




4.000 0.000 YNRP 
 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHESMACH 0.598 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(04102S)J HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER
" 	 B2W2V402E3R2 i0.oo
(D4al-]L	 o.D0 4.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SG.IN
MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 0.900 0.000 4.000 0.000 
 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
(041035) 0. RSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 52W2V4D2E3R2 -i0.000 0.000 4.000(04104$) t MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 
-20.000 0.000 4.000 
0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES

O.000 	 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES
(041 5) h FC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER S2W2V402E3R2 -30.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 	 YMRP 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(D41025) D HSFC lT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 10.000 0.000 
 4.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
(041011) 
 HSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER 52WZV4D2E3R2 0.0003 0.00 
 4.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
(04103S) 
 OI SFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 -10.000 
 0.000 4.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
(041045) i MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 6ZW2V4D2E3R2 
-20.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 XMRP 3.9950 INCHES
(D4105S) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
-30.000 4.000
0.000 0.000 YIRP 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
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. . ...D. " "Go .. 
-010 0 5 0 15 20 2L 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING(D4102S)i SFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 10.1360 '0.000 4.000(D401 1) nSFC JWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 aBOB 0.000 4.000 
W013On r lT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 








50 55 60 65 
REFERENCE INFORHATIOj 
SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.'420 INCHES
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZNRP - -0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCA4E 
PAGE 78 
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S 0 5 10 Is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
104112SJO 
 HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2ESRZ 
 10.000 0.000
(041011) NSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 4.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
B2W2V402E3R2 
 0.000 0.000 4.000 0.000
(04103) LREF 6.1420 INCHES
MSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E32R 

-10.000 0.000 4.000
(04104$) L 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHESSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BZWZV4D2E3R2 
-20.000 0.000 4.000
(04105S 0.000 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES
HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 
-30.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 YMRF 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHESMACH 4.960 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
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- _, __ • , 
:_ 
-. 30 
-0.6 -0.4 .2 0.0 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFZGURATIO DESCRIPTION 
(D410?5) MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 
041011) MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/L$SC ORBITER C041035) H*SVC 1 498 HSFC/t.KC ORBITER D4103) MSFC Twr 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 
MSFC TWT 498 )SFC/LKSC ORBiTER 
MACE 0.590 
U.Z 41.0 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL 
ELEYNS, RUDER2 STINO 
B21V4DaE3R2 10.000 0.000 4.000 
BaY402E3R2 0.000 0.000 4.000 92W2Y4D0E3R2 -10.00 0.006 4.000 
B2WEV4DZE3R2 -20.000 0.000 4.000 







1.2 1.4 C.S 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SREF 9.4250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 80S 
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-­
-r- .




-Li -.05 *3A 
Li, 
u 







'06 -08.4' -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION 
(041025) D SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER 
1C042011) NSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 
(04103$) : ISFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 
104104S) [J M SFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER 
(04105$) L\45FC TNT 498 NSFC/LNSC ORBITER 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL 
ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING 
BW2V402E3R2 10.000 0.000 4.000 
B2WZV4D2E3R2 0.000 0.000 4.000 
B2W2V4C2E3R2 
-10.000 0.000 4.000 
B2W2V4D0E3R2 
-20.00 0.000 4.000 
B2W4V4D2Z3R2 








SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHPS 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 









LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACTo ELEVON EFFECTS
 
.20-------------_-------------- -------------­iF ­








to. -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.13 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.13 1.0 1..4 1.6 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2D10S M SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BWVDER 000 .0O .0000OBEF 9D5DB.I 
0B4 011) MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2V2V4D2E3R2 0.DDD 0.000 4.000 O.ODU LREF ,1420 INCHES 











(0A1053) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -30.0D0 O.0OO 4.000 a IOOD YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
•ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MACH 1.100 
PAGE 82 
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,200 








-H .255 _NCHE P-
-0.8. -0.4 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.D 1.2 1.4 1.0 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL 








SFC SFC/LMSCM TWT 498 H  ORBITER 
SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER 
MSFC TWI 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 



































ZHRP 0.1550 INCHES 
MACH 1.958 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 83 
















-0.4 D.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8, 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 






MSFC TWT 498 M(SFC/LMSC ORBITER 
W 9 SCLS RIEHSFC MSFC/LHSC ORBITERMSFC TWTTWT 498498 MSFC/LBBC ORBITER 
SFC 7WT 498 SFC/LMSC ORBITER 
HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 
LIFT COEFFICIENT,"CL 
ELEVN3 "RUDER2 STING 
B2WBV4D2E3R2 1L.OO0 0.000 4.000 
1SNF2~4232 0.000 0.000 4.000B2W2V402E3R2 
-. 000 0.000 4.000 
BZWZV4B2E3RB 
-1O~oOa 0.ooo 4.000 
82WZy4D2E3R2 
7Z0.Ou 0.000 4.000B2W2V402E3R2 








SREF 9.0250 SQ.It 
LREF 9.4250 INCHES 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
,-
MACH 4.960 ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS ALPHA 
 0 DEG
 











-.0 4 2_l 





SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE
o Da0 REFERENCE INFORMATION
MACH 0.599 ALPHA 
 0.000 DATASET RUDER2 
 DATASET RUDER2
1o:o0 ELEVN3 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
G.OO STING 
 4.000 841I1X a.00 
 A4112X 
 10.o00 













DATA MIST. CODE *A 

MSrC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 C[4101X) 






LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, -RUDDEREFFECTS ALPHA

.0 i-- -r -n-'---
-- r-r--r- -r-"r-





























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SY BOL RD ER2 PARA ETR C VAL ES 
 DATA '1OURCERE 
 R NC I FO M T N
1 .000 MACH 0.9o3 ALPHA' 0-000 DATASET RUDER2 DATASET RUDERZ SREF 9.0250 SG.IN 
10 0 0 L.3 .D STING 4.000 'D4101X "0,000 A4112X 1S.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
_'RDGoa 
 A4113X 20.0D0 






ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHESDATA MIST. CODE *A 
 SCALE D.0033 SCALE
 
MS7C TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402EjR2 (134101 X) 08 FEB 72 PA.P ac 




.05 - -r .. 
______-_r-


























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
o PARAMETRIC VALUES°00 
 flfl 1.098 ALPHA 
.000 DATASET DATA SOURCE
RUDER2 ATASET RUDER2 SREFREFERENCE INFORMATION
9.250 SeoIN
10.000 ELEVN3 
 0.000 STIN& 
 4.000 84101X 
 0.000 A4112x
O 20.000 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES

A413X 20.000 






DATA MIST. CODE tA - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
MSrC TliT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 
 62W2V402E3R2 CBAIOIX) 
 08 FEB 72 PAflF
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS ALPHA
.0 Tr- -r-r-1 r-r-r n-I-r- -ir-r 71- r-T-1 iflT 0 DEGT1 -FI rl -- i-i 
.04 











> -. 04 
I-.I 
-- nG a. 4 ,2: " 4 6 a t 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RUDER2 P ARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.000 ACH 1.960 ALPHA O,1300 UATASET RUDER2 DATASET RUDER2 SREF 9.0250 QI 









THRP O.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.135D INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *A SCALE G°Q033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 408 MSFCILMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 CB41OIX) 08 FEB ?12 PAGE 88 


















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
12 
SYMBOL RUDERZ 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
D.010 MAC 4.960 ALPHA 
 0.000 DATASET RUDER2 
 DATASET RUDErZ 
 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
10.00D ELEVN3 
 0.OD! STING 4.000 134101X 0.O00 A4112X 10.000 LREF 
 6.1420 INCHES
> 2SiD90 
 A4113X 20 oDDD 
 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
XMRP .99513 INCHES
YfRP .. 0O0 INCHES
 
DATA MISTI CODE Z1R- - 0.1350 INCHES
A 1. 0 SA
0 0 0 S I G4 0 0 6 1 1 . 00A SCALE 0.033 SCALE
1 2 
 0 0 0 L E 8 9VS 
. 4 0I C E
 M TW0S0C498 CSFALASC ORBITER ATE2W2V4T2E3R2 A4EOIX08E 
 72SEE PAGE S.
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT RUDDEREFFECTS ALPHA 0 DES
 
























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMSOL RUDERZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORHATION0.0no MACH 0.599 ALPHA 0.000 OATASET RUDER2' DATASET RUDER2 SREF 9.025 " SQ4N 
10o000 E ac'3 0000 4101X 6.1420 INCHES
0 " 0.,00 TNG 4.000 A 13 2.900 " LREFB   S 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES
 
YMRP 0.OO0 INCHES sZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES. 
DATA MIST. CODE *A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE " 
,S- TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 (B41OIXJ. 
08 FEB 72 PAGE 90
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS ALPHA 
 0 DEG
 
* 2o - r' - ---r - - - - -­4 F - r 
-- 7 





















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
SYMBOL RUDER2 





















SREF 9.0250 SQ. IN
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
29.9BD A4113X 20.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
DATAMHIST. 
,-SC TWT 4 8 
CODE A 
.S0C/LMSCORBINER B2W2V402E3R2 B4101Xo 
XMRP 3.9950Y-R. 0.0OO0 
ZRP - 0.1350SCALE 0.0033 











































SYMBOL RUDERZ SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREESPARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
n 0.0p0 "A" '1.09a
10.000 EctVN3 0.00 ALPHA 0.009 DATASET RUDER2
STING 4.000 DATASET RUDER2 SREF
20.000 84101X 0.0a A4112X 10.000 9.0250 SQ.INA4113X 20L.00 "BREF LREF 6.14 0 INCHES
61420 INCHES
XHRP 
 3995 a INCHES
 
YMRP 
 0.00a0 INCHES' 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHESDATA HIST. CODE *A 





LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACTh RUDDER EFFECTS ALPHA 









It 	 .06_ 
















1 - 4-	 4 6 1 12
 
SIDE 	SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RUDER2 




L H 3 0 0 DATASET 
DATA SOURCE 
RUDER2 DATASET RUDER2 
RFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9 0250 SQ.IN 
101100- EL5VN3 0.000 STING 4.000 84101X 0.000 A4112X 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
20.000 A4113X 20.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRPYRP 3.99500.06OO INCHESINCHES 







VS TWT0C498 MSFC/LSC ORBITER D2W2V402E3R2 AB4SIX)08 FEB 72 PAGE 93 
_ _ _ _ __ 
___ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/IIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS ALPHA
* .I- r p 0 DEG-ni rn--i rr-r -r----- T 
­ i i--























 4 a a 10 12 
SYMBOL RUDER2 





a MACH 4.960 ALPHA 0.000 DATASET 
RUDER2 DATASET
0.000 ELEVN3 0.00 STING RUOER2 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
4.000 4101X
B.Gos 0.000 A4112X 10.0002 A4113X 20.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHESOREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
XMRPYR  0.0000 0NCHE0
INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
3 95 

DATA MIST.CODE *A SCALE 00033 SCALE
 
VS20 
TWT 498 MScC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4O2E3k2 (B4IOIX) 08 FEB 72 
 PAGE 94
 




















o -. 0405___ 
4 0 2 6 10
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
































XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
Y0RP 0.0000 IN H S 
ZMRP - 041350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
FS C T WT 498 vSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 (B41OIX) 08 FEB 72 PAGE C 
_____ 
____ 


















-. 05 622 
-










DAT MIT COE CAE .033 SCL
 
-tO - - s -* -2 401 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE; BETA-. DEGREES
 
SYNBOL RUDERO PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION2 
-0.000UAC±L 0.905 ALmiA 0*d00 DATASET RUDER2 OATASET RUDER2 SE 9.0250 SoIN 
"10.000 ELEVNS D.000 STING 4.000 54101X 0.000 A4112X 10.000 LREE 6.1420 INCHES 
0 e.ODo A4113X 204100" SREF o.j'ae iNCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRTHP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRF - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST, COVE SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MS:C TWT ASS MS C/LMSC ORBITER B2V12V402E3R2 C'B4IOIX) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 9 
______ 


















-U. 0RE 0 I H
 
055 ICE




... 050130 NC£ 
-. 04.5"0 
SC-.0555 SAL 
-10 - -6ST -4 -2 0 2OITECODEE *EAAD SLIP. RE
 
APH 0RB0TER UR2" 08UE 9P025B2W2VASE DATAOSXT 7RE SQ.I0, .000 4 MCIL109 0.004101X) 08ODFEBF 72 PAGE 9S;:_ T0 4L98N MSFCLS ORBTER 400 B4D2E3R 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS ALPHA 0 DEG
 
-
-r- -- r -r--- -'--1 'r -n-r- -i -r n- r--n - -T-









E: -. 025 
Li:LJ 




.. Y"P 004INHE 
- .0600 : 
2 91 
-- -0 -e 8 6 - 4 0 





sBQL RU0E82 I'ARADETRIAVALUES DATA SOURCE 

.000 DATASET RLJER2 DATASET RUDE$2 nEWF 
 9F0250 SQ7PE
-0.000 f. .960 ALPHA 0.00 A41±2X 10.000 LREFL£ 8.141,220 INCHES 
A4BR 0 X EW 6.1420 INCHES 
JOODELEVN3 0000D STING 1.000 64101X 
10.000 

zRoo A415X a0OU0.INCHES Y 

ZMRF - 0U1350 INCHES 
0.0033 SCALEDT t.cr*ASCALE 
MS C TWT 488 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 CB4101X) 08 FEB 7-2 PAGE 98 




















-j -. 043 
-.050
 
-. 055 :1E ICERE
CD 
-0 a 6 --4 a 4 6 a10 li 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RUDER2 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.0 MAC 4.960 ALPHA 0.001) DATASET RUDERR VATASET RUDERZ $REF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
10.000 ELEVU3 0.005 $Tina 4.000 841DiX 0.00 A4112X 10.000 LREF 6.142D INCAES 
0, a.*000 A4113X 20.00OXHRF 3.995061 CsINCHES 
¥HRP D:.30o INCKCS 
ZMRP - a I so INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *A SAE 
093 CL 
MSC - TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4.O2E3R2 CB4101X) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 98 


















0 a 6 42 4 a 1 
1W 
1000 ELEVN a.ot TN__0_41I 
.0 41X 1.00 L .40 ICE
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BE9A DEGREES
SYMBOL RUDER2 PARAMETRIC VALUES IDATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 ±jg.. 0.599 ALPHA 0.000 DATASET RUOER2 CATASET RUDER2 SREF 9.0250 S9.IN 
10.000 ELEVN3 0.000 STIN& 4.000 84101X 0O.000 A4112X 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
0) 20.000 A4113X 20.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHESXHRP 3.9950 INCHES
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSPC TWT 498 SFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 CB4IOIX) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 100 
____ 
__ __ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL'2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS ALPHA 0 DEG
 












-. lO-@ 6 -4 ­ 0 4 6 8a '7.1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
rmbOL RUiERZ PARAMETRIC VALUr$ DATA ORCC REFERENCE INFORATION 
~ IV MACK 0.9D3 ALPHA 0.150 DAYASET RUDER2 VTST RDR r SD5 Ql 
0 Cos002. ELZVN3 0.000 STINO 4.000 04101X AA113X 0.0020.000 A4112X 10.000 LREFBREF 6.14206,1420 INCHESINCHES 
XHUP 3.2950 INCHE , 
YHRPZ-RP - Ubaua n .350 INCHESN HES 
DATA MIST. CODS LA AGALE DERLE 0B00A3 
YS C TWT 98 AAFC/LMSCORBITER 92W2V4D2E3R2 cS ioR x) 08 FED 72 PAGE 1O 
__ 
___ 





















-. 10 -s 
-e- -4 
 22 
 4 6 
 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RUDERZ 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
o 0U00 MACH 1.098 ALPHA 0.000 DATASET .AUDERi DATASET RUDER2 SREF 
 9.0250 SQ.IN
SIDG ELEVN3 0.000 STING 4.000 8410IX ooo 
 A4iI2X 10.000 LREF 
 6.1420




 XHRF 3.9950 INCHES 
Y0RP 9.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHESIDATA MIST. CODE *A 
 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSrC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 CB4,101X) 08 FEBi 72 PAGE 102 °
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS ALPHA 0 DEG
 









-. 010 10 a 6 4 2 	 48 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SOURCE 	 RErERENCE INFORHATION,YMBOL RUDER2 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

ALPHA 0.OD DATASET RUDER2 	 DATASET RUDER2 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
A412X 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
0.000 MACK 1.960 





ZHRP 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE *A 
YS'C TWT 498 SFC/ULMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 [B410IX) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 103
 
-r-- r -r-r -u--r-- l - '1- --r -- rnEMSC/HREC.ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS ALPHA =.O DEG
 




-z ___ _ ___ 
0' 
it"










-f106 - 4 -2 0 2 4 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYDOL RUDER2 PARAHETRIC VALUES 'DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0. MACH 4.950 ALPHA 0.000 DATASET RUDER? DATASET RUDER2 SREF 9.0250 SQ.I 
0.60 A4112X 1o.ooo LREF 6.1420 "INCHES
.Do0 STIN# . 4.000 94101X0.00$ ECVN3 OREF 6.1420 INCHES
A4113X 20.000 XHRP 3.9950 INCHpS0 20.0o0 
 YMRP a 0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *A 
 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MS Z TWT, 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CB4101 ) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 104 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS ALPHA 
 15DEG 
* 06 









U .01 . 
d .0a 




















ZDATAS T DATA SOURCE 9025 S ._N
RUDER DATASET RUDER2 SREFREFERENCE INFORATON
 







ZRP - 0.1350 INCHES

DATA MISTI CODE SA SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
AS 10.00T ELEV 3FC .0M0O ITE 4.0B2W2V402E3R2 0 41017) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 105 
_ _ _ 
_ _ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS ALPHA
*O rr-nl rrr- -rT--r -r,--- -r---r -r------r- rlr-I r-r---r r-- -r--n 06 	 15DEG 
.05 
_ _ 














 6 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. ,DEGIEES
 
SYMBOL RUDvRZ 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 




S aD AC H 0 8 9 9 A LPH A 15 0 0 0 A TA S E T R U 6E R 2 "A A E R U E 2 S E 9•5 G I
 
1011:00 ELEVN3 0.000 STING 4.009 84191Z 
 0.0011 A41IZ, 10.000 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.995a INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *A 
 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC- TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 [B41OIZ) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 106
 
15 EG















-. 010 -6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SOURCEPARAMETRIC VALUESsymYOL RUER RUDER2 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 1,098 ALPHA 15.000 OATASET RUDER2 DATASET 
0.00D MACE 
 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
%0.0" LEN3 .01)400 BRF £.t420 INCHESTIG 









*ADATA MIST. CODE 






LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS ALPHA












Z-. 00EE~ .05 e 


















SREF 905 QI 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 














MSFC TWT, 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CB41O1Z) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 108 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS ALPHA
.05 I I I 
 r- -r---r--
r- -"-"" fr- --- " 
- .. 
15DEG






















SYMBOL RUcgRZ SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE
0 MACH 4.96D ALPHA REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 DATASET RUDER2 
 DATASET RUDER2
10.00o ELEVN3 0.000 SREF 9.0250 8Q.IN
STING 4.000 
 841OIZ 0.000 
 A4112Z io.oo 







ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MIST. CODE *A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 
 B2W2V402E3R2 CB4IOIZ) 08 FEB 72 
 PAGE 109
 































. 4 2 
__810 2 4 la 
SYMBOL RUDERZ 
SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES 



























BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP. 3,9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *A ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 (B4101Z) 
SCALE 





LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS ALPHA
'24 :r 


























.14 - 6 - 4 2 O 
 4 68 10 12 




MACH 0.899 ALPHA 
 15.000 DATASET 
 RUDER2 DATASET RUDER2 SREF 
 9.0250
10.0us ELEVN3 0.0D0 S0.IN







ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHESDATA MIST. CODE *A 
 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 




LMSC/HRELCORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS ALPHA
.24 InrI II 1-Ij .I-rI -IO----r -r-r, ------ -i--	 15DEGrr ---- I "-- -- I-- -r- I 
.24 

_ _ _ 



















--10 - 4 	 4 





0 DoO MNACn 1.098 ALPHA 15.000 DATASET 
-RUDER2 'DATASET RUDER2 SREF 9.0250 SOUN








2MRP - - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE 'tA SCALE 0.0033 SCALE­
MS:C TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 (B41OIZ) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 112
 
12 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS ALPHA 
 ISOEG
 


















_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 







-. _4__8 __1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 





 16.00 DATASET RUDEP2 DTSTROR RF SOS QL 
10.000 ELEVN3 0.000 STIN 4.000 









ZHRP - 0.135 INCHESINCHESo 
DATA HIST. CODE *A SCALE 0.0933 SCALE 
MSZC _iWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 CB4IOIZ) 






LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS ALPHA 
 15DEG













Li; .02' ,___ 
-. 04 
-. 10 
-. 12- 0 - -_ 
_ __ __ 
___"_ ___ __ _ 
-2 0 2 4 6 10 2 





4.960 ALPHA' 15.090' DATASET 
DATA SOURCE 
RUDER2 DATASET RUDER2 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 SG.IN 
ELEVNS 0.DOE STING 4.000 84101Z 0.000 A41I2Z" 10.000 LREFSREF 6.14206.1420 INCHESINCHES 











XSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 CB4IOIZ) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 114 












-. 010 a_-__20a_ 
m 
z 
-. 0 "D M5A____ 9_ 
'ES 
IJ 042 
050o -.04  
2:A 
O+0 L1A 1 ,D 












DAT MIST. CODE *ALE 
RUWT 498ASA/LMCRIT AER 
-10 -8 .--4 
M~cCT T 4PAUASF ELIC SRBIE 
B2WATAER2 
20 
















LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LATIOIR CHARACT, RUJDDER EFFECTS ALPHA 

-s-I-1






















A 1.00 ELVNS0.0  SING 
DATA Hist. CODE *A 
.TWT 408 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER. 
























U -. 020 
-.040 
i




-. 06010 -4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 





1098 ALPHA 15.000 VATASET RUDERZ DATASET RUDERZ 
.00 A4112Z 110. DOD REF 0.1420 1 NCHE$ 
0.090 MAC 

XMR? 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0053 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE *A 













-SIDE ________ BETA. DEGREES 
z..I
 
SYMBOL Ruceng PARAMETRIC VALUE$ 
 DATA SURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
a u HACH 1.962 ALPHA 15.000 DATASET ROOMR DATA$ t RVDER2 SRcF 9.0250 591 
BREP 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRF 3.9950 INCHES 
¥HRP U.O0 INCHES 
ZHRp - D.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *A SCALE ,0.0033 SCALE 
MSCTWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 (84101Z) 08 FEB :72 PAGE 118 












LJ -. 020 


















tOOa 6 -4 2 2 O a O 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 

























BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
VHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *A SCALE 0.0053 SCALE 
SFrC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBIIER B2W2V402E3R2 (B41OIZ) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 119
 
= t5DEG

















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
AUDE92 PARAMETRIC VALUE$ -, ATA ZOIURCE 
-REFERENCE 
MOOD J!c 0 $97 ALP6A $5.00 ' DATASET RUDDER2 DATASET 
RUDER2 
so~uo ELCN3 0:00TIG . 0 0101 dca A~i~ 
1.09 
,XRP 










.1350 INCHESD..033 SCALE PAGE 1H20 
















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYMBOL RUDER2 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.OO0 
 MACH 0.899 ALPHA 15000 DATASET RUDER2 
 DATASET RUDER2 SREF 9.0250 SQIN10 .0 0 0 E L E VN 3 0 .00 0 S T I N G 4 . 0 0 0 4 1 O Z 0 .0 0 0 A 41 1 2Z 1 0 .0 0 9 L R E F 6 . 1 4 2 0 IN CH E S 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9959 INCHESY.R0 0.0500 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *A 	 ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
YSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 (B41OIZ) 


































- '2 0 2 "101
4" 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE ,BETA. DEGREES
SYMBOL RUDER2 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
1 0 ACH' 1.098 ALPHA 15.00 DATASET RUDER2 
 DATASET RUDER2 
 SREF 9.10250 SG.IN
0.000 ELEVN3 0.000 
 STING 4.00' 
84101Z 
 0:000 A41i2Z 10.000 







ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
XSFC-TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4J2E3R2 CB4101Z3 
 08 FEB 712 PAGE 122
 
15DEG
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS ALPHA 
 ° - °
 





















-.01010 - 6 4 a 2 4 






RUDER2 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 SREF 9.S250 SQ.IN

ODo MACH 1.962 ALPHA 15.BOO PATASET RUDER2 DATASET RUDER2 6.1420 INCHES
A411Z 10.000 LREF 
0.00 STING 4.90 94101Z 0.000
10.000 ELCVN3 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP .9950 INCHES
 
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRF - 0,1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
DATA MIST. COCE *A
 
MSFC T'lT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 (04101Z) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 123
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT. RUDDER EFFECTS ALPHA 15DEG
 















 a 	 ,4 n1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA- DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RUnfR2 FArAMETRIC VALI)E5 DATA SOURCE REFERENCE 	INFORMATION 
0.000 KA 4. 60 ALiHA 15.00V DATA$ET RUDREg DAIASET RUCERZ SREF 9.0Z50 SQ.IN 
10.000 	 eLEYN3 0100 GSI N6 4.000 04101Z aOou A41$2Z 10.090 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
INCHES3.9900 
ZMRF - o0tZ5 INCHES 
0"HRe_ 	 p O0 N H S 
ATA .T CODE *A 	 SCALE U.0033 SCAL 

MS-C TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V42E3R2 c41O]Z) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 24
 




























I nD is 20 au 3 5 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. (DEGREES

PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 

B.597 BETA 
 D.Dag DATASET AILRON 
 DATA$ET AILRON
0.000 RUDERZ 0.000 A41012 9.090 A4106S 









-rrr- -- r I w T--r I rl i 




























LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON = 0

.06 -rrrrT-. T-r rr Irr- -rr -rr- r r1 rrrl- rrr-r r1 -I-1r-rr 
.05 
*O12 






















-. a 10 205 i5 
 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 o 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AILRON 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.ODD MACH 0.902 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON SREF 9.0250 
 SQ.IN
 
- 1.000 ELEVh3 0.000 RUDER2 0.00 A41012 1.00 A4106S 
- 10.O00 LREF 6.1420 
 INCHES 
- 20.000 STING 4.000 A41073 - 20.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHESXMNP 3.9950 INCHESYHRP 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE H r SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402'E3R2 (A41012) 
 08 FEB 72 PAGE 126
 











to -. 05 
< 
5 s i 0 6 
-. 06 
50 55 60 6530 35 40 45 s o 13 20 253
.065 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SOURCE 

SYMBOL AILROC SREF 9.0250
PARAMETRIC VALUES SG.IN 
BETA :' 0.000 DATASET AILRON CATASET AILRON 6,14Za -INCH"
0.900 MACH 4.900 A41063 - 1.000 LEF 
RU0CR2 0.000 A41012 0000 6.1420 INCHESo10.0o0ecti3 0.000 BREF
-0.000 3.9950 

zaoao S; 40X0 A41075 K0RP INCHES INCHED
0.0000
YHRP 
2HRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE H*G 
08 FEB '72 PAGE 128
 
MSFC JWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 (A41012) 

0 
Xi r r , j 'LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT. AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON 
I I l g



















5 4 o 45 5 0 5 5 

5 ;0 









PARAETRC VLUES F .D42ZSO5 SQ.ZIN£
 SYMOL ALRON DATASET -AILRONto0 3RE LAILRON
000 DATASET IC S
Io94 BETA LE 6140 

DUU A41II12 010 00 IH ES£

0.00s MAC A16 1.0 

o VLCVN3 0-000 RUDER2 6 1420 
. XRP 3.990 NCH S DVUBREF 

20OO T G 4 00 A4[TEO* O " MRP





ZMRP - 0 3 3SOA LE
EGREES 

OF W TT CK. AL HA 
4 
- 0.0 FEB 7242 ZNAfl41 2 (.0A4102S 0.000 19NE.00RBIER 3.S50
-,F W CLC 0 20000 TIN 44173 .000XHRP149B 400I
DALER 

0 LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON





















-5 0 5 10 15 O2 25 30 35 
 40 45 50 
 55 Go 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL AILRON 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE
o 0.000 MACH REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.597 BETA 
 0.000 DATASET 
 AILRON DATASET AILRON SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN

- 10.000 ELEVN3 0.000 RUDER2 
 0.000 A41012 0.000 A41S$ 
- 10.000 LREF - 6.1420 INCHES
- 20.000 STING 4.000 
 A41073 




YHRP 010000 INCHES 








MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 fA41012) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 129
 
65 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/D,IR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON 
 O.
 

























- 5 a 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 
 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES

-$8OL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE
0.000 1AC. REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.902 BETA 
 0.000 DATASET AILROU DATASET AILRON SREF 
 9.0250 SQ.IN
o.ooo ELEVN3 0.000 
 RUDER2 0.000 
 A41012 
 9.000 A4106S - 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
O1 -.20.000 'STING 4.000 
 A41075 
- 20.000 






ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE H*O SCALE 060033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 (A41012) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 130
 





















14C 1.964 BETA 
- O . D O E L VN 0 0 0 R DE 2 







A 1 0 2 .009 
A4 02BRF 




- 10 0 0 0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.DZ5o SQ.IN 
L R EF 6 .1420 I N C H E S 
.1420 NCH "5 
XHRP 3.9950g INCHES 
YRP 9.OO00 INCHES 
ZR1 -01369 INCHES 
SCALE 0-0033 SCAAE 
OS C TWT DATA MIST. C TE49B MSFCILMSC ORBITER B2W2VD2E3R2 EGCA41012 08 FEB 72 PAGE 131 
LHSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT. AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON = o 
*zt T|rT fliT Jrrr@ rrrr r-rr- -rrri -rr r'-flr-rr- -l-lrrr rr, ..... ... | 











-01 1 20 25 a 5 40 45 Sa 55 S0 
65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SYMBOL AILRON 0AT SOURCEPARAMETRIC VALtES 
 9.0250 SO.INDATASET AILRgI DATA$ET AILRON SEE?o 	 0.000 MAC 4.960 " BETA 0.000 

0.00o A4106S - io.O 
 LREF 0.140 INCHES.00 10.000 	 E;EEVN3 0.009 RUDERZ 0.100 A41012 
XHRF 3.9950 INCHESA4107S - 20.000
S- Z0.000 STING 4.000 Y4RP 0.00001 INCHES 
ZMRF - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE flG
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CA41012) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 132 ­
---
0




rT rrr T 
-r-rT 
-nrr









-t -. 020 







.j 0.. -. 
30 35 40 45 50 55 60
-a5 5 10 i5 20 25 






DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON

SYMBOL AILRON SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
 
0.000 MACH 0.597 BETA 0.000 
- 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHESA - 1.000 ELEVNS 0.000 RUDER2 0.00 A41012 0.000 A4106S 

o - 20.000 STING 4.000 
 A41175 - 20.000 XRF 6.9950 INCHES YHRP 010000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE 14G 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CA41012) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 133
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, A-ILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON = 0 

















-a6,5 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 KO 55 6O 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
WYHOOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
M.OACW" 0.902 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON,. DATASET AILRON SREF 9.0250 -SG.IN 
-n00000 ELEVN3' 0.000 RUD&R• 0.O0O A41012 0.000 A4196S - 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES, 
0.000 STING 4.CIDD A41075 - 20.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 "INCHESYHRP .. 0400 1NCHES 
Z.RP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA IST. EODE SG SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC0.TWT 48 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V42E3R2 (A41012 - 08 FEB 72 PAGE 134 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS. ELEVON = 0
 
.020 -rT-,T -J- r -i- ri-n- rrrr- -i--I-n-






















5 5 1 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
"s MACH-ELEVN3 1.9640 090 BETARUDER2 0*ooo9.000 DATASETA41012 AILRON0. 000 OATASETA4106S AILRON- 10.000 SREFL  9.U2506 142  SeANINCHES 















MSFC TWT 498 <SFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 CA41012J 08 FEB 72 PAGE 135 






























"i 25 3 5 40 45 50 55 60 " 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYHMOL AILFON PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE
o .0-0 MACH 4.960 REFERENCE INFORATION ,BETA" 0.000 DATASET AILON" DATASET AILRON SREF
'A -. DoDD ELEVN3 9.0250 SQ.!N0.000 RUDER? 
 0.00 A41012 0.000 







DATA MIST. CODE 
 H*G ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHESSCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMS ORBITER' 




0 LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON 

4I 






















-. 100 0B 5 BD E 3 
 0 5 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL 
 AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 HACH 0.597 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON 
 DATASET ARLROW 
 SREF 9.0250 SQ.1w

- 10.000 ELEVN3 
 0.000 RUDER2 0.0o0 A41012 
 0.000 A41O6S - 10.000 
 LREF 6.1420 INCHESO - .005 STING A.959 A4107S - 20.000 
 BREF 4.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE N#G 
 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CA41012) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 137
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON = 0
 
ilT-T- ir-i-
-r--r-r--r-~l r-1rrrrTr -rrrri-1rr *T-rT-ri T7iil TTll l r -rTIT 






















-.0105 0 5 fo i5 20 25 30 35 40 
 45 so 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AILRON PARAHETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o .000 MACH 0.902 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
 
o.000 RUDER2 A4106S 6,1420
-  ELEVN3 0.00 0.000 A41012 0.000 - 10.000 LREF INCHES 
o - .000 STING 4.000 A41073 - 20.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE 8*0 
 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWf 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 CA41012) -08 FEB.72 PAGE 138
 
0 LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON 

.040 TT| J i-rr -rii|i -r--rr||| -rI-ii rrrT- ir -ri-I IiI|I¢ 













5 a 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES.
 
SYMBOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORHATION 
0.000 MACK 1.964 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
1 o2±ov n ELEVN3 RUDER2 0.9000. 00 A4101. A4106S - 10.000 LREF 6 1420 INCHES 







ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE M*G 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALP 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 22W2V402E3R2 CAlfl2) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 139 
0 LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON 















0 5 10 "5 2 25 30 '5 40 45 50 55 -60 65 
ANGLE OF ATIACK. ALPHA. -DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA"SOURCE 
 'REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
D.00 HQ,. H 4.960 BETA 0.000 DATASET -AILRON DATASET AXLRON SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
- i00o5o ELEVN3 0.00 RUDER2 0.000 A410i2 0.000 A4106S - 10.00a LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
0- 2 .000 STING 4.000
•XNRP A4107S - 20.000 BREF 6.14203.9952 INCHESINCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 







MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CA41012) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 140 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT. AILERON EFFECTS. ELEVON =+10












- 5. 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 , 45 50 55 60 .65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON ELEYNS RUDERR STING REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CA4IZI)Q MSFC TWT 498 $SFC/LNSC ORBITER H2WZV4D2ESR2 0.000 10.000 0.000 4.000 SREF 9.0250 S.I 
(A408SLA$SFC 
CA41095) . NSFC 
TWT 498 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER 

















XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
2MRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
0.598 AACH SCALE 0.0055 SCALE 
PAGE 141 . 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON =+I0

.0 6 F rT" r r~-- r- r r - T f r r r - r n r - -r r r­




















0 . 10~ 20 25 30. 35 40 
 45 50 
 55 60 
 65
 
.ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
,
IA41021) Q AILRON ELEVN3 RUDERZ STINGMSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER REFERENCE INFORMATION
CA4IOOS) LI B2W2V4D2E3R2 0.130 i0.vasSFC TwrT 498 MSFCILHSC ORBITER -0.000 4.000(A41093) 0 82W2V4D2E3R2 -10.op SREF 9.0250 SQ.INNSFC TWT498 MSFC/LMsC ORBITER 10.000 0.000 4.000
B6214V4D2E3R2 

































_ ___ _ 
-5 0 5 1 I5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(A4102i 0Q SFC TWT 498 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 0.000 10.000 0.oD0 4.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
 
(A41005) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -10.000 10.000 0.000 - 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
CA4109S) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -20.000 10.00r0 0.00 4.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCMES 






LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESrMODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON=+10
 











- 5 " 0 5 10. 15 20 25 30. 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 AILRON. ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING 
 REFERENCE INFORHATIO1
 
IA41021) w SFC. TWT 496 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER 92142V4D2E3R2 0.000 10.000 - 0.000 4.000 SREF 9.0250 S.INA4106s) MsF TWT 498 NSFC/LNSC ORBITER 52W2V402E3R2 -10.000 10.000- 0.000 4.000 LREF 6.2420 INCHES(A41OSS) 0 HSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 
-20.000 1050so 0.000 4.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 40.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 1.958 SCALE 0.0033 SCAE 
PAGE 144 
1 





















-5 0 5 - 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON ELEVN5 RUDER2 STING - REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CA41ZI) 1, HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 - 0.000 10.000 0.000 4.00 SREF 9°0?50 SQ.IN 
(A410S I/A MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 -1.900 10.000 0.000 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
(A419S) 0 MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 -20.000 10.000 0.000 4.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCES 








LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON =+I0
 
































0 5 10 15 20 '215 30 55 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING 
HSFC TW T 498 $SFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 0.000 10.000 0.000 4.000 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2WZV42ESR2 -10.090 10.000 0.00 - 4.00 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2WZV4D2E3R2 -20.000 10.oo 0.000 4.000 
0.598 
50 55 6o 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 146 


























-. 15 5 10 15 20 25 3 35 40 45 s0 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION 
AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 
(ACIORI) HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 0.000 10.000 
0.000 
A41085) LA MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 -10.000 10.000 0.000 
A4109S) 
t 








SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 



























-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 45
40 so 55 Go 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES I
DATA SET LYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
fA41021) qQ src TW 490 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 62W2V4D2E3R2 0.000 10.000
(A410805) L 0.000 4.000 SREF 9.0250 SO.INDATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
-10.000 10.000 
 0.0a0 4.000
(A41095) 0C LREF 6.1420 INCHES
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
-20.000 
 10.000 0.000 4.000 







ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES
 
MACH 1.100 
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- 5 0 5 10 i5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(A4121) f HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 0.000 10.000 0.000 4.000 SREF 9.0250 S0.IN 
(A41OSs) - SFC TWT 498 HFC/LHSC ORBITER OZW2V4DZESRZ -10.00 10.900, 0.000 4.000 LREF 6.12zo INCHES 






ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES
 
MACH 1.958 






_ _ ___ 
_ _ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT!DIR CHARACT, A-ILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON =+10
 
.24 7r---r~-1 




























- 5 0 5 in 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION GESCRIVTION 
 AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 
 STING REFERENCE INFORHATION
(A41021) 
 HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 8ZW2V402E3R2 0,000 10.000 0.000 SREF SO.IN
4.000 9.0250
(A41OS5) A SrC TfT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 -10.000 10.000 0.000 LREF
4.000 6.1420 INCHES*
(A4159S) 0 HSFC TW 49$ HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 
-20.000 10.000 0.000 4.000 BREF 6.1420 
 INCHES' 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHR? 0.0000 INCHES-
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 4.960 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 150
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON =+10
 
.I1 
I too I- III­
m 
fl 








130Lo -. 040tz 
7 .0 
-. 055 










OF ATAK-LHA ERE 





- 51 5 ANGLE 
_____SCAL 









LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT,_ ILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON =+10
 

















(1) -. 040 
_ _ 
0 .4 / 
-. 050 
-. °055 
-5 0 5 la 15 -20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(AA I 0 D SFC tWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2ESR2 0.000 10.000 0.000 4.000 
 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
1A41 IA NSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER BZWZV4D2E3RZ -10.000 10.000 0.000 4.099 LREF 6.1420 INCIESA4109)5S NSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 -20.000 10.050 0.000, 4.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHESXHRF 3.9950 
 INCHES 
YHRE 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRE 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 9.998 SCAL 0.0035 SCALE
 
PAGE 152. 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER SlUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS. ELEVON = 00
 
























ZHR --. 150 INHE 
-­0 5 
DATA SET SYMBOL 




0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 
MSFC TWT 49$ MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 62W2V402E3R2 0.000 10.000 0.000 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
-10.900 10.000 0.000DATA NOT AVAILA8LE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 








50 55 60 65 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
SREF 9.0250 SQoIN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
- 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 153 
LMSC/IHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON =+10
 
















-.0030 5 5 
j -.045 
I .035ZI MSF_ TW 9____S RBTR BWVDER 0.o 001 090 4.0 RF95 QI 
--0 5 







0 5 10 15 20 25 30O 35 40 '45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION Aa RON ELEVNS RUDER? STIN& 
MSFC 11T 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4O2ESR2 0.000 10.000 0.000 4.000 
NHSPC 11T 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 -0.000 ±0.000 0.O00 4.000 
NSFC 11T 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 -20.000 10.000 0.000 4.000 
ICHS 
0006NCE 
50 53 60 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION -
SREF 9.laSO SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCUE t 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES, 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES' 




LMSC/IHREC ORBITER STUDIES-'MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON =+10
 













DATA SET SYMBOL 
I A1021; 'R (A41USS)" 
{A4159S) 0 
MACH 
0 10 5 20 25 BO 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON ELEVN3 RUWERZ STING 
MSFC 7WT 498 MSFC/LHC ORBITER BW2V4BE3R2 01000 10.0rO 0.B9B 4.000 
SFC IWT 49B MSFC/LMBC ORBITER B2WBV4BBE3RB -10.000 1O.OO0 0.05ou0 4.00B 
MSFC TWT 49S MSFC/LM$C ORBITER BBWZV4BBE3RB -2B000 lO.001 BOOO 4.050 
4.960 
50 55 60 es 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REF 9.0250 SQIN 
LREF 6.1420 INCAgS 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.99ri0 INCHES 
YMRP a.O000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0:1350 INCHES 
SCALE a .°0033 SCALE 
PAGE 155 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON =+I0­





< .010 ___ ___ _ _ _ 
EJ 
U­
.010 MSFC 9O R. .4_ 
-J 
.*005 
It.0 5 a___ 5___ la 1 2 S 3' 5 0 4 5 5 0 
5 10 15 20 
ANGLE OF 




4 50 55 60 H5 




MSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER 
Bac TWlT 498 MSFC,'LHSC ORBITER 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 





















SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YB4RP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES' 
0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE I5S -. 
















.005 5 1 15 25 30 35 40 4S 50 55 Go as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING REFERENCE INFORMA'TIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

(A411521; MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 0.DOE; 10.090 0.00 4.00i SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
CA41IS5) MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER "SZW2V4D2E3R2 -10.000 10.000 0.000 4.010 LREF 6.142U INCHES 













LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, A-ILERON EFFECTS., ELE-VON =+10
 

















-0105 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 
(A41021 'SFC 'WT 496 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2WZV4D2ESRZ 0.0D 10.00 E oo 
CA411O8SI - DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -10.000 i°.00 0.000 






50 55 60 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 so.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.996D INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PACHE 158 
PAGE 158 



















- 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 .40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 AILRON ELEVN3 
 RUDER2 STING REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(A41521)) Hsic TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 0.00 10.000 0.000 4.000 SREF 9.0250 N
CA4106SL Hsa TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2WZV4D2ESRZ -10.000 10.000 0.000 4.000 LREE 6.1420 INCHES
 
CA419S) 0 NSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 




YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1550 INCHES 
MACH 1958 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 159 
















-0 05 0 5 10 .15 20 25 30"SO 5 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK,. ALPHA, CEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AIPRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 
IA4121, 2 SFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 0.000 10.000 0.00 
(A41 S HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2WZV4D2E3R2 -0.000 10.009 0.000 







50 55 ' 60 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 SG.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE . 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 160 
.04 
















-. 03 _ 
- -. 06 
-.6_5 





0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE CF ATTAC(. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATIO.N DESCRIPTION AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82W2V402E322 0.000 -10.000 0.000 4.000 
NSFC TIT 498 NSFC/LNSC ORSITER 82W2V402E3R2 -10.000 -10.00 0.00 4.000 
MSFC nIT 490 HSFC/LISC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 -0.000 -10.000 0.000 4.000 
0.595 
50 55 60 65 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
SREF 9.0251, SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9050 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 161 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON =- 0
 


























-o65 0 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 .40 45 so 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DE$CrIPTION 	 AILRON ELEVN3 RUDERZ STING REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I A41031) M SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BZW2V4D2E3R2 0.000 10.900 0.000 4.000 	 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN IA4119S) 7 MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER S2W2V4DZE3RZ -10.0" 0 .090GD 0.000 4.000 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
CA41115) M SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LH$C ORBITER BZ2V4D2E3RZ -20.000 -10.009 0.000 4.000 	 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3 9950 INCHES 
Y'RP 0:OO00' INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES
- ACH 0.901 	 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 162 























- 5. 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 5o -55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER? STING REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CA4153t ,3 SFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2WZV4D2ER2 0.oa0 -1.1.100 0.000 4.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
(A4113 ,/\DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -15.00 -15.000 0.000 4.0O LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 




YHRP 0.o000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
















-- - 0 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 5o 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION 
CA410313 Q HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 
(A4110S) LX HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 





















SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 







MACH 1.964 ZHRP -SCALE - 0.13500.0033 INCHESSCALE 
PAGE 164 


















20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
- S 0 5 10 15 
ANGLE-OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING 
DATA SET SYNSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 9.0250 Sq.IN
n MSFC TWT 496 HSFC/LSC ORBITER B2WZV4DZE3R2 0.000 -10.000 0.00 4.000 SREF 6.1420 INCHESIA41031 
-10.000 0.000 4.000 LREF 

$SFC/LASC ORBITER B2W2V4ZE3R2 -20.0090 -10.000 0.000

CA4110S) I HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/L$SC ORBITER BZW2V4DZE3RZ -10.000 6.1420 INCHES4.000 SREF 

(A41I IS MSFC TWT 498 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 






































-5 0 10 15 20 25 30 ' 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(A41031) Q NSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2. 0.000 -10.100 0.000 4.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
,A4IIS)L\ SFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 8ZW2V402E3R2 -10.000 -10.000 0.000 4.00 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 








MACH 0.595 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
____ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON =-O
 
.24i FX Trrri Tvr 























5 0 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 80 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
 AILRON ELEVN5 RUDER2 STING 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (A41031) J HSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LH5C ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 0.000 -10.000 0.000 
 4.090 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
i 41XOS , L SFC TNT 49$ MSFC/LHSC ORBITER BZW2V4D2E3R2 -10.000 -10.0o0 0.00 4.0900 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
CA4111s 0 HSFC NT 49$ MSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V492E3R2 







ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES
 
MACH 0.901 






















5 20 25 30 55 40, 46 S 55 Go 65 
-5 
ANGLE OF A.TACK-. ALPHA. DEGREES 
STIN REFERENCE INFORMATION
AILRON ELEVN3 RUOER2
OATA SET $fl!BOL CONFIOURATIO ESCRIFT!OHf 

4.000 SREF 9.05, SQ.IN
 
HSFC TWI 490 KSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 0E00 -10.009 
0.000 

DATA NOT AVAILABLE'FOR ALL CONDITIONS -I0,00t -I.u0n 0.000 4.000 LzEE 6.1420 INCHES
 
XNR 5.9950 INCHES tA ~SI 0 CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL tONDITIMONS - ao O YNRP' 0.0900 INCHES 
ZM4P - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.001 SCALE 
1.047
MACH PAGE 18 
.24 






















0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING 
MSFC TWT 490 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER BZWZV4O2E3R2 O.900 -10.000 0.000 4.000 
SFC TWT 498 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER BZ2V402E3RZ -10.000 -10.000 0.000 4.000 
MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 -20.000 -10.000 0.000 4.000 
1.964 
50 55 60 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE PACH 
PAGE 1g9 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESlMODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT,, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON =-1O

















-o45 0 5 la is 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 Go 65 
ANGLE OF AT'TACK. ALPHA. DEGREESC
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCR IFTION AILRON ELEVN3 RUDERZ STING REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I A4111311 2 MSFC T 4 98 RSFC/LHSC ORBITER '02W2V402EMR2 G.Doo -10.000 '0.000 4.000 SREF 9.0259 SQ.INW 
I A4110S) MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/L"SC ORBITER BZWZV402E3R2 -10.000 -10.000 0.900 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
CA41115) 0 MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LM$C ORBITER 82WZV402E3RZ -20.000 -10.000 0.000 4.000 	 BREF 6,1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHESY.RP 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZRp - 01350 NCHES
 
4F960 AACH SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
PAGE 170 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT. AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON =-I0
 















[ -. 0304__ __ 
-o5 
..03 5 a 5 10 is 2- as 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 
f A41031; 2 MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LM$C OR"BITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 0.O00 -0.000B 0.000 
(A41115) MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LM$C ORBITER B2W42V4D2E3RZ -10.009 -10.009 0.000 







50 55 60 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF S.DZ50 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3 9950 INCHES 
YMRP O,00:oa0 INCHESZR4 001350 INCHES 
0.003 SCALE 
PAGE 171 
'LMSC/HREC 'ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT,. AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON =-10
 
















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 




MSFC JTw 498 NSFC/IMSC ORBITER 
MSFC TW 498 HFC/L.MSC ORBITER 































'MR' -SCALE :.13500.033 INCHESSCALE 
MACH 0.901 
PAGE 172 
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-°50 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 00 05 





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON ELEVN3 
HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 0.000 -10.000 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -10.000 -10.000 












SREF 9.0250 52.I14 
IREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP S.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.O00O INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 173 
I 




o -.005 _____ 
- o 
m 
J -. 010 ___ 
-J 
u.-.as 















0 5 10 15 20 25 so 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 
MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 0.009 -10.000 0.00 
$SFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 62W2V4D2E3R2 -10.000 -10.000 0.000 







50 55 60 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
OREF 6.1420 - INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.o00 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 174 























-. D t0 Is 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 
(A41031) H MSFC TWT 490 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2WZV4D2E3R2 0.000 -10.000 0.000 
CA4110S i MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 -10.000 -10.000 0.000 







50 55 60 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.025a SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
8REF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 175 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON =-10
 





1J .015 	 ____U 
< mF 
o .010 
-oD10 a 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 as 
• 	 ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET 6YHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILROM ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
A41 31; MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER BZWZV40ZE3RZ 0. 000 -10.000 0.000 4.090 SREF 9.0250 SG°IN

.A4110SF0/L5SC SF TWT 498 ORBITER S2W0V4D0E5rZ -I0.000 -1B.aas O.Doa 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES5 

(A4111S) MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LM$C ORBITER $2WZV402E3RZ -20.099 -10.000 0.000 4.000 	 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3°95 INCHES. 
YMRP g0oo INCHES 
Z0RP- 05155D0 I 0CHES
 
ANLEO At95 SCALE 00033 SC 
0..00 C E S
 M A C H 
PAGE 176 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON =z-O
 



















- 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING REFERENCE INFORMATION 
A41931) Q MSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2WZV4O2E5R2 0.009 -10.000 0.000 4.000 SREF 9.0250 SS.IN 
CA41105) \ MFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER BWZV40EE3R2 -10.000 -10.999 0.000 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 





ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHS 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MACH 7.901 
PAGE 177 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS. ELEVON =1110
 
.040 r in m-r r-- -rf r--r-r- nr at r -- rr TI I r'ClIl 
.025
 














* -. 010. 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 65- 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(A41S) fl NSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 62W2V4D2E3R2 tO00 -10.000 0.o0 4.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
IA411S) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -10.000 -10.000 0.000 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
(A4111S) < DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -20.000 -10.000 0.000 4.000 BREF . 6.1420 INCHES 
* DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
























x>< . 005 _ _ ___ 
LiJ 
- 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 
CA41031) HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 0.00 -10.000 0.D00 
(A.11DS) SFC TWT 498 NSFC/LNSC ORBITER 82W2V482E3R2 -10.000 -10.000 0.000 







50 55 60 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF - 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6:1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 179 
.040 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS. ELEVON =-10
 












-. 005 ___ 
In 
40 45 50 55 60 . 5
 
- D 50 5 10 15 20 5 30 35 

~ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION AILRON ELEVN3 RUDER2 STING REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(A41031) HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LUSC 'ORbITER 02W2V4D2E3R2 . 0.00 -10.000 0.000 4.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
A4115S) HSFC'TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER B0W2V4D2E3R2 -xo;o0 -111.00 0.0 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 





ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT,- VERSUS MACH NUMBER
 

















.4, 5. 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
1 MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 






YMRPZ0RP a aOa000.1350 1NCHESI  
SCALE 9.0033 SC ALE 
DATA 0IST.CODE GTVEI 
X<S='- -WT 498 MS--CILMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 [E41'OIS) 08 FEB 72' PAGE ,181 
- l
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT, VERSUS MACH NUMBER
 I I" Ir- r ri 1





: 000 0 
- .00 




Z -. 10 
1uI 
F -. 25 
00.­
-. 30 
DT MIT COE *T*lSCALE 

-. 4 '5.0 2, 2,.5 . 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 
HACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION, 












XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRPZRP 0.O0000.1350 INCHESINCHES. 
SCALE 





LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT, VERSUS MACH NUMBER
 
- -- I - ' " -p---- T- -| - I - a - --------- " '- '" I ''"1'" I ' I " 




C) .	 ­00 

LJ -. 05 
~0 
________LL _ _ _ _ _ __ 
U 
u 

















SREF 2 9.0250 SG.IN
 
SYMBOL ALPHA - PARAMETRIC VALUES 
15.000 	 BETA 0.000 ELEVN3 0.000 

LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 RUDERZ 0.000 STING 4.00 
 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 




DATA MIST. CODE 





LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL ,2A-LONGIT CHARACT, ,VERSUS MACH NUMBER
 









-0-80.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2;5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
5 	 0.00 BETA 0.091 ELEVN3 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
RUDERZ 0.000 STING 4o.00 LREF 6.142a INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES, 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE.DATA MIST. CODE *GTER 
xs7c T'4I 498 vSFC/LMSC ORBITER 832W2V4102E3R2 CEAIOIS) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 184 














RUER 0.:4 STING___ 4.00 





-0.D M T C EGSA._SA
 
-- 0._5 1.5 2.0T.0 2.5 3.0 1 0F3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION3 10:00. BETA 0.00.0 ELEVN3 0.00.0 OREF 9.0250 50.dM 
S RUDERE 0.000 STING 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BEEF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP-- .00,00D INCHES 
ZNRF 0 .1350 INCHESDATA MIST. CODE *GTV*EI SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MS2 C T'dT 498 SFr3C/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 (E41O1S) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 185 




















05 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.S 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA 'PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 I.O0 BETA 0.090 ELEVN3 0.00D SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
RUDER2 0.000 STING 4.000 LREF 6.1420 IfCNES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 







DATA MIST. CODE *GTV*EI SCALE 09 33 SCALE 
vs%C T'fT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 CE410IS) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 186 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT, VERSUS MACH NUMBER
 
























SYMBOL 	 ALPHA 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0. 50 	 BETA 0.00 ELEVN3 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SG.IN
 
RUDER2 0.0D0 STING 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 





ZBRF 6 .1350 INCHES
 
i 	 DATA MIST. CODE *&TV*El 'SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
XRP0MR  0 asou 	 INCHES
 
S:C TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBIIER B2W2V402E3R2 CE4101S) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 187
 






















0.000 ELEVN3 0.000 
'REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREV 9.0250 SQ.IN 







YHRP ".0000 INCHES" 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GTV4EI SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MS- TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CE410IS) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 188 
































SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
' 1 .s00 BETA 0.900 ELEVN3 0.000 S0EF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
RUDER2 0.000 STN .e LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
I XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 





DATA MIST. CODE 

MSPC fWT 498 vSFC/t.MSC ORBIIER B2W2V402E3R2 CE4101S3 08 FEB 72 PAGE 189 





















SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 










ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE GTVEI SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
*S C TWT ,498'MS;C/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 CE4101SJ 08. FEB 72 PAGE 190 

















SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





RUDER2 0.000 STING 4.000 

XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.00 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
DATA MIST. CODE *GTV*EI 

Y'SP- TWI 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CE4101S) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 191
 
-- 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT, VERSUS MACH-NUMBER
 













.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
Q 15.0s" BETA 0.000 ELEVN3 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN

RUDERZ 0.BOB STING 4.000 








ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE DATA MIST. CODE *GTV*EI 

X<SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 CE4101SJ 08 FEB 72 PAGE 192 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT, VERSUS MACH NUMBER
 
2.2 - 7 " - 7 - . .. -" . .r- r--- -- -r - -- - -I.	 ­
2.0 
















-0" .5 1.0 
 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
i 	 MACH NUMBER
 
YM5OL . ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIO 
. .05 BETA 0.009 ELEVN3 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
RUvEr2 0.000 STING 4.000 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.Do0 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 S4ALE
DATA HIST. CODE *GTV4EI 
YSF: TWt 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CE410IS) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 193
 
- T - ILMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2k-LONGIT CHARACT, VERSUS MACH NUMBER
 rr2.2 1r-ri--- -ir-r-T m-r T----r--r--r- -rr-r I II'- i" "-- I -* IlI I I 



















5.05.0 5.5 4.0 4.5 0. t.O 1.5 2.0 2.5 
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE INFORHATION5y14801. ALPHIA -PARAMETRIC VALUES 
SREF 9.050 S.EINBETAA M 0IST ELEVN3 0.T00 LREF 6.1420 HEESRUDE2 000U STING 4,TER BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRF 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCKES" 
SCALE 0.0033 ,SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE *GTV*EI 
MS2Z T'AT 498- XSrC/LMSC OROITER B2W2V402E322 CE4iOIS) 08 FEB: 72 PAGE 194
 
















0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 S.; 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3 15.000 BETA 0.DO ELEVNS 0.000 9REF 9.0250 SQ.IN 








YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE *GTV*EX SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
"S:C "WT 498 MSrC/LM C ORBIIER B2W2V402E3R2 CE4IOIS) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 195 















-. 0 . 1.0 1.,. . .' 3 34. .;
 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10,.000 1ETARUDER2 0.0090.-0J ELE VN3STING 0.6004.090 SREF 9.0250LREF0.0420 SQ.ININCHES 












S:Cr TWT 498"MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 (E4101S) Q8 FEB 72 PAGE 19-0 
.35 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT. VERSUS MACH NUMBER





















0.5 l.0 1.5 20 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.54.0 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
3 10.0D BETA D:005 ELEVN3 0.000 
 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
 
RUDERZ 0.500 STING 4.010 








ZNRP - 0.1350 INC"ES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *GTV*EI 
 SCALE . 0.0033 SCAE
 
"St: -WT 498 MSEC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4[2@3R2 CE4101S) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 197 
















-. 2 o 12.Ea 	 .2.0 " 2.5 -3,D 3.5 '4.D 4.5 5.0 
fACHWNUMBER
 
SYMBOL 	 ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 'REFERENCE INFORMHATION 
15.000 	 SBET-A 0.000 -ELEVN3 (1.000 SREF 9.0259 SQ.IN
 
-RUDER2 0.000 STING 4.000 
 LREF 6o1420 INCHES 
8 EF 6o142,1 INCHES 
'XHRP 3 .9950 INCHES 
Y.RP 0.0900 INCHES
 
ZHRP - O...5 INCHES
 
SCALE 0:.033 SCALE
DTMIT oE *T* 

1S'- TW, 498 IvSFC/LMSC ,ORBI-1ER BWW2,4D2MR2 CE4IOIS) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 1,98
 






Lii .BE 0_______2a_ 
o .040 E__ ____OB 
oO-o 
c-fl YMR 0 00 ICE 
C-) a32C40 8 E 2 PG 9 
000 RU* TNG 400LRF 6120 ICE 
-. 103. t .5 5.0H 
RUE2SIO .0 4. 0 REF 6.140 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE *OTV4EI SAE 003 CL 
'S C TW,1T 438 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2VA02E3R2 CEAIOIS) 08 FEB'72 PAGE 199 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT, VERSUS MACH NUMBER
 
.040 --- i , -r i , 	 r-- - r-- - - r -;-T-r -- i 
















-o.0 0. 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 EU0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
HMACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALGHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 10.00 BETA 0.000 ELEVUS 0.000 	 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
RUDERZ 0.000 STING 4.000 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.13420 NCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE *GTV4ESC
 
'S C TVlI 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 (E41OIS) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 200 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT, VERSUS MACH NUMBER
 
- l ­




















0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.3 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3 15.90n BETA 0.010 ELEVN3 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 






XMRF 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP a.OO0 INCHES 








vS C TWT 408 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CE4101S) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 201 























S- -. oos6s 
ii 
i MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA 'PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.01's BETA 0.,ago ELEVN3 0.009 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
RUDERZ 0. ago STING 4.09D LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
8REF 6o:1420a INCHES 
XNRP 1.39950 INCHES 
yNP 0.Oago INCHES 
,ZMRP 0 .1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GTV*EJ $CA LE 0.0033 SCALE 
SCTWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4O2E3R2 (F'4101S] 08 FEB 72 PAGE 202 
______ 
__ ____ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT, VERSUS MACH NUMBER
 
.0005 -r-- -r--i- .---- rr- -- r----lr----r-r-fl 
-f lr- II -- t I I-I 
LIJ 
til 
LII -. 0005 
f_-


















S -.0055C ______612 IH 
-. 004005 2.01. 2 0 .53. 5 5 
_ . .55. 
YR-0060
 





1.5 2.5 3.0 .5 4.5
4.0 5.0
 
.1.- MACH NUMBER 
.35 NCE 
Sr$4B0L ALPHA PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION
C) 1D.o0 BETA 0.D09 ELEVN3 0.09D 
 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
 
RUDERZ 0.009 STING 4.000 
 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XI4RF 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GTVOEIG SCALE 0.0033 SCALE,
 
'4SrZ TWT 438 XSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V4Dl2E3R2 CF4101S) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 203
 
LMSCIHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGITCHARACT., VERSUS MACH NUMBER
 








































-0.05 1.0 "1.5 2.0 2.5 5.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 15,000 BETA, 0.000 ELEVN3 0.000 SREF 9.0250 S0.11N
 
RUDER2 0.000 STING e.ooo LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.995O INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
DATA HIST. CODE *GTV*EIG 

XSrC TWT 438 XSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CF410IS) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 204
 

































D.A00BETA M .IST ELEVN3 
RUGERZ 0.049 STING 
OATA MIST. CODE *GTV*EIG 
498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 





3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.003 SCIN 
LREFBREF 6.14206.1420 INCHESINCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
08 FEB 72 PAGE 205 
- + -I -  
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT, VERSUS MACH NUMBER. 















sD~l.5 l *5202.5 "3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 "5.0 
-MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL' ALPHA PARAMETRIC VIALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 BETA 0.000 ELEVN3 113.990 -SREF 9.0250 SQ. IN 
LREF 6.14211 INCHES 
iopgR2 0.000 STING 4.090 'BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3;9950 INCHES 
Z0RP 0.0P000gg0.1350 INCHESINCHES 
SCALE 0.C03 SCALE 
DATA MITT. CODE *GTV*EIG 
,MS~zrTWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 CF41-OS) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 206 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT, VERSUS MACH NUMBER
























 .0 1.5 2. . .033A 0 . . 
.00

.050 1B BT .BB EEN 0.0 RF 905 Q 
-J 
01 51.0 1.5 2.0 2.3 3.0 3,5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o .0 BETA 0.D00 ELEVN3 0.000 OREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
RUOERZ 0.000 STING 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *OIV*EIo SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MS:C TiWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CF4IOIS) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 207
 



















































( -°.152INHE R 
0.P 




o 000 BETA 0IB. 00 ELVN3GR 



























LU -. 00 - 15 
. 
z 
Z -. 35 ______ __ 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 " 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SY.BOL ALPNA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3 10.00 BETA 0.050 ELEVN3 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
RUCER2 0.000 STING 4.050 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRF 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.000a INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE 4GTV*EIGR SCALE 0.0035 SCA.E 
MSFZ 7W7 498 MS;C/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 CG4101S) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 209 



















































O.DED *CLEVE5 S.ODE 0.00 SCALE 
INCH02 



















1.50o 1.8 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 s• 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 





















_ - 30.000 ZHRP -
.INCHES 
0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GTV*EI*B SCALE 0.9033 SCALE 
-vSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4O2E3R2 CE41OOJ) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 211 





















0. DUD ALPHA a.ass 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
0.000 
so aOgoDQ 








- 2 YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
° 30.0aoZHRP 







MSCC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 CE4100J) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 212 
'LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-PITCH EFF VS MACH NO., ALPHA = 'QDEG
 















0 .5 .5 2.0 .5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
~MACH NUMBER 

















10.10. XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
20,Dos YRP 0.0420 INCHES 
- 30E00 ZR.1 0 INCHES 
DATA ffST. CODE OGTV*EI*B SCALE SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 (E41OOJ) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 213 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2K-PITCH EFF VS MACHtoI rrri -nr-I rI--r-r "-r -r--r-r-







-- v',4 0 
o 
-lbs 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ELEVNS PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 
G- .000 



























DATA MIST. CODE *GTV*EI*B SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFG. TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBIIER B2W2V4D2E3R2 CE4100J) '08 FEB '72, PAGE 214 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-PITCH EFF VS MACH NO., ALPHA 0 DEG
 
--	 l'-
.0 _--_ _- ______1- I" _ __..-_-- ___ ---------- - -- I i " j 
1.8 	 .... .... 
1.4 

















-0.2 *O 0 
-0.8 	 303540 . .
 
0. 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.S 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ELEVN3 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
10.000 SETA 0.010 ALPHA 0.00 	 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
 
0.002 	 RUDER2 0.000 STING 4.000 LREF 6.142a INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES0.000 
 XNRF S.9950 INCHES 
- 20:000YHRF 0.OW INCHES 
- aOg ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE DATA MIST. CODE #&TV*EI*B 

vS;C TWT 498 YSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CE4tOOJ) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 215 




4.0 4.5 .. 
-. 
-,.5 
f-U W 9 SCLS RBTR BWV423- E.-0J 6 G 2 PG 1F 
UR]F 0.00 IH 
3 I 0 -RF 
- INCHES 
DATA IST, C ODE *2W2.40E*D _ O._ SCALE S"AG1 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-PITCH EFF VS MACH NO., ALPHA 10 DEG
 





L-L. - .105_ 





I -. 25 
-.30
 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
SYMBOL EL4VU3 PARAMETRIC VALUES

S IO.OOO BETA 0.000 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION ALFHA 10.o00
A0.0 RUDERZ 0.05 SREF 9.0250 SQ.INSTING 4.000 




ri - Z5.05 XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
S30.00 - 9BDYMRP 0.0106 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GTV4EI4B0B SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
T
MS7Z - 438 VS;C/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CE4lOOKJ 08 FLB 72 
 PAGE 217
 




- -i- - -- _-
.r-r~.F.~~_r t-.--






















U]f 	 m0 




0.5 1.0a 1.5 
 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
SYMBOL 	 MACH-NUMBER
ELEVN3 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

2 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIONI.D0 BETA 
 0.000 ALPHA 





XMRP 3.9950 INCHESa 

30.000 	 YNRP 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *&TV4E*BlB SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC.ORBITEp B2W2V402E3R2 CE4,IOOK) 08 FEB.72 . PAGE 218 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-PITCH EFF VS MACH NO., ALPHA = 10 DEG j.9 Tr~r-G T- -r---"Fi-r-I- Tr rr-" - r-r--I ... Ir- - .*.l1 r1. I -* 
1.6 "-.. .. . .......... 
1.5 - _ _ _ _-­
14 - '___1 1 -­
0 	 ........
 
2 .	 Q 
1.2 










0.5 	 ______ _ _ _ _ 
0.4 	 ____ _ 
0.3 	 __,__ 
0.2 a
 
0 	 5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
- MACH NUMBER
 
SYMOL ELEVN3 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
10.000 	 SETA 0.00n ALPHA 11.5 0 SREF 9.0250 SQ.JN 
. RUDER2 0.00, STING 4.09f LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
SREF e 1420 INCHES
0 - 0 	 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
- 20000 YHRP a.0D00 INCHES 
- rr05 - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE .0033 SCALE DATA MIST. CODE *GTV*EI*S*B 

MSFZ TWT 498 'MSFC/LMSCORBITER B2W2VIC2E3R2 [F'4lOOK) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 219 











LSCTT48tSCLS RIERB.V0.32 E1OK 8FE 2 PG 2 
- . 5 I, u i 5 2 0 2 . 5 . 0 3 . 5 4 . 0 4 . 5 5 . 0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ELEVH3 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.001, BETA 0.000 ALPHA 10.900 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 








-"-20:000 YHRP O.0000 INCHES 
- . ODZHRP 0.135 0 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GTV*EI*B4BSAE .83 CL 
00 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-PITCH EFF VS MACH NO.. ALPHA = 10 DEG 
2.0 -____ ___ J____ 





















-0. .5 1.0 1.5 T.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ELEVN3 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
lo.q0o BETA 0.000 ALPHA 10.005 SREF 9.0250 S.IN 
.S0D 
-10.000 
RUDER2 0.000 STING 4.0055 LREF 
BREPXHR  
6.1420 
6.14203 995  
INCHES 
INCHESINCHES 







DATA MIST. CODE *GTV*cI*B10D 
SCALEDLE 0 5:0033 SCAL E 
MSrE TW7 4 8 YSC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CE4100K) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 221 
-- -- ---- - ---- -
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-PITCH EFF VS MACH NO., ALPHA 10 DEG

.40 I-- l 1rlr-r -- I------'-i r-fa r-I--I- ,"'-w r '. , II, 
.55 
___ 















.".. .. ' . 
-. 05 
-. 10 
1.5 2.0 2.5 5.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER

YHBO. ELEVNS PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
10 .00 BETA 
 0.09D ALPHA 10.000 
 SREF 9.0250 $Q.IN
0 :ova RUDER2 9.*0vD STING 4.0SU LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
11.00D BREF 6.1420 INCHES









DTA HZST CO4 IE B.w ECALE
 
E-2
340tRE 0 I 
SGTF/ESRT 8 v0033 SCALE 

XS Z wl 498 MSFCILMSC ORBITER B2W2V402L3R2 CE41OOK) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 222 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-PITCH EFF VS MACH NO., ALPHA 15 DEG
 




4 A A A 











: -. 35 
-. 4% 
-.35 ______ 




SYMBOL ELEVN3 PARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 










20.11 - XHRP 3*9950 INCHES 
,3 ..1 2hP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE *rTV*EI*B*94B SCALE 0.033 SCALE
 
MSZC TWT 498 YSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 CE4IOOL) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 223
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A PITCH EFF VS MACH NO.# ALPHA 15 DEG
 
1.6~~ 1 $1--- rT I~-r -- 87-r,- A-- I I' I I I 
1.4 
­















.5 1.5 2.0 3.02.5 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL £LEVN3 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 








 0.0000 INCHES 
- 000 ZNRF - 0.1350 XWNC3 
PATA IST. CODE 4&TV#EI*B4S48 SCALE 0033 SCALE 
.,SFC TWT 498 XSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2?V4D2E3R2 (E4I00L) 08 FEa 72 PAGE 224 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-PITCH EFF VS MACH NO., ALPHA 15 DEG
 

























'65 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ELEVNS PARAMETRIC VALUES 
±0.01's BETA 0.00 ALPHA 15.000 




DATA MIST. CODE *GTV*EI*848*B 
MS.n TWT 4-8 XSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 CE41OOL) 
3.5 
08 FE-B 
4.0 4.5 5.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES
REF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP - 03050 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
72 PAGE 225 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MOOEL 2A=PITCH EFF VS.MACH NO., ALPHA 15 DEG
 















3.0 3.5 4.0 






 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
 
ALPHA 15.000
C) 10.000 BETA 0.000 
 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
STING 4.000 0REF 6.1420 INCHES
A 0.000 RUPER2 0.000 XNRP 3.9950 INCHES10o0s 
YNRP 0.0050 INCHES 
-0.050 ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHESS 3.000 

SCALE 0.0033 SCALEOATA MIST. CODE *GTVQEI4B4$*B 

MS2 C TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CE4100L) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 226 







0 0 A 










0,5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYsBOt ELEVU PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C 10.00, BETA 0.090 ALPHA 15.00 SREF 9.250 So.IN 









* 20A00 VYRP 0.0G00 INCHES 
K 







MSCc TWT ,98 gSFC/LMSC ORBIIER B2W2V402E3R2 CE41OO.) OS FEB 72 PAGE 227 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-PI.TCH EFF VS MACH NO.,'ALPHA 15 DEG






















0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 
"MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ELEVN3 PARAMETRIC VALUES , RErERENCE INFORMATION

1000 BETA 0.000 ALPHA 15.000 
 REF 9.0250 Se.IN 
0o.00 RUDER2 0.000 STING 4.000 lREF 6.1420 INCHES 
20.0"s BREF INCHESXNRP 6.1420
3 995  
 INCHES
S-20.010 
 RP 0.0000 INCHES 
-\ 30.000 ZRRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *GTV*EI4*B*&* SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
xSz TWT 498 ISFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CE4100L) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 228 
- -
__ _ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT VS. MACH.NO.
 
.05 I - ---r'-- ---


















> -. 04 
-. 05 
.06. 5 1.0 1.5 2.a 
 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
0 	 0.000 BETA 0.000 ELEVN3 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
RUDER2 0.000 STING 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE I*E*B 	 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
WSFC TWT 498 MSPC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 C4JIO1J) 24 FEB 72 PAGE 223 








-60.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAETRI VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.090 BETA 0.009 ELEVN3 0.050 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 







YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 0.1350 INHES 
DATA HIST. CODE I*E*B SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFZ TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2VAO2E3R2 CO14101J) 24 FEB / PAGE 230 
_____ 
_____________ 

















___.5___ 4.13 4.5 5.0 
jR -. 03z 
C 
-. 04 
BRF .42 NCE 
-. 05 
-0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 '3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
YMSOL ALPHfA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 15.000 BETA MS.00 ELEVN3 0.000 SREF 9.0230 SC.L 
RUOERZ 0.00 STING 4,000 LREF 6.1420 INCHESBEEF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRF 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0,0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA JUST. CODE I4E B SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MS C Tfl 498 1YS2C/LMSC" GOPER 62WVIO2E3R2 C041OIJ) 24 FEB 72 PAGE 231; 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MObEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VS. MACH NO.
 




















-1a51.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 550 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPPA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATiON 
0 O.ODD BETA 0. DUE ELEVN3 0.01D0 6REF 9.11250 SQIN 
RUDER2 D.0oD STINO 4.000 LgEF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
X4RP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE I*EB ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHESISCALE r0.0033 SCAL
E
 
,-S-C TWT 498 MSrCCILMSC ORBIIER B2W2V402E3R2 (04101J) 24 FEB 7 2 PAGE 232
 
___ 







































.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
 2.5 3.0 
















RUDER2 D.000 STING 4.BUD 






YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
Z$RP - 3.1350 INCHESDATA MIST. CODE I*E*B 
 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CD4101J) 24 FEB 72 PAGE 233"
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES:MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VS. 











BE. 0'0 ___ .920 S 
YS 'C TW T 
S RUDER2 0.000 













24 FEB 72 
6.1429 













LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VS. MACH NO.












LJ -. 020 
Li 
cJ 





s -. 0435'_ 
___ 
-. 05 
05 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
, MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 














BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP a.0nan INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE I*E*B SCALE .0.9033 SCALE 
MSVC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CD4IO1J) 24 FEB 72 PAGE 235 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESZMODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VS. MACHNWO'
























SYMDOL ALPHA PARAMTRST VALUES 




YHRP 0.0000O INCHES 
ZMMP - 0.2350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
DATA MIST, ¢O0E I#E*D 
MSZ: ThI 498 XSFC/LMSC ORBITER 02W2V402E3R2 tDeH0ld) 24 FEB 727 .. PAGE .23S.
 
_______ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT. VS. MACH NO. 
r-T "r 	 -r
.020 - T----- r-r 'l-r-r'--r " 	 T r gI -l I I I I I S 
.010 





























(fl4t 	 . .. i4Q 
-- O o .0 1.5 2.0 2.5 .0 .5 4.0. 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
15.009. BETA 0.000 ELEVN3 0.000 	 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
 








ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE I*E s 	 SCALE 0 . 033 -SCALE 
MS=C TV7; /8 -S C/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 [O4101J) 24 FEB 72 PAGE 237: 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VS. MACH NO.
 
.






. .. . .
 






























0. .0152. .5303. . .5 5.0H 
BR 6.1400 INCHES
 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA REST. CODE X*E*S SCALE 0o0033 SCALE 
S C TVT 48 'SFC/LMSC ORBITER 2W2V42E3R2 C04101J) 24,FE'B 7 PAGE 238 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VS. MACH: NO.
 


























-. 000 . 1.0 1_._._.__ 4 B. 
.. .00A1B, ._009 2_0 
- -. D000 _0.350_NCHE 
- 0 .50] 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4. 0 A.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
l DA.00 .IS0 ELEVN3 0,000 9.0250 S.EINBETA M SREF 
RUDER2 0.000 STIN4 4.00 LREFBREF 6.14206.1420 INCHESINCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DAAHS.COE IEBSCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
XSFC TWI 498 MS:C/LMSC GRBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 CUAIOIJ) 24 FIB 72 PAGE 239 











Ls -. 001 
- 000 .. 0 
1. 1.0. . .0354 . 
9.- Gol 




Z'REF 6*1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE I*EeSCAE 
.03l SCL 
.- ,W.T 498 YSF C/LMSC ORO31TER B2W2V402E3R2 (D41OIJ) 24 FEB 72? PAGE 240 
LMSC/IHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VS. MACH NO.
 



























. 2251.0 1 .5 2 0 2 .5 ' ' ' 3 .0 . 3 .5
.0ACH - 4 .0 - 4 .5$ 0NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 

REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 0.000 BETA 
 0.000 ELEVN5 0.DBOB SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN

RUDER2 0. O00 STINC 







DATA CODE Z*E0B ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES
0ST. . SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
TWT US:DCE98 .04001J) B2W2V42E3R2MS /LSC ORBITER 
 24 FEB 72 PAGE 41E 
/ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIRCHARACT, VS. MACH 'NO.
 























-. 000. DE_1____ __4. 
.000 NUMB INCHER
 
ZMRP - ,.150 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE 1E6B SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC 6RBITER B2W2V4B2E3R2 (04101J) 24 FEB 72 PAGE 242 

























D~ -. 0016 
IL] -.0016 0.000 
___.___.2__ 
0 0 
LUE -.. 018 4.00L 6INHE











SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
5BO BTA O B ELEVN3 o.oao SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
 




XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
DATA MIST. CODE I*E*B 

MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 CO4OIJ) 24 FEB 72 PAGE 243
 
_ __ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VS. MACH NO.
 
-. 0055 "-r-r-r-r---- -r- r--r - -- r----r-r--.--rn--r -T-r-r-- -- 1- I I " £ I" 
ti -. 0065 
.£-0065_______ 
Q. 
<C -. 00t'S5______ 
13 
Lii 




- -. 0O85 
>- ,.0090 . 
c--
L<I-. 0095 0 
I­













0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
3 0.00 BETA 0.000 ELEVN3 0.00 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
RUDER2 0.000 StING 4.00 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA HIST, CODE *E*9 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE' 
MS2 C TWT 498 XSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4102E3R2 (04IOIJ) 24 FVB 72 PAGE 244
 
_____ 
_ _ _ _ _ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VS. MACH NO.



























-- ZR 0.3, ICE
 
-. 0120S 
___________ i== !• !• 
0. 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 5.5 4.54.0 5.0 
, MACH- NUMBER 
SyNSOL ALPHA PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 DBETA 0.00 ELEVN3 0.0D0 SREF 9.0250 SC.INI RUDERZ 0.00 STING 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHESBREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRF 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCEgS
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHESQATA MIST. COGE I*E*B SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 438 MSFC/LMSC ORBIlER 82W2V4D2E3R2 CDAIOIJ) 24 FEB 72 PAGE 245' 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VS. MACH NO.














hJ -. 0095 9 
LI0 -. 0105 
eL I 
Ld 
-. 0120 "-- -
0 
- 0 5 1.0 1.5 2.0 5 3.0 35 ' "4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NU.MBER­
;YMBOL ALRHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
151,000 BETA 0.DOgo) LEVN3 0.60D SREF 9.0250 SQ. IN 
RUDER2 Do!) STING 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.142D INCHES. 
IINRPY>  0.0 3.99500  INCHESINCHES 
ZPRP - -.. 010 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE I*E o SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MS'-" TIVT 498 MSFCILMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 (04101J) 24 FEB3 72, PAGE 246 
______ 
______ 





















o -. 00035 
Z)0r 
c" 




SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 














BREF 6'.1420 INCHES 
XMRP
YoRP .. 3.99500000 INCHESINCHES 
ZRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE I*E*P*B SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 4S8 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2f3R2 C04101J) 24 FEB 7-2 PAGE 2 47 
..























. 51 0 1 5 2 0 
 2 5 3 0 3 5 i 




SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUESRERNC NOMTN
 
0 15.009 DETA a.00 LEMN REFERENCEINFRMA INaro 0,9990 

RUDER2 0.000 STING 4.990 
 WLREF 6.1420 INCHES 
SREF 6.1420 INCHES 
"RPY-RP 0.0000 INCHESINCHES 
2HRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
CATA MIST. CODE I*E*P*8 
3 995 

C ALE 0.0033 SCALE 
"S-C TWT 498 MSz:C/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 C04101J) 24 FEB 72 PAGE 248" 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFF.(DER VS MACH NO.)
 
.oosg~ ~ ~~~rr-i-----r-i~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~'r-----r-I--






























1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
NUMBER 
3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
SWZBOL ALPHAo.00  BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES.000 ELEVN3 0. __ _REF REFERENCE INFORMATION9.0250 SoIN 








DATA IST. CODE I*E*Fb ZHRP -SCALE 0.135r,0.5033 INCHESSCALE 
,vSFC lWT 498 v'C/LMSC ORBIER 82W2V402E3R2 (410J) 24 FEB 72 PAGE 249 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFF.(DER VS MACH NO.)

























ii 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
2 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
15.000 BETA 0.000 ELEVN3 0.000 
RUDER? 0.DD STING 4.000 




3.5 4.0 4.3 5.0 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
S EF 9.0250 SQ.1N 
HEF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHESXNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSCC TWT 498 XSFC/LMSC ORBITER- B2W2V4D2E3R2 (04101J) 24 FEB 72 PAGE 25C
 
__ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFF,[(DER VS MACH NO.)







































5Y9;DOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALVES 
) 0.0 0 ETA .130 ELEVN3 0.05 
RUDER2 O.o$o STING 4.D0 
DATA MIST. CODE I*E*P $ 

MSC=C TWT 408 MSFCILMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 (04101J) 

_ 





































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT. RUDDEREFF.'(DER VS MACH NO..)
















."0 0 0 5 O. 5 . 0 . 5 2.0 " 5. . 0 .5 4 . 0 4 . 5 
(D MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPqA PARAMETRIC VALVES ERNC.FOMTN 














BREFX.RP 6.14205.9950 INCHESINCHES 
.0RP 0.DOD0 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE •" 
__*_D 
_'SCALE ZMRP 0.1359RD.0033 INCHESSCALE 
,S;C TWI 40 8 YSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 Cd,1101J] 24 FEB 72 PAGE 252 
______ 
__ __ 

















.000 BEA .05 LVN 0119 RF .05U SQ_
 
-oOl0*5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYNSOL ALPHA PA&AMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION3j 0.000 BETA 0.000 ELEVN3 0.0 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
RUOER2 0.000 STING 4.000 LREF 5.1420 INCHES 
B REF 0.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE I*E*P B SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 























 1.0 1.5 ' 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 " 4.35 5.0 
MACH NUMBER: 
WMSQL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES RErERENCE INFORMATION0 15.000 BETA 0.000 ELEVN3 0.000 SEF 9.0250 SQ.INUooER2 0.000 STING 4.oo0 LRE 6.1420 INCHESBWEF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YhRP 0.oaou INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE I*E*P*B SCALE 00033 SCALE 
XS Z TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBIIER B2W2V4D2E3R2 C04101J) 24 FEB 72 PAGE 254
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT., ELEVON EFF. DER VS MACH NO.)
 
cc 
... .. . . .. .
L -. 0015 


















-°00 00.51.0 2 0 2, 3.
,5 

•BREF 6.0400 INCHES 
z RP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0. 033 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODC H*GTV*CI*P 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 (H41 011] 08 FEB 72 PAGE 255 














-. 0050 ". 
--- ! 00 - , 
0~0 
RUjR 0.0000 -T~ 4.00 -RE 6.40­
- °:30C 
0035 a :00a ICE 
0.P- 0130 CE 
LiiAH .¢D£ HGVE¢ CAE 003 CL 
uS- TTI8HF/HCORIE 224232 (gl~) 0 E # PG 5 
1-T-. 8 R2 O BTER B2WM 0200R2 __08 _FEAG_5 
DIOOBTA MIS . O MGEi r SCLE a T SAL 

























- 0035Ii I . . I­
-.O0R0 °.- 1.0 2.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.o 
I 	 MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALVES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
15.000 BETA 0.000 ELEVN3 0.000 	 SREF 9.0250 sQ. ZN
 






YMRP 0.BO9 isNCH ES

ZRRP - 0.15 INCHES 
DATA -IST. CODE HGTV*E4P SCALE a.0033 	 SCXLE
 
MSF-C TWT 498 MS=C/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3.R2 CH41011) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 257
 
'ISC-/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFF.ADER VS MACH No.)


























0." 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MMCH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
S O.so0 	 BETA 0.000 ELEVN3 0.500 
.REF 9.0250 SQ.IN




XNRP 3.9959 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
'ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE H*GTV*EI4P SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
XS C -WT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBIlER B2W2V402E3R2 0F141011) 08 FEB 79 PAGE 258
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFF.(DER VS MACH NO.)

.022 "--l-T--r7"-'-- -- ---r --I , i



































00 5 1.0 .5 2.0 2.5 3. 3.5 4.0 4.5 s.; 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
10r.11sn BETA 0.000 ELEN3 0.000 
 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
 
RUDERZ 9.000 STING 4.000 





Y0 P 0.O000 INCHES
 
Z.00 0.1350 INCHES
DATA MIST. ODE HELTVNEI0P 
 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MS7Z TWT 4018 MSFCILMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 [H4101[3 0 FEB 72 PAGE 259
 


















.0R09 8.- INCHES 
YMRP 0.0950 INCHES 
.S0rTW0 
DATA MIST. CODE H*GTVEI*F 
48 SFC/MSC ORBITER B2W2V E3R2 CH410113 
ZMRP 
SCALE 







LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFF.(DER VS MACH NO.)
 
Ill 0 5/ rrrI n . 006 5 



























5 .. 0 1.5 2.0 25 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.
 
MACH NUMBER 
"YBOL ALPHA PARAETRC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORATION






Y0RP , .D00D INCHES 
Z-R000 0.1360 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE M*&TV*6*P SCALE .033 SCALE
 
,S C TWT 498 YSFCILMSrC OREIWER B2W2V4D2E3R2 (1141011) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 261 

































































. , • 
. _ ___ 
-. 05. 1.5 1.5 2.0 M; 








 BETA 0.000 ELEVN3 
 0.000 

BRIEF 9.0250 SQ. IN
RUER2 0.001) STING 4.009 
 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 






BATA MIST. CO 
 ELEVN3 







MS77 ;W 40-8 1MS--CILMSC ORBITER 
 B2W2V402E3R2 CF141011) 
 08 FEB 72 PAfr ?A? 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT CHARACT. ELEVON EFF.(DER VS MACH NO.)

7r-r -Coro 








_ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 
.045 o 




Ld .0010 ______ _________ ___ 













00.0 IA-1. 20 .53.03. 40 .55. 
-. 00150 













SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
CATA HIST. CO0E N*GTV EI*P SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MS C TW 43.8 MSC/LMSC ORBI7ER B2W2V402L3R2 CH41011) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 263 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARAC, 


















.. . . 
0c 
.000 









-R905 0 Q I 
AZ0R NZ .0. 006l ............. 
.. 4 0 I CHEl 
0SCTT 9 
RUDER2~R .0OLE $TN 
-oO .1420 INCHES 
DATA ZIST.CODE H*GZ*P 31MALE 0.0033 SCALE 
mS--rT T 9 S C/L SC ORBITER B2W2V42E3R2 C40S 3 08 FEB 72 PAGE 264 







































0 ot 0.000 SREF 9.0259 SQ.IN
 
6UDER2 0.000 STING 4.050 
 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
AILRON 0.000 





ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE M*01*p SCALE D.r.033 SCALE 
YS C'TWT 498 vSFC/LMSC 
-ORBIIER B2W2V4D2E3R2 [C4106S) 




_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 








_ _ ___5_ 
















- H P.00010 I H 
NOMTO





"T -. 000M5 COE___CLE-0--CL 




/C TW 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2WV0E_2(400)'2.5 3.0 '3.58FB72 .04.5 6 5.0PG _8___LS 













 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 






ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
DATA *41ST. COOE H4014$ 

,MS=C TWT 498 M1SFC/LMSC ORBIIhR 22W2V402E3R2 (CI10SS) 08 FE l 72 PAGE 266 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFF(DER VS MACH NO.)

























BRE 6.140 ICHE 
-*00000 
INCHES 
AIL °O 0.000 ° 30 ° 4NP .5 INCHE 
RUER *S0 STNG4T BRRPF 6.14200.0000 INCHESINCHES 
ZHRP - "0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE H*GX*p SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MS:C 1WT 498 XSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 CC4106S) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 267 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZEs ALPHA 0DEG.
 
.0T -- jr-j 	









CD -. 03 
z 
-. 0 
Z 10 6 46 	 I 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF1GURATION 05SCRIPTION 	 ALPHA 
 RUDER1 RUDER2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
, 3410x) Q MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LM$O ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 0.000 0.00a 0.o360 SREF 9 ZO QI
 
, 41 4X) SFC TWT 498 MBFC/L S C ORBITER B W VDIE RI . Sao 0 .900 .090 LREF 6 1420 QIINCHES
 





ZORP - .1350 NCHES
 















hJ .00 	 A____ 





10 a 6 4 a46. 	 a1 12 
SIDE 	SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA RUDER1 RUDER2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(S4101X)i SrFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 62W2y4D2E3R2 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 50.11
 (54114X) 'q MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 02W2V4DE3R1 0.000 0.000 








ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES
 












o - .01 	









so a 6 -4 -24!2"4 8 10 12 
SIDE 	SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOti 
 ALPHA RUDER1 RUDER2 ELEVN3 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
IS4I01X) HSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER 02W2V402E-3R2 0.030 
 0.000 '0.00 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
($4114X) 
 fSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER BZW2V4DIESRI 0.000 0.000 








ZIRP - 0.1350 INCHES
HACH 1.100 































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
ATA SET SYBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDER1 RUDER2 ELEVN3 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
S . GI X 3 Q H S FC T T 4 9 8 S F C/L SC O B I T E R 2 W V 4 D 2 E R 2 . 0 0 0 . . 0 1 00 0 0 $ R E F 9 0 2 5 9 S .I N
 ($4114X) SFC T WJT49 6 SFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4DIE3RI .000 -.000 







ZMRP - 0.1359 INCHESMACH 1.960 


























- 1026 . . . 10 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 




HSFC TWT 49 6 MFC/L MC ORBITER 
SFC TWT 49 8 SFC/L SC ORBITER 
B 2WV2V4D 1 SIBt/ E3 R 




RUDERI RUER2 ELEVN3 
. 00 .O0 0 
.9 0 Q D 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9 .0250 S .IN 
LEF6 1 21 INCHES 























1 a 6 4 -2 0 2 4 10 12 
A SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(411XZ ) marC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 02W2V402E3R2 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 S3.IN 
(S4114X) HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V4DIESRI 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 0.600 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE i273 
_ _ 
_ __ _ _ _ 

























-. 14 1_____ 
-6 4 102 
______ 6 i 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 





LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YRRP 0.000a INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 274 



















.12 , a -4 -2 0 2 4 a0 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERi RUDER? 





SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 



















LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A

.24 1i- 7EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZEo ALPHA =.0DEG.r -- --- r- -i- .r--r- rT 1-
..-­- i--T1 














.. . .. O 2 4.- - 8 10 
_ 
,.14 
tso a a 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREESDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUCERI RUDERZ







SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZEt ALPHA : DEG.
 




























- 0 -- - 4 
­
toa 6 2 a 2o 4 6 a 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
S41X) Q SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 62W2V4D0E3R2 0.090 
 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SG.114







ZMRP - 0.S350 INCHES
 
MACH 4.960 




_ _ _ __ 
__ _ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA 























r -. 035 
_ _ _ 





.-J -. 045 
9050
 
-- ' 2 
 4 
 6 
 8 - --10---'-27
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATXON DESCRIPTION
-.DES150 
 ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVH3 	 INHE
1 6 4 1 0 1X ) 0 H S FC TW T 4 9 8 REFERENCE INFORHATION
 (4 11dM)
-
I SFC T T 49 0 SFC/LHSC ORBITER .0R. ao S E 

S V CILHSC OR B ITE R B 2W' i4 D E zn0 0 00
MACH1 0.0 B 2WtE4D ER1 . 000 	 .0 5 Q I0.000 O , 0..00OOO SCAL 0.03I RE REF SCALE2 1420  INICHES 
BREF *.i'a0 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCeES 






LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA =
028 '-im -
T-r-l- -r-1--



















-J -. 045 
-. 050 
-. 055 
10-E4 - 10 20 24 1g
6810 12 
DATA SET SYrMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 (S4151xj ALPHA RUDERI RUDERZ ELEVN3
MSFC TiT 498 MSFC/LSC ORBITER 92W2V4D2E3R2 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 54114X) 0.009 0.000
HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 8 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
2W2v40IE3Ri 
 0.000 0.009 
 0.000 LREF 
 6.1420 INCHES
 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
ZMRP 3.9950 INCHESYNRP 0.0000 INCHES 












































- 2 	 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
-DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVN3 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
I410iX) 2 Q SFC TWT 498 ISFC/LHSC ORBITER 52W2V4D2E3R2 B.00154114X ) 	 O.0O 0.90d SREF 9.0250 SQ.iN
£ 	 SFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 02W2V4D2E3RI 0.000 0.000 
 0.00 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
-	 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHESMACH 1.100 






LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE. 'ALPHA 0 DEG.
 






















-10 - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI 
 RUDERE ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
IS4101X);Q HSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 0.000 0.000 0.000 SrEF 
 9.0250 Si.1N
C5411X)f MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82W2V40IE3R1 0.000 0.000 




XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 






LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA 
 0 DEG.
 














- .06 5 -----­
.00 






 SID SLI ANL.BTA ERE NCE
 
-1 -o6 4 - ± 0 2 4 6 810 "12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA 
 RUDER! RUDER2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
C54101X) 0 NSFC fl/T 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 0.01 
 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN








ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAILSIZE, ALPHA 0 DEG.
 






















-'1-10 a -6 2 2a 46a111 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA RUDERI ELEVN3
RUDER2 REFERENCE INFORMATION

:S4101X) 'Q ISFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 0.000 0.0D0 
 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
(S4I14X) 41 NSFC TWT 496 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V4DE3RI a 0.0000.00 
 0.00 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 

















_ _ _ _ _ 
6'11 4 2 4 6 ain 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES

























LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA 0 DEG.
 
• -4r-r-' r T - - mr---t r-r--r-- ! -r-r - ­ -r -- -- - - -- i - | -" t-r m- " - r- r-I- I 
.030 





















SFC T 498 HSFC/L SC ORB TR 
HSFC TWT 498 SFC/LSC ORBITER 
SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
ALPHA RUDER1 RUDER2 
SW V4D E3R2 0.0 09 00O 





REF 9.0 5 9 S .IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 









































 2 4 10 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOk 
 ALPHA
(54101X) :Q RUDER1 RUDERZ ELEVN3, REFERENCE INFORMATIONKSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 
 0.000
I(S4114X MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 0.109 0.000' SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
8214V4D1E3R1 g.00D 0.000 .








ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 288
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MOQEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA 0DEG.
 





















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BE$CRIFTION' ALPHA RUDERI RUDCR2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I 54101X)
1541 TX)Z QLA MSFC 
TWT 49: MSFC/LM5C ORBITER 




















Z-RP -2 01350 INCHES 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA
{ 10 flfl lO.DEG..




















Z .02 F l__ 
-.05
 
1- a 6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
.SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
ATA SET SYMSCL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDER1 RUDER2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATIONC 4 1 0 Y ) C ) MSFC T W T 49 8 MSFC/ L H $ C OR SI T E R 82 WtV 4 D 2 E R 2 . 0
fS4114Y)L.1 MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORB17ER 00 0 0 ' 0 0 S R F9 2 5 Q I










A1 SC 0.690 


























. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. , .
 
-- 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 




MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 














SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 5.1420 INCHES 
DREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 0.900 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 289
 
LMSCIHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE. ALPHA 10 DEG.
 
'I Tr-1- 1r-I--r 

























- 2 0 2 4 6 -6 -4 
 a 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

-, ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
cS4'soY
I f SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 
 10.000

'54214Y) 0.000 O.oo& SREF 9.0250
/ SFC TWT 498 SFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4DIE3RI SQ.IN
10.000 0.000 










ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
,MACH 1.10D SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
PAGE za . 
LMSCIHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA
°D117 






















-10 a 64 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVN3
(4101Y) "f REFERENCE INFORMATION




HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V4D1E3R1 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
10.090 0.000 






YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 1.960 





LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE# ALPHA 
= 10 DEG.

- - i-t 
 T---....--






















DATA SET SYMBOL 
I($4101?)ifCS': 14Y),lsrc 
MACH 
-0 -6 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 








SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
kMRP 3.995D INCHES 
YHRP 0.00,00 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
































0 a 4 0 2 	 1SO 1 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVN3 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
I841017)i i SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 10.000 
 0.000 0.000 SREF
CS4114Y) NSFCM TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4DIE3RI 10.000 	 9.0250 S0.IN
0.0 0.00 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.000 INCHES 







LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUCIES-MODEL 2A-EFrECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE. ALPHA 
 10 DEG.
 




z LU .0 
Li .10 
__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _"__ 









-- - 2 4 
 6 a 10 12 
",SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
PATA SET SYMBOL COFGRTO ESCRIPTION ALPHA 
 RUDERI RUCERO ELEV 3 REFERENCE INFORMATIONS 41 1Y j C) M FC TWT 498 SFC/L SC ORBITER B2 WVA 2E3R2 1 . 0 90 . 000 0 -06O SR EF 9 , Z S S $ . 1H
14 14Y ) 4a SFC W T 49 8 SFC/L SC O B TER 2W2V D E3 Aj 1D. 00 D. 00 









ZMRF - 0.1350 INCHES

MACH 0.990 









LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE. ALPHA 
 10 DEG.
 
.Z4 "T '-- y -rr-r----r-T-r-



























-10 8 6 -Z -a4a 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
BATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
.ALPHA RUDER1 RUDER2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
IS4101y Q HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 10.000 0.000 
 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SG.IN
C84114Y L SFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 62W2V401E3R1 10.000 0.900 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XKRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHESMACN 1.100 























OATA S SYBOL 
, S41Sy) C) 
,4 14Y 3 L2 
MACH 
-- 4 2 4 
SIDE SLIP A*NGLE, BETA- DEGREES 
ONFIURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDR1 RUDERZ 
MSFC TWT 49$ MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 0ZWV4DZE3RZ 19.000 0.000 
HSFC T T 498 SFC/L SC OR BT R 2 2V4 IE R! ID. DD . 000 
1.9607 
o 12 
ELEVN17 RFERNCE INFORATI ON 
'U.00t' SREF 9.0250 sQIN 
-. 000 LREF 6.142 0 NCHES 
DREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3,9950 INCHESY.RP 0.0000 INCHES 
Z.RP 0.1350 INCHES 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA

.n24 = 10 DEG. r---r-'-T-
-r-r----r 
-------






































0 -S 6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 1 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCPIPTION 
 ALPHA RUDER1 RUDER2 ELEVN3 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
C54101Y) M
ISFC TWT 498 ISFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 10.009 0.000 0.000 
 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
C54114Y) MSFC TWT 490 
 SFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4DIE3RI 10.000 0.000 
 0.000' LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 * INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 4.960 










LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2AtEFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA 
 1.0 DEG.
0 -- r--r- -- r---r- r - i r- -- r-Tr- -- - -r ' - --- "r- rr-
.01%5 













r -. 035 
--.0 40
-. 6  r_ 
_ _ _ 
_ _ _ 
-.050 

_ _ _ _ 
-lo - 6 
-2 02 
 4 6 6 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES

BATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

- ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 eLEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
cSci5y) (fnSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4DE3R2 10.000 0.000 S.ooa SREE
CS4114Y) Ll 9.0250 SQ.IH
SFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4DIE3RI 1D.000 .09009 
 0.100 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 






LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA = 10 DEG.
 

















-to -- -4 -2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUDER? 
 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (54101Y) HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4OE3R2 10.000 0.000 U.000 SREF 
 9.0250. SQ.IN
1S4114Y) / X SFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER BZW2V4DXE3RI 10.000 0.000 0.000 




XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 0.900 
























-2 2 4 6 t 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION, ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 







LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.000o INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 ENCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE- 3Ct0 
10 DEG.

















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
i °, 

ALPHA RUDER1 RODER2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION DATA SET SyMOOL CONFIGURATION OCSCRIPTION 0.00 0.010 SREF 9 9250 SQ in 
HSFC TWT 98 MSFC/LMSC ORGITER 82W9V4G2E3R2 19.005,
',.Iljr 0.000 LREP 6.1420 lm Hrs
 















LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA 10 fOEG.
 
-- -T I ----- -r------.0 0 -- -i- r!... 	 i--i--- i-i----- r -r-----. - ----- -t r--* ;-"r 
.015 " 





















6 4 2 4 . 8 . 111 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
C5411Y ) MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 10.001 0.000 0 00R SREF 9.0250 SQ.;ZN
IS4114Y) HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V4DIE3RI 10.000 0.000 
 0.000 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES
 









*040 "7-- .... Y' -z--;.. *;--.... 7----------------------' 10 DEG.




























SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 




REFERENCE INFORMATIO N 
SREF 9.0250 59.IN 












































DATA SET SYMBOL 
CS4I IY ,fl s 
(S4114Y) hsrc 
MACH 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
. ALPHA RUDER1 RUDER2 







SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1425 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0,0033 SCALE 
PAGE 304 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA = 10 DEG. 













.005 SRF 9.050 
a010 6- 4 2 a 2 4''a 12 
VATA SET SYMBOL 
($4101r; 
$541 aY) " 
SIDE-SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDER1 RUDER2 
M SFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 10.000 0.019 







RF .20 QI 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 61420 1 NCHES XMRP 3,995, INCHESY.R0 0.0500 INCHES 
- 0.1350 INCHES 








--- '-I-- - '-1--- --
 I -I t" 3 -I " I I I I 

.035 

















.04 to 2 4__ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDER1
4 1 0 1 Y RUDERZ ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
I ) SFC T /T 498 SFC/LMSC ORBITER 8W V4DZE3R2 1. 000 . 001 . 006 SREF 9. 025r0 Q.INIS4114Y) 
 MSFC TNT 498 MSFE./LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4DIE3RI 10.090 D.Gon -0.009 LREF 6.2420 INC;HES 
BREF 6 1420 INCHES 
X'RP 3.9950 1 NCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHESZQRP - 0.1350 INCHES
 
MACH 1.96S SCALE 0.00{33 SCALE
 
PAGE 306­
LMSCIHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A4EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA 1
0 DEG.
 












2____ 4____ ___ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
'DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVN5 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C(54101Y) MSHFC TWT 496 M$FC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 10.000 0.000 0.009 SREF 9.0250 SQ°IN 
5$4114Y) 2 MFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4DIE3Rl1 0.0,00 0.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6 1420 INCHES 
XNBP 3199 INCHES 
YMRP OOD INCHES 
ZMRP- 510 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 307
 















-04 -= -a. 24 
SIDE SLIFY ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA ET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDER1 RUDER2 
is41olzi Q) MSFC TNT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82WCZV402EER2 15.000 0.000 




a 10 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
$REF 90250 SQ.IN 
LRF 614 H$ 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
THRP 0.00 0, 1,CHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
"PiGE--.- 308 
LiSe/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA = 15 DEG. 
























-. 066 810 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
RUDER1 RUDER2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA 
(S4ItZZ 0 KSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LI4SC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 15.00D 0.000 0.00D SREF 9.0250 5Q.IN




XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZfRP - 0.1350 INCHES 

















-. Gml -0 6 4 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDER1 RUDER2 
R510Z MSHFC TWT 498 MSF/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3RZ 15.009 0.000 








SREF 9,020 SQ.IM 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3 9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0O90OO0 INCHES 
-ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES0.003 SCALE 
PAGE 3.10 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE. ALPHA 15 DEG.
 
r- r r r t r r r rI Tt---T--r T--r--.1Tr 
-- 1 I 1



















in0 	 6 -4 
 -	 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
{51151ZI MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2WZV4P,2E3RZ 15.000 0. DOG 0.000 SREF 9.025, $Q.IN6$4114Z) 2 SFC TWT 498 H$FC/LH$C ORBITER B2W2V4DlE3Rl 15.000 9.009 0.000 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 





ZRP - 0.135- INCHES





LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA = 15 BEG.
 
















-. 05 ­.4 

_-_ _ - - l 
-10 -- 6 -4 2024 *6810 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION OESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA RUOERI RUDERZ ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATIONS411Z) 0 NSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82W2V462E3R2 15.000 0.009 0.000 SREF 9.0250 50.1* 








ZRP - 0.1350 INCHES
 
MACH 4.961 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
PAE 3.96 






















.12 1 0 _ _4_2_ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIaURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDER1 RUDER2 
(5411012) M SFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2WZV4D2E3R2 15.000 0.000 






$REF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES
-1EF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 6,Dooo INCHES 
ZHRF - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 313 
















-1 4 a 6 - a 2 4 6 a 1 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 
(54101Z 20f HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 15.000 0.000 






SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3,9950 INCHES 
YHRP .0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE' 
PAGE 314 
_ _ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE. ALPHA 15 DEG.
 


















-. 14 . 
1a -8 -6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
15c111z) 
CS4114Z) 
Q MSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER 
















XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MACH 1.100 
PAGE 315 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA = 15 DEG.
 
.20--























-.142 ~ ' 
.410 -a -G 4 -2a246102 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI I1UOERZ 






SREF 9.0250 SQI 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XRP 3.9950 INC$ES 
YNRP 0.0900 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 316 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA = 15 DEG.
 























-. 12o 4 2__ 2_a 




SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 
MSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER . B2W2V4D2E3R2 15.000 0.000 






SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 317 

























_ _ _ _ _ _ 
-. 055 
_____ 
-10 8 4 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 
C541S1Z) fHSFC IWT '98 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER BW2V402E3R2 15.0SO 0.000








SREF 9.5250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 tNCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 318 































--040 . . . . .. .INCH.
 
.I50 LIP ANGLE ETA DE
 




HSFC TWT 490 NSFC/LNSC ORBITER 














SREF 9.0250 5Q.IN 







YHRP 0.0C0 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 0.910 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
nAr'r -nl! 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SHE. ALPHA : 15 ON6.
 

















-. 0410 - 2 4 6 -10 1 




SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
coNnIourATICN DESCRIFT104 ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 
MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER S2W2V4D2E3R2 15.900 0.090 






RF 905 QI 
LREF 6.142D INCHES 
BREF 6.142D INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHESY-RP 0.000 INCHES 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE. ALPHA = 15 DEG.
 
.020 V-t~T I-r--I-- ------- -s - ----- j---:-sr1 




































-a0 8 4 2 4 8
6 10 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVN3 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 




 HSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4DIESR1 ±5.000 0.000 LREF
0.00 6.1420 INCHES
BREF 






ZKRP - 0.1350 INCHES 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA =15 DEG.
 
























-4 2 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY2BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
,(S41012 Ml HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 15.000 0.00 0.001 SREF 9.0250
HSFC TWT 498 






YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZRRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 4.90 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 322
 
LMSCIHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA 151DEG.
 












-.010 - 6 4 2 0 
SIDE 	SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
ALPHA RUDER1 RUDER2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

CS41GIZi M SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMBC ORBITER B2W2ZV4D2E3R2 15.00B 0.9011 0.0O0 SREF 9.B250 SO.!N
 
(54114Z) L MSFC TWI 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BZW2V4DlE3RI 15.000 BOCoo 






YHRP 0 0000 INCHES
 
ZHBP - 0:1350 INCHES
 






tfIT I 1 I I I 
. . Il |-|- t" 't" 1I ; 15 DEG. 
----
l--r-" T-TI
LMSCIHREC ORBITER STUDIES MODEL 2A7EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE. ALPHA 
040 
. ... ..





























.DO G.DATA SET Y'SOL CONFGURATION 0005" 0,  o9000
is 5WV4DE3RZ 

SFC TT 498 HSFC/LSE ORBITER 
141oiz) C) IN C EB R2 .14 20 


















LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA = 15 DEG. 
























4 - 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA; DEGREES 
CONJrIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 
MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER S2W2V402E3R2 15.000 0.000M 








SREF 9.0255 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 325 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MOnEL 2A-EFFECT OF VERTICAL TAIL SIZE, ALPHA 15 DEG.
 













.01 . . . . . . . . . 
10 a - 6 74 -0 12 
1- SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BET.A. *DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDER1 RUDER? 
(4101Z 2 n SFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3RZ 15.000 0.000 






SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES5Re G.14Z0 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCIES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 326 























-.00 4 4 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(54101ZJ ! 
* 1.2 )LX 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 
















XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP .D000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MACH 4.960 
PAGE 327 


















-.0 610 6 4 - 2 2 4 6 a -a 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RUDErI PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D.Bas MAC" 0.596 ALPHA .UD0 DATASET RUDER1 DATASET RUDERI SREF 9.0250 SG.IN 
10.000 ELEVN3 6.000 STING 4.001 A4114X 0.100 A4115X 10.000 LREF8 EF 6.14206. 420 INCHESINCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSHC/HREC D225042A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MS2C TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4DIE3RI CA4114X) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 328 











U -- ___ 
C-)
 




>" -. 04 
-10t -a -6 4 -o2 z 
'SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 




10.l0 ELEVN3 0.050 STING 4.900 A4114X 0.000 A4115X 10.096 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0D0 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSHC/HMREC D225042A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
2 .: OISD f ALPHA 0.899 DATASET RUDERI DATASET RUDERI SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
vS:C ,TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D1E3RI CA4II4X) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 329
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT-CIR CHARACT. RUDDER EFF(DI), ALPHA ODEG
 
t-r-r-r












REFERENCE FILE LSMC/HREC D225042A 
SC_TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC-ORBITER B2W2V4DIE3RI A414X) 
ZE02 
SCALE 







LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT-DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFCD1'), ALPHA -ODEG
 
























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RUDERi PARAMETRIC VALUES ,DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.'055 MAH 1 955 ALPHA 0,00D DATAET RUDER1 DATASET RUDER1 SREF 9.0250 $ .'IN 










SCALE -.. 003 SCALE
 
REFERENCE FILE LSAC/HREC 0T. EG42A
 
ORBITER AA4114X)
S0 4 8 EWTMS .0C/LMSC .0B2W2V4DIE3RI 25 NOV 71 PAGE 331 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT-DIR CHARACT, RUDDER-EFF(DI).1 ALPHA ODEG
 



























M0 	 -2 2 4 .R6 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
5Y1480L RUCERI FARAHETRIC VAQUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .000 BAS 4.960 ALFHA 0.0 OATASET RUDERI DATASET RUDERI .SREF 9.0250 SO.IN 
10.000 	 ELEYNS 0.000 STING 4.000 A4114X .0.000 A4iISX io10ooo L'REF 6.1420 INCHES 
SRE- 6.1420 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSNC/HREC 0 2 25042A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TW'T 438 MSCC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4OIE3R1 CA4114X) 25 NOV 7fi PAGE 332
 
LMSCVHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT-DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFCDI), ALPHA ODEG 









-.10 	 _ _ _ _ _-__ _ _ _ 
-. 12 
-:14 
0 a a 6 4 2 0 2 4 a 10 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL UCvERI PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.0 HACH 0.596 ALPHA 0.000 DATASET RUDERI DATASET RUDERi SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
10.00B ELEVN3 0.00 STINO 4.000 A4114X 0.000 A4115X 10.000 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YmRP oo0o0 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSMC/HREC 0225042A SCALE 0.0033- SCALE 
MSPC TWT 488 MSVC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V401E3R1 CA4114X) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 333
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT-DIR CHARACT, RUDOER EFF(DI), ALPHA r ODEG 
,j4 r J T t" --- i- --

















 4 6 
 10 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL RUDER1 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.600 MACH 0.899 ALPHA 0.000 DAIASET RUDERi DATASET RUDERI "SREF 9.0250 5Q.IN 
10.500 ELEVN3 0.000 STING 4.000 A4114X 0.000 A4115X io.obo tREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XZRP - .9950 INCHES 
YSRPZMRP - 0.00000.1350 INCHESINCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSHC/HREC CZ25042A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSRC TWT 438 MS-C/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4DE3RI CA4114X) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 334 
_ _ 
____ 





















,aI - . 
.. 0
 
























_ _ _ 
 _ _ 
_N_ 













SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYMBOL RUDER! PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCEREENCIFOATO
 
o DCB MACH 1.101 ALPHA 
 0.0BT DATASET RUDER! DATASET
A 090ELEVU3 0.000 STING' 4.000 RUDER SREF 9.0250 SQ.INA4114X 0.000 A4115X 10.000 tREE 6.1420 INCHES 






REERNC FL LHC"RCZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES0254ASCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWi 498 MSPC/LMSC ORBI-TER 82W2V401E3R1 CA41I4X) 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT-DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFF(DI), ALPHA =ODEG
 

























-10 -8 6 -4 -,2 2 4 6 $ 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
5Y18OL RUDER1 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION ­
0.000 MACH 1.955 - ALPHA 0.000 DATASET RUDERI DATASET RUDERi SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
 
19.000 £LEVN3 0.000 STING 4.000 A4114X 0.000 A4115X ±0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
BREF 6o 1420 INCHES 
- XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP a.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
REFERENCE FILE LSIC/HREC D225142A 

mSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V4DIE3RI CA4114X) 25 NOV 71i PAGE 336 
__________ 
___ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT-DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFCDI), ALPHA z ODEG 














Li. .08 ____ _ 
hi 









a 2 4 
-.14 10 -2 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL "UOERi PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SOURCE 
.0110 AH 4.96B ALPHA 000D DATASET RUDER1 DATASET RUDER1 REF 9.0250 SQ.IN 









XMRPYRP 3.99500.0400 INCHESINCHES 
ZRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
• "YREFERENCEIL  LSIC/HRENCE22504SA 




_ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ 
LMSCIHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT-DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFF(DI). ALPHA ODEG
 






o -. 005 














U -. 030 
-055 
10 a 4 2 24 60 a to 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL rER, PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.100" MAC 0.596 ALPHA 0.000 DATASET RUDER1 DATASET RUDERI jSREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 






XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP
ZRP 0.00000.1330 INCHESINCHES 
rREFERENCE FILE LS_ 0225042A _/HREC SCALE 0.033 SCALE 







__ _ _ 







































_ -. 05540___ 
-6 - -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
srflsoL RUOERI PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
2 0.009 MACH.. 0.899 ALPHA 0.000 DATASET RUDER! DATASET RUDERI 32rE 9.0250 SQ.IN 10.000 ELEVNS STING A4114X 0.000 A4115X
0.000 4.000 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
D°O0.89 LPA DO9 DAAST UDR DSCALRUE BREF 6.1420 INCHESE 000FSCL
 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
P 0.0000 INCHES 
2-2P- 0 401350 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSC.HREC 0225042AS
 
MSFC 1NT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 92W2V41E3R1 CA4114X) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 339 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT-DIR CHARACT RUDDER EFF(DI). ALPHA = ODEG
 




































- a -a 6 4 2 4 6 a la 12 
SIDE .SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMSOL RUDERI PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.00V2 .o00 MACH ELEVN3 1.101 O.0oo ALPHA STING 0.OD 4.099 DATASET A4114X RUDERI 0.000 DATASET A4115X RUDERI 10.000 SREF LREF 9.0250 6.1420 SQ.IN INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 
YMRP 
3.99500.0000 . INCHES INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSMC/4REC D225042A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4DIE3R1 CA4114X) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 340 























-10 6 4 2 2 4 6 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RUOERI PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MACH 1.955 ALPHA 0.000 DATASET RUDER1 DATASET RUDER1 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
10.000 ELEVNS 0.000 STING 4.00D A4114X 0.00 A411SX 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INqHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSMC/HREC D225042A SCALE . 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4DE3R1 CA4114X) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 341 
_____ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT-DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFF(DI), ALPHA ODEG
= 




















- III a 6 4 ­ 0 2 
 4 6 
 10 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RU9ERI PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MACH 4.960 ALPHA 0.000 DATASET RUDERI DATASET RUDER! SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
10.01 ELEVN3 0.000 STING 4.000 A4114X 0.000 A4115X 10.000 LREFBREF 6.14206.1420 INCHESINCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 







MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V40IE3R1 CA4I14X) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 342 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT-DIR CHARACT, -RUDDER EFF(D1), ALPHA ODEG
 

























-°110 	 - 4 - a 2 4 6 a 20 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL 	 RUQER1 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
'01IOD MHf 0.596 ALPHA 0.900 DATASET RUDERI DATASET RUDER1 SREF 9.0250 SB.IN
210-.0 ELEVN3 0.000 STING 4000 A4114X 0.000 A4115X 10.000 	 LREF 641420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP a00000 INCHES 
ZHRF - 01350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALEREFERENCE FILE LSMC/HREC C225042A 

MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4DIE3R1 CA4114X) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 343
 
__________ 
















.010 1- 4 - 2 1 2 4 6 "8 o . 12 






















SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XRRP 3.9950 INCHES, 










MSrC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4DIE3RI CA4114X) 25 NOV 7 PAGE 34A 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT-DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFF(DI , ALPHA ODEG
 






















-0 - - 6 -4 -2 2 4 6 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RUDERI PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 




XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMP - 0.1350 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSMC/HEC D225042A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT-DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFF(DI, ALPHA ODEG
 





















.. ' " ICI 
10 -6 -A -2 2 	 a 12a 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RUDER, PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MACH 1.955 ALPHA 0.000 DATASET RUDER1 DATASET RUDER1. SREF 9.0250 S0.IN 
10.010 ELEVN3 0.000 STING 4.000 A4114X 0.000 A4115X 10.000 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHESXMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHESZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSMC/HREC D225042A 	 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSO ORBITER B2W2,V4D1E3RI CA4114X) 25 NOV 71. PAGE 346
 
_____ 































 0 2 
 4 6 8 10 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
SYMBOL RUOERI PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 0.000 MACH 4.960 ALPHA 
 0.900 CATASET RUDERI DATASET RUDERI 
 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
10.000 CLEVN3 0.00S STING 4.000 A4114X 0.00D A4115X 19.000 LREF 6.142D INCHES
 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSMC/HREC C225042A 0.0033
SCALE SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4OIE3R1 tA4114X) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 347
 


























a 6 -4' 2 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION' ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 
SFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 8212V4D2E3R2 0.000 0.000MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 82W2V4DIE3RI 0.000 0.000









SREF 9.0250 SoIN 
r FLREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XVRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 348 















DATA SET SYMBOL 
(--102J 
(A 14X , *:A41vi ) 10 
MACH 
6 4 2 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDER1 RUDERZ 
HSFC TWT 496 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4BEE3R2 0.00 .0 








LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INC ES 
YRRP 0 BUDD INCHES 
ZMRP - 0:135 , INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 3491 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAt/DIR CHARACT, VERTICAL TAIL OFF, ALPHA 
=
 

















-- 0 -8 -6 -4 -2 
 2 4 610 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO EITON ALPHA RUDER1 RUDER2 'ELEVt(3 REFERENCE INFORMATIONfA4 1 IX ) Q S F C T W T 4 9 8 S F C/ L H S C O R B I T E R S W ?V4 DZE 3 R 2 . 0 .0 00IA4114X) L- 0 0 a 0 0 0 R F9 0 5 Q ISFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82WZV4DIE3Rl 0.000 0. DUE 0°0 .O000 LREF 960.1420 QIINCHES















LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VERTICAL TAIL OFF, ALPHA 0
 













- 10 84 6 2 0 2 4 610 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
IA4101XI "5HFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER Bl!rRV4[)2E3IN! 0.00 .0 .00SE .U5 Q

°A .. 4.. ' FC T T 49 8 HSFB/LHSB ORBITER 2W V4D E3R l . 000 . 000 B 0. 000OO ELREF 056.1420 OIINCHES
 






SZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 1.098 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 351
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2&-LAT/DIR CHARACT:. VERTICAL TAIL OFF. ALPHA
*g*. rr - r r - r-r--r---r--r --- -r i r- -I--- -- rT- '--' TT- "- "t , I I1 , I I t I' z t 

















____4 __4 6 ________ 10 
a .05 
-± a6 .4 2 0 2 4 a8 o 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA RUDER! RUDER2 ELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
A41IhX ' SFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER' 62W2V'10E3R2 0.009 0.00 9.0250 SQ4IN 
CA4114X -- DAT; NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.0o0 O.OO0 0:000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES (AAI16X) 0 MSFC TIT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W2VsE3 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCES
 
XHRP 
 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 1.464 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
aRGE. -352-­
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VERTICAL TKIL OFF, ALPHA 0
 f-T I-- ' ­i- Tfl 






















Z -. 02 
Ujt 
1t0%
-1 86 4 2 0 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVN3
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRITION 
0.000 0.009 SREF 9.0250 so IN M SFC TWT 498 SFC/LSC ORBITER 82WZV4D2E3R2 0.000 
4^4 11I4X, 2 SrC TWT 498 HSF/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V4DE5RI 0,009 0.00, 0.009 LREF 6 1 2 NIE 
0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES












(A4 I GX} SFC 
PAGE 353,
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VERTICAL TAIL OFF. ALPHA = 0
 
-­ r-r--r 












wIE LP NLE..0,DERES . 
-t0 -a -e -* - 2 4 :68 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREESDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 






SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YRRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
HACH 4.960 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE 354 
.22 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT. VERTICAL TAIL OFF, ALPHA














SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIrURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDER1 RUDER2 
I A41DIX) Q MSFC TWT 498MSFC/LMC ORBITER B2WZV4D2E3R2 0.000 9.900 







SREF 9.0250 $QIN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.142a INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHESYHRP 0.000 INCHES 
Z.RP - 0.1350 INC1ES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 355 
LMSCIHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VERTICAL TAIL OFF, ALPHA = 0
 



































SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA' RUDERI RUDER2 
 ELEVN3
(A41O1X) 
-f HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER REFERENCE INFORMATION
B2WZV4DE3R2
(A4114X) 0.000 0.000 0.009 SREFDATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 9.0250 SQ.IN
0.0a0 0.000
(A4116X) 4 0.000 LREF
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 6.1420 INCHES
0.001 
 0.000 BREF 
 6.1420 INCHES
 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 0.704 






__ _ _ 




, r ' T - -I _ I.._ I__ 
_ 8 _ _ 
_ _ _ g 





























SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(A41IX) Q MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 0.000IA4114X)I. 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.025aHSFC TWT 498 MSFC/L$SC ORBITER B2W2V4D0E3R1 0.990 SQ.IN0.000

'A4116X) 0.00 LREF 6.1420 INCHES0 HSFC TWT 498 lSFC/HREC ORBITER 02W2V4E3 
 3.000 
 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DTR CHARACT, VERTICAL TAIL OFF, ALPHA = 0
 

















.02 _ _ _ _ 
_ _ 
-. 02 
_ _ _ _ 











8 -6 -4 2 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDER1 RUDER? 
HSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LMSC 6RSITER B2W2V402E3R2 0.000 0.000HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 82W2V4DIE3RI 0.000 D.000 







a la 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 - SCALE 
PAGE 358 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VERTICAL TAIL OFF, ALPHA 0
 




























-t0 a - - 4 8 a 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 






MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 
OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
























ACH 1.464 LE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 359
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES7MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACTh VERTICAL TAIL OFF, ALPHA = 0 
.t4 























-1 -a -6 -4 - 2 4 lo
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET,SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVN3 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
IA4101X) MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 62W2V4D2E3R2 
 0.0o 0.o0 a.oD SREF 9.0250' SQ.N
(A4114X)L 
 MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4OIESRI 
 0.000 0.000 " O.6b LREF 6.1420 INCHES
(A4116X) 0 HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W2V4E3 0.000 0.00 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHE 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHESMACH 1.965 SCALE U.0033 SCALE
 
PAGE 360 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VERTICAL TAIL OFF, ALPHA = 0
 

























so1 8 -6 -4 2 0 	 4 6 8 10 12 
SIDE-SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUDERZ ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORNAT4ON
 
CA4O1IX) 0 MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 0.009 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 S .IN
 
(A4114X) .SFCTWT 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER 8BW2V4DIE3R1 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
£A4116X 0 MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W2V4E3 0.000 0.000 	 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.000o INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 4.960 SCALE 0.0033 STALE 
PAGE 361
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/ IRCHARACT, VERTICAL TAIL OFF, ALPHA,




Q -. 005 
-.Df 


























-o -6 -4 -2 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREESCONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA " RUCERI RUJER2









LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 382 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VERTICAL TAIL OFF, ALPHA =
 























s -. 045. 
-°5
 
a-6 4.040 -4 
 6 a 0 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
VATA.SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 'ELEVN3 -REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(A 191X) Q msrC THY 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 02WZV4DZE3RZ 0.000 0.0ou O°O00 SREF 9.0Z50 SG*lN 
(A4114X; L DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITION$ 0.000 9.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 






Z.RP - .1350 INCHES
 
MACH 0.7D





0 LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VERTICAL TAIL OFF, ALPHA 

.015 
"010'- " ______ 
r~ .005 .... __ _____ _____ 

















610 6 -4 -0 4 a l 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYNSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
IA41"lX Q HsFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 
CA4114X; jf HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 


















SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT,. VERTICAL TAIL OFF, ALPHA 




























-to6--1D 6 -4 -2 210 
SIDE SI = ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUOER2 
(A4101X),O SFc TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W-'4;2E3R2 0.000 0.000 
A411Xf HSFC TWT 49$ NSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W-V4C1E3R1 0.000 0.000 








SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.00o INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 







'LMSC/HRECORBITERSTUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VERTICAL TAIL OFF, ALPHA 
= 0 
:uza 

































- MC - . -6 
- ­ 0 2 
 4 6.10 -
 I 2
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
CACIOIXJ
D TA SET SYHBQL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
HSFC TWY 498 HSFC/LMSC 
ORBITER 82142V402E3R2 ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVS
CA4114X) LA- ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR 0.0000000SEF REFERENCE INFORPATIONALL CONDITIONS 
 0BB.000 0.000 OOB .00SQI
(A4116X) , HSFC 0.000 LREF .56.1420 SQINICHESTWI 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER 
 B2W2V4EZ 
 0.000 









































.040-2l 0 10 12 
1 -40 
-5FT 4 6 CHE RIE 
-2WVE 0 .0 2.0 BE 6.810 IN 2E
 
XMRF 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNR- - 0.1350 INCHESMACH 1.960 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 367.
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VERTICAL TAIL OFF. ALPHA = 0
















_ _ _ _ __ 
_____ 












__ _ _ 
-to -a -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREESCATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ALPHA RUCERI RUOER2 
(A41nlX) i SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER 82W2V4C2E3R2 0.000 0.000CA4114X) L NSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 









SREF 9.0250 SO.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHESYMRP 0.o000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 368 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VERTICAL TAIL OFF, ALPHA
T---



















DATA SET SYMBOL 




-4 " D 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDER! RUDER2 
MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 0.000 D.0000







a 10 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF G.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRF 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE S69 
_________ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VERTICAL TAIL OFF, ALPHA =
 


















-°04 	 2 a 2 4 6 a 10 ii 
SIDE SLIP ANdLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CA4101X) C) MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 92W42V4D E3R2 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.025D SQ.IN
 
(A41"$4X) Ln DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 -0.000' LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
(A4116X) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.0131 0.000 	 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3,995D INCHES 
YHRP 0.000 INCHES
 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES
0S7L4 SACH 	 B.0.D R SCALE SCALE 
PAGE 370
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/CIR CHARACT, VERTICAL TAIL OFF, ALPHA = 0
,040 1 Thrnm -V-mn 
 -rrr- mrr -r-r--- r-- n--rm--r-r------------------ I"I -- iI"-" 




















a 400 	 2-4 6 10a 	 12 
SIDE 	SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA RUCERI RUOER2 ELEVN3 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CA4l1a1X) i HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 82WZV4D2E3R2 0.000 0.300 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.INA41 4 X) MSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LNSC ORBITER BZW2V401E3R1 0.000 0.000 0.000 iREF 6.1420 INCHES
CA4116X) 0 MSFC TWT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER BZW2V4E3 0.000 




YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 0.903 






0 LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LATiDIR CHARACT, VERTICAL TAIL OFF. ALPHA 
























-6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
 
SIDE 	SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVN3 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
CA4101X , D 	 0SFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER. B2W2V4D2E3R2 0.000 
 U.000 	 : acR(A4114X) - NSFC TWT 496 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BW2V41E3R1 	 SREF 9.0250 SQ.If
0.000 0.000 
 0.000 	 LREF 6.1420
CA4116X) < MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W2V4E3 	 INCHES
 0.000 







ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES
 






















- - -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 ELEVN3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
£A41OIX) MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 0.000 
 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
CA4114X); DATA NOr AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHESCA4116X) t HSFC Twr 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WZV4E3 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 I$CHES 
XRP. 3.9950 INCHES
 YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 





LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR CHARACT, VERTICAL TAIL OFF, ALPHA 0

-rT-'
.040 , , , , , 1-,, 1--),--
T 













10 8 6 4 a a 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUDERZ 
I A4101X) Q'a MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2VA0ZE3R2 0.000 0.00 
IA4114X) Z4A SFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W'2V4DlE3Rl 0.000 0.000 







a 0 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SE 905 SI 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
X14RF 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0009 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 374 
0 LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LAT/DIR'CHARACT, VERTICAL TAIL OFF, ALPHA 



























DATA SET SYMBOL 
IA4101X) (xQ 
(A4II4J 1 X 
CA4116X) 
MACH 
6 4 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA RUDERI RUDER2 
SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LN$C ORBITER 52W2V4D2E3R2 0.OB 0.000 
SFC TWT 498 NSFC/LNSC ORBITER BW2V401E3R1 0.090 0.BOB 









SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.142, INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
P 
PAGE 375 
LMSCIHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT. CHARACT, ELEVON CONTROL EFF, HI ALPHA
 
.2-rr r ---- -- r---rrr *rr---rrr-














-. 0 0 1 ____ 2 _ 5__5 0 '5_55 0_
 
w1 
SYMBOL ELEVM5 PARAMETRIC VALUES DCATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.010 MAC 1.963 
 BETA 9.000 DATASET ELEVN3 DATASET ELEVN3 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
15o050 RUDERZ 0.090 STING 4.000 D41013 0.90O D41032 - 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
- I°DG 






Z'RP - 0.1550 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *C*E SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 CD41013) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 376 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT. CHARACT, ELEVON CONTROL EFF, HI ALPHA
 





















-5 0 5 10 is 213 25 39 35 40 45 50 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
syMSOL ELEVN3 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
S Ooo MACH 4.959 BETA UODDS DATASET ELEVN3 DATASET ELEVN3 SREF 9.1259 SQ.IN
 
0. BOO 4.000 D41013 0.000 D4103? 10.000 LREF 6 1420 INCHES 
< - 10.000 RUDER2 STING
- zo.auG D41041 - 20.000 BREF 6:1420 INCHES 




SCALE 0 .0033 SCALEDATA MIST. CODE *&*E 





LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT. CHARACT, ELEVON CONTROL EFF, HI ALPHA
 
t~o -"--r--r--i-r -r--r ir-r 

















- ? .o. .L l . .. .. 
0 5 10 5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELEVN3 FARAHETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ao.o MACH 1.963 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVN3 DATASET ELEVN3 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
- 10.100 RUDER2 0.059 STING 4.000 D41013 0.000 
 041032 - 10.000 RLREF 6.1420 INCHESO - a.noo 041041 - 20.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHESXHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
IST. *G*EMDATA CODE SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TW 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 C041013) 08 FEB 7-2 PAGE 378
 

















-5 0 5 10 15 20 25- 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELEVN3 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- .0o0 HACH 4.959 BETA 0.ao0 DATASET ELEVN3 DATASET ELEVN3 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
- ±o.1oo RUDERZ 0.000 STING 4.00S 041013 0.000 D41032 - 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
2.00 .00XMRP D41041 - 20.000 BREF 6.14203.9950 INCHESINCHES 
YHRP 0.O00O INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *&$E SCALE 0.0033 SCALF 
MSCC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4B2E3R2 (041013) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 379 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUEIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT. CHARAC, ELEVON CONTROL EFF, HI ALPHA
 
1.9-I-r rm-r-rr-r r-sr-r-r-rr r-r-r -rT -rrrr rr r-mr'r v; -r nir-r-
Ile 










___ __ _ 
0., 
-5 a 5 10- is 20 2;S 10 As 40 45 	 so 55 G0 05 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SoLBC rLEVa3 FARAHETREC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIONl2 .00 MACH 1.963 ZETA O:O.0 DATASET ELEVN3 CATASET L£VVN3 SREF 9:0Z5u 60.1

-1S.Doo RUDERZ V.M0 STM 4.000 041013 D.Voo 041932 - 10.000 CHEF Gl142D INCHES
 




YNRF 0.Gana INCHES 
C -ST/ R3s rNc.s 
DATA MIST. CODE 4Q45 $SCALE a0.0033 SCALE 
MSCC TWT 49.8 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 22W2V402E3R2 C041013) 08OFEB 72 'PAGE 3a.8D 










0.0 /w- 0 
0 
0 . 7 A-­
0.5 .0.000..C 
 C 
'c> 2 0 0 5404 ±5 2 20 -0 35r 40 51425 0 INHEo.R 0 EE:V 8....S
 
ZIRF 0.1350 INCIeS 
DATA MT. CODE GE SCALE. 03 SCALE 
MSFC fliT 438 MSRC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 C041013) 
 08 FEB 72 PAGE 3681 
--
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT. CHARACT, ELEVON CONTROL EFF. HI ALPHA
 






5 a 5 10 15 ,20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
-NGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELEVN3 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORHATION
o 	 0.00 MACH 1.963 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVN3 DATASET ELEVN3 EF 9.0250 5Q.IN 
0.6- RUDER2 STING 4.000 04113 0.000 041032 - 10.00 1.REF 6.1420IdO 	 0.000 
 INCHES 





ZHRP - 0.11350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *G*E 	 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWJ 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 (041013) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 382
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT. CHARACT, ELEVON CONTROL EFF, HI ALPHA









- 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELEVN3 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.000 MACH 4.959 BETA .00 DATASET ELEVN3 DATASET ELEVN3 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
10.00 RUDER2 0.000 STING 4.00 D41013 0.00D 041032 - 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
0a - 20.00 D41041 - 20.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRF 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE *G*E SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSCC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 C041013) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 383 
65 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT. CHARACT, ELEVON CONTROL EFF. HI ALPHA
 

























 1.963 BETA 
 0.000 DATASET 
 ELEVN3 
 DATASET ELEVN3 
 SREF
10.050 RUSERZ 9.0259 SQIN
0.0aG STING 4.,00 B 041913 
 0.000 
 041032 





 2.10 8RP 3.9950 1 CHES











 2 PAGE 
 384 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT. CHARACT, ELEVON CONTROL EFF, HI ALPHA
 


























-00 5 10 15 20 25 
 30 35 40 45 50 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELEVN3 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
000 MACH 4.959 BETA 0.006 DATASET ELEVN3 ATASET ELEVN3 SREF 9.0250 SI.IN 
- 10.00v RUDER2 0.000 STING 4.000 041013 0.000 041032 - ±0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
-20.000 041041 - 20.0r0 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0DO INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *G*E SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MS:C TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 (D41013) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 385
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT. CHARACT, ELEVON CONTROL EFF, HI ALPHA
 













0 5 10 15 2 " 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 
 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELEYN3 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o - .000 MACH 1.965 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVN3 DATASET ELEVN5 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
- 10.00 RUDERZ 0.o0o STING 4.000 0410A3 0.000 041032 - 1.000 
 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
O 25.050 041041 - 20.000 . REF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES, 
YmRF 0.0000 INHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *G*E SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
"S7C TWT 428 ?SFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 C041013) 08 FEB 7 PAGE 386
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT. CHARACT, ELEVON CONTROL EFF, HI ALPHA
 


















-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELEVN3 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.a MACH 4.959 BETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVN3 QATASET tLEVN3 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
- 10.050 RUDER2 0.000 STING 4.000 D41013 0.000 041032 - 10.011 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
- 20.000 D41041 - 20.000 BREF INCHES6.1420 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE *O*E SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSRC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 (D41013) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 387
 
















.005 5 la 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 .50 5 60 "65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELEVN3 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
000 MAC 1963 BETA 0.10a DATASET ELEVN3 DATASET ELEVN3 -SREF 9 0 5 Q I
 
-111*OO0 RUDVERZ r. BOB STING 4.00U J4101C U.0U0 
 A4103C - 10ODb LREF 6.1420 INCHES
- 0.000 
 A4104C - 20.000 






ZoRP A 0.1350 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *G 
 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
Vr tT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 CJ4IOIC) 08 FIEB 72 PAGE 388
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT. CHARACT, ELEVON CONTROL EFF, HI ALPHA
 
.040 t -~1T- I-T=7 -r---- t - -r r-i-l -- r-r -ir-i;---

























.o 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 6o 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SyMBOL 'ELEVN3 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
o 0.100 MACH 4.959 BETA 0.0o0 DATASET ELEVN3 DATASET ELEVN3 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
 
- 10.0s0 RUDER2 9.000 STING 4.0D, J4101C 0.000 A4103C - 10.00 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
o 20.000 A4104C - 20.01 0 BREF 6.1420 INCHESXNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP ,- 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *0 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 















_r .Oh -. ... 
 . . .
 
~Ldz .30 
____- _ ___ _ 
-
S-.35 
t0o a __ -0. 0.-02 00 
-O 04 0. . . . . . 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
 





- ZNRP 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA lUST. CODE *0OE 
. SCALE D.0033 SCALE 
MSr'C flT .498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 E041.013) 08 FEB- 72" -PAGE 390 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A-LONGIT. CHARACT,-ELEVON CONTROL EFF, HI ALPHA
 F



















-. 355 FR- :35 5  
1 21. SCALE0.
 




-SI0W0T 498ER ,MORBTER 4.200 3R20 C041032 08.FE 

'DATA MIST .4COD-08 -. E -. 00 0.003 

PAGE2 3011E
08 EBO L272E INCHE
MSC STBINGR .2W24DE3R 4 OD4 13)
AS: T1.T 9UDEZC/L0SC 

.4 
LM$C/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT. MACH NO. EFFECTS
 















-­ 40 5 10 is 20 30S 35 40 45 50 55 60 " 65 
ANGLE OF ATT-ACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MA H PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D.596 BETA 0.000 ELEVN4 0.000 SREF 90250 SQ.IN 
0.6990.950 RUDER4 0.000 STINO 4.o110 LREFSREF 6.:14206.1420 INCHESINCHES 
1.B99 XHRPY  3.99500 0O.0 INCHES 
Z2RP - a 1350 INCHES 
0 DATA 0IST.CODE EV SRE 9.0033 SCALE 
MS=C TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 C041S013 08 FEB T72 PAGE 392
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, MACH NO. 	EFFECTS
 
.20 _ r- -I"-ri- J-T-TI" -- ri -ri- -I-r -I---u r 	 Ir II II I I Tt
 








-. 0 5 	 5 30 _1_2 3 
 0 5 5 5 0 6
 
~ANGLE 	 OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1.461 BETA 0.900 ELEVN4 0.an5) 	 SREF 9.0250 9Q.IN 
1.959 RUDER4 0.600 STING 4.,105 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 






ZRRP - 0 1350 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. CODE *G*E 	 SCALE 0:Q0 33 SCALE
 
MSC TWT 498 MSFCIHREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 C041SO1) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 393
 














-0.8 050 5 
-D85 0 5 10 15 20 25 3 5 40 45 50 5 D 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.596 BETA 0.000 ELEVN4 .00 
 S$RF 9.250 G I
 
0.699 RUDER4 0.000 STING 4. DUD LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
o9 





ZRP - 0.1350 INCHES




SFC TWT 498 MS C/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CN4S01) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 3NS
 
1.4 
LMtC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS
 












-085 0 5 10 15 a0 25 30 35 40 45 5D 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 











-MRp 3.995r0.20GO INCHESINCHES 





MSC TWT 498 SFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 08 FEB 72(41SOI) PAGE 395
 
:LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONtIT CHARACT,.MACH NO. EFFECTS
 






'6 " _*6 r'_­
o i-4 
__ __ _ 
0.9 
0.6 5 o 5 1o s 20 _25 30a_ 40 45 so 55 6 0 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA,. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S .596 BETA 0.090 ELEVN4 0l.009 SREF 9. C250 SG.IN, 




 XMRP 3.9950 INCHES
 




DATA HIST. CODE 0GE SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TW 498a SC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 (041S013 08FEB 72_ PAGE _39 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 28-LONGIT CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS
 
r---r~ ~ r--- ~ I1-~ rrr*T1t-tT ~ ~ ~tI I











o 5 a 5 10 Is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 




ANGLE OF ATTACK.. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1.461 BETA 909O ELEVN4 0.999 SREF 9.0250 SQ.Im 
1 959 RUDER4 0.900 STING 4°090 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
4.r 






DATA MIST. CODE *G*E 
 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 4018 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 ID41S013 08 FEB 72 PAGE 397
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT. MACH NO. EFFECTS
 






105 15 '20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.59f BETA 0.000 ELEVN4 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
 
0.699 RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.000 
 LREF 6:1420 INCHES ) 0.950 BREF 6:1420 INCHES
9 
 XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
] to09s NYRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *G*E SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CD41SO1) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 398
 
4 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS
 





-0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 q40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* 1.40$ BETA 0.000 ELCVt,4 V.000 OREF 9.0250 $Q.IN 
1.959 RUDER4 0.000 STINO 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
,:9 BREF 6.14203R995  INCHESHM  
YRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA 1*1ST. CODE *#E SCALE 0.0933 SCALE 
YSFC TWIT 498 MSPC/HREC ORBITER 62W5V2E4R4 CD41SOI) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 389
 
____ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B7LONGIT CHARACT's MACH NO. EFFECTS
 













0.8 5 5. IV "" 

-0.2 . 5
15€- 2- 253"54 05 
-0 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 






BETA 0.000 ELEVN4 o.0o0 
 SREF 9.0250 SO.IN
 
0.699 RUOER4 0.000 STING 4. 000 
 LREF 61420 INCHES
 







ZMRP, - 0.1350 INCHES
DA; MIST. CODE *G*E SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MScC TWT 498 M8FC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 ,XOISO-.I. O8--E-B. 72 
-PAGE 4-00 
.LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS
 
tr -r-r -r-r Trri 1 i7 77 r1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t-j2. 7r---I;r 7r -rrr--z- - Ir-r i-- -r-rT -1tr11 
2.0 
1.8 















0.4 6 BEA 0e0 

LRCF G.1420 INdHES
1.959 RUDER4 0.009 STING 4.005 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES
 





 - 9,1350 NCHE 3 
; AT#GESCALEIS.COE a .0033 SCALE
 
MSC TW T 498 PS:CIHREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 [041SOll 08 FEB 72 PAGE 401 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS
 













-5 0 5 10 -15 20 25 30 35 40 '45 50 35 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 

















0 1.99 YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
I ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *G4E SCALE 0.0053 SCALE 
MSPC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CD41SO1) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 402
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 28-LONGIT CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS
 
.35 
















- 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1.461 BETA 0.0sa ELEVN4 0.00 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
 
STING 4.009 LREF 6.1420 INCHES1.959 RUDER4 0.000 BEEF 6 1420 INCHES 
0 4.96, XRP 3°0950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.009C INCHES
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.033 SCALE

DATA MIST. CODE G*E 
MSF-C TWT 438 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2EAR4 (041501) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 403' 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS
 
=I-T-..040 _r7T_-T-1--1-rrr-:-










- __ _ _ __ _ _ 
El -
505 10 Is 2 0 2R5 3 0 35 40 45, 50 55 6 0 6; 
ANGLE QF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYBOL ACH PARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IFORATION 
S OJ596 BETA .0s" LEVN4 .Voo REF 9.0250 S Q .N 













ZRP - 0.1351 INCHES 
S DATA MIST. CODE *0 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MS C TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CJ41S0ll 08 FEB 72 PAGE - 404 














00 5 a 5 to 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 GO es 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1.461 BETA 0.,009 ELEVN4 0.090 	 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
1.959 RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.000 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
4.96S 	 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
'MRP 3 9950 INCHES
 
YHRP 0,0000 1NCHES
ZRP a .1350 1-CHES 
ATA COEE NIST. OG SCALE 0A.H0033 SCALE 
MS C TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 	 08 FEB 72 N
CJ4RSOE 	 PAGE 405
 












-- 4 0 
-,35 





LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL 
0.090 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 

























MSc7C TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 C041S01) '08 FEB 72 PAGE 406 
_____ 
____ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS

.2 - v- -r----n--
­ i-u r-t--- --- F-F-- i~ 
.15 
_ 
















-. 0,--A-.- , ,-A A-A-A , . , . , ,&. .. . .. ~ - * 4- - -kA. 
-. -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 1.00.8 1.2 1.4 1.6 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
SYHBOL kACM PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1.461 BETA 0.000 ELEVN4 0.0090 
 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN2$REF 9:4250 iNC.ES 





YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES -
DCATA MIST. CODE **E SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 (041S01) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 407
 
_ __ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS "-, 

























SYMBOL MAtH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
. 5 9 6 B E TA . 0 O , EL E VN 4 . 00 0S E9 . 2 Q . 
9.699 RUDER4 0o59U STING 4 . DDO LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
S.SGD 
 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
El 1.9 XMRP 3.9950 INCHES
 
YNRP O.00O0 INCHES
Z.RP - 0.1350 INCHES

DATA MIST. CODE 0.E SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
V.S:C TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 C04ISOI) 08.FEB-72 PAGE 408 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS






























 0.2 0.4 
 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 
 1.4 1.6
 




1.461 BETA 0.OB 
 ELEVN4 0.099 

























MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 C041SOI) 08 FEB 72 
 PAGE 409
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT,_MACH NO. EFFECTS











4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0. 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
 
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED, CLSOR
 




 0 0 10 ELVN4 0.6a 
0.699 RUIERZ 0. DDO STING R F .2 0 a I4.000 
 RFLREF 6.1420905 . QINICHES
 
0.5 












XSPC T'dT 498 MS C/HREC O}RBITER 
-B2W5V2E4R4 CD41S01) 
_08FE[B 12 -P.AGE _4-1-0­
_____ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS

_ -'TIr1 .... ------- -rI---r-l-r--- -1-------1-----i 
-1 it Ii i t1t 
1.6 
1.4 







0-.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.80.6 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.81.6 2.0 
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSOR
 
$YVSOL HACH FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1,461 BETA 0.000 ELEVNd 0.00D SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
1.959 RUDER4 0.600 STING 4.005 LREF 6.1420 INH$ES0 .96C BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRF 3.9950 INHcES 
YMRP 0.0000 I CES 
ZNRP - 0.1550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COE *GCE SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC 7WT 498 MSFC/Y!REC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 CD41S01) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 411
 












1.3 -. 0 
C 
u 
Zn -. 02 





10 - 6 ­ 0 2 4 





















Z$RP - 0.1350 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSMC/HREC D225042A 
 PCALE 0.6033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41XO1) 
 25 NOV 71 PAGE 41-2
 
1 











cLI -. 03°__ -­
z 
-. 05 
Za '4 2..0210 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
S 
Y M B O L  
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2 462 ALPHA 0.000 ELEVN4 9.00 RE .05 a I 
1o960 RUDER4 0.005 STING 4.009 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
4.960 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3°9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0°100 1N CHES 
ZHRP 0.1350 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSMC/HREC D225542A SCALE 0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41XO1] 25 NbV 7i PAGE 413, 
--
0 LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS, ALPHA 

.24 r r-



















-110 - 6 - 6 4 2 D2 4102 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.600 ALPHA 0.000 ELEVN4 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.Im 
0.7000.8990.899 
RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.000 LREFBREF 6.14206.1420 INCHESINCHES 
XHRPYMRP 3.9950 0.0000 
INCHES 
INCHES 







MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 (A41XOI). 25 NOV 71 PAGE 414 
0 LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS, ALPHA 



































- -6 4 -2 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
PARAHETRIC VALUES 
ALPHA 0.000 ELEVN4 0.00 
RUDER4 6.000 STING 4.000 
REFERENCE FILE LSMC/HREC D225042A 
6 10 12 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INZHESBREF 6:1420 INCHES 
XRP 3.1950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INChES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE B.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 CA4,1XOI) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 415
 
0 LMSC/HREG ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS, ALPHA 




















1- 8 --6' - 4 -2 a4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
9.600 ALPHA 0.000 ELEVN4 9.001, SREF 9.0250 SQoIN 
O.TU" RUDER4 U.110 STING 4. GOO L:REF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.142a INCHES 
MHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
[ l 1.S99 VMRP O.00O0 INCHES 
0 0.699 

ZR0P - 1350 INCHES
 
REFERENCE FILE LSMC/HREC D225042A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 CA41X01) 25 NOV 71" PAGE 416 
LMSC/IHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS, ALPHA 0
 















r -. 055 
ej) .-040 
-J 




-0o -a - -24 - 2 19 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1.462 	 ALPHA 0.000 ELEVN4 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
.960 RUOER4 0.000 STING 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES% 	 XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
.960 
REFERENCE FILE LSNC/HREC D225042A 	 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSPC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 	 CA41XOI)- 25 NOV 71 PAGE 417
 
IE -MDE I
,LTESC HRTUC RB 2 -ATDI C AR CT ACH NO. EF E T ,ALPHA =
 














__ _ _ __ __"___ 






 21 46l 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SY B O L A CHo.609 ALPHA PAR A ETR C VALU E SR 0.00 SLEVN4
.70 0 RUDER4 0.000 STNG 
93.899 
ElI 1.099 
0 REFERENCE FLE LS /HREC 
MSFC TWT 498 ESFCIHREC ORBITER 










XMRP 3.9959Y.RP 0.000 
ZRP - 0.1350 
SCALE 0.0033 






















0 , a- 4 2 2 46 10 12 
- SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.462 ALPHA 0.009 ELEVN4 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES
RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.000
S.960 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
' LSMC/HREC 0225042AREFERENCE FILE 

MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 CA41XOI) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 419
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACTi HACH NO. EFFECTS .ALPHA = 10

.06 1 1r-1---
- -ri- -i-- Y 






















- 4 a 
 2 6 '1 la 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.599 ALPHA 10.000 ELEVN4 0.000 
 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
 
a0698 RUOER4 0.000 STING 4.000 






o 1.102 YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSHC/HREC 0 225042A 
 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA4IY01) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 420
 
12 


















-4 20 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ALPHA 10.900 ELEVN4 0.099 
RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.000 
REFERENCE FILE LSMC/HREC 0225542A 
6 a 10 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XIRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41YO1) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 421
 


























 8 a 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
-. 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES . REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.599 
 ALPHA 10. 05 ELEVN4 0.0002 SREF 9.0250 SQ.rN9.698 RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.090 o9 1 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
[] 1.10 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
";XMRP 3.9950 INCHES
Efl I.112 YNRP 0.0000 INCHES
 
REFERENCE FILE LSHC/HREC 0225042A ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSVC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41Y01O 
 25 NOV 71, PAGE 422
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS, ALPHA = 10
 









-f -. 02 
-30 
Lii 






-8a10 - -4 -2 2 4 6 a 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYHBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1.456 ALPHA 10.000 ELEVN4 0.000 
 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
 
1.960 RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.000 
 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
1.96V BREF 6 1420 INCHES
XHRP 3.9950 1NCHES 
YHRF 0 .000 INCHES 
ZHRF 0.1350 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSHC/HREC D225042A SCALE . 0.0033 SCALE 
MS7 C !WT 438 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41Y01) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 423
 
1 
LSHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LA0DIR CHARACT 
 H NO. , ALPHA 10
 









6 4 2.a246 01 
.050 
0).04 1 B____ 6.140 ICHE 
- to1 - aS -MR- .0 4 - 2 28 0..0a 10 INHE 12 
,SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL MAtH PARAMETRIC VALUES REEEC"NOMTO 
REFERENCE FILE LSHC/HREC 0225042A SCALE 0.0055 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSR.C/HREC ORBITER .B2WSV2ER4 CA4IYO1) 25 NOV 71 PAGP 424 































 4 2 a 2 64 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 










YMRP a 0000 INCHES 
ZMRRP 0:1350 INCHES 
REFEREnCE FILE LSNC/HREC C225042A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSCC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41Y01) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 425 
LMSCHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/D'IR CHARACT,, 'ACH NO. -EFFECTS. ALPHA 10
 















o .010 ._ ._ . . . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
-O-Is 4 2 4 i 0 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYHMOL ACH PARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATOq
 
S 0 599 ALPHA 1.D00 ELEVN4 0 .00 0 R F9 0 5 Q9 
0.698 RUDER4 0.1100 STING 4°UD, LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
0o9si BREF 6.1423 INCHES 
FYRP 
r l~OZXMRP 3.995000000 INCHESINCHES 
ZHRP 0.1350 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSMC/HREC 0 2 25042A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MS2 C TWT 438 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 CA4IY01) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 42G 






















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1 .456 ALPHA 10.609 ELEVN4 0.909 SREF 9.0250 SG.IN 
1.960 RUDER4 0.00G $TING 4.090 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
4.960 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.95 INCHES 
YMRPZmR P a .13500NCHES I.DO,NCHES 
REFERENCE "FILE LSMC/HREC 0504A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSgC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41YO]) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 427
 
- -
.LMSCIHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MOOEL 28-LAT/IDR CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS. ALPHA z 15 
I- i
.GA --- r- r--
- T- "r-- T 

















 a 4 -2 'o 4 "6 a 10 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 




.596 ALPHA 15 .990 ELEVN4 0.0,S0.701 RUDER4 0.000 STIN 4.000 LREFEF 9 02 0 SQ IG.1420 INCHES

.899 





YHRP 0.0000 INCHESI 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
-REFERENCE FILE LSNC/HREC 0225042A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MS C TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA4IZOI) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 428
 
__ __ 






















Z -. 03 
, , 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ • •_I _ 
- la a 6 4 2a2 4 6 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES IREFERENCE 
 INFORMATION
 
1 4 5 8 AL P H A 1 5 .0 0 0 L E N 4 . 0 0 
 R F . 2 0 Q I
 
1.961 RUDER4 0.090 
 STING 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 





ZfRP - 01350 INCHES
 
REFERENCE FILE LSC HREC 225042A SCALE 9.0035 SCALE
 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES"MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, MACHNO. EFFECTS. ALPHA 15 



























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ALPHA 15.1090 ELEVN4 9.9000 
RUVER4 0.1009 STING 4.000 
--
REFERENCE FILE LSMC/HREC 0225042A 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S EF 9.0250 SQ.IN 




XMRF 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0009 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHESSCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
vScC TWT 498 VSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41ZOI3 25:NOV 71 PAGE 43.0 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, MACH NO. EFFECTS, ALPHA = 15
 
.24 - '1 -- 1 -I 1 


















-. 10 ___ 
*08la - 8 - 6- 4 a a10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S 1.456 ALPHA 15.0,10 E4EVN4 0.090 SREF 9.0250 SQ.Im
1961 RUGR4 0000 STIN. 4000 LREF 6 1420 INH
 
8REF 6:1420 1 NCHES4.6 








REFEREnCE FILE LSMC/HREC 02251-4A SCALE 0,0033 SCALE
 
b LF TW1 B2W5V2E4R4 25 NOV 71 431I 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER CA41ZOI) PAGE 


















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA,
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
15.000 ELEVN4 0.000 
0.000 STING 4.000 
DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 905 QI 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BE .40 ZCE 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.1350 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSHC/HREC D225042A SCALE' G.0033 SCALE 
'SC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER' B2W5V2E4R4 CA41ZOI) 25.NOV 71 .PAGE 432 





















LJ -. 045 
.0025 
_____N 
-' 6 10 ­
. 4 --2 4a a 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

REFERENCE INFORMATION
1.458 ALPHA 15,099 ELEVN4 0.000 
 SREF 905 QI1.961 RUDER4 900 STING 4 9UO 
 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 








ZMRP - 0.1350 
 INCHES
 
REFERENCE FILE LSHC/MREC D225042A 
 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
v.SFC TWT 498 MSFCIHREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 (A41Z01) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 433
 
12 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2BLATDIRCHARAcT, 'MACHNO. EFFECTS. ALPHA- 15
.040 Fl-r I-- rr--r 
-7Ttr- -T 7--t -T I I f I I| I I II 

















D0 -0 S 6 4 

____6 8. 10 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE- BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.596 ALPHA 15.000 ELEVU4 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
2 °7, RUCER4 STING




 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES
1.13
°1 
 YNRP 0.0000 INCHES'
 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSHC/HREC D225042A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSSC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 CA4'IZ01) 25 NOV 7,1, PAGE 434
 







zwd .02 __________ 
L-
Lx--









a-1 8 64 2- a 4 610 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL HOCH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION% 
1.458 ALPHA 15.00D ELEVN4 0. Dun SREF 9.0259 so.I 









mRP - a aaaa01350 INCHESI N CHES 
REFERENCE FILE LSHC/HREC 225042A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC IWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41ZOI) 25 NOV 71 PAGE 435
 
,YMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFFECTS
 
.20 T7 r~I rr-rr--t-r-
-- r--rLT-rri~ ~ I r t I I I It I I T I I I I





















.-4-5 0 5 ID 
 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 63
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN4 RUDER4 STING 'BETA REFERENCE INFORMATIONI ;DLREF 6.1420 INHE
SCHE BZ9WSV2E4R42H244 0.000 'b.090.1 

(04 5033 M SFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 -10.D09 0o000 4.000 

104 1T512 MSF TWT 498   M FC/HREC ORBITERIE 19.0000 DE 4.900O SE QASZSFC u .25 

0 .000 DREF 6.1420 INCHES
 (C41SV4) MSFC TWT 498 HSFCIHREC ORBITER BZW5V2E4R4 -20.000 9.000 4.000 0.090 XMRP 3.9950 
 INCHES(C415"5 MSFC THY 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER BZWSV2E4R4 -30.0009 O.90 4.000 0.000 YMRP 9.0000 INCHES 
0.RP 0.135a INCHES 
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--- r-BO--r 












- 5 0 5 1 15 
 2B 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 Go 65 
; 	 ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION BESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN4 RUDER4 STING BETA EFENEINFORMATION
 
MS13Z
HFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER
W T 	 8BWBV2E4R4 10.090 B.O00 4.0900 U.00 RF
2 lToIJ) 	 .2" QI
MSFC T 496 MSFC/MREC ORBITER 5ZW5iV2E4R4 0.O00 BGoo 
 4. 000 0.000 FLREF .256.1420 QIINCHES(CA1 3 	 SFC TWT 498 SC/HREC ORBITER BWVE4R4 -10o00 0.000 
 4. 000 0 000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES2.415V4) MSFC TWT 496 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82WSV2E4R4 -2u.!300 9.000 4.000 0.000 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES
(D41SS5) MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82WSVZE4R4 -30.000 0.000 
 4.000 	 0.090 YMRF 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZBR7 - 0.1350 INCHES
 
MACH D.901 
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5 0 5 
 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN4 RUDER4 STING BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORHATION
 (0415B2) , 
 SFC NWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 Se.IN
(041151) h SFC TWT 	498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 0.000 4.0 LREF
0.000 0.000 6.1420 INCHES
(041503) MSFC TWT 	498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 -10.000(041S041 5 SFC TWT 	498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82WSV2E4R4 
-20.000 
1.000 A.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES* 
0.ooo 4.000 0.000 	 XNRP 3.9950 INCHES(Gc41s5l L OATA NOT 	AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
-30.000 4.000
0.000 	 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 1.093 



























5 a 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN4 RUDER4 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
C41S02) O SFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 10.000 0.00 4.000 0.500 SREF 9.0250 S9.IN
 
DIT51) L mSFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 0.000 0.000 4.000 0.09 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
LOIS53) 0 RSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 -o.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 BREF G.1420 INCHES 
(541504, I HSFC TWT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER BZWSVZE4R4 -20.090 0.000 4.000 0.00 XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
CAISGSJ ThNSFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER BZWSV2E4R4 -30.000 0.000 4.0S9 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES
 
MACH 1.960 

















-. a0 10 5 2 25 3D 35 40 45 so 55 so es 
' ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN4 RUDER4 'STING BETA- REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C41552) MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC 0RBITER 02WBV2E4R4 10.000 0.000 .4.D090 0. 6' SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
CD41TOI! MSFC TWT 496 MSFC/MREC MRITER E;WSV2E4R' 0.00 0.000 4'.000 ,0.0 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
NC53.ISFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC 0RB1TER BZWBV2E4N -10.000 0.0011 -4.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
( 0 s, } MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 'BZWBV2E4R4 -20.090 0.000 4.000 0.000 XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
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5 0 5 10 15 
 D0 25 30 35 40' 45 50 55 00 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN4 RUDER4 
 STINO BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
(D41502 Q HSFC TWT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 
 SREF 9.0250 59.1$
(041T51) 4L MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 0.000 0.000 4.000 0.009 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
(D4153) 0 :sFC IWT 498 $SFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSVZE4R4 -10.000 0.000 
 4.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
(041504) H SFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 
-20.000 0.000 
 4.0,0 0.000 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES
(041505) HSFC NWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 92W5VZE4R4 
-30.000 
 0.000 4.000 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INqHES 
MACH 0.596 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
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'1. T'-- r-r- t -r T--T - --- T-1tt T I I r-t tT1-,t I t I I I I I 1-1 1 1 1 kI tI I I I I Ia 
'. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I 
-JJ 











. .~ . . &... 4&,.~ . .J . & - . LJ..~ 6*. , .. • . - . .. 4- - - - .- ­. -4.*-4 
5 " 0 5 10 .15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6o 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
IDATA SET 4SYHSOL 'CONFIGURATION DOESCRIPTION ELEVN4 RUDER4 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
((0415021) HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/HRECORBITER B2W5V2ER4 10.000 0.000 4.000 - G.da SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN4CO.liTTii) 'HSrC,TIT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 00 0.000.. 4.000 3.00o LREF 6.1420 INCHES ((041 503;1 O HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/,HREC ,ORBITER BZW5V2E4R4 -10.000 0.000 4.000 0.0 BREF 6.1420 INCHES ((0M411041) il IHSFC WT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 -20g. 0.000 4.000 ,.000 XNRP 5.9950 INCHESff 41lS055) IMSFC TWT 498 HSFCYHREC ORBITER 8SW5V2E4R4 -30.000 0.000 4.000 5.000S YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - U.1350 INCHES 
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B- 0 5 C0 15 2O5 30 35 40 45 50 5B so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN4 RUDER4 
 STINr BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
, D4 '$02) M SrC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER S2W5V2E4R4 10.000 0.000 4.000 0.060 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
(04 1Tall , FC TWT 418 NHSFC/HREC ORBITER BZ2WSVBE4R4 0,0BBB 0.000 4.000 11,00U LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
04 1SS3; MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82WSV2E4R4 ' -10.000 9.090 4.DOB 0.000 REF 6.142a INCHES 
04 1 5 4) HSFC TWT ASS MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5VZE4R4 -2.000 0.00 4.0090.000 XRP 3.9950 INCHES (041ssus DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -30.00O O.9o0 4.000 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 1.093 
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-. ~~. . ..- . . 
.i ...4 S .. . -. J-­
-Si 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 so 
 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN4 RU0ER4 STING BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(C41S02 i MSFC TWI 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER E214VEaR4 10.00 
 0.00 4.000 - 0.000 SREF 9.0250 50.11(CIT1,1 L HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 0.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
I045033 j 
 HSFC TWI 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 92W5V2E4R4 -10.000 0.00 4.000 0.00 
 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
:04X5 O. HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 22W5V2E4R4 
-20.000 0.0BB 4.O0 .0.000 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES
(C41S505) MF TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 62W5V2E4Z3 -30.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 YMRP 
 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 1.960 SCALE 0.033 SCALE 
PAGE 444 
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- 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN4 RUDER4 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o41S52) MSFC TWT 496 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 82WSV2E4R4 10.000 0.000 4.900 0.000 SREF 
 9.0250 0.IN
(D41T01 ) f SFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER, 82W5V2E4R4 0.000 0.000 4.011 0.000 LREF 6.142D INCHES(041503) O SC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 82WSV2E4R4 -±0.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
(04504) l HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 62W5V2E4R4 -20.000 0.00) 4.000 0.000 XHRF 3.9950 INCHES 
(D4155) 1 SFc TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER BWSV2E4R4 -3a.000 0.10 4.000 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
DHR? - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 4.960 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
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. . . 
. . .
 
-5' '0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
VATA SETSYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPT-ION ELEVN4 RUDER4 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
NSFC IWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 20.000 SREF
IC41S02 M 82WSV2E4R4 0.000 4.000 0.00 9.0250 SQ.IN
(C41T01) fl-MSFC lvT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 0.009 0.000 4.000 0.010 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
C4S33 'MSFC ITT 498 ISFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 -10.000 U.000 4.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES (041504) 'HSFCTWT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 -20.000 0.000 4.000 - 0.000 XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
(041S55) hSFC TWT 498' NSFC/HREC ORBITER. 62W5V2E4R4 -30.o000 0.000 4.000 0.000 YNRP 0.3000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
-MACH 0.596 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 446
 
















0.5 	 _______ ___ 




0._0 0 5 10 is 20 2S 30 35 40 55 55 0 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES -
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN4 RUDER4 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
541502) m TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 92W5V2E4R4 10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SO.IN
MSFC 
(C41T01)l MSFC TWT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER 8215V2E4R4 0.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES (041503) 0 XSFC TWT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 -10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
(041S04) .1 HSFC TWT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER BZW5VZE4R4 -20.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
C41505) HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER BZWSVZE4R4 -30.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 	 YHRP 0.0000 IN5HES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
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O.-$ 0 5 10 2 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 so 65go15
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 5 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ,ESCRIFTION £LEVN4 RUDER4 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
D41S02} 0 MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBI.TER B2WSV2E4R4 10.000 0.000 4,000 0.000 SPEF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
£041T,1 LA HSFC TT 490 HSFC/NREC ORBITER BZWSV2E4R4 0.000 0.009 4,000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES (D41503) rHSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 -10.000 0.000 4,000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES (0415043 Ij MsFC TWT 49$ X$FC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2C4R4 -2o.000 0.000 4.000 0,000 XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
t041505) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -30.00D 0.000 4.00 0.000 YMRP a.000 INCHES 























s to .o is . 2. 5 40 4 s.. 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
pATA SET SYABOL CONFIGUBRATION DESCRIfTION ELEVN4 RtJDER4 STING BETA REPFE0ENCE INFORMATION 
04zsa) , SFC T$m 498 nSFc/ REC ORBITER 2WtWE1V4R4 10.000 0.Bo 4.000 0.000 SREF 9.B250 So.IN 
C41TI) NSFC TNT 490 RC B2W5V2E4R4 0.000 0.00 0.000 LREF (0413) , SFC TWT 498 MSFCRcE/ ORBITER 82W5VZE4R4 -10,000 0.000 4.00 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
W041004) 5 nSF T 4W? $SFC/$REC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 -20.000 0.000 4.002 0100 XNRF 3.$950 INCHES 
(*A4Sn5) MSFC TWT A98 fSFC/HRFC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 -30.00o 0.00 4.000 0.009 YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRr - 0.1550 INCHES 
HSFC/fF ORBITER 4.000 6.1420 INCHES 
SCALE D.0033 SCALEMACH 1.90 
-PAGE 449
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0 5 sq 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 5 6o e5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES ,
 
tLEVN4 RUDER4 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
fD41SSZ) Q HSFC JWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITR B2W5V2E4R4 10.000 0.000 4.000 0.009 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
(041"T013 IA SFC lT/496,HSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V224R4 
DATA SET SYMBOL COCFIURATION -OCSCRIPTION 
0.100 0.000 4.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
(041S03 5) SFC W 496 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 82WSV2E4R4 -10.000 0000 4.000 0,000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
i041504) $VC 1WT 496 "SFC/HREC ORBITER BZWSVC4R4 -20.0u0 0.000 4.000 0.000 YKRP 3.99s0 INCHES 
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... L l ... ..........
 
-12 5 5 In I 20 2___5 A 43 50 as so as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN4 RUDER4 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 







I 041S "3 > F T 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER BZW5 2E4R4 -10.500 0.000 4.00 "o.oco BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
(C41SOS) HSFC TWT 490 NSFC/MREC ORBITER 8ZW5V2E4R4 -30.900 0.000 4.000 0.00 YNP .0000 INCHES 
•ZHRP D .13$0 INCHES 
SMACH 0.596 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
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a s 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 s0 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES'
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN4 RUDER4 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 f4l2 HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 10.000 0.000 4.0BOB ODl SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN(V41103; 	 NSFC TW 49$ MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4r4 0.000 0.000 4.D00 000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
HS4CSOS) 8ZWSVZE4R4 -10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 SBREF 6.1420 INCHESF¢ TWT 496 HSFC/IREC ORBITER 
(D1.S04), MSFE TWT 49$ MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 -20.000 V.000 4.00D 0.000 XmRP 3.9950 INCHES (0415) NFC TWT 49$ HSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 -30.000 0.000 4.090 0.09f YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
HACH o.901 
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-5 0 5 10 Is 20 25 30 33 40 45 50 55 
 Go 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
D=ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN4 RUDER4 STING BETA REFERENCE INFOR14ATION
 
(041502 1 
 SFC TWT 498 SF /HREC ORBITER B W V E4R4 10.000 0 .000 4. 000 .O00 S EF 
 9.0250 Q N
D4 1TIl) MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORB17ER B2WEV2E4R4 a.OO .00
000 4.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
0D41"03) HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 -10.000 0.000 4.000 -0.,DOE BEEF 6.1420 INCHES 0D41554) jt HSFC TWT 490 MSFC/HREC ORBITER BZW5V2E4R4 -20.090 0.000 4.000 0.000 XMRP 3.9950 INCHES
 
tDA ,SGs) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -30.000 0.000 4.000 
 0.000 YFRP U.Uouu INCHES
 
• ZRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
!4ACH 1.093 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
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N 




a' 5 in Is "20 .25 30 "35 40 45 "so 5$ so 63 
-ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
M TA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION-,DESCRIPTION ELEVN4 RUDER4 STING BE TA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(D41$02) N SFC WT 498, MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5VZEAR4 1D.000 a Duo 4 ODD 0.0012 SREF 9.0250 sp.1" 
104IT02)IL- HSFC !IWT 498 MSFCZHREC ORBITER 020SVU4A4 G.5000 a 000 400(H o 0. LREF 6.1420 IC{ 
10 1303) 
'4150) 
M$FSC TWT 49O0 
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_105 . . 0 5 to .. . i . . 26 - 2 30 "35 40 45 5 5 so GS6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVR4 RUDER4 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(041S02) C) MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 l0.0ou D.D00 4.00D0 .000 SREP 9.0210 SQ.IN
 
(041TUS) 'Ll M$FC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSVZE4R4 0.0 .000 oO A.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
(0415931 C! NSFC TWT 490 MSFC/HREC ORBI'TER BZWSiVZE4R4 -10.000 0.000 4.090 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
(041S0) J HMFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSVZE4R4 -20.6us 0.000 - 4.000 a000 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES
 
ta41555} HSFC TWT 496 M$FC1HREC ORBITER BZWSVZC4R4 --30.6110 D.Doo 4.900 0.000 TRP 0.0000 INCHES
 ZRRP - 0.350 INCHS
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2.2 r 7 -­ i-T-r r r -­ i i--i-- rr r r in r-i vr -­rr 1rl 
2.0 ___ 



















-0 15 29 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES'
 
ELEVN4 RUDERA STING ETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CU4102 Q SFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 2w8SV2E4R4 10,000 VIGO 4.00) 0.090 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
(041i7)f MSFC TWT 498 HSFCYHREC OJ5ITER S2LSV2E4R4 0.000 0.001 4.00D 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
(041$531 HSFC TUT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER 62WSV2E4R4 -. 10000 0.000 4.000 0.000 BREF 6.2420 INCHES 
(041$04) LA HSFC TWT 490 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 -2.00D0 0.000 4.000 0.000 XIRP 3.9950 INCHES 
(C4$5) L, MSFC TWT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER J2W5V2ZC4R4 -30.300 0.000 4,000 0.00 YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
- ZmR? - 0.:350 INCHES 
CATA SET SYVBOL CONFIGURATION- DESCRIPTION 
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- -i--rrr












-5 0 10 15 20 23 30 35 40' 45 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION CESCRIP'ION ELEVN4 RUOER4 $TINr BETA 
(041502) RSFC IWT 492 HBFCIHREC ORBITER BZW5V2E4R4 10.000 O.OD 4.000 0.000 
t041TO, th MSFC WT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 0.000 0.000 4.000 0.00G 
(0413033 M TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER -10.000 4,000$SFC 82W5VZE4R4 0.000 0,000(a4104 SFC TWT 496 fFC/IHREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 -20.000 0.000 4.000 1.000 (4505) MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/REC ORBITER 52WV24R4 -30.000 0.000 4,000 0.000 
HACH 0.901 





SRE 9.0255 SETN 
LREF 60.420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YTRF 0.0000 INCHES 
Z14RF - 0.1 55 INCHES. 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
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"*5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 as 4 45 so 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES !
 
.DATA SET'SyMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ELCVN4 RUVER4 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
MSF WT 498 NSFC/MREC ORBITER 82WV2E;SR4 10,090 0.00 4.000 0.0130 SREF 925a $. I N 
'D41TSI) Ls SFC TWT 498 MSFCZMREC ORBITER BZWSV2E4R4 0.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 LREF S. 14ZO INCHES 
tc4:5 } " MSFC TWT 498 MSFCIHREC CIRITER SZWSVZE424 -10.000 9.000 4.009 0.000 BREF 6.142S INHES 
SD.IS0) MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER BZW5V2E4R4 -20.000 0.000 4.000 'u.900 XMBp 3.9950 INCHES 
1 041SGS) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR-ALL CONDITIONS -3B000 0.000 4.000 P.000 THRP 0.0vaD INCHES 
ZMBP 0.135D INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MACH 1.093 
1 041S02) (D 
PAGE 458
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFFECTS
 








LI 0.0 ___ 
U 









-0 * a ... .L-.. ...... ... .. , , ., ~ 6,J ... Az. ...-.. 4 . *- *.4,...... ... 
5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAfION DESCRIPTION ELEVN4 RU0ER4 $TING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(0415021 (D MSFC TWT 496 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 82WSVEE4R4 10.000 0.006 4.0U0 0.000 SREF 9.0250 S9.IN 
(C4T171) LA HSFC TWT 496 NSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 0.000 0.000 4.00 0,000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
(D41S031 O$ SFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 82WSV2E4R4 -±0.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES (0415041 LJHSFC TWT 498 nSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 -20.000 0,000 4.000 0.00a XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
(D41505) I SFC THY 49$ MsFC/HREC ORBITER 8ZWSV2E4R4 -30.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 YMRF 0.G000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 1.960 























5s0 a0o 10 Is 20 25, 30 35 1 40 45 so SS 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES i
 
DAtA SET SYM60L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION4 LEVN4 RUDR4 STINC BETA- RFERENCE THFORHAtON
 
BUD0 0.000 4.000 0.000 U RE F 9.02 0 SQ.INI HSFC T'WT A 9SHSFC HrEC O BTER S SvE4R4(Od T 1 BOB a Ong 4.000 0.090 LRF 6.1420 INCHES 
(041sD3 SF TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 8Ed5V2E4R4 -10.(013 0:009 4.000 ' GeV BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
(C41D¢) SFC TW 99 HSFC/HREC ORBITER - 82WSVZE4R4 -20.000 ,0 "a0 XR .9.0 ICE 
(041S55) NSFC TWT 490 HSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W$VZE4R4 -30.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 YHRP D,0000 INCHES 
ZmRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
0 MAH$.6 PAGE 460CALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFFECTS
 
.4a ir- rr-T--r- -n-rirr r- r--r r--r nrTr-r ir--n --rl V ~ I I I 1r-i I I 














$ 5 	 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 $5 s0 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET STHSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVN4 RUDER4 BETASTING REFERENCE INFORHATION1I041.2) Q H$FC 1WT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 10.0o0 Bow 4.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 $0.1N%I41TOI:) SFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 02WSV2WE4R4 0.000 0.0,0 4.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHESt041SO3a ; 	 - '.c TwT 49$ flFC/hREC ORBITE 02W5V2E4R4 -10.000 0.109 4.000 0.000 BrEF 6.1420 INCHES
(CAS..) 	 H$FC T? 490 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 8S2WV2E4R4 -20.090 0.000 4.005 0.D00 XNRP 5.O950 INCHES 
8$sv~scsUF 498 MSFC/MRfEC ORBITER 82W5V9E4A4 -30.000 0.Pn0 4,000 0.D00 	 YHRp 0.00S0 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.2350 INCHES 





LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFFECTS
 














-- *J o .05 
-. 15 
-a0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN4 RUDER4 STING BETA 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(041552) fl HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 92W5V2E4R4 10.090 0.000 4.000 0.000 SREF. 9.0250 SG.N
(041TO1 ) I nSFC TWT 498 NSFCHREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 0.000 0.000 4.000 0.009 LREF 6.1420 INCHES(C4153) 0 MSFC TT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER - B2W5V2E4R4 -10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 OREF 6.1420 INdHES
(041S04) MSFC TWT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER 62W5V2E4R4 
- -20.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 XHRF 3.9950 INCHES(041S55j nSFC TWT 496 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 -30.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 0.901 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 462,
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFFECTS
 
















.5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 41 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES'
 




HS;FC TWT 493 NSFC/HREC ORBITER 
HSFC TWT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER 

























(041554) HSFC TWT 496 HSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5fVE4R4 -20.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
(DA1505) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -30.000 0.000 4.0O0 9.000 YHRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 1.093 SCALE 0.0D33 SCALE 
PAGE 463
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFFECTS
 
.40 rrr - r -- r rrr -i- tr--Trrrrrr- vr rIp V 1-1 1 1 T I 
.a5 
.35 












- -. 10 ": 
-G 5 1a is 23 9$ a0 35 40 45 50 55 a0 65 
ANGLE OF ATtACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
,DATA SET,SYMSOL CONIRUXRATION DESCRIPTION ELSVN4 RUDER4 STING BETA REFERENCE INFOrmATION 
(04iSoz) HSFC TW 49$ HSFC/HREC ORBrTER 0BWSV2E44 10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 $0.11! 
'Tg LI ,ns.C fTa4S$ HSFCWAREC OR1ITER 82WSV2E4R4 0.000 0.900 4.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
(10153, ,mrcTw 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82WSV2E4R4 -1i0.Vo 0.00 4.000 .0.000 REF 6.1420 INCHES 
(042504) U HSVC ZUT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER S245V2E4R4 -Z5.000 0.000 4.000 0.00 XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
(0421SS HSFC 1T5 495 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 52WSV2CE.R4 -3D.00 0.000 4.000 0.000 YHRF U.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 







LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 28-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFFECTS
 














o -0 5 2 2 _ ____ 3 __ 5_ 4____ 5 _S 5_ 0 
-. 20 
-5 0 5 IQ is 20 95 50 35 40 45 50 55 so e5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYHOL CONrioURATICON DESCRIPTION ELEVN4 RUDER4 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1X.S0Z) NSFC TWT 490 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 02WSV2E4R4 10.000 a.0o0 4.009 0.000 $REF 9.0250 S0.XN(CilT0l) NSFC IT 49: HSFC/HREC ORBITER B25VE4R4 0.000 0.00 4.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
(0410) 0 MSFC TT 498 HSFC/HREC'ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 -10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES (0.150;4) HSFC TWT 490 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 -20.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 XMRF 5.9930 INCHES (0415 $) SFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER BZWSVEAR4 -30.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 YMRF 0.000 INCHES 
ZNRP - D.1350 INCHES 





LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFFECTS
 














- .005 LL 
-. 005l L . . . . 
5 0 5 10 i±5 o 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRPTION ELEVN4 RUGER4 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(041 2)O MSFC nTW 49$ MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82WSV2E4R4 ±0.000 0.000 4.000 b.000 SREF 9.0250 stEIN 
1041TO1) f SFC TJW 498 fSFC/HREC ORBITER 82WSV2E4R4 9.000 0.000 4.000 6.000 LREF 6.1420 INCNES 
(0453) HSFC lT 498 HSFC/REC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 -10.000 a.Do . 4.000 ;.oo BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
(041604 f HSFC 490 MSFC/IREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 -20.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 XHR 3.9950 INCHES 
(041505) HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 -30.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 YHRP 0.9000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.1350 INCHES 























-i5 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN4 RUDER4 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(042S62 ,fl SFC TWI 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 92W5V2E4R4 10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 69.IN
 (04ITOI , hnsFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 0.0 0 0.000 4.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 (041S03) !MSFC IWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4
W T -10.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
 041504;' L NSFC T 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER BW5V2E4R4 -20.000 0.000 4.000 '0.000 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES (C41S05 MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 -30.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 0.901 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 4G7
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFFECTS
 













0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN4 RUDER4 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CISOR )O 
C241TOI 
1HSFC TWT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER 

















(D41S03) MfSFC TWT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 -iO.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
(D41S04)1 
(D41551 
.L HSFC TWI 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 

















ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFFECTS
 
















-0 5 10 5 20 25 0 33 40 45 50 55 so 6$ 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET $%$0L COhlGURATIGN DESCRIPTION ELEVN4 RUDER4 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I841S02) Q H$'C TT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 02W5VZE4R4 10.000 0.00 4.000 0,000 SREF 9.0250 SO.IN 
4T1~i) %U MSFC TWT 498 NSFC/REC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 a.000 0100D 4.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
C041S03) O MSFC TWT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER 62W5V E4R4 -11.000 0,000 4.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES (04150, ) MSFC TNV 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5VZE4R4 -20.000 0.000 4.00( 0.800 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
(041S05) Th.SFC T4 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER , 62WSVZE4R4 -30.00 0,000 4.003 0.000 TMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 






LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT,'EEEVONiEFFECTS
 
.040 -r-rr 1- 1 FIt 



















- 0 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 45, 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF AtTACK. ALPHA. 'DEGREES.
 
-DAA ,SET ,.SYBO.L CONIU&URATIOU ,DESCRIfTION ELEVN4 RUDER4 STI- BETA' REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(a41502) * , HSFCGTWT 498 MSFC/,HREC ORBITER .BWtSV2E4R4 10o.0O 0.0 0 4.000 000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
(D1T01 ,) SFC -TWT498 SFC/,HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 0.000 0.0Dr 4.000 '0.ooo LREF 6.142D INCHES 
(0 A ] IOC TW 498 $SFC/HREC ORBITER 'SZWSVBE4R4 -0.0 9.00 4.00 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
(GMESE 1C . T.T .. ORBITER -20.00 9.000 4.U0 .0000SFC/HREX4RF
00SVZE 4 3.995
MSFC TNT AS8 M$FC/HREC ORBITER B215VZE4R4 -30.000 0.000 4.000 0.000 YNR? 0.0000 INCHESINCHES 






{LMSC/HREC ORBI ER -STUDIESM9DEL 2B LONGET 1CHARACTI, ELEVON"EFFECTS
 
-Yflr- -T- rt f I I T Itr r 
-j A 
CI. 




L -. 25 
.3C 
1R C L ­
j I , 
- *35 ' -- ___ __ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,__ 
-. 0 8 . 0.4 >0 2 0o~ .2 0.4 2-0.8 I B ;~ f, . .
 
LqIFT tORFFI-Or2ENT. tL 
GATA SET SNBOL .CONFIOURATION CESCRIFTION ELEVN4 RUDER4 Sr'ING 'BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
£041SC2) ) MSFC NT 498 HSFC/NREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 1I0.000 0.000 
 4.000 0.000 ISREF 9.0250 S9.IN
6
C 1T0I)f NSFC TWT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 tO.000 ,a0ao0 -4,000 0.000 LREF 1A420 INCHES(041403) FsC TYT 498 nSFc/HREC ORBITER .B2W5V2E4R4 plO0oso '10,00l0 4,0 .0,900 ,,BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
C041S,4 , P.C TT41.48 MsrC/HREC-6RaITER ,:B8W5V2E4R4 -20B00 l0vo00 0:.o0 . MXRF- ks99544.O0D INCHES
(c41Sa5jSEC TMT .1498 HSZ/HREC ,RsI--EA- ,QZWSV2E4R4 -30c000 0ova0u L 000 0,0000,41.000 >0 rYHRP INCHES­
,ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 








142 -. 0 



























2 j, '. 
EEEC-NOMT 
MR 0I15 INHE, 
-SCALE 04033 SCALE__ __ _ 
472_ _ _ _ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFFECTS
 











j -. 25 
-. 30 
-. 35 ____ 
-0. 0.0 .2 0.40.4 0. 0I8 . . 1.2 1.4 1.6 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ELEVN4 RUDER4 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(041502 I'O HSFC TtJT ASS MSFC/RREC ORBITER 02W5V2E4R4 10.000 0.000 4.00 0,009 SREF 9.0250 Sa.IN 
(C41T1I) HSFC TWT 498 MSFCfHREC ORBITER BZWSVZE4R4 0.0 0.000 4.000 0.000 tREF 6.142S INCHES 
(C4sSG3) MSFC TNT 498 flFC/HREC ORBITER l2tSVZE4R4 -10,300 0.010 4.000 0.009 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
I041$04) SFC TNT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER EZWSVZe4R4 . -0.000 0,00 4.000 0.00 XMRP 3.9950 INCHe$ 
(41SGS) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -30,00 0.000 4.009 0.000 YNRP D0.300 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH j.93 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 473
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESAODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACTELEVON-EFFECTS
 










I .4A.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
 
DATA SET,SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN4 RUDER4 STING BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S0419n2) C), NSFC TWT 49A MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82WSV2E494 la.000 0.000 4.0 .000 ,O SR5F 9.025a SQo£N 
C041T0ll Ll SFC TWT 498 HSFC/MREB ORBITER 82WSVZE4R4 0.000 6.O00 4.000 ODDO LREF 6.14213 INCHES 
t041503) !;: XSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82WSVZE494 -10.050 000 4.000 0.0O BREF 	 6.1420 INCHES 
3.9950 INCHES NSFC/HREC ORBITER SZWSVZE4R4 -29.000 U.000 4.000 0.006 XRP 
lc4fsa ) 1 SFC TUT 496 MSFC/HRCC ORBITER BWV2E4R4 -30.300 0.001) 4.0090 .000O YMRP 0.0000 INCHESI DS4), HSFC WT 498 ZRP - 0.1350 INCHES
 
SCALE 0.033B SCALE




















-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0O.2 0.4 0.6 0 8 10 1.2 1.4 1.6 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
I D41SZ02 HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 1041T01) ) MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HRE2 ORBITER 
0 41553) MSFC TWT 49$ HSFC/HREC ORBITER 
0C41504; HFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 
































SEF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BEEF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.99so INCHES 
YMRP 0.00an INCHES 
ZMRP - U.1350 INCHES 
SCALE D.0D33 SCALE 
PAGE 475 











z -4 2 __ 




SYBOL RUBER4 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

D A TA ST RU ER4 ATAS ET R UD R4 R F 9 .025D 5 Q I H
 MAC 0.6 0 9 ALPHA 0 .00, 

GD EL V 4 

I?. V Q 








ZMRP - 0 1330 INCHES 
CALE S.DD33 SCALEDAAMS, OE * 

MSFC T'WT'498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 (B4IXOI] 08 FEB 72 PAGE 47G 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS ALPHA 0
 










"' $ 8 a 4 -	 4 a in 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
D ATA SO UR CE 	 R FER N C E IF R A T O N RU CR4 PARA E TR C 'VALE$
SY MOL 

D.000 MAC .899 ALPHA 0.000 DATAS 'r RU DR ATAS T R DER4 S HF 9.D250 SQ.N 




19.0005 ELVN4 STING 841XDI A41XIZ 

A41XIS 20.00a 
XKRF 3,9SO INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 





DATA MIST. CODE *A 
MSF C TWT 498 MSFCIHREC ORBITER, B2W5V2E4R4 B41XOII 08 FEB 72 PAGE 477 







a a 6ato I 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
k"Sol. RUDCR4 PARA14ETRIC VALUES ,DATA, SOURCE gEFERENCE INFORMATION 
15°0up MAC I.U9 ALPHA 0.000 VATASE RUDR4 QA TA$ET RUDER4 SREF 9.025U SQ. IN" 
• ;o .O6E V IG .06 4 ~l H, O A4112 "'10.00D LREF 6.1420 INCHES 20.NG. 4.0 A41xol 600, 
 BREF 6.1420 INCmES 
2,0"0OPA1X3 XMRP 3.9950, INCHES 
YNRP 0.0090 INCHES7ZMRp - -. 1350 INCHES
 
$CALE 0.0033 SCALEDATA MIST, COD *A 
MSFC TWT 4%8 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CB4IX01 08' FEB f22 PAGE 4.7 






u .01 ____, _ '_ _. _ ._- - IE 
UD 
o -. 02 - r 
- . 0 3 
z 
- 02 "- 4 -2 a 2 4ao 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DECREES
 
SYMBOL. RUDZR4 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 HAC 1.96D ALPHA 9.009 OATASET RUDER4 DATA$ET RUDER4 SHE; 9.$250 SQ. IN" 
















DATA MISTS CIDE SI BEA033 DEARE 
YRRPZRP -SCALE 
0.o00o00.350 INCHESINCHES 
B MSFCUE4 PARET ORBITERCV2W5U2E4R4 SB41XOlU 0C FE 72 E PAE 479 
___ 





















z4' 	 - 2 0 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
LYMOL RUDER4 PARAETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORHATION2 O.o050' nAkl 41.960 ALPHA 0.000 DATASET RUDER4 DATASET RUDER4 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
t'.000' ELEVN4' 00oo00 STING 4.000 841X01 0.000 A41X12 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
. ..... 	 BREF 0:1420 INCHES 
S 20.000' 	 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE DATA HiST. CODE *k 





_ _ __ 






















"'12Z - a 4 _2 _____a_ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RUDER4 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE . REFERENCE INFORMATION 
AC.H 0.600 ALPHA 0.000 OATASET RUDER4 DATASET RUDER4 SRSr 9.0250 SQ.IN 
1O.co0 ELEVNA 0.000 STN 4.000 I4tIl1 0.000 A41X12 10.00 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
REF 6.1420 INCHES0 0.0 A1X3 2009 X P 3.9950 INCHESYmaP 0.0000 INCHES 
2MRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 00033 SCALE
DATA MIST. CODE A 
MSFC TWT 499 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CB41XOI) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 481
 













0 - 4 1 2- .4 s o - 8 a 4 '- a 6 a t o 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATIONSYMBOL RUDER4 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .000 MAC '0699 ALPHA 11.001 DATASET RUDER4 DATASET RUDCR4 $REF 9.0250 SQ.1m 
- .0002 C000LEVN4 0.000 SlTfir 4.000 801AREF 0,000 A41XI2 10.000 6o1420 INCHES
LREF 14






10.000V 4 LEY8 0.000RE,ORBITER 00 410 0.000R 41X12 008FEEB 7242 PAGEH4 S 
SFY T,0A CODR ITER CA2R SBUXCE 0EFERENAEIST4 *8A
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESMODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS, ALPHA =O
 
.24 











SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RUDER4 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERCNCE INFORHATIONQ 0.00 MACH 1.099 ALPHA 0.00 DATA$ET RUDER4 CATASET RUDER4 SREF 9.0250 Sg.IN 
10.s00 £LEVNt 0.0.0 S0ING 4.00 A412 xo.no0 LREF .1420 INCHES 
20.000 A41X13 20.090 OREF 6,1420 INCHES00RP 3.9950 INCHES
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP * 0,1350 INCHES 
SCALE Q.003R SCALEDATA MIST. CODE *A 
MSFC WI 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 CB41X013 08 FEB 12 PAGE 483 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 28-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS, ALPHA 0
 









_ _ ____ _0 __ 8 
u .04AA RSF$ 
0 -1 1 f
-C-.02 
-. 04 
-. 14 ____ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SyHDOL. RUDZR4 PARANETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INrOR$ATZON 
. 0 MACHL 1.960 ALPHA 0.000 DATASET RUtIER4 tIATASET RV0ER4 SREF 9.0250 Sa.IN2 

a.O000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
20.000 ZLCVN4 0.000 STruo 4.00 04lXOs 0ooo A41X:2 
zoo~A4IXIS 204000 13REF 8.1420 INCHES XMRF 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP a.00a0 INCHES 
ZRP 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA HISTC E O A SCLE 0.003 SCALE 
MSF:C TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4RA CB41Xa1) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 484 














•412 	 0 9 4 _______-_____-_2o	 l_ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYROOL AUDMR4 PARAMETRIC VALUE$ DATA 30RC9 	 REWMENCt INOR0HATIJN 
O gnu0 1lJL.. 4.960 ALPHA 4.000 OATASEr RflEP4 DATASET RVOER SUcF 9.02250 SQ.Th 
10,000 ELEV4 0.00 STINO 4.000 041XO 0.400 A41X12 1o.aaa LREF' 6.1420 INCHES 
O 0.000 M4113 20.000 aREF a.14Z0 INCHES XNAP 3.9950 INCHES 
YKRP. 0,000 INCHES 
ZNRP 0.4350 INCHES 
DATA 	 MIST, COVE *A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 CB41X0I) 08 FEB*72 PAGE 485 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACJT RUDER EFFECTS, ALPHA 0
 
.025 







-. 050 	 12t0o 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
j ga AUDER4 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOUCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.00 	 WACM 0.690 ALPHA 0.000 OATASET RUDER4 DATASET RUDER4 S eEF 9 :0250 Nz"I 












MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 C1341XOlI 08OFEB 2 PAGE 48G 











-. 0405U ! . 0 ........... ,. ..,,
F­
-. 050 . . . . .. . . . .'. . . 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RUvER4 
toDG.0 0 M C 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.99 ALPHA 0.000 DATASET 
DATA SOURCE 
RUE 4 DATA$ T R UDE 4 
REFERENC INFORMATION 
$REF .D2 SU S .I" 
10.090 rLEVM4 0.000 STMN 4.000 841XOI 0.000 A41XI2 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
0 go 00 
:MA 








ZMRr - .1350. INCHES 
DATA MIST. COD *A SCALE U.OU33 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 (B41XOI) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 487 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 28-LAT/DIR CHARAC, RUDDER EFFECTS,.ALPHA 0
 












SIDOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SyMBO6 R60gRe PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 9.0250 34.1
0.0 	MAC 1.094 ALHA 0-000' DAT$E RUDER4 DATASET RUVER4 SREF 

LREF .142D INCHES
4.000 	 841XOI 0.000 A41XI2 10.000 
" IX13 20.000 
%'.000' CLVN4 0.oo StIN& 
 H $
 
- OREF :.1420 INCHES20.00a 
sNRP .0239D INCHES 
ZXRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MSFC 	 TWI 438'MSFCIHREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 C941X01? 08 FEB -Y2 PAGE 489 
--
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS, ALPHA =0

























6 - 4 -2 2a 
*'SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
1,955 ALPHA 0.0130 5ATASET RUDER4 DATASET 






























0 LMSCIHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LATIDIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS, ALPHA 













-Va-A - 4 - 0 4 $ a so 1 




































YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZIRPSCALL 0.13500.0033 INCHESSCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE 

MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CB41XOI 08 FEB 72 PAGE 4!O
 














-. 00. . . 
-.005
 
- t o a - 6 --4 2 46 8 to 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RUOER4 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2 . 000 MACH 0.600 ALPHA 0.000 DATASET RUDER4 DAtASET RUDER4 SHEF 9.0030 30.XN 
to,O ELEVN4 0.000 STING 4.000 O41XOI 0.000 A41X12 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
Z0.000 A4IXI3 20.000 BREFXmRP 6.14203.9950 INCHESINCHES 
YMRP 0.000D INCHES 
ZMR - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COE *A SCALE a.93 'SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/AREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 M41X0I) 08 rEB-72 PAGE 491
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LMT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS. ALPHA 0
 
.040 fl r rr-----,rr-_llT rw~r- -u-i --"I r17-7 . -I 
. 030 























S1IDE,SLIP ANGLE. BETA^, DEGREES 
RAHZTRIC VALUES DATA SqOURCE 
0.89 APH " 0.000 DATASET RUDE'R4 DATASET 







5REF 9.0250 SQ'IN 
R F 6 1 4 2 0 I C H S 
.XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP DO000O IMCHES 
ZHOP 0.1350 tACHES 
SCALE 0.0 SCVLE 
2 PG 9 





















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL2o PUDERA MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 1.099 ALPHA 0.000 DATASET DATA SOURCE RUER4 DATASET -RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATZON SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
10.009 
2000A1X3 














YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.1350 INCHES 
OATA NSFT OR 4i 02 SCALE 0.G033 SCALE 
M-SFC TWT 498 MSFIZ/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 t'uqixuii 08 FEB 72 PAGE 493 
____ 
















-G -o4 a2 a 2 4 's a in 12
..0735130 ¢H$ 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
sms~.dut,4 PAi7AMZTRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORM4ATIONl 
O.VDOO MACH... 1.960 ALPHA 0.003 DATASET RUDER4 . 0A7AS!T fttiER4 $REP 9.0250 SG.Xfl 
10.000 ELEVhS 0.00 STING 4.000 SIjoi 13.000 A41XI 0o'0 IC 
. BREP 6.1420 ,KHZ0.00 AC1XBS 20.0O 'XP4IP 3.9950' INCHESYHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES, 
OTMS. OESCALE 0.003) SCALE 
,1SFt TViT 498 MSF'CHREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4_ £[B_41X0,i3 08-FEB-12 -PAGE 494-­
t.MSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS, ALPHA 0 
















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMS L RUDER4 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REF 9.0250 SQ.IN4.960 ALPHA 0.000 DATASET RUDER4 DATASET RUDER4
0 0. a L 





ZMRP - 0.1350 !INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 !SCALE
 
DATA HIST, COD *A
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 C841XO1) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 495
 









"'8 - 6 -4 4 so 1O 
SIDE SLIP ANGE BETA* DEGREES
 
SYNBOL RUDSW4 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE IMPERENCZ INFORMATION 
V.10 RAC 0.596 ALPHA 15.0o0 DATASET RUVER4 DATASST RUDER4 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 







cHRP 3.9950-a.t3 INCHESINCHES 
DATA "STS CEE SA A EALE ECALE 0.003E 
MS;'- 7WT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CB41ZOI) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 496
 











>' -. 0' , 
o------- - 02 A--2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RnUflg. PARAMTRIC VALUES DATA SOURE RrtCRENCE U$'ORHI4fN 
.00D HACH 0. 99 ALPHA 15.000 DATASET RUDER4 DATASET RUER4 SREF 9.OZ5Q SOXN2 
S.4Z0 INCHES10.000 £LEVflS 0.000 STING 4.000 841ZOl 0.000 A412±t io.000 LREF $REF INCHES.1420 

XHRP 3,.950 INCHES 
Y1RP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1330 INCHES 
SCALE o 0033 SCALE0 5 4 
DATA MIST. CODE *A' 
MSFC TIT 498 MSFC/HREC OR91TER B2W5V2E4R4 (941Z01] 08 FEB 72 PAGE 497
 









-A0to -9 -4 -2• 4 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES . 
; 966 RUDER4 
0.00 MA*Ot-. 
PARAMEtRic VALUES-
1.103 ALPHA - 15.000 DATASET 
DATA SOURCE 
RUDER4 DATASET RUDER4 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SRcF 9.0250 se.ZH 
10.000 ELEV44 0.0DD 3TINO 4.000 941ZO1 do,D A4%iI2 10.006 SRSF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRPYHRP 3.99500.000 INCHESINCHS 
ZHRP - 0 1330 1 shes 
HSFC TqT 498 MSFC/HREC-ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 EB41IZO]_ O8 FEB'f? RGE- 498 
















02 6 2 8 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RUDER4 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 'REFERENCE INFORMATION 








Z-RP -0-1 350 INC0E
 
CODE SCALE
DATA .IST. TA 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 4 8 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CB41ZOI2 08 FEB 72 PAGE 49
 











aO -. 03 ' -- " 
z 
>" -. 04 6 '...... -40 ' a a o 
-. 05 
_o1 -8 - - 4 a to 11 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 






























YHRP O,00 co 1NCHE$ 
ZMRP 1D1350 NHCHES 
SCALE 0.01033 SCALE 
DA4A HK$7. 0 BT*A5 
MSFC fliT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 CB4IZOI] 08 FEB,42 PAGE _500 














U- 8 4 - 2 2 4 6 a so 12 
SSIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RU0ER4 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MAC 0.596 ALPHA 151009 VATASET RUDERA OATASET RUDER4 S$EF ' oa50 S4.1" 
10.000 ELEVM4 D000 STING 4.000 SAUDIl 0.9 A41212 10.000 LREF 6:1420 INCHES 
onR£ 6 1420 INCHES 





MSFC'TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CB4IZ01) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 501
 


















a -e 4 -2 a a2 4 0 







0.99 ALPHA 15.000 DATASET 
DATA SOURCE 
RUDER4 DATASET AUDER4 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 Sg.1N2REF 6.1420 INCHES 







SCALE 0.00S3 SCALE 
SATAPC TT.CODRE 

MSFC T*WT 498 MSFC/HIRUC ORRITER B2W5V2E4R4 ,(841ZOI) 08:FEB 72 PAGE 502 





























t'~o a a 4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. CEGREES
 
SYHBOL RUOER4 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
q.ODD MACH 1.103 ALPHA 15.D00 OATASET RUDER4 DATASET RUDER4 SREF . 9.0250 SQ.IN 
10.000 ELEVN4 0.010 STING 4.000 B41Z01 0.000 A41ZI 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 




0.1350 INCHES INCHES 
DATA HIST. CO E *A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CB41Z01) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 503 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER-STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT!DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS, ALPHA = 15 















a % __ a
-4 a 2 4 




SYMBOL RUDR4 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
S.250 So. IN 
41ZDI 0.000 A41Z12 10.000 
a, o.GD RA 1.1961, ALPHA "15.000 CATASET RUDER4, DATASET RUDE4 SRF 
6R.1420 INCHES
 





ZMRp - 0.1350 INCHES 
"map 0 0000 INCHEYHRP 

-*CALE .G33 SCALE 
MSFC Tg 498, MSFU/HREYC"ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 CB41ZO1 DSFEB.72, -PAGE- 504­
_____ 
_ _ 
LMSCIHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS, ALPHA 15
 













< - .02 
_ _ _ _ _ 	 __ 
_ _ 
-. a 
CI.04 6 	 __ _ __ _ _____ ____ 
Gji 	 4 ____le 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RUOER4 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.000 UA H 4.960 ALPHA 15.000 DATASET RUDER4 DATASET RUDER4 " SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
104.00 	 ELEVU4 0.00 STIN& 4.000 S41ZGI 0.000 A4AZI2 1o.o0 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.t420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *A SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC'ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 C841Z01) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 505
 












1 .0355 ' 
.04
I-.05 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 





























YHRP 0.000a INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0,13"3 4C;ALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 (841Z01) 01 FEB 72 PAGE 506 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS, ALPHA 15
 























W -. 050 
inO~l a - 4 -2 0 64 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RUDER4 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
1 :000 MACH 0.899 ALPHA 15.000 DATASET RUDER4 DATASET RUDER4 SREF 9.0250 "Q.IN 
111o000 ELEYN4 0.000 STING 4.000 D41Z131 O.000 A41Z12 10o00D LR EF 6.142U INCHESBREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
XNRP 3 9950 INCHES
 
YHRP 0:00a a IN CHES 
,ZIRP a a NCHES0.1350 

DATA MIST. CODE *A SCALE GO33 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFCIHREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 EB41ZOII 08 FEB 72 PAGE 507/ 











LU -. 010 "
 
C 








_ %-.s a- 6 - 4 2 2 o1to -
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0Vo0 MA 1.103 ALPHA 13.000 DATASET RUDER4 DATASET RUDER4 SREF 9.0250 SQIN 










fSFC TWT 498'MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 ClB41ZOI) 08 FEB -72 PAGE 50B 














LU -. 0105_ 





J -. 03 
_ __
-j.040 
-. 050 ,L ... . L_ .. . L L . . . . . . L 
- -4 -6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 0 a so ii 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYSOl RU-E4 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D.o MA 1.961 ALPHA 13.000 DATASET RUDER4 DATASET RUDER4 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
10000 ELEVN4 0,000 STING 4.000 041ZOI 0.000 A41Z12 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 8REF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALEOATA MIST. CODE *A 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 C841Z013 0B FEB 72 PAGE 509
 
.020 

























°-5o 2 a 2 4 0, a 10 Is 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
flP00L IUERA PARAHETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
%,000 CH 4.960 ALPHA 15.009 DATASET RUDER4 DATASET RUDERA SRE 9,0250 SO.I 
qOG SLEVN4, G.Orl STING 4.003 541ZI 0.00 A41Z12 10.000a LREF BEF 6.1420 6.1420 
INCHES 
INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRPZMRP - a.0GOD0.1350 INCHESINCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 4 8.MSFC/H EC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 _ CB41ZOI) 08-FEB 7;2 PAGE_ _5.1_0. 
LSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/OIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS. ALPHA = 15
 











t a 4 .. .. 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYNSOL kUDE"4 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA 'SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a MACH 0.596 ALPHA 15.01H) DATASET RUDE DATA$ET RUDER4 $REF S.0250 30.1" 






XMRPYMRP 3.9950a,0000 INCHESIN.Res 
ZMRF - O1350 INCHES 
DATA S NT. BCO DA SCALE. O*Oa33 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 ASFC/HRECORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 SIJ Z01 08 FEB 72 PAGE 511 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACTh RUDDER EFFECTS. ALPHA 15
 
.045 ... . -r. . -r-n - - -r 
*m .025
 







SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
,SYMBOL RUDER4 'PARAHETRZC'VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D.Oa MACKL 0 .099 ALPHA 15.000 OATASET RUDER4 DATASET RUDER4 *SEF 9.0250 SQt" 
10.100 'ELEVN4 0.1000 STINO 4.000 841ZOI 0.000 A41ZI2 16000O LREF 6.1420 I'NCHES 
BEEF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YRRPZoRP a ssGo01 35U INCHESNCHE 
'DATA '14157. 'CODE *A SCALE O,1033 ICAL.e 
,msFC "TwT 499 imsFC/RC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 ',.84-I.2.011,) 0B..FEB .72 :PAGE -5-1-2 -
_ _ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFFECTS, ALPHA 15
 









_ _F _._4_w .020 N 
us0a 
_o .010 r_ 
$.005 0.0 04ZI 10 ________ 12 __r4.30IC_1___.006 E
 
10R a 4 2 4 6 0 1NHE 
VMRFP DDO INCHES
 
ZMRP - 0*1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.6033 SCALE 
DATA MIST. COD *A
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CB41Z01) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 51.3 













SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL OUDER4 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SOURCE 
10.000 MAC 1.961 ALPHA t5.Bas DATASET RUDER4 DATAStT RUSER4 SREF 9.0Z50 SQ.IN 








YMRPZ]RP 0,00000.1350 INCHESINCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
DATA MIST- COD *A
 
MS:C TWT 498 MSFCIHREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CB41ZOII 08 FEB -72 PAGE- 514 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT. RUDDER EFFECTS, ALPHA 15
 















-. 005 	 ____ 
-a s -4 -a 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RUDER4 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.00D MACH 4.960 ALPHA 15.000 DATASET RUDER4 DATASET RUDER4 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
10.000 	 ELEVN4 0.000 STING 4.000 041Z01 0.000 A41ZI2 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
0 F 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP .U00N INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.DD33 SCALE DATA MIST. CODE *A 

MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 C841Z01) 08 FEB.72 PAGE 515
 












S 0: $5Is' go0 as 3S a 45. 40 $5 Go 02 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
3Y'BQL, AI[ ROtN PARAMETRIC VAL*UES BATA SOURC;E REFERENCE INFORMATION 
XMRP 3.9950: INCHES
 
YNRP - .00110 INCHES
 
M c'vr T.WT 4CR MSPC/HREC ORBI(TER B2W5V2EAR4 AV.LI 1 08 FF' 12 PA GE 51;.6 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/OIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON z 0 










i,- -. 04 
z 
-°5' lo 1s1 20 25 30 35 . 40 45 a0 55 6u 63 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALVES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .000 MACK a. 900 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON OATASET AILROM SREF 9.0250 32.IN 
J -10.00D ELEVN4 0.000 RUDER4 0.000 A41UOI 0.000 A41SOS - 10.000 LREF 61420 INCHES 
0 -2DoDO4.UD T;N 4IS7 -2D.DDBREF ::1420 INCHE
 
x RP 3.9950 INCHES
 
YRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MST. CODE TRI SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
-SFCWT 498 MSFCHREC ORBITER B2WV2E4R4 CA41UOi 08 FEB 72 PAGE 517 


















-°5 to is 20 25 39 35 40 45 so 3 60 as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 

































YMRP O.9950 INCHES" 
ZXRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA HIST- CODE Milo SCALE 0.0933 SCALE 
MSF C TWT 498 MSFCIHREC ORBITER B2W5V2EAR4 CA41.UOI) 08_FEB 2 .'_PAGE -5-1-8, 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS. ELEVON 0
 


















- 50 1) 6 110 is 20 as so 3 40 43 5q Ss Go 6S 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- .000 MAC 4.960 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON $REP 9.0250 SQ.IN 
.1"009 ELEVN4 0.000 RUCER, 0.000 A41UG1 0.O00 A411306 - 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
- 4.DBDBDD T|N A&SB7-- B.DDBHRSREF 6.14205 I SNCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES
24RP - 0.135- .NCHES
 
DATA MASTG CODF ATAK ACALH DEGREE SCALE
 
MSFC WT 498 MSFCIHREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41U01 08 FEB 72 PAGE 51N
 
- -
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 28-LAT/DIR CHARACT. AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON = 0
 
.24 1rT?----rrrr-r- ---- r-r-r---r--r rr--rr- rrr-rfrr-rr--r­
.22 _ _ _ - _ _ __ _ _ 
.20 ­
.14 
I. ,18 - - ___ __ _





Of .08 - __-____ 
.SY0"C-.02 ! =A 
o STINO-- (D A4GG -. - -000 
45 65
•- 5 L 0 5 IVD 25 20 25 30 35 40 50 55 Go 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYBLIJO PARiRETRIC VALUES 
0:00. ;,N "4DM-4 D7 2,0 REF 6.9950 INCHES
 
-
MRp a 1__ a I NCHES0000
LRP _ 
00 JA )f I a 'CALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MS,-C TwT 498'HPFCZHREC"O(RBI1,TER 1B2WSV2E4R4 (A41UO1 ] 08 FEB 72 PAGE 520 
___ 
__ 
LMSCIHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/IR CHARACT. AILERON EFFECTS. ELEVY N U
 
. __ __ 
_ ___.._.._.




















-. 14 . . 
- 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6O 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 






















ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE M*G SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41UOI) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 521 









1 i s 2 0 3 0 3 5 4 5 o 5 5 Go 6 5 .1 4 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AILRON PARAMIETRIC VALUES OATA SOURCE REFZREMCE INFORMATIO 
0.000 MAC 1.9S9 BETA 0.00D DATASET AILHON VATASET AILRON SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
INCHES
A41SV? - 20.009 REF ':24Z0 
- ~ lu 4.09RP 39950 INCHES 
IMRP 3a a.GG INCHES
 





 DATA MIST. COD M* 
MSrC T14J, 498,MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41UO13 08 FEB 72 PAGE 522 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON = 0 
LL .1 









-- O 0 " 3a5 35 4 0 45. .50 Go 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATIllN IL0 M 4.960 BETA 0.0no DATASET AILRON DATASET AILROM SpEF 9-0250 IN
 
Z9.005 0.0904  A41UGI 0.000 - LREF 3.950 slo'HEZ
'0':OoooTINELEVN4 _XHRP RUDCR4 0.00 S.0 - 2 A41SU5 19.000 6 14ZO INCE 
.RP O.O0O2 INCHES
 
ZMRP G .1350 INCHES
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 CA41UOI) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 523 
iLISCHREC @RBITER STUDIES-MOOEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACTs AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON 0
 
.015 


















5 a 5 is 15 20 as 30 35 40 .45 50 55 60 a5 




3YmsOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES 
' 
- 9.000 0 0.596 BETA o.ann DATASET AILERN' DATASET' AILRON SREF 9.0250 S.ITN 
0.000 A41UOV 00' A'41.00 - £otD6 ' REF 6.1420 INCHES/ -l p. oa ELEVN4 0.000 RUER4 6-1420 INCHESA45?-2010SREr 
- 2o.000 STING 4.000 A4±S7 - 20,000 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES YHR p 0.0000 NCHCSc 
ZRp 0.1350- INCHES 
SCA • .0033 SCALE 
DATA 4 .FC RBTE 4*-
MSFC AlT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V,2E4R4; CA4fI1§dMU1 oa FEB 7 2' PAQE_ 52A
 


















_jD -. 045 
___ _ 
1..30 6.1420 INCHE 
-.f5o 
a.G 5 to is 20 25 30 35 40 45 so- 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYNBOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.001) MAC 01900 BETA 9.000 VATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON SREF 9.02vu SQ.IN 
- . 000 ELEVN4 . 000 RU ER4 . 000 A 41U DI 0 .0130 A415O S - OOS REF 6 ,1420 INCHES
 
- 0.OO STIffa 4.600 A4ISQ7 - 20.000 RF 6.4209950 CEINCHES
 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZmRP - 0*1350 INCHESS0ALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 (A41U01) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 525
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/IR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS. ELEVON= 0
 
.010 - F I I I .I I II I 
.005 
o P 




-. :i __ _Li cocm
3 0 45 5O 35 GOor1C E 5 
ANGLE OF' ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYNS L, AIL.R(ON, PARAMETRIC VALUESI REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SOURCE 
0 .00 MACH, 1.959 BETA D.OaD, DATASET AILRON' DATASET AILRON SREF 9.0250 sa.1" 
.0. 0, t . I L -'4 0 _00DD RUDER4 0.0 00 A4 IRI 1 0. 00D0 A41SDG - 1.OD BREF .406 20 ICENCHES 
20.000} $TINO" 4. 0003 A4. 7 - ORI XMRP 3.0995 INCHES 
•YMRP 0.0000 INCHES' 
ZmRP 0.1350 INCHE.S 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
DATANIST.. CODEi I#* 
MSr-C TWrT,498' MSFO-/HREG ORBMlTER' B2"WSV2E-4R4 CA4llU0.I ) 08 FEB'72 PAGE 52G_ 
9 






















-.060 ..... * . , ___,, . . . . . . . . .
 . .
 
-5 0 3 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL A;LRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORHATION 
HA.00MA. 4.960 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
A- 10.000 ELEVN4 0.000 RUDER4 .o000 A41U01 0.000 A41506 - 10.000 LREF. 6.1420 INCHES 
20000 STING 4.000 A41SO7 - 20.000 
BREFXHRP 
6.14203.9950 INCHES INCHES 
YRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE ffG SCALE 0.0033 
SCALE 
I 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFCIHREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41U01) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 527 












-.010 10 5 a0 a 5 40 45 SO $ 60 65 
,ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AILROl ,PARAMETRICVACUES DATA S0URICE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MACH 0.596 K£TA 0.090 VOATASET AILRON DATA$ET AILRON UEPF 9.0250 5Q.IN 
- ' .000 ELEVN4 0.000 RUDER4 0.000 A41UGI 0.000 A 106 - 1goagg LREF 9.1420 INCHES 
- ' 0'.DG; 4,S00A41507 - 20.S00 PBREF 956:1429 INCHESZC 
400Mp .000Brm ¥20P .90 INCHES 
YHRp BODO35 INCHES 
CSCALE 0.0033 SCAL 
'"'MSFC 'TWT"A98 'fSFC/+4REC iORBll[ER ,'B2W5V2E4R4 (A41'U01) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 528 
__ 
-LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS* ELEVON = 0
 




















5 1*0 . . . . 0 " 40 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
0 25 45 50 55 60 65 
SymO; ALRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE IfFORHATIOHS 
0.R00HACH 0.900 GETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILROU SREF 9.0250 SQIN 
:0.000 ELEVN4 0.000 RUVER4 0.0D0 A41UOI 0000 A41S0 - 10DQ00 LREF 9.1420 U4CHU0 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES20.000 STING 4.000 A41007 _ 21.00 XYI4P 0.990 INCHES
 
SCP 001350 INCHES 
a0033 SCALE
fAL
DATA HIST. CODE HG 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41UOI) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 529
 













.,a I5 so " 1 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 so i 65ANGLE OP ATTCK, ALPHA, IDEGREES
 
































DAA IS. oc. # SCALE O.D033 SCALE 
MSP , TWT' 43T? MSFC/,V3REC' ORBIJMER' B2.W5V2E-4R4 CA4,4UO1 08O: FEB '72' :)AqE - 53.0,. 
___ ___ 
.035 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON = 0 




















o..010 . .. .. . 
-OO 5 D 5 10 15 20O Z 30 35 40 45 o 55 SO 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SY/MBOL AILRON PA4RAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMAT;ON 
,:aso MACH 4.960 BETA G.GOO DATASET AZLRONI DATASET AILRON SREF 
9.0250 SQ. IN 
,00 E{OLEVNA D.00S RUDE24 0.000 A41UOI D0.000 A418G - 10.000 LREF .1420 INCHES 
Z13.900 STING 4.000 A4S0 - 005 EF 1420 INCHES 







DATA IST. CODE M& SCALE 0.00353 !SCALE 
MSF C TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41UOI) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 531
 
65 
LMSCIHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS ELEVON =+10
 
.05 








3 0 5 4 0 4 5 50 5 5 _ 6 5 
-
2 0 5 
- 5 -
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
svflOL AItRON PARAHETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 	 .000 ,HACH.. 0.56 BETA 0.030 DATASCT AILROH VATASET AILRON SREF 9.0250 30.IN 
- go £LEN4 i0.000 RUDER4 0.000 A41TO2 0.000 A4158 - 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES o 	 -- 20.00 ST1NG 4.000 A44109 - 2a.00 BREF 6.1420 INCHESXHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
VHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.135a INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALEGAlA 41$?. -COC $K*G 
MSFC ltWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORrITER 82W5V2E4R4 CA41T02) 08 FEB -72 PAGE 532 







Z -. 02 
___ 
z 





ZHR - 0-550 INHE 
DAAMS.CO f SAE 003 Ct 
MSCTW 019 SCIRC RIE 25244 C41030 0 E 502 .1 5 PG 0 -­3 CHE 
DATAAGL MIST ATTACK ALPHA SCEGREESSAL
 
art-fooL 498O* PSC/RECHTRITLER DATA24R 0REFE E7ENPAE 533RATOSUCE4T2 






















"" a 5 to Is 20 'as 30 35 , 40 45 30 35 so so 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. AL*PHA. DEGREES 
j4SS g g REF 6.1420 INCHES 
z-aP - 0.1350 INCHES 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/OIR CHARACT. AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON =+10





















-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 S; 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ATLRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
b.oo MACH 4.960 SETA 0,00 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILROH SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
- 10.000 ELEVN' 10.000 RUDER4 
2 

0.000 	 A41TOZ .00 A41SOS - 10.000 LREF 61420 INCHES 
AZISO9 - 20.000 INCHasBREF 6.1420 INCHES 20000 *TINGO 4.000 	 XMRP 3S995 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0,1550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE mG 	 SCALE 0.a033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41T02) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 535
 







E:'1- .8 t 
Li .04 f 
-.04
 
a)' s5 ±0lo;a5 ir or 252 30, 35, O& 41- _51V, -o0- 65 
ANGLE OF, AITTACK(., ALPHA , DEGREESc-. 
51$BQL AILROt4 PARAMETRIC VALUES' DAT:4,SQUq~q- REFERENCE FINjF"RAT,!0ONo .obb. niL.. 0. 598i BETA., 03.000. OATASETC AILRC4N,. DATASkEj- AILRON. SREFs; 9.0 SQ.XINrA - o ELE4fl4' 10'.000- RIJDERA 0400Ot A41102. O;000o A4tSq8 i - _10o7ooa , LREF. 6;12d*z0: 1NCHZSO-zbabo0 371NG 41 Goal A415309o - .a0.0001 6"14O NCEXP 3.1995a, NICXESq: 
ZNR - 013501. - mCHEt' 
DATA MIST. S~l 0 -CODE- CALE f3 A!E
 
MS-C' TW'T 498. MSFt3/,HR~f± ORBI1TER 8234.5YV2E4Re4, CrA44ITW?1) O FE:~2 536 ,
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON =+I0
 














-s a 5 10 i5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 so B5
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
MACH. 0.901 BETA D.009 DATASET AXLRON DATASET AILRON SREF 9.0250 SQ.ZN 
- .vo EL£EVN4 10.000 RVDER4 0.000 A41TZ 0.000
-REF A41SOS - 10.000 
LREF 6.14206.1420 INCHESINCHES 
X$RP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.2000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE H*G SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSrC TWT 498 SFC/HREC ORRITER 82W5V2E4R4 CA41T02) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 537 
- -
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT. AILERON EFFECTS. ELEVON :+10
 




w - - ____- - -- - ­1 -- - - --
.. 2 





a. . . IV1 . 313 . 35 . so 65-. 5 . 3 . . . .15 . 2g0. .2 . . . ..40 .. 45 .. 50 .. 5 .. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK.% ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES 'DATASOURCE REFE'RENCE INFORMATION 
' 0.000 RAC 1.960 BETA 6.000 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON SREF 9.0250 50.1" 
-000 SOO 10.000 RUDER4 0.000 A41702 0.000 AAIS0$ - 10.0130 ,REF 6.1420 INCHESLEVN4 

, 4°DD- 0. 0 TIN 4SS9 -EOage rE 6.2421) INCHES 
2000 TNO 400 410 -2.00XMRP 3.99SO INCHESuMRP 0.0900 INCHES
 
ZMRP " 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE Z.003. SCALE
 
DATA MIST. COVE M*0
 
MSF-C TWT,499 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 92W5V2E4R4 '4A41T023 08 FEB 72 PAGE 538 






,u .04 . 
.02 
C-.1 
"0 5 0 is 20 as 30 35 40 45 a 55 6D 05 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL 41"RO"t PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFER CC INFORMATION 
0.000 14C 4.960 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON BEEF 9.025D SQ.IN 
10l.o00 LEVN4 MOOR RUDER4 0.0o A41TO2 D.000 A41SO8 -'10.000 LRF .42 INH 
-~~~~~~~ Z 00EF 6:1420 1NCHE3400A10 GO IG 





ZMRF 0.1350 lw HES
 DATA MIST. COD N SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSCC TNT 498 MSFCIHREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 (A41T02) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 539
 
LMSCIHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 28-LAT/DIR CHARACT. AILERON EFFECTS. ELEVON =+10
 
.020 1'1nlt 1laTg 11 ,-rri- -rrrrl rrrr -riri ,-rr -ri- rrr rn-i-;ee ri-r rnt-rr'r­
.010 .- - - - - - - - - - - - -. 	 ­





" 5 a 9 to is 20 es 30' 35 40 45 so 55 Go 6S 
ANGLE OF ATT4CK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYNUOL AILROM PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.000 MAC 0.506 GiTA U-.00 DATASET AILRON DATASEt AILRON SREF 9.02$0 SQ.tN 
- 1.0130 EVHA 10.000 RUDR4 G.OD 	 A1TOZ D.Ov A41108 - la.000 LRF 6.1420 INCHES 
A41309 - 20.000 DR9Fp 906:1420 iNtHesC




ZMRP - 0.1330 INCHES
 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
DATA MIST. CQUE MG 

MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 CA41T02) 09 FEB 7. PAGE "%540 










LL{ -.82c; .. 











__ __ _ _ 
a 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 SQ 55 G0o 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYSOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MACH 0.901 BETA 0.300 DATASET AILRON OATASET AILRON SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
- 10.000 ELEVN4 10.000 RUDER4 0.000 A4ITOZ 0.000 A41508 - 10,000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
20.00P $TIN& 4..0o 	 XMRp 3.9950 INCHESA41609 - 20.000 	 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES
Z*p - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE xvG SCALE 0.0013 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 (A41T022 08 FEB 72 PAGE 541 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDI'ES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS,, ELEVON =+I0
 












-5 a 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 AS 50 55 Go 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMSCR. AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
9.000 NHH 1.969 BET 9.000 DATASE AILRON DATASET AILROM 4FRF 9.vZ5U $Q.19 
-I ago ZLEVN4 10.000 RUCCR4 0.000 A41 b 0.060 A41SI38 - 10.0130 LEF 6.142 INCHES 
-2,.D TN .D A41SO9 - 20.000 BREF 6.14ZO INCHES 
0:0.0 TN XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.3350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COD M40 SCALE 0.003S 3CAL 
MS; C TWT 498 MSFCIHREt ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 tA41T021 08 FEB 7"2 PAGE .542 
65 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 28-LAT/DIR CHARACTS AILERON EFFECTS. ELEVON :+10
 
-I I ' I I f 























-5 0 5 t0 15 20 25 50 35 40 45 50 55 G0 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AZLRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 	 .000 MACH 4.960 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON SREF 9.0250 S0.IN 
- 10.000 ELEVN4 10.000 RUDER4 0.000 A41TO2 0.000 A41SOS - 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
0 - 20.000 STING 4,000 A41SOS - 20.000 	 BREF 6.1420 INCHES XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE N*G 	 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA4IT02) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 543 
- -
LMSC/IHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON =+10
 
















>< .005 -.... __ 
X 
-. DID55 so e 
0 15s 20 25 30 3. 40 43 .. 55 6O 83 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORHATIONSYMBOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
0.0 MACH 0.596 BTA o.ooo DvATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
A41iA6 - 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
- 10.000 21EVN4 10.00 RUDER4 0.000* A4ITOZ 0.000 INCHESA459-20.000 GRE? 6.1420 o -9.000 7STIR 4.0DS A4ISS9 3.9950 INCHESYMRP 0.0O00 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
DATA H"IST. CODE MtO 
MSFC TWt 498 MSFC/IHREC ORBITER 22W5V2E4R4 tA41T02) 08 FEB 72 PAGE - 544 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES'MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT. AILERON EFFECTS. ELEVON :410
 
.04...........rr-,...... ..,-rrt ....lI ......II1 .1
..  r 

.055 _ __ "-- _ 
,,u
 






a.S a a 10 Is 20 25 30 +3S '4 45 so0 55 so 65 
~AN5LE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBO AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DAA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
v+oun MAC 0.1001 OTA 0.000 DATASCT AILRON OATASET AILROM $REP 9.GZ5D a.Z 
-00o0 EVN4 10o000 RUDER4 0.000 A41T02 0.00D A41SOO - $0.000 LREF 6.14ZO N6H2s 
WXMRP 




YNRP 0.:00 INCHCS 
ZMRP - 0.1350 +INCHES 
MSF-u TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 [A41T02) 08 FER 72 -PAGE 545 
__ _ _ 
____ 





















0 5 10 15 20 2p 30 35 40 45 s0 5s 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AlILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
M0.0 1.960 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON SREF 9.0250 SG.XN 
- 10.000 ELEVHS 10.000 RUDERA 0.000 A4IT0Z O.OD A4iS$ - 10.000 	 IREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 0.1420 INCHESA41309, - 20.000
4.000
0 - 20,000 STING 	 XMRP 3.9950 INCHES,YMR# 0.0000 INCHES
 
ZXRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE 14G 
MSrC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41T023 08 FEB 7? PAGE --5-4 















 I S i s 2 0 
 2 5 3 0 3 5 40 4 5 1G 3 3 
 s o e s
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL ILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION, 
I0.000 tjC 4.960 BETA 0.000 DATA$ET AILRON DATA$ET AILRON SRCF 9.0250 S'Q.INDSao ELEVM4 10.000 RUDER $ 
 0.000 41TOZ 0.000 A41 09 
 - 10.000 LRCF 6.1420 
 INCHES
20 00 D SDDT IN C 4 .0 0 0 
 A4 1 B09 - 20 .0 00 
 pEXR 3 9500 I N C HES $
 





 2MRP - 0.1330 INCHESMSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER, 
 B2W5V2E4R4
TA OT02) 
 08 FEB 72' PAGE 547
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 28-LAT/DIR CHRCT, MLERON EFFECTS, ELEVON r-1O
 
.04 








a' 5 1 15 2 30 35 40 45 50 35 Go G&so 	 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. 0 "" E
 
*YmSOL AILRON PARAHCTRIc iLbis CATA SOURCE 	 IkEFERENCE INPORkTION 
20.100 	 $TING, 4.000 A411 - 20.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP G.uo0u INCHES 
ZRRP - 0;1350 INCHES 
VATA HIST. COD N*G 
 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2'd5V2E4R4 tA41T03) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 548 











- a S to 	 is 20 25 30 35 40 4o sf 55 60. 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
MMBOL AJLRQN PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.00 MACH 0.901 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON SREF 9.0250 S9.IN 
- 0.000 ELEVN4 - 10.000 RUDER4 0.000 A4IT03 0.000 A41SIO - 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
.-zo oo STXN 4.000 A41$11 - 20.000 BREFXHRP 6.14203.9950 INCHESINCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 








MSFC fliT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 22W5V2E4R4 CA41T033 08 FEB 72 PAGE 549 

















- ~ ~ 0 ~ is ~ ~ 1 0 3S5 0 4 50 65 Q 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
 
SYhSOL AILROL PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 















20.00P .00X~.9950 5TN INCHES 
YhRP 0.0 60 INCHES 
ZIRP 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE' 0.03033 -SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE Ho
 
MSFC fWT 498 MSFC/fIREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41T03) 08 FEB72 PAGE , 55,0. 













*~~~4. J ~~ .~ .. .. . .~*&J. . ... .J- . . .---4 .­ j.& .1&. .&4 IJ--*4. .. . 
-I5 5 10 15 2t 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
M.000fACH 4.960 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
- 0000 ELEVN4 - 10.000 RUDER4 0.000 A41T03 0.000 A41310 - 10.00 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 






YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE H*-G SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41T03) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 551
 

















i -..0 0- -LV-DO RER -+D A-TD -,D -45 - F - 61E0 -0L ICE 
-. 0 
-is 20 2 5 5 40 45 so so30 63 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
lyNSOL AILRON o MAC000HL. PARAMETRIC VALUES 0.596 BETA 0.000 DATASET DATA SOURCE AILRON - DATASCT A!LRON REFERENCE INFORMATION SREV 9.0250 s*4IN 
LI 10,0004 ELEVNA 10.000 RUDERtS 0.000 A41103 0.000 A4415113 - 10.000 LRE 6.1420 INCHES 
20.00 STING 4 .000 A4IS11 - 20.000 - SR 3.9420 INCHES 
YNRP 0.6000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.2350 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE M8* SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41T033 08 FEB 7j PAGE 552 


















no C-,. .00 
-. 04 
-. 06 
33 40 45 50 55 G0 63
-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SOURCE r REFERENCE INFORMATION, 
. H. 0.901 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON SREF 9.0230 SWIN
SYMBOL A14RO0 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
6.1420 INCHES
0.000 A41TD3 0.000 A41SiO 10.000 LREF 
- 10.000 ELEVN4 - 10.000 RUDER4 RE? 6.1420 INCHESAsoI - 000 
- 20.000 STING 4.000 A41SXR - 0.000XPRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE M*G 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER' B2W5V2E4R4 CA41T03) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 553
 
10 LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/OIR CHARACT, AILERO EFFECTS ELEVON -­
.2 



















-C .025 ____ 
-. 0 
-o 8- 5 10 15 20 25' 30 35 40 45 50 55 6 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.0o ACH TA 1.96D0.000 DATASET AILRON DATASET AZILRON OREF 9I0250 SQ.XN 
- 10.000a LEYU4 - 1:000 RUDER4 0.00 A41TD3 0.00D A41SI - 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
20.0 STING 4.0D0 A4211 - 20.000 BREFXNRP 6.1420 3.9950 INCHES INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE MR ZNRP -SCALE 0.13500.0033 
XNCHES 
SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41TO3J 08 FEB 72 PAGE - 554
 
















o -.- S t o 0 25 3 l 0 4$ _ .0 50 
--* F ':'* ICE
 
.. 0-1_ . 5 . 10 15 ' 20 2 5 . 5 " 5 . 40 . 45 . . . 55 . . 55. '0 . . 50 . . 00 . 
ANGLE dr ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
5Y1400t AILRON PARAt*ETRIrC VALUES DlATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFOFR4ATION20.000 flj. 4.960 BETA 0l.000 DATASfl AlLEON QATASE:T AXLRQN SREF 9.0250 Sp.,IN 
- 10.000: ELEVN4 - 10.000 RUOEBR4 0.000 A41T05 0.000l A41610 - 10.000 LEV 6.1420 INCHES 
-- o .oo STENO 4.000~l AAXSII 2 0 6.1420.95 INCH2ICES-000 BREFR 

XMRP 5.a9$0 INCHES 
11tH? - 0.1350 INCHtES 
DATA4 MIST. Coal I M r SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41T032) 081 FEB 72 PAGE 555
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/OIR CHARACT. AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON =-I0
 
I I l lll .il .... l ..I fI FT . li ll
lall11. l l l~ i l alll l 

.4015 











0 5 lo is '650 30 35 40 43 so 55 so 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA HIST, CODE M*G 

SYMOL AILRON PARAMTICVALUES DATA SOURCE REFERNCE IFORATON 
.ago 
19l.0110 










D. 0 D 
DATASET 
A41TD3 
A4 1B 1 1 
AILRO N 
0.00 
- 2 . 0 0 0 
DATASET. AILRON 
A44i,910 - 10.000 
$REF 
LREF 


















MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W572E4R4 CA41T031 08 FEB 72 PAGE 556
 














i ....... ... . . . . . ..
 
-. 030 . . . . . . ". . .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . 
-. 060 a 5 1* is zo Its 3 40 45 s0 55 60 065 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORHATION2aD fA. 0.901 BETA 0.0001 DATASET AILRON DATASET AILRON 3REF - 9.OZ50 . SQ.1R 
- 10.000 ELEMVN - 10.000 RUDER4 0.010 A41T703 0.010 A4110 - 10.00 LREFV 6.1420 INCHES 
- 0 3-TINa 4.000 A41S I - 20.000D OREFI 6.1420 INCHESXNRP, 3.4950 INCHES 
Y4RP O.oOau INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INFHES 
DATA MIST. CODE n o SCAL. 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41T033 08 FEB 72 PAGE 557
 




















-5 a 5 to 15 go 25' 30 35 40 45 so 55 so as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYNSOt AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.00 H 1.960 SETA 0.010 DATASET AILRON QATASET AILRON SIREP 9.0250 St.IN 
0.6o 441703 .030 A41s1o - ±0.oau LREF 	 4.1420 INCHES 
4.SIG INCHES 
10.000 ZLEVE4 - 10.000 RUDER4 
4.Go-2000aa1420a~~fEo 	 20.000 STING 443000 41511 - .aa0 XRp 43.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0100 INCHES 
t14RP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE M*G 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREG ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 -CA41TC3J 08 FEB 72 PAGE 558
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACTo AILERON EFFECTS, ELEVON =-0I
 
.015 - ­

















0 0 13s 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 35 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
SYNOLj AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES . DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION2 .0o0 MACH 4.g60 BETA 0.100 DATAS3T AILRON DATASET AILROM $REF 9,0250 SQ.IN 
- s.o LEYN4 - 0.000 RUDER4 0.000 A41TOS 0.000 A41? - 10.660 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
20.00o0 STING 4.00o A41511 - 20.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHESXMRP 3.9950 1 NCHES 
YIRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0,0U03 SCALE
OATA HIS. CODE HMG 
MSFC TWT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CA41T03) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 55S
 










Id .015 Y;F - -
___ 
0 
.5l oa 5 10 If 20 I aa 35 4o1 50 55 so , 63 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL AILRO PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
6.000 MAC 0.596 BETA 13.000 DATASET AILRON DATAET AILRON SREF 9.0250 S ,N 
- 0.000 ELEVM4 - 10.00a RUDER4 0.000 A41763 0.990 A41310 10:000O LREF .10 NHE 
0.000 STINC 4.009 A41311t -- OGDOXMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRPoRP 0.0cmgD0.350 INCHESINCHES 
S DATA MIST. CODE "*aCAE 0°93 ¢L 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFCIHREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CAUIT03) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 60 


















-. 1 .. . .. 
0 0 10 20 25 30 40 45 so so5 15 55 00 S 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL AILRON PARAHETRIC VALUES DATA SOUREC REFERENCE INFORMATION 
9.000 ACH 0.901 BETA 0.000 OATASET AILRON CATASET AILRON SREF 9.dZ50 SQ.IN 
G.000 A4ITO3 0.000 A41S1D - 10.000 LREF 8.1420 INCHES 
- 10.000 ELEVN4 - 10.000 RUOER4 
Zo.om0 STING 4.BOB A41$11 - 20.000 43I995 NCHESxMRP a 
YMP 0 0000 INCHES 
ZHRp - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
DATA HIST. CODE H*G 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER, B2WSV2E4R4 CA41T03) 08'FEB 72 PAGE 561 











son is an as so $8 40 45 so 55 Go0 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES 
YMHSBO AILRON PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 






- 10.000 RUDER4 












YHRP 0.00 INCHES 
ZHRP I.150NCHES 
DATA IST- COE Hi& SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
NSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4RA CA41T03) 08 FEB_ 2 PAGE 562 












-5 0 to1 15; go 25 30 55 40 43 so. 55 60 85 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL. AIL*Kfl PARAMETRIC VALUED DATA SOURCE REFEtRENCE INFORMATION~2 .0 MACH. 4.900 BETA 0.000 DATASET AILRON OATASET AWLRON SRUF 9.0250 SG.IN 
1 0.000 ELEVNS 10.000 RV0ER4 0.00 MIT03 0.00a A42320 - w0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHESo -20.000 STIRS 4.000 A4131 - 20,000 - 6EV 0.14201 INCHES 
RP 3.9950 'INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
DATA MILST. CODE A iMRP .. 0.1330 INCHESSCALE 0.003 'SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 ?SFC/HREC ORBITER 92W5V2E4R4 CA41TO3) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 563
 




__ __,_ _ 







- 5 1.6I, .1.52, 205 3.0 3.5B A. 4.5 3.0 
~MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL* ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 ,D0.00BTA 0.000O ELEVN4 OADDD SREF 9.0230 SQIN 
RUDER4 0.000 STINr 4.000 LREF
.REF 6.14206.1420 INCHESINCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRPZRP ­ 0.0000.21353 INCHESINCHES 
DATA ITA COE VALUrE SCALERNCE I.CALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 Cr4lS01"} 08 FEB 7- PAGE 564 






S 00 0 	 a C 
F-
Iu










05 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
r 	 MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOI. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION0 	 10.000 BETA 0.000 ELEVN4 0.000 SREF 0250s SQ.IN 







• ZNRP - 0.1350 19CHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALEDATA MIST. COE *G*z 
MSFC TWT .498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41SOI) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 565
 













12.13 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.5s . 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
Lt 5.000 11.00 ELOW B.CloSYMBOL. ALPHA_S.IN PARA14ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
3REF 9.0250 

ROMA4 0.000 STZNr 4000 






ZUP -1 0350 INCHES 
Q A HIST- CODE ***cs SCALE fe0332 SCALE 
MSFQ TWT 498 MSFC/HREC OR61TER 82W5V2E4R4 CE41SOI) 08 FES 72 PAGE 5G6
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, VS MACH NO. 





















SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
Q 0.000 BETA 0.000 ELEVN4 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN





XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE DATA MIST. CODE GSEI 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41SOl) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 567
 











LL, 0.0 -______ 
-j 
-0.4 
-. 0.5 S.0 1.5 9.D 2.3 3.0 3.3 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYHOOLQ) ALPHA 10.000 ETA PARAMETRIC VALUES-0.000 ELEVN 0.000 REFERENCE INFORHATION SREF 9.0250 S4.1 
RUDER4 0.060 STING 4.000 LREFIREF 6.14206.1420 INCHESINCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 










MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41SOI) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 568
 




















-. 5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 15.000 BETA 0.000 ELEVN4 0.000 SREF 9.0250 S.IN 
RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
SBREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0o.000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 01350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *G*EI SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41SO1 '08 FEB 72 PAGE 529 






















.:0 0 . . . .
 
.5. 2.0 25 3.0 3.5 4.u 4.5 '5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SyMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
Q 0.000 SETA 0.va0 ELEVN4 6.900 ARE? 9.0230 54.IW 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES
RUHERA 0.000 STING 4.000 UREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 





DATA R4ST. cO R#1EIMSFC T T 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4RA .£E4"1S013 08 FES 72 PAGE 570
 

























SYHBO ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
10.000 BETA 0.000 £LEVN4 0.000 SREF LREF 6.140 IHCHESRUDER4 0.000 STING A.Do BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHAP 3.9950 INCHESYHRP 09000 INCHES 
2RP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
DATA NST. CODE k0*rl 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 CE41SOI) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 571
 







C) 0.0 	 _____ 
LL
 
CEf 0.7 	 * 
0.6 






0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 .3. 	 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC YALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 13.000 BETA 0.000 £tCVN4 0.00D SREP 9.0250 SG.IH 
RUDER4 9.000 STING 4.000 	 LREF 5.1420 INCHES 
BREP 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
MRP *0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALEDATA MIST. CODE *r-eI 

MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41S01J C8.FEB 72 PAGE 572
 








1.5 2.0 2. . 3.0 3. 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.000 BETA 0.BUD ELEVN4 0.000 	 REF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
RU94 0.00 3TI, '4.0tI 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 359950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - Q.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE 00*r1 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41SOI) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 573
 











SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
10.000 BETA
RUDER4 









YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 







MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41S013 08 FEB 72 PAGE 574 









- 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES, REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 15,00 BETA 0.000 ELEVN4 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.1N 
RUDER4 00.0 4000 ISEF 0.1420 INCHESOREF 6.t420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHESSCALE 0.0055 SCALE 
DATA IST. CODE O I*E R SCAL E SC 
MSPC fliT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41501) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 575
 












.0.0 2.5 - -3 
-0.6 
___* , * __. , , . a .*. 
.5 1.01. .5.5.404.50 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
















DATA MIST. CODE *0 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 C'E41SOII 08 FEB 72 PAGE 576 
__ ___ __ 




































SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
o 10.000 BETA 0.000 ELEVN4 0.000 - SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN

RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.000 
 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
UREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *G*E1 SCALE 0.003= SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 (E41S01) 08 FEB 72' PAGE 577
 













1.0 $.5 2.0 S_..0 3.5 4.0 4.3 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
WKSO1, ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES ,REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I .00 05 B TA -
ftt R4 









s o ZIMt, ISINCE-
XMRP¥MRP 3.S9500.00-o- INCHESINCHES 
ZBRP 0.13$0 INCHES 
D& H3T C0£SC£I$ALE 0.0D33 SCALE 
DATA HIS. CODE SR*EI SCALE a.00" SCAGE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 CE41901) 08 FES 72 PAGE 578 



















3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.01.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN0 0.000 BETA 0.000 £LCVN4 0.000 REF 1420 INCHES





ZMWP - a.1350 INCHES
 
SCALE 1.0034 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE *#eI 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41S01) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 579 
______ 












.O . . . . .. ..-

MACH NUMBER 













SCALE 0.093$ SCALE 
MSFC 498 ,MSF __HE -1TIER B2W/5_/2E_4R_4_ .(E.4SOI-1- LO8&FEB.7-2 - AGE 580­
_ _ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, VS MACH NO.
 






















Q ti.O00 BETA a.Goo ELEVNS 0.000 SRE 9.0Z50 ad.IN SYM ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
LREF S.1420 INCHESRUDERS .000 STING 4.000 8REF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP Doo00 INCHES 




DATA 4IST. CODE IE5MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 CE41S01) OB'FEB 72 PAGE 581
 












0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
MACH NUMBER 












IREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHESBREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 








MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 CE41SOI) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 582 

















5 1....0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 BETA 0.0D0 ELEVN4 0.D0D SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.00D LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COOE *G*EI SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41S01) 08:FEB 72 PAGE 583
 
LHSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT5 'VS MACH NO.
 
.040 -r-r-i---t -ilI- 11-I-i iltr -I-wu-t -ri rir -r----1 -w-Ir­
.040 
.035 















x .005 0 	 C 
0
 
.. 0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL - ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION o 	 139.00 SETA 0.000 ELEVN4 0.000 SREF 9.0250 Se.IN 
RUOER4 0.000 STING 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES BREF 6.1420. INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA M13T* COEO£ *Gl 	 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41SOI 08 FEB: 72 PAGE 584
 













.9-. 02 :00____ 











;'- -. °0060 	
_____ 
0  
-0. 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 .3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 0.000 BETA 0.000 ELEVN4 0.00 	 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
RUDER4 	 0.000 STING 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *G*EIG SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSPC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CF41SOI) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 585 








_j -. 0010 
SII
 









.0015 	 4 .35. 
.12 ICE

.25R 	 DDD.TNG400020z 
L.'
 
Z -. 0055 
50 	 1,5 2.5" 5.5 4.50.DO 1.0 2.0 5.0 	 "4O 3.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
5YN80L4. ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUtS 	 REFENtNCE INrORMATION 
0 10.000 SETA 0,000 EVN4 0.000 	 @{ .20 s.I 
RUDER4 	 0.000 STING 4.000 LERF 8.1420 INCHES 
BEEF 6.1420 INCHES 
XWPP 3.9950 INCHES 
ThE? 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. eeoc *o rr& SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
tISPC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82V15V2E4R4 CF4ISOD) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 586
 
____ 
LSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 20-LONGIT CHARACT, VS MACHNO.
 






















wM--- - 0 5 ...... 
S 002 IS_______ 0fA .00 LVN 0130 RF .050__ 
o -. ao5 ..... 
I 
C, 
0. .0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 5.5 4,0 4.3 3.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
51*480,. ALPHA PARA*4ETAIC 1VALUEO R rERUNCE INrornATlON 
Q f,.00 BETA 0.000 Evn 0.000 CREP 9.0250 SQ.ZN 
RUDER4 0.000 STING 4*@§9 tREF 6.1420 INCHES 
DREP 6.14 0 INCHES 
XHR*P $.9SS INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP -- 0,1350 INCHES 
DATA ST. can * suo SCALE + 0 0533 SCALE 
MSFC TliT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 22W5V2E4R4 (F4ISOI3 O8'FEB 72 PAGE 587
 
















.0.0 1.52. 1.53. 3. 40 .55. 
o 0 
"- .05­ .0__5 
_.__5 _0__ _ __S.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q .000 BETA OoOgO ELEVN4 0.000 SREF 9.D250 SQ.IN 






ZHRP - 0.1350. INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *G*EIG SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC,TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CF41SOI) 08 FEB '72 PAGE 588 











. - L2o 	 2 o 5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYN94PL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERE:NCE INFORMATION
.. .iETA G.GDO ELEVN4 0.000 	 SREF _@.IN 9.0250 
RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.000 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
DREF 6.1420 INCHES 
x RP 3,90 INCHES 
'MR, a a Do INCHESZRP - 0.1350 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. COD *O*Ex& 	 SCALE 0.0933 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CF41S013 08 FEB 72 PAGE 589
 



















A PHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIOn" 
S 15.000 BETA 0.0011 ELEVM4 0.000 SREF 9.0230 z ,aN 
RUDER4 0.000 $TING" 4.0U0 LREF 6.1429 INCHES 
GRBEF 6.X42D INCHES, 
XIMRPYMRP 3.995S0 0000 INCMSINCHES 
ZMRP ­ 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE **Irr SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CF41SOI) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 590 











- -. 25 
- .	 . 1,.5 9.0 ZZ 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 .0 
~MACH 	 NUMBER
 
XRYMOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES KFERENCe I{NFOnMATION 





YMR= 0,000 	 INCHES
ZMRP - 0.1-50 INCHES 
;ATA MITI. CM *Ge*JTGR SCALE 0.0633 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 (64,1SOIl 08 ,FEB 72 PAGE 591 
C 


























- MACH NUMBER 
4o0L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 






'XMRP 3.9956 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
'ZMRP 0.21350 INCHES 
DAA MIST. COE *G*EIOR SCALE 0.0034 UCALE 
MSFC T T 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 CG41SOI) 08FE.B 7£: PAGE, '.592 















o 00 . 
z
 





0 __ __ _ __ __ _ __ _F_ __ 0_4__ _______ 
Xus .95 NC£ 
ZR o " 3 D INCHE
 





.SCTT4830/NE RITR 8W5244 [4SI 0 E 2 PG 9
 
MSF TW 49 MSFCHRE ORTER$ B2W52E4R EG4SF 082 FES72 AGE 59
 




















SYMBOL ZLEt4 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
to.O0o QTA D.O ALPHA 0.00 
 SREF s$aiia aQ.lH 
a Goo RUDER4 0.000 STING, 4.000 LREF 6.2420 INCHES 
1000 RO9REF 6.1420 INCHESXRP 3.2950 0NCHCS
 
OATA MIST. CO AG0Cl0o 
 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER
MSF . B2W5V2E4R4 CE41JO0) 08 FEB 72C PAGE 54 





















0o.4 * & *­
-0.6 
-05 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ELEVN4 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 BETA 0.000 ALPHA 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
B.D0 RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
0 - io.0o BREF 6.1420 INCHES 20.000 
 XMRPY  3.9950U:ooaO INCHES
 
30.000QO 
 ZHMP - 0.1350 Il ¢HES 
DATA MIST. CODE *G4EI4B SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41JO0 O FEB 72 PAGE 595
 











00 .01. 2.0 3*.0 3. '4.0 4.5 S*v 
,'MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL 9LEVN4 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORM TION 
to Goo BETA 0.000 ALPHA 0.000 SkEF 9.0250 $Q. IN 
10.000 U 2R 
0:00 ADR4O TIG 










.R -0.5 301050 ZoxoYRP 0:13OOC INCHESI CHES 
-AT MIST.D COE **ECALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 t{E4 IJCO0 0B FEB 72 PXGE 596 









o 	 0 
Li. 
-.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 5.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
s3H50 ELEVN4 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
B.00 BETA o.000 ALPHA 0.000 	 SREF 9.0250 SG.IN
0.00 	 RUDER4 0.DOS STING 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
1000 REF 3 . 9950 INCHESHEs00°0:X0RP 
 6:142 

0.006 	 YNRF 0.0000 INCHES
 
-	 0.000 ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *G*EI*B SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 (E41JO0) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 597 












Z' 0 0 
r 00.24E A A -A--­
0.0 . .. _ 
0 o 0 ______ 




SYMBOL ELEVN4 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN0.000 3.000
10.600 BETA ALPHA 
 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
REF 6.1420 INCHES4.000
0so RUDER4 a. 000 STING0 t G XMRP 3.9950 INCHESYMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
Z RP - 0.233G INCHES 
R 30.60 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE oGrExI*s 
, -20.000 

MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41JO0) 08. FEB 72 PAGE 598
 
______ 














0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYmBOC ELEVN4 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
10.000 BETA 0.000 ALPHA 0.000 
.o0 RUCER4 0.000 STING 4.000 OREF 6.120 INCHES 
-|Dvva XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.090 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
20.000 

30.000 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE *G*EI*B 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41J00) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 599
 



















' .5 1.0 1 .6 .0 2+ 3 .0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH.NUMBER 
SYMBOL- ELE+VM4 +PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 BETA 0.D00 ALPHA IU.00 SREF e.oasu 59.1N 
•D D 
00oO_ __ 
RUDER4 O.Go a STING 4 .000 LREFR6RF XHRP 6 142 0
6:1420 
. 5111 INCH S
1NCHS 
IN .... 
20 :,0003 .00 







M2FC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 E41KOO) 0 FEB;72 PAGE 6O0C 





























SYMBOL ELEVN4 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
i'1.000 BETA 0.000 ALPHA 10.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
S00.0
RUDER4 0.00 STING 4.0D0 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
- 19:0 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
Do XNRP 3.9950 INCHES
 
20.0?0 YMRP 0.0000 INCHES
 
R 30.000 ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *G*EZ*B*B SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41KO0) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 601
 












0.51.0 1.5 2.0 2.5- 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
aYmB" ELEVN4 PARTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 

























MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41KOO) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 802
 





S 4 C PR 
I- A 
-44 
o '. Al 1. __. __ 2.5__ 3.0__ 3.5 .0 $. 
-6 
~ 1i.3 2.0 2.S 5.0 5.5 4.0 4.4 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SVDL ELEVN4 PARAH£TRXC VALUE URERENCE IW0R1AT101 
t0.000 BETA 0.000 ALPHA .10.00 REF 9.G0S3 S IN 
LREF 6.1420 IN hES0.000 RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.000 6.1420 INCHES 
- 0.000 XMRP 3.990 INCHES 
oOREF 

20 BOB YHRP a.DOUG INCHES 
- 3',? " RP - 0.1350 INCHES 
RC *1151 COC nGnnn SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBTTER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41KO0I 08 FEB 72 PAGE 603
 










i goGo EuJ 	 Iteoma 
-°00.5 2.0 1.5 2.0 	 2., 3.0 3.5 4,0 4.5 S.Q 
MACH NUMBER 
EFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL CLEVN4 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
3G.IN 
. 000 RUDER4 0. 000 STIN O 4* REF :.142 0 INCH S 
<>- 1 o000 XMRp 3.9950 INCHES 
10.000 BETA 0. 00D ALPHA 10.00D 	 4REF 9 0259 
SCALE 0.11033 SCALE

- 30. 0 

DATA 1#15T. COO *G*El o a
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41K00) 08 FEB 72,. PAGE 604­
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-PITCH EFF VS MACH NO. (ALPHA=IO)
 















-..5 1. 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 15.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ELEVN4 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
10.000 BETA 0.000 ALPHA 10.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
 
0000 RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.00 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
-0. 13REF 6.1420 INCHESDD XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
, 11-.1oO0 Y RP 0.0000 INCHES
 
30.000 
 ZNRP - 0.350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *o*rl*aa SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41K003 08 FEB 72 PAGE 605
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 28-PITCH EFF VS MACH NO (ALPHA=I5)
 
.10 
.05 ', _ 	 __ 

















-. 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 -20 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL £LtVM4 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 BETA f.oo ALPHA 15.000 	 GREP .0230 3Q.IN 
6.1420 INCHES
0.000 RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.000 	 LREF BREF 6.14*0 INCHES 
> - lo Goo XRP 3.99s0 INCHES 
, - 291:oao 	 YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.1350 INCHESBCALE 
 S30.000 ,0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41LO03 08 FEB 12 PAGE 806
 
















-"5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2,5 3.0 3.3 4.0 4.5 3.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ELEY4 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 BETA 0.000 ALPHA 15.000 WEF 9.0250 40.1H 





- 30000 t CRPOE0.1350 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
INCHES 
DATA Mist. COD SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41LOO) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 607
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-PITCH EFF VS MACH NO. tALPHA=15)
 












0.4 	 . 
0.3 
0.2r 
0 1.5 2.0 2. 3.0 3.5 40 4.5 3.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMSO ELEVN4 PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REERENCE INFORMATION2 o!co BETA 0.000 ALPHA 15.009 	 EF 9.0250 StaIN 
0ano RUOER4 OOo STN 4.000 NEF 6.14Z0 INCHES 
0 - 200 ERF 6.1420 1NCHESXHRRP 3.9950 INCHES 
20.000 	 YHRP 0.0900 INCHES 
30.00 	 MRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
0DATA MIST. COVE 5*aoCALE tG3S SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41LO02 08 FEB 72 PAGE GOB
 
cii 






- t01.3 2.D 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4*5 
MACH NUMBER
 
3THOQL ELEVH4 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 BETA 0.000 ALPHA 15.000 SREF 9.0250 SQIN 
0.0o0 
0-






-l20.000 YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
- s0.0gc 







MSFC TWT 498 MSPC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41LOO) 08 FEB 72 PAGE GOs 
5.0 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-PITCH EFF VS MACH NO. (ALPHA=IS) 
1,# 
1.8 





0. 0 CL .0 CL 
5 05t,,1.5 2.0 2.6 3.0 "3.5 " 
-MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ELEV94 PARAMETRIC VALUES 'REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1D.099 BETA 4TRLF 0.000 ALPHA 15.000 JRlIF 9.02106.1420 SQ.ININCHES 
OD ADR4 0.03IN .00 IREF 6.1420 -INCHES 
i - 0,0sa.RP R S.99500.000 INCHESINCHES 
X."RP 0.1m) INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *O*EISBBB E 003 C 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFCIHREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE4 IL:0031 FEB 72 PACE 6MO 
LMSCIHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 28-PITCH EFF VS MACH NO. (ALPHA=l5)
 














",5 1.0 1.5 2.0 L5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ELEVN4 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.009 BETA 0.000 ALPHA 13.001 SREF 9.0250 SO.IN 
8.000 RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHESBREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
XMRP 3.9950 'INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
- 0 090O 
$0:V50g ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALEDATA MIST. CODE *&*E*oolaB B 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CE41LOO3 08.FEB 72 PAGE 611
 











4 .5 5 .0 






R F 9 . M uD S . I N 
SYMBOL ALPHA 

. 00@ L V 4 . 0 0 
LR F0 . 0 0 0 B TA 6 142 0 INCHES 
R uER4 . 000 ST N G 4. 00 
OREF 6.1420 INCHES 




ZMRP 0 .$350 
SC L E 0 0033 SCAL E
 
DATA MST. C OVE 1*58 

MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CD41JOI) 25 FEB 72 PAGE 612
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT. VS MACH NO.
 














_ _ _ _oI -. 03 
-. 05 
. . . .i . '.. . . . . .,
 
.050.5 2.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.3 4.0 4.5 5.0 
I MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATiON 
0 lo.GDG BETA 0.000 ELEVN4 0.000 3REF 9.0250 9Q. IN 
RUDER4 0o000 STING 4.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BEEF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0 0000 INCHESZMRP - 0:138 a I CHE 
SCALE 9.0033 SCALE
DATA MIST. CODE I*E*S 

MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CD41J01) 25 FEB 72 PAGE 613
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT. VS MACH NO.
 










Z -. 04. 
-j.05 B0 __9._ 
0.5o, 1.0 1.5 2.0 ;8 5.0 5.5 "4,0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPnA PARA$ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 15.000 BETA 0.000 ELEVN4 0.000 OREF 9.0250 SQ.XN 





XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COCE I*E*S 
SCALE 04033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 C041JO) 25 FEB 72 PAGE 614 














0 0< 0 
-. 1 
-. 4.0 1.0 .. 0 9.S 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 0,000 BETA 0.000 ELEVN4 ,000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.000 LREF 4.1420 INCHES 
BEEF 9.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *EIT 0 SCALE 0.000 SCA 
MSFC TWT 49e MSFC/HREC OR91TER B2WSV2E4RA (041J013 25 FE2 72 PAGE 615' 








LuU. .Oa " 
I­
(3 0.04.04 X,,.. 
.08 
LiCTT 8HF/RCOBTR 8 V244 [4J1 5FB72 PG i 
"%151.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 5 4.0 4.5 3.0 
HACH NUMBER 
SYMSO - ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 1.000 BETA 0.000 ELEVU4 0.1101 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRPZRP ­ U.0oua0.3350 INCHESINCHES 






LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT. VS MACH NO.
 



















<-.02 _____ _____ 
-. 04 
-. 1 
0.5oC- 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 5.0 5.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH- NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION, 




















Z.RP - 0.1550 INCHES 
DATA HI.. COSE I0.*B SCALE 9.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSPC/-REC ORBITER 22WSV2E4R4 C041J01) 25 FEB 72 PAGE 61,7
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT. VS.MACH NO.
 
(.0t. 
S.o~o n- ,. + 
C 
-. 045 















RETA 0.1300 ELCVN4 




M H NUM1BER 
04J1 5_E 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REF 0250S 3Q.IN 
BREF 6 1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3:9950 INHEES 
e 0000.OO.RP - "135 INCHES 
SCALE P.0033 SCALE 
_PG 1 
______ 






< 	 0 
o3 -. 005 
t-1 .010 
m 
, u .015 
z 
LU -. 020 
h -. 025 
Lii
 
z -. 035o 
Cl -. 040 
z 






-. 0600.5 1.a 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.i 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 10.000 BETA 0.000 ELeVN4 0.00o SREF 9.0250 S0.N 
RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.03a LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP .0000 INCHES 
ZHRF - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. COCDE xIE 0.0033SCALE 	 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 C041JO ) 25 FEB 72 PAGE 619 




















W -. 0go 








SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
SREF 9.0250 8SQ.N 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
0 2.000 BETA 0.000 CLEVN4 0.09a 
~~ AU•R 	 ".0 .G 













DATA H13T. CODE I rE 
 IB
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 1041,101) 25 FEB 72 PAGE 620
 








Z < .0010 
.*0082 
- .0006 







- -. 0014 
0. 0. 1.5 t.0 2.S S.G 535 4.0 4.5 S.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 














BREF 0.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3aSSa INCHES 
YHRP .,000 INCHES 
ZNRP ­ 0.1350 INCHES 
OAtA MIST. CODE 1*9*8B SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 t0413O) 25 FEB 72 PAGE 621. 
































Z -. 001 0 
w 0U_ 
ATA MIST. CODE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC!HREC ORBITER 





















































0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 3.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOIL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFE INFORRENCE MATION, 
0 15.000 BETA 0.000 ELEVN4 0.000 GREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.00 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA HIST. CODE I4E$8 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 C041J01) 25 FEB 72 PAGE 623 
















"' 0.5a~" 2.0 1.3 2.0 2;15 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5o.0 
MA H NUMBER 
rMSOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUE$ REFE.RENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.000 BETA 01080 CLEVN4 0.000 Ref, 9.0250 SQ.IN 
BREF 6,1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YWRFm ; - a.O0a 3a INCHESINCHE 
DATA MIST. COD 1*9*3 SeRLE 0.0033 SCALE, 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 C04IJO1) 25 FEB 72 PAGE G24 






















U -. 0020 
-.0030B 1.0 1.5 2.0 9.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 o 
MACH NUMBER
 
3y"00 ALPHA PARANCRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
'0.090 SETA 0.000 ELEVW4 0403O SREF 9.0250 SQ.ZN 












"ATA MSBT. =E I*C@o 
MSFC TWT,499 MSFC/HREC ORBITER e2W5V2E4R4 CO41J01) 25 FEB 72 PAGE G25
 


















BET 0.00 0 O RE 
S'35 
.20 S 0CV4 
0U99-*02 0.00 STNG... ,.20 ...INHE 
SYNSI.4A 
MSF'C TWiT 
DTA M s 
4O E2B5*
"A ARA0TRZ VATUES 4,0REF 
DAA ZT, 0£;£S 











































L) -. 012 
LL
 
.31.0 	 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4 a A.$ o 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
Q 	 .000 BETA 0.000 ELEVN4 13,05D $REF 9.0260 SQ.IN 
RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.000 LAEF 6.1420 INCHES 




1,MRFY14RF 0:0000 	 INCHESZRP - -. 1350 INCHES
 
DATA H-.T. CODE I*Es SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 (041J01) 25 FEe 72 PAGE 627
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT. VS MACH NO.
 
W -. 005 
LU 
Lu 
















"' .5 ~ 1.0 1.5 2.0z~ 2;5 3.0 3.5 1.o 4.5 5.0 
-" MACH NUMBER 
SMTBOL. ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES RrFERENC9 ZWORMATION 
0 1.000 BETA 0.o00 CEVN4 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
RUDER4 0.000 GTING A.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BEF 6.2420 INCHES 
XMRPLi  3.99300 000  INCHESINCHES 
DATA MST. CODE VA#oC z1.P -RCALE 0..350 0.003S INCHES SCALE 
MSFC TWT 408 MSFCIHRE ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 Ii4OI) FEB F572$ -AGE 2 S 




















W -. 013 
"°010o.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 . 3.a 3.5 "4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYBOL ALPMA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SS.000 	 BETA 0.000 ELEVN4 6,0Ds SREF 9.0250 $QIN 
RUCER4 0.00a SIMN 4.900 LREF 6 14ZO INCH93 
OREr 6:1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.995a INCHE$ 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - a 1350 IPCHESSCALE -0033 SCALE
 
DATA IST. CODE AESE 	 E 
TWT 498AFCMSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5 V2E4R4 (041J01) 25 FEB 72 PAGE -629
 
______ 




















Z -. 00. . 
0 




9.0 1.5 2.0 '243. 
NUMBER 
3.5 '4. 0. 4.5 5.o 
SYMS0L ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFE£RENCE INFORMAT1ON 
















TWT DASTA S0C0E 
RUDER49SSCHRCOBTER 0.00 





LREFOI254a FEB7-CPG E 






LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT, RUDDER EFF(DER VS MACH NO.)
 
.0004 
-. 00070Ld 0C 0 0 




0 -. 5.00 
0 -. 0002 
Ld 








0KR A30 - ICE 
0. U 1.0 1.3ST.NG34005.5 2. 4.0 6,4.5 5.0 
BREF 0.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 9.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1330 INCHES 
CATA 141ST. C(fl Z*E*PB . SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/RREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 COAIJOI) 25 FED 72 PAGE 8G31
 














Z0 L­ .0012 -, 
2 
: .006' 
w .020.5 1.0 1.5 2.02. 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.1 5.0 
HMACH NUMBER 
4913L ALHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REERENCE INFORMATION1 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRPYRP 3.99500.0000 INCHESINCHES 
ZMRP --SCALE .1,3500.0033, INCHESSCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4., C-041W,0_U-_25 EEB. 72 -- -PAGE 6-32 
___________________ 
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
______ 
_ _ _ _ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR CHARACT. RUDDER EFF(DER VS MACH NO.)



















Ld 0 	 .00146______ 









_Ld .00 18_ 
0-	 .ao 4 "s 
.0014" --
Lii .a46C	 4 




7A 	 .00.03 
 SCALE
 
RUE4 000 STN .0 	 RF .40 ICE 
BRF 8120 ICE 
HI 510 .	 X0HRP.035. .5 INCHE 
O 15.000 BET 0.000 OBER 0.000 25 OREF 	 S7PIN 
515480tDAT CARDETRIC 	 YRP 000020 INCHESALPHA AE*SREREC 	 IN M IO 
ZHRP 	 - 0.1330 INCHES 
DATA 	 MIST. CODE I*E*P*3 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TliT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CQ41JO1) 25 FEB 72 PAGE 633
 










- . .. . 
C 
.00020 
Ma, a 0.0 INCHES 
_ " a 0.5 .0 .5 .0 .5 1 3.0 , 3.5 '4.0 4.5 .0 
- j CH NUMBER 
A BoL0 ALPHA0.000 BE 
PARAMETRIC VALUES RFR ENCE NFORATON920 SN45N 
RUDER4 0.00 $ NG 4.000 13REF 6.142D INCHES 
ORP 6.1420 INHES 
X"RP IN00ZCHES 
ZMRP 0.1350 INCHES 
mbt-L iwi q98 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 -C041JOI) 25 FEB 7"2 PAGE- G34 


























"o o0 5 10 " 1 5 2 0 2 5 3 0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 







BETA 0.000 ELEVN4 





LREF 6.420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP
Y.Rp 3.9950D.3009 INCHESINCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE I*E*P*B ZMRP " SCALE 0.13500.0033 INCHESSCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 C041JOI) 25 FEB 72 PAGE 635
 
______ 









-. 0012 ., . . . ,. .m .* w' .. . . . . 
0.5 1.0 1.3 2.0 *t .0 3.3 W~.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYHBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATION Q 0.000 BETA 0.5000 ELEVNA4 0.000) S REF 9.o2 SQ.IN
RUDZR4 0.000 SuTdf 4.000 LREF 6'42O INCHESBREF 6.1420 INCHES 
X4RP 3.9530 INCHESY:RP 
- 0'.0000 ICEHES'Z P £0O0 
- 0.1350 INCHES
 
DATA MIST. COOV t P R ALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 C041J02) 25 FEB 72 PAGE -63G
 











0.30 1.0 1*5 2.0 2.5 S.G 3.5 4.0 4.5 . 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
15.000Q.0N BETA 0.0 ZLEVN4 0.000 SREF 9,02$0 
RUER4 a.000 $TIN; 4.000 LREF 0.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMHp 5.995a INCHES 
ZRP NB135E RNCHES 
DATA MIT. CAL RCALEVA0t33 PHEPRAE ECAE 
MSFC T)WT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 (041 01"] 25 FEB 72 PAGE 637
 





































0.5 1.0 1.r .0 '2s 3.0 3.5 "4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL AIPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFCRMATION 























ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA 'MIST. CODE *GEZ*P "SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 tH41TO01 08 FEB..72 -PAGE 638 







w- -.0cia .. . 
la: 
-. 0olz 











" -. 0022 
-. 0020 
CL 




1.2 '" . .530154. 












DATA MIST. COE ELEVP .SCALE 
ZRp -



















LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 28-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFFCDER VS MACH NO.)
 
-. 0002 .. .•" 







E -. 0014 -
- .O016 
__ __ _ __"_ _ 
t 
0 








Luo -. 0040 :0 
-. 004 ,.0 3.0 
MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
RUDER4 000 $TING 4.000 
.2 -. 005800 
.0058.0O 
0 ~ O~t0.00ELEfl4 0.0.SCALE 
DATA H 0ST. STNG 4.0LE. 
SF C TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CH41TOI) 
4.0 4.5 5.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
DREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XKHRF 3.9950 INCHES 
NCE 
A0130 INCH B 
9.020 SCALE4 
INCHEA 
08 FEB 72 .PAGE. 40-­




































.51.0 1.3 2.0 2.5 5.0 5.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .00a BETA O.000 ELEVN4 O.00 SREF 9.025D SQ.IN
 
LREF 6014z0 INCHESRUDER4 0.000 STIRC 4.000 
 IREF 6,1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
NRp 0.0000 INCHCS 
ZHRP 0.135 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
COE
BATAMIST. **RI*P 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 CH41TOlI 08 FEB 72 PAGE 841
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 28-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFFCOER VS MACH NO.)
 
Lu 
Lu Olt__ 	 __ 
at 
J 
at ,o ____ _ 
0 D14 ... 
o .018 

















.000.5 1._ 5 	 $4_ 3.5 _.__.5_45 _4_ ._ 
,MACH NUMBER
 
S~YMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 BETA 0.00 LrLZVH4 0.000 	 "4REF 9.0250 SQIN 
RUDER4 0.000 STING 4.000 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
DRVF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.S950 INCHES 
'YM p 0.0000 INCHCG 
,Z"Rp - a,1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *G r1*p 
 WSALE 01033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFCIHREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CH41TO13 08 FEB 72 PAGE 642
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER'STUOIES-MOOEL 2B-LONGIT CHARACT, ELEVON EFF(DER VS MACH NO.)









































.000.5 1.0 15 2.0 2.9 3.0 3.5 40 45 
MACH NUMBER
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 .00 BTA 0.0 0 ELEVN4 .000 SREF 9.'Z" "E. N
 









DATA MIST. CODE *rGex#P 

MSF-- TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CH4]T01) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 643
 



















0. . 15 ,2.0 . B3.0 3.5 4;G 4.5 5.0 
MtCH NUMBER 
SYHBOi. APHA PARANTRIC VALqCS REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ZtOO BETA 
RUDER4 







OREF 81490 INCHES 
XMRP 3.0950 INCHEs 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0,0033 SCALE 
DATA MIST. CODE WG0*E*F 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CH41T01) 08 FEB 72 PAGE.,- G 



























BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
TMRP EauCO INCHES 
ZMRP " 0.1550 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE *G*EI*P SCALE 0 3 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2E4R4 CH41TO01) O08FEB 72 PAGE 645
 



























__ _ __ _ 
-.0005 
SYMOOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUeS 
Q) 15.00 BETA 0.000 ELVN4I*EF 
RUDtRA 0.000 STING 
OAA ITC 








MRP0 3395 1' " " 
- 0B 
REVERENCE INFORMATION 
S.02 0 SCAIN 
LREF 6OBT20 IT0F PASREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP SaoS5O INCHES 
tNRP 0.0000 INCHESZkRP - 0.1350 INCHES0.0033 SCALE 
08 RED 72 PAGE 648 




















V.011...000 . 0CN. 0R_4I . S03. .05 H 
-< 
o1 .001.I 
RU L 0.0000.G0L .12 C
 
m . 
DATA MST COE 06*I*p SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 CC41SOG) 08 FEB 72 PAGE 647
 
,LMSC/IHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2B-LAT/DIR.CHARACT, AILEROWEFF(DER.VS MACH"NO.)



















Z .* ,. A.. . i i 
.02000 $0 .03, .045 . 
SMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 




. 0 006) 

RUDER4 0.000 STINC_ 4.000 
1.5 1.3/RF 3.5V2R XMR? 4.5 L"HEa498AILRN1.0C 0.009 ORBTE FE52.0E4.056 3.$950 4 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF - 0.1350 INCHES 
48 DATA%MS CDE RNG
 


















-3 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 35.3 4.0 4.5 5.0 
-: MACH NUMBER 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 





STING 4.000 LREF 
BREF 
6.1420 
6.1420 INCHES INCHES 
X0RP 3.9950 INCHES 
Y-R. 0.0500 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
DATA MIST. CODE N*GI P SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFCIHREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 [C41SOG) 08 FEB 72 "PAGE 649 







L3 -. 00025-_ _ _ ___ _ _ _ 
U 
-J -. 00035 
- •.00D. 
0 -.093aSS... 
-- _ _______5_ _ ___ 
(X 0 
Z -. 00075 
n .00;5 4. 5.0 
z -. oosa 
< 
" 0°°s.5 $.a 1.5 9,0 2.3 3.0 
MACH NUMBER 
3.5 "4.04 . 
Mf a0t. ALPHA PARAMETRC VALUES REFEECE INFORMATION 
C) 10.000 BETA 0.000 ELEVN4 0.000 3REF 9.0250 aa.lu 












MSFC TWT 498 MSFCIHREC ORBI.TER B2W5V2E4R4 CC41SOG) 08 FEB 7j -PAGE 650, 















DATA SET SYMBOL 
r 
LD41o$0) a 
0 S to to 20 25 30 33 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERZ £LEVN4 RUOER4 
MDS101s)$FC lT A a ISFC/LMSC ORBITER B2WVAO2E3R2 0.000 0.00 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W3VZE4R4 0.06D 0.000 
KAH .3?SCALE 
s0 55 60 63 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.050 Sa.mN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BROF 6.1420 INCHES 
XXRP 3.950 INCHeS 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
0.O0fl SCALEPACHA.597 
PAGE 651' 










ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SETSYMSOL 
1041051) C)104159z L 
CONFICURATION ESCRPTIO 
msrc T 49s HSFC/LHSC ORBTER 














REF 9.0250 SQ.IM 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
.REF 6.14 0 ICH ES 
X-RP 3.99- - IN-HES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES
-SRP - 0.1350 S 0.A.33 
PAGE G52 















)- -. 23 .. 
C-.5 
-. 3 
0 5 o 15 20 9 30 35 40 45 5 33 6025 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUD 92 ELEVNA RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IO 10S HSFC M 498 HSrC/LHSC ORBITER 82%2402eR2. o.ao o.aon SREF 910250 SQ1IN 
(041S01) ZS SFC Tfl 498 NSFCJHREC ORBITER A2USVEEAR4 0.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 61342a INCHES 







HACH 0.902 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 653, 





z 	 _ _ 
I-.3
 
._ . . . . .
 
-. 5	 _I L .. 

a' 5 111 is 20 251 30 35 40 45 so 53 Go es 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
D]ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVMS RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN













LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/28 COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICS(BETA=O)
 
-
UAZ .05 ____ 
'I 




in .05 	 00 ___CE 
z -. 15 ___$	 O- S__ 
a o i o 25 30 3S 40 45 50 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONGURATLOi DESCRIPTION VELVN3 RUOERZ EtEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMHATION 
( 04101S) (D $SVC TWT 498 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER BZWVO2ES 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 s0.*4 4D*1501) JA HSFC TWT 498 I4SFC/HREC ORBITER 92W5y2E4R4 0.009 0.000 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF_ 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 39950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1330 INCHES 






















~ -.1530_ __ 
C-3 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
vATA SET SYBOL CONFIGURATION OE$CRIPTION ELEVN3 RUVER2 ELEVN4 
I c4lols) (D MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BZW2V4V2E3R2 0.1300 0.000 






SREF 9.0250 SQ.IH 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
x"RP 3.9930 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.1350 INCHES 
CALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE GG 






















-.40 a 5 II I5 20 25 50 35 40 43 s0 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 




HSFC NT 498 MSFC/LSC ORBITER 












SREF S.D50 QS.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZKRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 4.960 SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
PAGE G57
 










-­a t is 20 25 50 35 40 45 50 53 60 63 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURAT1ON DESCRIPTION ELEVNS RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D113 j 
a1$so$ 
MaFC-nfl 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 
















ZFERP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 0.597 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 658 
___ 



















- 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(04101S) G HSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E5R2 0.000 0.000 - SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
(041S013 MSFC NT 490 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 62W5V2E4R4 0.000 0.010 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6,1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRF - 0.1350 INCHES 








L*3 0.4 ___ 
LLU­
-0.2 





-0.s . . . . . 
-S a 5 1o 15 20 25 30 35 40 4s 50 55 6 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER ELEVN4- RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 41015) Q HSFC IV 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2SeV4DZESR2 0.000 0.00D I SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
CD41$0A )1 MSFC TI 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 5ZW5V2E4R4 O.Oo 0.000 LREF S.1420. INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
ymap 0.0080 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.033 SCALEMACH 0.902 
PAGE 660
 








- 0 5 10 Is go 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET 6YHSOL C0MF14URAT10 DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER? ELEVH4 RUOERA REFERENCE INFORHATION 
ID4111 ) HSVC TNT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2WZV4D2E3R2 0.000 0.000 1 SRF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
(041$01) a nSFC TNT 496 NSFC/HREC ORBITER 32WSVZE4R4 0.000 0.000 .LREF 6,1420 INCHES 
BREF 0.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1359 INCHES 
MACH 1.103 SCALE 0.0033 SCALC 
PAGE 861
 








. . . . . . . .. 
BATA SET SYMBOL 
1041023) ){441sal) , a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, CE;REES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ,. ELEYN3 RUDERg 'LEVN4 
HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LKC 0R81TER BW2V4D2E3RZ 0.00 O.OOo 




SREF 0~250 SQ.IM 
LREF ::1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHESYMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
OTAGE- O6AO O 
ANGL O.F5A CCAL. A.1A033 O RALE ZMRF - 0.1$50 INCHES 





















0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION - ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 
NSFC TNT 498 )SFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4ODERZ 0.000 0.000 
NSFC TT 490 NSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 0.130E0 0.O0 
1.964 
50 55 60 65 
REFERENCE'INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 SG.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.1350 INCHESSCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 663 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICS(BETA=OJ
 
I4 - I I I I 
1&.4 -
LL 
"035 a 5 10 is 20 25" 30 " 35 40 45 so 35 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 PAGE. __64 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIrURATION DESCRIFTZbN 	 CLEM RUDRZ ELEVN4 RUDER4' REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1 041111s C) HSFC TW 4902 N C/LHSC ORBITER a2WZV4D2E3RZ a.QQ0 0.000 1 	 SREF 9.0250 sa, I 104130S) ,l msrc Tw 4go msrC1HREC ORBITER BZWSVZE4R4 0.000 0.000 	LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
OREF 6.2420 INCHES 




$CAL .C033 SCALEHAH 4.960 























_ _ __ _ _ 
-.5 0 5 10 1 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 Go 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUOER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1l0410l3; 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V4DZE3R2 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 30Qm(D41SaI) "SFC W 498 ISFCIHREC ORBITER B2WSVEEAR4 0.000 0.000 LASF .1420 IhCHES$ 
BREF 6.1420 INCHS$ 
XMRP - 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP .o o INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MAC", 0.597 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 665 
02 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/28 COMPARISONS LONGII CHARACTERISTICS(BETA5O)
 
1.6 -	 ____ 
0.5 
0.1 _ _ 
PAEDG6 
0.o 5 IV is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 _ 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHA, OEGREES 
DATA SETSYMOL CCWFIOURATION PECRIPTZN KEYN3 HUME ELSYN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INF<)RHATIoN 
(0416IS3) HSFC TWT 490 MSFC/LNSC 011TER 02WZV4D2e 2 0.000 0.000 1- , SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
1041501) I HSFC TWT490 NSFC/HREC OR131TER S2WSV2E4R4 0.000 0.000 	LREF G.t4Z NHE 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
2HRP 0.1350 INCHES 



























U 1.1 	 j













. 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN3 RUDER2 RUDER4
ELEVN4 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CDA1013) 2 MSFC TiT 498 HMSFC/LHSC ORBITER DzW2V4D2E3R2 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0E50 
 SQ.IN
(toASO1). MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 0.000 	 0.100 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP , 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP aDOUG INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICSCBETA=O)
 













0.7 *- . . . .. . .. . . .... .* 
5 a to is% 20 25 30 35 40 45, 10 55 Go 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES !
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION CLEVN3 RUDER2 ELZVN4 RUVER4 . REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1041025) MSFC TWT 498 MSFU/LMSC ORBITER B2WZV4D2E392 D.DBG 0.000L SREF 9.GR5G SQ.lN 
4AJS ) . M$FC TWT 498 "SFC/HREC ORBITER 020=VB4R4 0.000 u.OD LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 

























- 5 a 5 10 i5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION LEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(041013)) Q SFC TWT 496 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER 62WLV402E3R2 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
(D41So)0 1%lSFC 1147 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 0245V2E4R4 0.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.000o INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 














0o0 5a1 15 20 25 3 0 5 40 45 so 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, 0qEGREES,
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATTON DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELEV94 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATIONMSFC _V4D2E3R2 
9D41502) ZA FC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 0.000 0:130 LREF '.140 INCHESr 
104101S) Q TT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B_ .000 0.00 _EF0 












LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICSCBETA=O)
 
1.4 
1.4 	 - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
0
 



















___ 	 _ _ __ 
-5 0 5 10 15- 20 25 3 35 40 45 50 55 so 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEYVN RUOER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
DOAl0S1) MSFCr 7T A98 MSFC/L$SC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 .000 D.000 $REF 9.0250 SQ.IlCD413S1X , MSFC TT 490 N$FC/HREC ORBITER B2WSV2S4R4 0.000 0.00 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
PREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XKRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0,0000 INCHES 







LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICS(BETA:O0







C ." is2 53 54 $o5 0 S
 
I- .Io t . . . . . . . . . . 
-
-M~ -- -- 3.95 INCHES--
-5 0 5 10 1 20 25 . 30 35 40 s 13 o HS 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 







EWE 408 HSrC/LHSC 
7W? 493 NSFC/HREC 
OUSITER 
ORbITeR 










SUPF 6.1420 INCHES 











LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICS(BETA=O)
 
-4 





10 5 so 15 20 25 i0 5 40 45 50 55 Go 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(041015 
(041S01L; 
N SFC 7TW 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 











BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.00 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1550 INCHES 
MACH 0.701 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 673 














-5 0 5 10 
 15 20 a5 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES I
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CD4101) ) HSFC 7TW 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D23R2 . 0.000 - 0.000 t,. SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 












LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES'MODEL 2A/23 COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICS(BETA=4D
 
4 - ..-., ...-. 




0 •I 405,0 zo 45 36 40 45 55 60 G4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COMFIWURATION DESCRIPTION rLCVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUCCR4 REFERREE IN FORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 $WIN 
- 041$91 a maC TWT 498 "$rC/HRC ORBITER S5ZE4R4 0.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHE 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 








LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICS(BETA=O)
 
-
- - - 1-r _-r 
-j 
-ta 5 a''O 15 2 5 B0 35 A045 5 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, OEGREES
 
DATA SET YHSOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
oD4iotsi 0 asrc Tw 498,MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2VAD23R2 6.000 0.000 SREF 9 0250 S0.1" 
$all01) a "FC rw 498 MSFC/Hc ORBITER 82WSV2E4R4 .0 -Og LF 614 IC 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YKRP 0 .0900 INCHCS 
ZMRP - 0.135U INCHES 
AH * SCALE 0.,UG331 SCALE 
PAGE 67G
 






-­ o in is_ 30 3S 4 4 o S _ _ "1 
ANGLE (3F ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET STHSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRITION CLEMN RUVERZ ELEVN4 





SREF 9.025G Salim 
LREP 6.1420 INCHES 
13REF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES, 
ZHRP - 0-1350 INCHE 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 677 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICS(BETAZO)
 





-- 3 0 a is Z20 25 + 30 35 40 451 55 '55 so6 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
VATA SVT SYMBL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION ELEVN'3 RUDER2 ELEVM4 RUDERA REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SREF 9.0230 Q.IH1 041 31 M SFC Twr 49a msrC/LllSC ORBITER B2W2V402R 0.o0 000 COA23" 03FC TN A9S, SFC/MREC ORBITER S2W$VZE4R4 0.0 0.000 	LOREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.14ZO INCHCS 
XHRP 3.9950 INCge 
1¥HRP 0.O00O INCHES 
ZHRP - U. 135" INCM9 
MAC" 4.960 
 3CALE 01.0033 SCALE 
-PAGE 678.
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICS(BETA:0)
 
t.8 
2.0 _ _ 
1.6 













5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CD410 S 2 
41aSxol) 
MSFC TNT 49$ MSFC/LKSC ORBITER 
MSFC NT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 
B2RWZVD2E3R2 
52WSV2E4R4 













XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 0.597 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 679
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICSCBETA=O)
 
2.0 - "­




c o .0 
Ii 
-,.4 
-0.8 5 0 9 to is 20, t 30 35 40 AS SG 53 an SS 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA5-ET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDEi4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I04218 
2D4$30 
SFC TNT 493 MSFC/I.MSC ORBITER 


















a 1oS O0.0033 IN :HESSCALE 
PAGE 68P 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICS(BETA=0)
 
.... _"__.._____ " ' ' ' " " . .'. I"" . . I. ._______ . . 
1.4 












-085 0 "02 5 "30" 35 40 45 "so 35 $a 0 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUD~ER ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFEECE INORMATION
 
0410S,) C)~ MSC W 498 ,SFc/,RSc ORBITER 82WsZWOREM 0.600 U.000 3REF 9.U250 '50z'm
 
ANGLE~~~AG ERE 68ATCK1LH,
YRRP ('.9090 INCHES 
NAH .92SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
0.0 PAGE 












o 	 0.2 , - - ­
. 
-0.4' 
a .. • J-.-S .. .4-...... ....4..4. 4... *4 .... 4-t. -&J.. - 4..-.L.....4J-&4- .44..o. 4... .....* -... 4.4. -... 4-4.X. - 4..44. 
-i 	 3 10 15 20 25, 30 35 40 45 5o 55' 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES I
 





MSFC WT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 














XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1530 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MACH 1.103 
_PAGE 682 












-. 8 1V 5 2 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 63 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELEVN4 RUOER4 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
to flf 0.000 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(o410tf) nSFC 498 NSFC/LNSC ORBITER 92W2V2DE3R2 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SealN 
041 HSFC THY 498 HSFQHREC ORBITER ftWVE4R4 0.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHESol,s BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP a GOD INCHES 
ZRRP - 0.1350 INCHES 















-5 0 5 to 15 20 125 30 35 40 45 50 55 0 G5 
ANGLE'OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET'SYBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVNS RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
041015) 2 HSVFC7T 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 0.000 0.000 . SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
'DAISol MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER S2WSVZE4R4 0.000 OXOoo LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
1RP 3,9950 INCHESYMRP 0OU00 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 ICHES 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/28 COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICS(BETAMO)
 













lo 50 Go es4. '4 5 5515 2 0 5 0" asS5 
SANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA . DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
LEV3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDR4 
SREF 9.0250 SO. IN
•DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATION DSCRIPION 
NOF¢ TWT 498 M$FC/LMSC ORBITER D2W2V4D2C3RZ 0.000 0.000- .000 LRF S 14 2a NCHESI C41015) Q B ZSV2 4R4 .0014 301) -A SFC W T498 SFC/HR C ORBTR 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3a95 INCHES 
YNRP 121OU0U' INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES SAL E 0 .0 33 SCA E 
A H 4 96 0 
PAGE 685 






- _ .._ ...-
LUuw 
U 
-- . . . . .....
 
-5 	 5 to 15 20 25 30 35 4 45, so 55 60 1 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES1
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATZON DESCRIPTION I ELEVN3 RUDERZ EL.VN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
H101015 SZW2V402E3RZ 0.000 1 lj SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN_HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/L4SC ORBITER 	 0.00P 















LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LONGII CHARACTERISTICS(BETA=O)
 
.~t.*-r .-.-.rrTr
.40 r r T~"rrrr rt-rr r-.rr 
.30 ­
.25,- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
L) 











-.20S 0 5 10 "2s s 30 35 40 45 50 5$ 60 Z5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OlAA SET SYNSOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER CLESV4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
1(041015) (, sFC Turf 496 MSC/LHSC ORBITER BS±4V402E32 0.000 0.000 SREF .0250 .QIN 
(041 5 ) HsFC TWT 490 MSFC/HREC ORBITER BtW$V2E4R4 1.000 0.000 LREF 0.1420 INCHES 
fiREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP .950 INCHES 
YHRP .000 INCHES 
ZMRP 1.1350 INCHES
 
HACH 0.701 SCALE '.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 687
 











Li %i O 
 0 RF -S¢TT O;Z NH
 
o %S%) 	 S OCfRC;RIE ZSZ44OD 











































.O5 0 5 to is 20 25 30 3 40 45 a0 55 60 65 
.ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVM3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 







DREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS 'LONGIT CHARACTERISTICS(BETA:O)
















5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 5 .55 so as 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 





HsFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 























MACH 1.461 SCALE O.0O33 SCALE 
PAGE 690 













.0 ANL20 ATTC110 AAPA 4 5 6is 2 35 ERE 5 so 0 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELeVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
104101s)( 4 G)l M$FCM SFC T 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER W T ASS MSFC MRC ORBITER BZWZ40ZE3R2 82WSV2E4RA 0.000 
000 







' REF 6.142D INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP DDOQOD INCHES 
SCALE 0003s SCALE 
MACH 1.964 
PAGE 691 
LMSC/IHREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICS(BETA=O)
 









Li1 . 10 I 
o 0*io 





 0 5 so i5 20 25 38 -3S 40 4 50 55 60 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 jRUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION (041013) Q HSFC T1T 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 0W2V402E3R2 0.000 0.300 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
(41so1) XMSFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 	 0.000 
 0.00 	 LREF 6.1420 'INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 





LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/28 COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICS(BETAzQ)

.040,111 rrir----rii--i 	 wi-- 1--i -r-r-rtr-- v Y-] I 'I I I' T I I T I I I I I It 
.035 











- a 0 5 10 15 ED 25 30 35 40 45 50 	 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 
 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IcJ4101o D sFC TWT 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER 0.001 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.INO 	 B3W2V4D2E3R2 (J41301)L.XHSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B0WSV2E4R4 0.000 0.000 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHESYTRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES
 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICSCBETA=O)
 












- 0 5 so 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 *o es 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET S7POL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CLVN3 RUOER2 aLEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFOMATION 
(J4IIS C PMSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2ESRC 0.090 0.000 . SREF S.ga5D SQIN 
(441S312 nSFC TlT 49$ MSFC/HREC ORBITER 02i5V2E4R4 0.000' 0.000 LRF 6.1420 INCHES 
a.LF a.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9930 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 0.70± SCALE 0.0033 SCALE' 
PAGE Q94
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICS(BETA=O)
 
.040 Ill IIr I I -r l- IrI Iiiii 1rii II I I I t 
.035 









o .010 INCHES 
142 02 a___ 5 0 is 2 2 0 5 40 4 5 5 o e
 
-5°D 0 5 10 ±5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
.005 0.000 ICHEANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYKOOL CON%'GUAATION OESCRIPTION ELEVNS RUOERZ aLEvNh RUJ0ER4 RrrERENCE INFORNATIOrn 
IJ/mISQM SC 1W? 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2WI'y402E3R2 0.000 0.000 SREF 9,0250 8O.IN 
iJ4±50iItXMSFC NT 498 I4SFC/HREC ORBITER 62W5V2E4R4 a.aoO 0.000 LREP 6.1420 iNCHES 
BRP 6.1420 iNCHE$ 
XNP 3.9950 iNCHES 
YNRP - o.noga zncuts 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALENACH 0.90z 
PAGE 695
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LONGI-T CHARACTERISTI SCBET=O)
 
.040 TI-7 IT t-I I a I I I I I I I I I I Iii --- -r-rrr -s-I-rn- -r-rrr- -i-i -nr-r-r 









1.05 is 0 2 30 35 41 o 55 so 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELEVN4 RUOER4 RE ERENCE INFORMATION 
(J VOCS #ZW2V4VZE3R2 0.000 0.000 t SREP 0250 SQ.INM5FC TIT 498 HMSFC/LHSC ORBITER 
IJ4I ol - SFC ThT 490 NSFC/REC ORBITER tW3V2E4R4 0.000 0.000 LREF 0.1420 INCHES 
F 6.1*20 -INCH S 
XWRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
'nRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
HACH .105 OSCALE 0.4033 SCALE 
PAGE 896 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LONGIT CNARACTERISTICS(BEIA:Q1
 









-.010--5 a 5 so is 2 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 so 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FLEVWS RUDER2 ELEVNA RUDtR4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I J4101) Q H5FC TWT 498 MSFC/LH$C ORBITER 82WZV402E3R2 a. coo 0.000 SREF 9 0250 so. 
J41so]) Ll SFC TWT 498 HSFC/NREC ORBITER 02WSV2E4R4 0.000 0.000 LREF 6:142 0 INCa $ 





RP -- 0.1350 INCHES
 


















- s 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 1 
DATA SET SYMBOL CoNFI&URATZON DESCRIPTION ELCVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
1J4101 ) 
(4415013)I N 
HSrC TWT 496 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 
















XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PACE 6.964 
PAGE 698 




















0 5 10 15 I0 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 a; 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION aLEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVNS RUOER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CJ'IOIs)(J41551) Qflnsrc TN 498 MSFC/LHSC a nSFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC OR3ITER ORBITER 02W2V402E3R2 B2W5VZE4R4 01000 0.000 0D.O 0.000 SREV LREF 9.9250 6.1420 39.i" INCHES 
BREF 4.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP D.0DO INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
HACH 4.960 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 699
 











-0.8 -0.8 -0.4 -0.Z 0. 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL 
BATA SETSYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERe ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORHATZON 
I10410,5) 
(041501) 
Q nSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 














XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 6.0000 INCHES 
ZKRP 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MACH 0.591 
PAGE 700 







Li -. 10 
U 









SREF 9.0250 3Q.IN 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELMS RUDERE ELEVN4 RUDCR4 ReFERENCE 
6R811ER 82WZV402E392 0.090, 0.000ID4101s) C) HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC 0.1100 0.000 LREF S.L420 INCHEStD41501), Ll SF¢ TWT 498 NSFCIMREC ORBITER 82WSVZE4R4 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 





















-0.6. -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.8, 0.4 0.6 0.0 I.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
 
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION . ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELEVN4 RUOER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(041015) Q HSF' TWT 490 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER 92W2V4D2E3R2 0.00D 0.000 $ E 9.0250 SQ. IN, 
("A1502) MSFC "IT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 0.000 10EF INCHESDI I BZWSV2E4R4 0.Ii6 6.1420BREF 6.1420 INCHES
XmRp 3.9950 INCHES 
YXRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 






















_______ '0______ 0__4 _ .0.46 . __ _.____ .1_____2. .1 14 . 
LITCEFIIN.C
 
DATA SET SYMBO0L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER!$ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1041alS) M SFC T IT AS$ MSFC/LM$C ORBITER BZW2V4D2EER2 0.000 0.000 SRF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
"941"1) MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER BZW5V2E4R4 0°000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 




-RP - 0 5 INCHES
MACH T1E03 SCALE 9.00 SCALE 
PAGE 703
 











DATA $ET SYMBOL 
10410$S)54SI) 
-+.0 6 ta.4 t0*2 0.0 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
M PC TWT 496 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 
SFC 98HF/RC RIE 
404sa) M TW 48SF/ RC RBTE 
NAC "t+65SCALE 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL 
ELEV" RUDERZ ELEVN4 






•1.2 1.4 1.; 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SUPF 9.0250 sQIN 
LREF 6.2420 INCHES 
REF 6.1420 INCHES 
XKRP 3.9930 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHESZRRP - 0.13as INCHES 
0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 70-4 

















. ,. . . . .
 
...., . .* , . . . . * 

- ", - . -0., -. 2 0.0 o.2 8.4 .6 0.8 1.0 .2 .4 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(04101S )Q HSFC TWT 498 KSFC/LHSC ORBITER 62W2V402E3R2 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN(041SI)- I MSFC TIfT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 0.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 













0. -6.6 -0.4 -0.2 " 00 .2 0.4 0.6 0.8 15 1.2 1.4 1.6 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATMO DESCRIPTIOR SEVUSN RUDEGi ELrVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I VAIDIS)(0415011 0LX MSFC TNT ASS HSFC/LM$¢ORBITERMSFC TNT 496 HSFC/HREC ORBITER BZWZV4DE3R22WSV2E4R4 D.Dao" 0.000 .1100 0'.000 SREF LRCF 9.0250 6.1420 iQ.ININCHES 
X"RP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000ZrRP .15.130 INCHESICHrs 
MACH 4.960 $AE D03 CL 
PAGE 706 
II 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/28 COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISIICS(BEIA=0)''
"1.9 .	 .",.I.. III. r ''

















0.0 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 .0 0.2 	 0.6 ".8 _0.4 1.0 1.2 1 1. 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 9LEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.101ls) Q MSFC TUT 498 VSFC/LMSC ORBITER S2W2V4D2E3R2 0.0o0 0.000 SREF • 9.0250 SQZN 
I41SO1)r Ll SFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER S2WSVZE4R4 0.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHE~S 
GREF 	 6.1420 INCHES
 
XNRP 	 3.9950 INCHES
 
a BUDD INCHES
YNRPZ0 . 	 05.50 INCHES
 
.ACH 0.0 0. 0CALE 	 0033 SCAL 
PAGE 	 707 















0O.6 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0*2 0.4 0.6 0.5 1'.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
S LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION0.2 ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION70 


















0CAE 0.0033 SCALE 
MAC3 700 















0-.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(041015 Q 
(041301) L. 
HSFC TWIT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 











BREF 0.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCE S 
HACH 0.902 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 709 









_ _ ___.__ __.__1. 
0.4 
0.3 
° 9 8 4 t o-0- .2 .0 0 .2 " , 0 .4 : 0..8 I .Q. 1 .2 1.6 
,LIF T COEFFICIENT. CL 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUD6R2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I 04101S)





























LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICS(BETA=O)






























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
041015)Q MSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 0.000 0.000 . SREF 9.0250 S9.IN 







ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES
 
MACH 1.461 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICS(BETA=0)
 
t.0-r- I- It !Ir I. n - r-I I -r - T-I r. - i r -r - -- r r- r 






o0. 2. . . .___. 
.a -. 6 -04 
• 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION 
I D410131 (: MSFC TWT A98 MSFC/LM$C*ORBITER tall$gs)} LS SFC TW 498 MSF¢/HREC ORBITER 
MACH 1.964 
D.O 0.12 0.8 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. OL 
ELEVN3 RUDER2 CLEVN4 









SRkF 9.0250 So.IN 
LREF 6.$420 INCHES 
BREF 1,420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.990 INCHES 
YMRP Q.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - Q.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 .. SCALE 
PAGE 7 1? 




















0.%0416 	 08 .0-. . 
0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(04101S) Q MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 62W2V4D2E3R2 0.000 0.000 . SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
(D41301 ), MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 0.0 0.000. 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 8.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.000D INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 












Ci 1.1 _____ 
.3 

















MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LfSC ORBITER 
M3FC TfT 498 HSFC/REC ORBITER 
0d.97 
COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CkSQR 
ELEVNS RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 
B WZV4DE3RZ 0.000 0.000 
82WSV2E4R4 0.000' -0.00 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SREF 9.0230 50.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 'INCHES 
YKRP 0.0o0 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 714 
__ __ _ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICS(BETA=O)


























LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
 
DATA SETjSYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
14101S) C) SFC TWT 498 ISFC/LMSC ORBITER 8ZWV402E3R2 a.OE G.DO 
 SREF 9.0250 S0.INID41391i LnSFC TYT 496 fSFC/HREC ORBITER BW5V2E4R4 O.0D0 0.000 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHE3S 
HACH 0.701 	 SCALE 0.003 SCALE 
PAGE 715
 











1.0 .00 NCE 
0,3 
-04 -0,2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1,%4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR 
DATA SET 3fBl401 CONF'IOURATION DESCRIPTIO ELEVNS RUDER2 ELEVNA RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORNATION 
I44101) 0 MSFC¢ T 490 )4SFC/U49C ORBITER B tdV4D2E3R2 , O.00 04200 SREP 9.0250 Sj.IN 
4041501? LA #4FC TWI 408 HSFC/KREC ORBITER BZWSVZE4R4 0.000 0.000 LREF 8.1420 InHES 
StEP 6.1420 1NC¢4$ 
SMR3.lO INCiIES 
ThRP 0.0000 INCHES 
I4C .92SALE 0.0053 SCALE 
PAGE 716 






















0 .4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
 
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSQR
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFVGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVH3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 







ZMRP - 0.1330 INCHES
 
HACH 1.103 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/28 COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTERISTICS(BETA=O)









L I 0.9 











0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0..8 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED, CUSOR
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IDIDS), C 
C041S01)LS 
MSFC T7T 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER 




















ZNRP -SCALE 0.13500.0033 INCHESSCALE 
HACH 1.461 
PAGE 718 













0.6 _ _ 
0.4 ____ 
0.4 ' _________ 
0.3 
0.21___ 
.4 0.2 0.0 CA 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 i.6 1.8 2.0 
LIFT COEFFICIENT SQUARED. CLSDR
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURAION OESCRZPTION ELSN3 RUDERZ ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE-INFORMATION 
(*2015)
(041501) l 
HSFC NT 498 nSFC/LMSC ORBITER 














XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 1.964 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 719
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LONGIT CHARACTER iST ICS(BETA:O3
 















CLS RIE 2VDE 








0.4 MACHH 0 4.2 . 0. .2 04 0. , 15.0 I.12 ..4 SCALE061. . 003.8 SCALE*2.0L 
LIFT OEFFCIENSPURED.CLSQ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/28 COMPARISONS LAT/DIR CHARACT ALPHA 0
*06 









Z -. 05 






SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
I24101X)i I MBsFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2WZV4DZE3R2 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
(A4 .4Xi, 2 .FC TWT 498 SFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V4D1E3R1 0.000 
 LREF 6.1420 INCHES






ZMPP 0.1350 INCHES 









o .01 ____ 












6 - 2a4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATIN DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 
HSFC T T495 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 2WZV4P)2E3R2 0.000 0.00D 
PSFC TnT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER S2WZY4IESRI 0.009 





a to1 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF S.025D $0.1m 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
SREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 722. 












Z -.0a2 6ala1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELEVN4 
(24101X) M SFC TWTT498 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER MaMZO2 RZ 0.000 0.009 
1A411AX) MFC TW 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V40163RI 0.000 





BREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
DREF 6.2420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 7?3 




















10S642a2 4 6010 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, SETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL "CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(410X) Q MSFC Tt T 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 62W2V4DER2 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.N 
CA414X)) Lj SFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82W3V4DIE5R1 0.0013. LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
24SIX01J 0 NSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER O2WSVZE4R4 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES
 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/28 COMPARISONS LAT/DIR CHARACT ALPHA 0
 
.09 | 



























-a - -6 4 -22 4 o 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRZPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
24101X) OI SFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 
9A4114X) L.A MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 

















XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 4.960 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 725 



























-s -8 -s -a 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELEVN4 
CZ410X) Q nSFC TIWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 02W2V402'EOR2 0.000 0.000 
CA4124X) " ISFC TWT 498 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V4D1E3RI 0.000 





8 10 '12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 5.9950 INCHES 
YNRP - 0.0000 INCHES 
2RP 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0053 SCALE 
PAGE 726. 
_____ _____ 























U• • • . . _• * o
 
lC 
- 0 a -6 -4 	 a 2 4 a SO 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUOER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(24101X) Q HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2WEV4DZESR2 0.000 0.000 - SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
CA4124X) CA ISFC TWT 498 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER 622V40IE3R1 0,103 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
AiX01) 0 HSFC 1WT 498 ISFC/MREC ORBITER 8SW5V2C4R4 0,000 0.000 	 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YKRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 0.903 	 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 727
 



















SIDE SLIP ANGLE* BETA.-.DEGREES 
YHBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION CEAN RUDERZ ELEVM4 
(: HSFC tW 490 RSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 0.0an 0.000 L3 HSFC TWT 49S RSFC/LHSC ORBITER BZW2V4D01URI 0.000 






SREF 0.0250 3Q.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BAFF S.IA20 INCHES 
XNAP 3.9950 INCHES
VO-P 0.0000 INCHES 
IRpp - 0.13S0 tHCHE3SCAL 0.0033 SCALE 
PACE 728 
__________ 
_ _ _ __ 
_ _ 

























10 a a 4 2 
 4 
 a 	 so 1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrXURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVN3 RUDER ELEYN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(24101X) S ISFC T 498 KSFC/LHSC ORBITER S2WZV40ZE3RZ 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IfIAAII4X) HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER BZWZV4DIE3RI 0.000 LREF 6,1420 INCHES
 (tzixol) 0 MSFC TT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WSVRE4R4 
 0.000 	 9.00 BREF 6.142G INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YWRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 












SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION CLEMN RUDERZ ELEVH4 RUDERA REFERENCE INFORHATIPH
 
le4loix) m r WT 4 a "$FCLH c ORBITER 8zwmY4vD3RZ 0.000 9.0258
HF 0.000 $REF SQ.IH 
CA411AX3 fSFC JW 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2WV4ViZ3Rl 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
(24IX01) NSFC TWT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER B9W5V2C4R4 0.000 0'.013 BREF ,.1420 INCHES 









_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 















( -9030 3 INCHES
 
-. 0150_ 






hi 20 6 __ 2a 4a 1% a_ 
0 -0S 
4025)-. MSCTT4: RBTR 8WV ____ _232 000 300SE 905 QI 
o . 6O40 - -6 - - _ 1 1 
NSIDE SLIP9ANGLE. BETA. DEGREE
 
EEN4 EERNE 0:EVN3 A
ATTSMAOLCH !VF0.UA99O RDR SCARL O FR SUC LE
 





LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LAT/DIR CHARACT ALPHA 0
 
.02o -- ii---r---- ----- r----r-r-r-r--r 
























-0 -. -I2NCH 9930 
SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. QEGREES
 
DATA SET SYI480I CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
- ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C24:o x )O HSFC TWI 496 NSFC/U4SC ORBITER 02W2V4D2E5R2 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
CAAIIAX) I MFC TWT 496 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V401E5R1 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHESC241X011 0 HSF TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 02WRv2E4R4 0.0°00 .000O BREF 6.1420 1 CHES 
XMRP 5.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUO[ES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LAT/OIR CHARACT ALPHA = 0
 

















-060 0 4 6a -- 6 S so 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELVN3 RUCERZ ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(241011) HSFC 7W? 496 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BZW V4D2E3R2 O.DD, 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
tA4ll4X) A sFc TwT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4DIESRI 0.DD LREF G.1420 INCHES (41X02) HNSFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER BZWSVZE4R4 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0,0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LAT/DIR CHARACT.ALPHA 0
 


























-to -a -a 4 2 0 2 4 8 a10 	 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORHATION 






























so a o - 2 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COI FIOURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(24214z) M SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BZW2V4D2E3Rg 0.000 0.000 SRCF 9.0250 SQ*IN 
A4114X) "SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER BEW2V40lE3RI 0.000 LNEF 6.9420 INCHES 
(241X91) MSFC TWT490 MSFC/HREC ORBITER SZWSV24R4 °,O~a 0 .00D BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
THEP
.MR5 "a"OD - 0.1359 INCHESINCHES 
MAC" 4.964 8 CAL8--- 0,0033 SCALE 
PAGE 735
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LAT/DIR CHARACT ALPHA 0.



















C T$T 496 HSFC/LH$C ORBITER: 
KSI€ TlT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER: 




















- 0.1350 INCHES 
0.0033 qCALE 
PAGE 736 














SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVH3 RUDERZ ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(41DI) 2 HSFC TWT 49$ MSFC/LNSC ORBITER BawzVAOac3R2 0.DOD 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.INM
(A4114X) SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LM$C ORBITER BSW2V401C3R1 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES(241X01) M BBW5V2E4R4 O.D0 0,000 BREF 6.1420 INCHESNSFC TWT 49$ MSFC/HREC ORBITER 
XHRP 3.9950 I ONES 
YMRP 0.0000 1 CHES 


















o .01010 - 4 2 a 2 6- a l ii 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL COMFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 
1241SIX) Q MSFC TW4T 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82WZV4D2E3RZ 0.000 o.c0o0 
CA4 114X) L MSFC TWT 49S HFC/LHSC ORBITER BZW2V40lE3Rl 0.000 





5REF 9.0250 SQoZN 
LREF 6.120 - INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.000a INCHES 
ZMRL.- 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE" 0.0033 SCALE 
P AGE -­ 73 8 -­










LLod .0105___ ____ 
.010_ 
_ _ _ 
m 
-. 005 
-10 -8 6 
 4 	 a2 4 a i1 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
I24101XJQ HSFC TW? 490 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER BWZ2V4D2E3R2 0.000 0.aao 	 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN(A4114X) - HSC TWT 498 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER BZW2V4IE3RI 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
(C41XD1) 0 HSFC TIT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER BZWSV2E4R4 
 0.000 	 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XmRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 



















B 4 a 2 -o 22 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERt ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORHTION 
S24101X) Q HSFC flT 408 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER 021JV402E3R2 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0230 SQ.IN 
CA4114X) .HSFC TNT 495 .MSFC/LNSC ORBITER BZW4V4PIE3RI 0.000 LREF S.14a0 INCHES 
(Z41XOI,, 0 MVFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER O2WSVSFAR4 0.000 0.000 AREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES
INCH 4.90 SCALE 0.8033 SCALE 
PAGE 740
 





















c24aely) D nSFC TWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER BZW2V4D2E3R2 0,O0 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SeN 
A41I4Y) I MsC TWT 496 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER SZW2V4OIE3RI 0.00 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
(ZSIYOI) 0 HFC TWT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER BWSVZE4R4 0.1300 0.000 BREF £.±420 INCHES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
TMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.t350 INCHES 




















" So a 4 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE JNFORHATI9N
ELEVN3 AUDERZ ELEVN4 RUDER4DATA $ET.SYMSOI+ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION (24101Y) HZPC TNT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER SgWZV4D2E3RZ 0.000 O.abo SREF 9.0250 30.IN
 
CA4114Y) 7 MSFC TWT 498 M$FC/LHSC ORBITER BZWZV40IE3Rl aOOD LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 












_ _ _ _ _ 
















Oslo1 -8 - - 4 -2 a a aa in 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SCT S'YMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEYN3 RUDERZ VLEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE. INFORMATION 
c 41¥ IV "4FC 9: r8 FC/LHSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 0.000 0.009 $REP 9.0260 SQ IN 
X 41GIV 1 n$FC Zf~:98 HSFC/LM$C ORBITER B2W2V4D1E3Rl 0.000 LREF 6,1420 INCHES 
241yOI N SFC WT 498 HSFCJNREC ORSITCR 82WSVZC4R4 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.99$0 fiHc"Es 
. 03135D YRRPZ14RP 0000O INCHESINCHES 
S ESLPAGE BEASCLE D.ER33 SCALE 
PAGE 743
 














,-tow6 -4 0 2 4.0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SETSYMBOL ONFIURATION DSCRIPTION LVN3 RUDER2 LVN4 
I 24101Y} ) MSFC TWT 498 MSPC/LHSC ORBITER 132W2V4DiE3R2 0.000 G.ODD 
CA4I1=4Y) MSFC THY 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V40IE3RI 0.000 




0 .0 0 0 
12 
RFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 $Q.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
- R E P .1 4 Z O IN°H E $ 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHESY RP . 0 0 0 3 I C H E S 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCMES * 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PZGE ­ 74A . 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MO DEL 2L12B COMPARISONS LAT/DIR CHARACT ALPHA 10
 










- 8 6 - 4 2 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESRIPTION ELEVN& RUDERZ ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN1 2.10 Y) M SFC TWT 498 M3FC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V4D2E3R2 0.000 - 0.000 
IA421 Y, M"C IF 1T'98 HSFC/LHSE ORBITER S2W2V4DlE3RI 0.009 LREF 6.142D INCHES 





































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA.-DEGREES
 




# SFC TWTl498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 
MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 


































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUOIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LAT/DIR CHARACT ALPHA 10
 
.24 	








































-. 14 a 6 4 20 24aa 	 10 22"110 

SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ca4toirY Q MSFC TWfT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER 62W2V4D2E3RZ 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
(A4114Y) IA NSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D1E3R1 0. O0 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
(241Y01) 0 MSFC TT 498 MSFC/NREC ORBITER BZWSVZE4R4 0.000 0.000 	 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - a.1350 INCHES 





LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LAT/DIR CHARACT ALPHA 10
 
.n T,,, rr---rr----r--~-i- .....--- r-----~-rr'--r r r 
.22, 













.14 to a 6 -4 2 2 4 a e lo 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION LEVN3 RUCERZ £LEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORKATIOfl 
(24101Y) Q MNSFCTWT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W9V402E3R2 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.025 SQ.IU(A414Y) 9HSFC TWT 490 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BW2V40IE3R1 01000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES (241Y01) Q MSFC WT 49a MSFC/IRCC ORBITER 5ZW5VZt4R4 0.000 0.00a BREP *9.1zo INCHES-
X14RP 3.9950 INCHES 
THRP 0.0000 INCHESZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LAT/DIR CHARACT ALPHA 10
 


















.SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTON 	 ELEVN3 RUDERZ £LEYN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION (241DY; NSFC fT4098 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER BRWaV4DaE3R2 0,000 0.000 	 9.osooREF OQ.ZN
1A4114Y) I HSFC TWT 498 M$FC/LNSC ORBITER GSW2V4DIE3RI 0.000 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES(auynal HSFC TWT 49$ HSFC/HREC ORBITER BZWSV2E4R4 0.000 0.000 	 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
X$RP 3.9950 INCHES 
YhRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 01 30 INCHES 
MACH 1.964 SCALE 	 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 749 

























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 £LEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
12 ,O111 HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R2 0.000 0.000 
 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
CAA .tY L MSFC TIT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER U2W2V4DE3RI 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES





MACH 4.9D ESCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
PAGE 750 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LAT/DIR CHARACT ALPHA 10
*020 1f1 ifI T 
 f1 
-I Tt*! 1 flt 






















 2 4 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
iZ4101Y)if nSFC TWT 490 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER 82wV4D2E3R2 0.000 0.000 
 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
(A4114Y L HSFC TWT 490 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4DIE3RI 
 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
CZ4IY0II 0 MSFC TWT 498 HSFCHREC ORBITER BZW5V2E4R4 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHESXMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 




LlSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/28 COMPARISONS LAT/OIR CHARACT ALPHA 10
 






LuICL -. 0205-1240__ _ 
IjJ -.02 ORI R B V4 R . ___tT___¢LSRF G 40 C£ 
SI - 44 6 a 11 1 
,050 ______ 
IA-40Y H__TT 9 S_/__OBIE_22_DERZ 000L F 6120 ICE 
050P - 0.1350 INCHES_ 
.C016003 SC 
HACH 0.899 
SAE 003 C4 
PAGE 752 
____ 























- -- 2 D 2 4 6 a0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERS ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(24101Y) MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC OR BITER BZWZV4D2E3R2 0.0O0 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
(A4114Y MSFC TWT 4BaHSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4DlE3R1 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 







Z-1P -- ENDOOo.1s O 
INCHES 
INCHES 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LAT/DIR CHARACT ALPHA 10
 
.025-. 015~






W~ -. DO~~ '__ 














-01 - - 6 -4 -2 2468tDD 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. 'DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONVIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(24101Y) ,0 MSFC 'TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 62W2V4D2E3R2 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
1A41147 'f 
C241Y011 0 
nsrc ;wr 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 











XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
I MACH 1.964 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 754
 





















-. 040 ___ 
-.05 
-10 -a 6 4 2 a 2 4 
-SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SETISYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELEVN4 
124101Y) HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 0.000 0.000 
(A4114Y)L HSFC T 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2V4DiE3R1 0.000 





a is 12 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.00 3 SCALE 
PAGE 755 













SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA• bEGREES 
OAT, SET SYMBOL CONFTGURATION VE$CRIFT16 
I2AICZY) MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER tA41JAY) T M3FC TWtT 496 MSFC/LMS. ORBITER 
















SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF , 142G INCHES 
OREF 6:1.420 INCHES 
3.9950 INCHESY.RP -. UDDO INCHES 
ZSRP - 0.15N IANCHES 
$CALE 0.003 SCALE 
PAGE - 756 















-. 010 - a 6 -4 z 0 10___ai 12 
SIDE-SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
10111 111 1S¢ 496 NSFC/LHSC OR13TER 
5R14Y"NSFC TW 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 















SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LRF 612 NCHES 
BR4F 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 4.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0"3 SCALE 
PArF 797 







o .. N 
U, 
.0'S0 






SIDE SLIP AN~GLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SyMOOL COHrX uRATIQN DESCRIPTION .ELEVN3 RUDJER2 ELEVN4 
C2.0Y) )HSFc 7141 490 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER RREV4OESR2 .a 0.000 
CAZ±4Y)LINSFC twrT 4913 HSFC/LH$C ORITER 02w2V401E3R± 9.000 







S0REV 6.13250 S#.lfl 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREW 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1353 IKC1W 
PAGE 758 















-4 610 al a 2 4 a 10 le 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 R---ENC .- 0-RM..... 
1 4101Y) 0 SFC TWT498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BZW2V4D2E3RZ .060 0.0O6 SREF 9.0250 SQIN 
IA4 I "T) . HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4DIE3R1 0.0O6 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 




ZSRP SLI A1NG INCHES
 






















- -G -4 -2 0 2 9 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
CONFIbURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 
MSFC TWT 498 nSFC/LHSC ORBITER BZ2tV4D2E3R? 0.000 0.000 
MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER BEWZV4DIE3Ri o,o 








SREF 9.0250 S9.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.4 0 INCHES
"map 3.9950 INCHES 
YKRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 76'O 


















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATioN rEscRiPTION 
 ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 
 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
:Z410IZ) M.SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BZWZV4D2E3R2 0,000 .000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.INA4114Z) 
 . MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V40JE3RI 0.000 
 LREF 6.1420' INCHES
(24XZ01) 
 N SFC TWT 499 MSFC/HrEC ORBITER B2W5V2E4R4 
 0.000 "-0.00D BREF 6.1420 INCHESHRP 0.0001 INCHES 






















2-01- 2 4 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN424101Z) Q MSFC Tt 498 MSFC/LSC ORBITER BZW2V4D2E3R2 000 BBCA4114Z) ZIA SFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 2W2'V4DtE3R1 I1DB.0.000 






FLREF 056.1420 QINCHES 
REF 8.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHESYZRP 0.0200 INCHES 
- 0.1350 INCHES 

















-. 041 ... "' .. 
- o a -e 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
BATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELEVN4 






SREF 9.0250 59.1 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRF - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.003a SCALE 
PAGE 7G3 






.01 .. . . '_ 
S -. 00 .. '.. 
2! 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICH 	 ELEVNS RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
I Z41SZ) HSFC TNT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3R O.QD 0.0013 	 SREF 9.6250 $a IN 
t"IIz) MFC THY 490 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 62WEV401ERI 0.0013 LREF G.1490 rm HesR 
(241zal) 40 MSFC TNT 496 MSFC/MREC ORBITER DgWSV294R4 0.000 0.000 	 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHESXiRP- - 0.1350 INCHES
 
MACH 1.962 	 A ,03$A 
PAGE 764,
 













14-I -. 01 ... 
0 
Z -. oa 
Do 
-a -6 .4 .2 a 2 4 6 la 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET $Y"SOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERZ SLEVM4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I 040121 MBSC ; 498 NSFC/" C ORBITER B2W2V4V2E3R2 0.000 0.00D SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
11 '} L HS'C I 98 ffSFC/LH$¢ ORBITER 8ZW2V4DIC3RI 0.000 LREF 0,142D INCHES 





ZMRP- 0:1350 INC, ES
 




















4-- 2 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES 







SREF 9.O2S0 SG.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF - 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES
YMRP 0.0000 'INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 766 
___ 






























-. 14 . . . . . . . . . .j
 
- a-0 6 -4 -2 
 2 4 6 a 10 12 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 
 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION
(2410hZ) ISFC TWT 498 NSFC/LNSC ORBITER SB2V4DZE3R2 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
CA4114Z) . SFC TnT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 62W2V401E3R1 0.000 
 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
(241Z91) 0 nSFc TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 62W5V2E4R4 






ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES

MACH 0.699 













*w~t "2 - - , • • • • • , -
____ 
_, 
o - - 4 6 10 2 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVNS RUDERZ ELEVN4 
1Z41Z _- HSFC TWT498 KSFCILNSC ORDIIER BZWZV4VZE3R2 U.00a O.OOO IA41142 ) Ll SFC TW 49: NSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82WMV EIt 01.00 





3REF %.OZSG 3Q.INLRE" 6.1420 INHES 
BREF 6120 ICE 
X14RP 3.9950 INCHESY-RP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 0.1350 INCHESSCALE 0033 SCAL  
PAGE 768 
---






















.4- - 6 -4 -2 a 6 10 11 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
124sIZ)4FC WT 490 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER SZW2V402E3R2 0.000 0.100 SREF 9.0250 SO. IN 
A414Z] MFC TWT 498 MSFC/LM$C ORBITER SZWZV4OIE3RI 0.000 LREF Go:4 0 ZHE (Z41ZOU > SFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER SZWSV2E4R4 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YhRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 


















n -. 04 wi 
o .1 to- ol 
-. 1 




SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION - LCVN3 RUDCR2 ELEVN4 Q' HSFC TNT 498 HSFC/LH$C ORBITER SEWEV402EMR 000 0.000 
I Ll FC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82w2V4v1E3fll O.VOO 





I$REF 9.02zo SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
OREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XwRp 3 9950 INCHESY0Rp 0:00'a INCHES 
2mRP - 0.1350 INCHE6SCALE 0.0.33 SCALE 
PAGE 770 











L -. 025 
L 
-. 030 





"'60-28 -6 -4 9 a 2 4 6 a so s 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESRIPTION 	 ELEVN RUDERZ ELEVR4 RUDER4 REFERECE INFOHATION 
14101) HFI TWT 498 MSPC/LMSC ORITER B2RV402E3R2 0.__ .00 	 SHF 9.025a SQ.I"
 
1^4114Z) HSFC WT 498 HSFC/LR$C ORBITER 8Z2V4DjC3Rl 0.00 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 




T"R, a 0O00 INCHES
 







LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B.COMPARISONS.LAT/DIR CHARACT ALPHA 15
 
















' SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEIGREfES 
M SFC TUT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 22W2V4D253R2 V.cfa 0.00 SFC TWT 496 MSFC/LN$C ORBITER B2WRYVIESRI 6.000 
< HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER SZWSV2E4R4 0.000 
















LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LAT/DIR CHARACT ALPHA 15
 













So ­ 6 is 1-
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELEVN4 ,RUIER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2Z41GIZ) 
IA411.2 
C",Zvi) 1 0 
M SFc "T,/ 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 
MSFc TktT 49S SFC/LM8C ORBITER 

















XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRp 000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 1.098 SCALE 0.0033 SCALC 
PAGE 773
 
















J -. 040 
I­




-. : -6 2 4 o 12 
: .S.IDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 eLEVN4 RUDE64 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Z4101Z) M SFC THY 496 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER B2W2A4D2E3R2 0.000 0.600 "SEF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
CA4314Z) "3rC THY 49S marCnLHOC ORBITE S2W2V4D1E3RI OD u22 LE ICE R
~ ~ BWVE44000",O ~ ~ B R¢T48HF/HEO 6.1420 
24zo) SF/RE SC WT49 BWSZCR 
(Z41Z I) ~ ~ TR ~ ~ U.0 EF INCHES 
OBIER 
 XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
'YNRP 0 0000 INCHES 
-ZHRP -- 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
MACH .70
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LAT/DIR CHARACT ALPHA = 15
 
.010 .II II IIII 
;<
 













$a - S - 06- 4 - 2 a 12Z 0 4 IV 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
DATA ST SYMBOL CONFIGURATION IRSCRXPTIO ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORHATtON 
cul4aiZ) NSFC TWT 496 "SFC/LMSC ORBITER B2W2W4D2E3R2 0.000 0.000 OREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
, A4 I14Z) NSFC TNT 498 MSFCiLMSC ORBITER BZWZ2V4DlE3RI 0.000 LRE" 6.1420 INCHES 
t4z0l1o) MSFc wr 498 MSFCJHREc ORBITER SZWSV2E4R4 0.000 Olson BREF 6.142 INCHES 
XMRP 3,9So INCHES 
YMRP 0:90900 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 4.960 SCALE D.UV33 SCALE
 
PAGE 775 
















_---_---.__ __ ____ 
-.02010 e 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGREES 
DATA StT SYMBOL CORFIGURATIOM OESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 - ELEVR4 
I24101Z) Q nSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBXTER B2W2V402E3Ra 0.000 0,000 
CA41142) LI HSFC fT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V40IE3RI 0.000 




a 10 li 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9,0250 SG.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREV 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0oOO INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1550 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 776 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LAT/DIR CHARACT ALPHA = 15
 













-­ - 9005 O T0. 06 4N 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN5 RUDERa ELEVN4 
C24101Z)CflMSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 0.000 0.000 





SREF 905 QI 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP -0.0000 'INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 777 










(if rr___-___. ._.___ .___-- .__ 
o -J .0kg 
L. 
Iii S12 INCHES 
" -tO - -e •4 -a 2 4 S 8 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SmOOL CO~rIOUrATwN DESCRIPTION ELEVNS RUtDER2 ae VM4 RUDERS REVERENCE INFORIMTION 
(24101Z Scr rUT 490 MSVC/LHf$C ORBITER 82W2V4D2S3R2 0.000 0,000 SHEF s.oe5o sai.IN* 
(A4114Z) HSFC JTT 498 SFC/LMSC ORBITER 8ZWZV4DiE3R1 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INsS2 















LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS LAT/DIR CHARACT ALPHA = 15 
.040 





















-. 010. . . . . . . . . . 
-1o -a 6 4 2 a 2 4 a , 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES 




ISFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 
, SFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 














XNRP 3:9950 INCHES 
YNRP .0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
MACH 1.962 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 779
 



























- 4 -2 2 4 6' n0 12
 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2(24102Z) ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INPORMATIONHSFC TWT 498 14SFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 0.000 0.00 
- SREF 9.0250
IA414Z'/ HSFC TWT 498 RSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V401E3R1 0.000 S0lm t4nzoxi 0 HSFC ' REF 6.1420 INCHESTT 495 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 32W5V2E4R4 D.1310 .000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHESYMRP 0.0000 INCHES
'ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
HACH* 4.960 
 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 780
 














- A. 2.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 415 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET LYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CLEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ce'loss) Q WSFC W T 49$ MSFC/LRSC ORBITER SZWZV40ZER2 030 0.00D SREF 9.0250 sQ.IN 
(CAISOI) JA SFC TNT 498 NSFC/HRSC ORBITER 32W5VZE4R4 DDaD '1,3.00 LREF
.REF 6.14an 6.1420 IINCMES INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP @DODD INCHES 
+ HA 0,03SCALE 90033 SCALE 
PAGE 781
 
LMSC/HREC ORB.ITER MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS-LONGIT CHARACT VS MACN NO. (BETArO)
 
rt5TR 



























. r. . .. i_. 
_ _.. 
-. 35 
5 - .. ... . .I . . .. . I. .. . . I . .
 
C . Z.0 - - _ ------.. 
1.0 1.5 2.0 L 3.0 3.5 4.O 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
EAIVIS) f Q SFC ThT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 62W2V402E36 0.000 3.006CE42501) LI HSFC TWI $REP 9.0250 SQ.W498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER BZWSVEE4Rt 
 o.OOa 0.13Od LREF 6.1420 INCHES
 
EREF 6.14Z0 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
ALPHA 10.000 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 782
 

















-. 5 ...... 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVYN RUOERZ ELEYN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CEAIOs)
(041S01) 
HnFC TII 498 NSFC/LH$C ORBITER 


















2MRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
ALPHA 15.900 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 783
 









~ E o ea.g 2.& LO 3.5 4.t " 4.5 5.0 
MACH- NUMBER 
DATA SET STHOI. CONFIGt*RATION DESCftIPTION' ELEVNS RWERC ELEVH4 RUDER4 REFERUNCE INFORMATION
£E41013) K"SFC TWT 498 NSFCILMSC QRBXTER S2BW2V4OESRa 0.0CC 0O.0.$fE 9.50 2N
£E418P:) Marc TWT 498 HSfC/HRE QRI7E 82wSvfl4R4 ooon naiad' LREF 6.$42'0 zR;NIcnEs 
UREF 6.1420 U CHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP D.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - D.1358 INCHES 




_ _ _ _ 









60o11. 1.5 Z.0 2.6 3.0 3.3 4.0 4.5 S.; 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET5 SOL CONFIGURAICN DESCRIPTION CLEVN3 RUDER2E LEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IE410 MSFC TNT A96 MSFCIHREC QR817 R BZW5VZEAR4 D.Dua 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
SREF 6.1420 INCHES 
MPAGE NUMBER XMRPY MP 3.9959 . 000 INCHES0N.2C 
ZHRP - .. 135 INCHE 
ALPHA 1.000 SCL 003 CAL.E 








__ _ _j 0.6 
z 










us1.0 1.5L 2.5,3 3.0 3.5 14.0 .'s 5.0 
MACH NUMBER~ 
DATA SET SYMBOLI CONFbOURATIOU DESCRIPTION SLEV*J3 RUJEa ELCVNA RUCV24 REFERENCE INFRM~ATION 
C4I015; 
tfs4sos, 
' "$PC wt 490 fl$PCtLflsc ORITER 











BREr 6.1420 IN4CHS 
XAP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHR#
Z#IRP 0.0000 0.1350 IN~CHES INCHES 
ALPHA 15.000 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 786
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS-LONGIT CHARACT VS MACH NO. (BETA=Q
 



















0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.6 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
.MACH NUMBER 
DATA SET SYMSOL CONrr&URATION DESCRIPTION CLEVN RUDrR2 !LEVN4 RUOtR4 REFERENCE INFORHATION 
IE4101l Q HSFC TWT 498 !SFC/LK4C ORBITER BW2V402E3R2 0.000 0.00 SRXF 9.025a SQ.IN 
£E415013 ILA HSFC TWT 498 ?4SFC/HREC ORBITER 02W5V2E4R4 0.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION 
1 E41015) Q MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LM$¢ORBITER 











_24.0 4.5 5.0 
RUCE4 REEECEIFRMTO 
D SREF 9.025a SQ.IN 
G.0 LREF 6.1420 INCHESSREF , 1420 INHE 
XMRP 3:9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHESZM*P - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0D3 SCALE 
788 















0.0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CE4101SJ 
(E41S0) I% 
HSFC TNT 498 KSFC/LMSC ORBITER i 











BREF 0.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 








- PAGE 789 










.. . I 
I 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 0- 3.0 3.5 o 4.3 5.0
MACH NUMBER
 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN3 RUDER2" ELEVN4 
 RUOER4' REFERENCE INFORMATION
IEax1S) C nSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2E3"2- 0.000 o .000, .,.SREF 9.0250 Sd.IN
C£4150E ) 
 LA ISFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER B2W5V2rnQ4 n 'n ' 	LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 -INCHESYHRP 0.0000 JUCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
ALPHA 0
6.000 
 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
 
PAGE 790: 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS-LONGIT CHARACT VS MACH NO. (BETA=O)









-. 5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET STHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 
 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(E41015) , HSFC NT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 82W2V402E3R2 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
CE41SDIJ HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER 62WSV2E4R4 0.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6 1420 INCHES 
XNRP * 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.1350 INCHES 
ALPHA 10.000 





LMSC/HREC ORBITER MODEL 2A/28 COMPARISONS-LONGIT'CHARACT VS MACH NO. ,8E1AzO)
 









 o. 2; 
-. -. .5'. 
. tMACH NUMBER 
DATA 5SSYMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FLEVN3 RUDER2 ELCVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C£419 S) MSHFC TWT 493 MSFC/LM$C ORBITER B2W2V40ZE3R2 0.000 0.00D -SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 





































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELEVN4, RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORNATION 
I E41015IE4IS1501) HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LHSC ORBITERHSFC TWI49S MSFC/JJREC ORBITER 82W2IV402E3RZBZW5V2E4R4 0.000 







OREF 6 1420 INCHES 
XNRF 3:9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
4CALE ZmRP - 0.13600033 INCHESSC L  
ALPHA G.cla 
PAGE 793 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER MODEL 2A/28 COMPARISONS-LONGIT CHARACT VS MACH NO. CBETAzO)
 













DATA SET SYMBOL CON;FIGURATION DESCRIPTIEONh LEVNi3 ADERB ELEVN;4 RUDER4 REFERENCE IN;FORMATIONi 
1 S41015) M SFC TWT" 495;MSFCILM$S:ORS11CR S2WZV402E3RZ 0.00 0.000 ,SREF 9.va51u SQJ N 
ORer 6 14ZO INCHE-S 
XMRP 3.99311 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHESZMRP - 0.13so INCHES 
'ALPHA 10.000 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 794
 
_ __ _ _ 






















-0 .0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4 5 5 0 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVR3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CEA10153, MSFC WT 496 NSFC/LM$C ORBITER 82WZV4D2E3RZ 0.0O0 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
(E41501) MSFC TWT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER B2WBV2E4R4 0.000 0.009 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
9 RPYRRP 





ZRRP -SCALE O.1350.0033 INCH ESSCALE 
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER MOOEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS-LONGIT CHARACT VS MACH NO. (BETA=03


























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUOER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S4cDol)Z M 
LE41SDII 2HSFC 
SFC THY 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 













BEEF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YTRP a,0oo INCHES 
Z*RP - 0.1350 INCHES 
ALPHA 0.000 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 796 















.20.5 t.0 1.5 2.0 2.3 3.0 3,5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IEA515}) 
CEZ$415) 
HSFC TWT 49$ MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 














XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - G.1350 INCHES 
ALPHA 10.900 SCALE 0.0033 SCkLE 
PAGE 797
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS-LONGIT CHARACT VS MACH NO. (BETArO)














-1.5 1. 2. 4 .0-S4' . 
MACH NUMBER . 





MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBTER 











OREF 6.2421 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9230 INCHES 
ymRpZMRP - 0.00000.1330 INCHESINCHES 
ASCAL 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 798
 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS-LONGIT CHARACT VS MACH NO. CBETA=O)

.040 I. ] i I _ 
.030 

















5 ...0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER I 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IE41015),
CE41 01)"If 
K SFC TWT 498 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER 











BREF 6.14Z0 INCHES 
XIRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
ALPHA 0.000 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 799 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER MODEL 2A/20 COtPARISONS-LONGIT CHARACT VS MACH NO. (BETAzO)
 
.640 1r 1 rn-- r ri TT- r Tir -t- 1T T ti--- r 
.035 
.030 















0. 1.0 1.5 e.0 3,0 3.5 _4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(EAOIS) Q MSFC TNT 490 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER SZW2V4D2E3R2 O.Oca 0.000 SREP 9.0250 S0,ZN 
(E1S91)L A* SFC TNT 498 NSFC/HREC ORBITER 8ZW5V2E4R4 0.000 '0.000 LREP 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
,MP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMAP 0.1350 INCHES 
ALPHA 10.000 SCALE 0,0033 SCALE 
PAGE 800 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER MODEL 2A/2B-COMPARISONS-LONGIT CHARACT VS MACH NO. (BETA=OJ
 
.040 1 1 ----­ r-I -1n-rI I ---- I r,---- I r -" r-- T 
.035 




















0.0 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 




NSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 












SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 0.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YIRPZHRP - 0.0000.1350 INCHESINCHES 
ALPHA 15.000 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 801, 

















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 













REF 9.0250 So:IH 
LREF 6 .14 20 INCHES 
GREF 6.1420 INCHES 
X"RP 3.9950 ,INCHES 
Z-RP - 0.A330 S HE$ 











u1 .051-o5 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Cr 
Lj .°° A N 
- --­
-JI 0 A 
-. 010 

-J _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
N 







.420 .... . . .. 2. . .. 3.5 . . . .4.0 . . 4 5 . 
- MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERE ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0G4191s) MSHFC TWT 498 MSFC/LM$C ORBITER BZW2V4D2E3RZ 9.000 0.000 SREF S.0250 SQ.IN 
0G41501) HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/NREC ORBITER B2WBVZE4R4 0.0O0 0.0013 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BEEF 61420 INCHES 
XHR *9950 1NCHES 
,"Rp 0.OO N1MCHES000














-J A A 








- -. 36______ 
(n 
~MACH 
DATA SE SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 












SREF 9.0250 SQ.lN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
OREF 6.14ZO INCHES XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHESZMAP - 0.2350 INCHES 
CALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 804 
-LMSC/HREC ORBITER MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS-LONGIT CHARACT VS MACH NO. (BETAMO)
.0015" I1rTl 








Ld -. 0035 
O 
-. 0055 
a -.0030C CA 








r -.0055 .. . . . 00.2.2 5...0.. . .. .0 
-.-0 1.0 1.5 .0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI&IJRATION DESCRIPTION 
(P4101±) ,2nsrc flQT 498 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER 












RF .20 GI 
RFLREF 6.1420 S@INICHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 









LMSC/HREC ORBITER MODEL ,2A/2B COMPARIZONS-LONGITCHARACT VS MACH NO. (BETA=O]
 















0­< 0 -. 0015 o 
-I 
-.I 
<J -. 0030 
L-< .-.adss 	 .. 
p-






CD 6 -. 	 '' 
- -°0065 
-.00.' 1.0 1.3 2.0 	 3.02;5 	 3.5 4:0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ., ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUOER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
sa.IN
IHVtl) $C TW 498 MSFCA$SC ORBITER 82V402ZE3R2 0.000 9.000 . SREF 9.0250 
cFriss1) NSFC TWT 498 ISFC/HREC ORBITER 824SVZE4R4 0.000 	 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
- OREF 6.1420. INCHES 
XmRP 3.9950 INCHES 
yMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRp - 0.1350 INCHES 





LMSC/HREC ORBITER MOOEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS-LONGIT CHARACT VS MACH NO. (BETA=O)

.C01 . & 1 . . ;TItC_ T lT -t---















< o 0035­-.-. 40 
0 
-i.0050 










0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 1 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUOER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- CF4101S) 
F41s01) L 
MKSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 











BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
* ALFHA 15.000 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 80 






















.0 1 5o.5' . 0 
oe 
1 . 5 . 0 2 45 . 0 
MACH NUMBER 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELEVN4 RUDER41 REFERENCE INFORMATIOR-
I FAID6SY 











BREF 6. 1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9990, INCHES 
YRRP 0.00900 INCHES 
ZRRP 9.1350 INCHES 
ALPHA -0.000 CACE 9.0033 SCALE 
_ _ 









c * 03 00 
Lu 
0 .03 cJc 
' .05 
_ 









DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATiION 
I F41015)1 501  ')LI MSFC ;vT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITERSFC TWT 498 SFC/HREC ORBITR 2WZV4D2E3R2BW V24R4 0.OOO 0.000 0.000l .000 RF905 FLREF 9.51420 Q I SQINICHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950Y.RP 0.0300 INCHESINCHES 
ZNRP - .1350 INCHES 
ALPHA 10.000 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 809
 










z AC0 a 
A 
.50.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 -.- 3.0 3.5 404.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 





nSFC WT 498 MSFC/L$C ORBITER 
MSFC TWT A98 HSFC/HREC ORBJTER 
A2W2V4OtE3R2 
82W5V2E4R4 













X1RP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
ALPHA 15.000 
PAGE .I 

















. 1. . 303. __20 .045 . 
MACH NUMBER 
OATA SET 3y"SOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
404101J) HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 












SREF 9.0250 SQ. IN 







ZmRPSCALE - 0,1350G.UO33 INCHESSCALE 
ALPHA also0 
PAGE 811 










< -. 01 
-°a 
-.0 60 5- 1 .0 1 5 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATrON DESCRIPTION 
o0ll1j MSFC TWT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITrR 




2 0 2 .5 3 .0 
MACH NUMBER 
ELEVN3 RUDERZ 
82WV4DgCR 0,000 0.000 




4 0 4 .$ 5 .0 
RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 $Q.IN 
. 0 F 6 .14 0 I C H E S 
3 99 INCHES 
YMRP D:40000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.135D INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 812 












z - Oz 
z 
- .04 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
A SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCiUPTIOM ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10IJ) 
lJOS) 2 
USFC TWT 498 MSFC/LSC ORBITER 





















ALPHA 13.000 SCALE 
0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 813 













L .04 - -
_, _ 
-j<r .o° :AA-~a A.n ,- . - . .. . ,,.:-,,,, 6 
-. 04 
.tJ2 
" .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 












4:0 4.5 5.0 
RUSR4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.OO SQ.IN0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES0REF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHESSCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 81,4 
_ _ _ 
_ _ _ 
LMS/HREC ORBITER MODEL 2A/20 COMPARISONS-LAT/DIR CHARACT VS MACH NO. (BETAMO)

.24 r"i -- i - --Ti ­-i r-- I Iiri 































 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION- ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELEVN4 'RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION(04101J) M
NSFC TWT 496 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V402E3R2 0.000 0.000 
 SREF 9.0250







YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHESRSCALE 0.0035 SCALE
ALPHA 10.000 
1 PAGE 815 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS-LAT/DIR CHARACT VS -MACHNO.(BETAO)
 

















-. 14 1.0 3.5 8.0 2.5 3.0 3.3 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONBATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELtVN3 RUDER2 CLEVN4 RUDER4 
IM010j) MSFC HYT498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2S2V4D2E3R2 0.0aa 0.000 SREF 9.0250 .. 1 
(1jol) A MSFC TWT 493 NSFC/HREC ORBITER BZWSV2t4R4 0.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP - 01350 INCHES 




LMSC/HREC ORBITER MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS-LAT/DIR CHARACI V5 MALH NU.LHEIA:UJ
 























. . . .. O..53
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 
C04101J) HSFC TW 490 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 62W2V402E3R2 0o0 0.000 	 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
C041JOJ) ISFC TWT 498 HSFC/HREC ORBITER BEW5V2E4R4 0.000 0.000 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF o.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
























0.3 1.0 1.5 2.0 25 53.0 .4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 





MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 


















ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE* 
ALPHA 15.000 
PAGE 818 























-0? .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ELEVN3 RUDER? ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
I04101J; 2 HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 2W2V402E3R2 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SG.IN (241JJ1 HSFC TWI 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER BZW5V2E4R4 0.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 fINCHES
 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
ALPHA 15t00 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 819 
____________ 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS-LAT/DIR CHARACT VS MACH NO.(BETA=zO)

.0022 rrn-------

















_ _ _ _ _ _ 
-.0004
 






0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 




HSFC TIT 498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER 












SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 




0.0000 INCHES INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
ALPHA 0.000 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 820 









































0.5 1.0 1.4 20 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERZ ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IC41011 Q NSFC TT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 2W2V40DE3R2 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 Sa.aN 






XRP 3.9956 INCHES 
YMRPZMRP 0.0000.1350 INCHESINCHES 
ALPHA :0.000 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 821
 












>. . "006-", 
u 
.0004 









-. 0012 A 
-
000 
-.00160,5 1,1a,. 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(0410141 QI HSFC mlT 49& $$FCJLK$C ORBITER 












REF 9.0250 S0l 
LRF 6.1420 INCHES 
BRSF 8.1420 INCHES 
fiRP 0.0090 INCHES 
























O -.go . X" 
hi 
-2.00 5$0 	 .0 Z.0 Z.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.S S °m 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COflFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVN3 RUVER CLEV04 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATIO 
1 r4101J) .HSFC TT ASS H$FC/LH&C ORITER 92W2V402URZ U.000O 0.000 	 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 1041JOl) HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER 82WSVZE494 OGOD 0.000 	 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF , 1420 INCHES 
XHRp 5:9950 'INCHES 
yHRp 0.0000 INCHESZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
- P0SCALE 003 SCALE 
PAGE 823
 
.LMSC/HREC 	ORBITER MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS-LAT/DIR CHARACT VS MACH NO.(BETAzO)

.0025 



























o -. 100 o 	 . .*0 . .. 
-.0025 A
 




DATA SET SYS48OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(04101J) 3 MSFC "TT498 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER B2W2V4D2r3RZ 0.000 0;000 - SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN1C41J01) 2 HSFC TWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER BW5V2E4R4 0.000 	 O2200 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
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- .0-002500NHE 
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"-.01o 1..5 2.0 . 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.5 $.a30.5 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SeT. SYMBOL CONPIOURATION DESCRIPTION CLEVN3 RUDERi ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORRATION 
, 04101J) Q. NSFC TWT 498 HSFMMLSC ORBITER B2W2V46ftiR2 13.130 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.1N 
, 142JOI) a SFC TWT 496 HSFC/HREC ORBITER SZWSV2E494 0.000 0.00D LREP 6.1420 INCHES 
SEF 6.2420 INCHES 
XKRp 3.9930 INHNES 
THRP 0.0000 INCHES, 
ZHRp 0.1350 INCHES 
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
HSFC WT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER 













SREF 9.0250 S9.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XRP 3.9960 INCHES 
YMRP 0.00a0 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
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0-.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CLEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(04101J) 
(D41JB01, 
!R HSFC TWIT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 











BREF 6.1420 ?INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 'INCHES 
YHRP o.0DD0 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
ALPHA 15.000 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 828 
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.81.0 11.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 a.$ 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUOER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
Q4101J) Q- HSFC TT 498 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER 82WV402E322 0.000 0.000 BREF 9.0250 SQ.IN
 






YMRP o.GO INCHES 
Z#RP - 0.1350 INCHES 
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fl-.001 5 1 i.5 20 25 V 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
IQ410,1J) Q HSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 











SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHESBREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
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0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
MACH NUMBERI 
3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
OATA SET SYHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 





ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
(041JO)1 NSFC TIWT 498 MSFC/HREC ORBITER BZWSV2E4R4 0.001 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XHRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
ALPHA u.uoo SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE, 831 
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YNRP 0.0000RP NU0.1"D INCHESINCHES 
ALPHA 1.00aT SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
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o MACH NUMBER 
ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 




MSFC TWT 49: MSFC/LBSC ORBITER 











BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XRPY 00 39950 INCHESKoo 021NCHE0 
ZRPSCALE a0135000033 INCHESSCALE 
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DATA 	SET SYMBOL 
€
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1.0 1.5 2.D 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
o 	i MACH NUMBER
 
ICONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ELEVN3 RUDgRk ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SR E F 9 .0 2 5 a s Q .I N 





SF C 	 T I T 4 6 H F / H C O T R B Z WU2 4 6& R 2 .a a 0 .d 0 0 
YHRP 0.0006 INCHES
 
ZrRP - 0.1350 INCHES
 
ALPHA 15.000 	 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
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MACH NUMBER 
OmAh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION EL.EVNS RUDER2 ELEVN4' RUCER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CQ1) NSFC 7147 490 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER 521Z4223R2 0.0121 0.000 52EF 9.0250 S9.XN
 
1041401) LI SFC flT 498 HSFC/HREgCORBITER SZWSVZEAR4 0.001 0.0a0 	 LA£y S.14t0 IUC$ES 
BREF 8.1420 INCHE$ 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP .O00OD ZNCHC$ 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
ALPHA o.oao SCALE 1.0033 SCALE 
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YHRP o.aaob INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
0.0033 SCALE 
PAGE 838 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER MODEL 2A/2B COMPARISONS-ELEVON EFF(DER VS-MACH NO.). BETA-O
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.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 s.0 
MACH NUMBER
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION CLEVN3 ELEVN4RUDER2 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
IH 1 Q MSFC TWT 498 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER 9ZWZV402E3R2 0.000 0.000 SREF 







ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES
 
ALPHA 0.000 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
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"0.05 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 5. 5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER I . 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDERR ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CH41011) NSFC TWT 498 MiFC/g.4iC ORBITER 82w 2E3R2 0.090 0.000 SREF 9.OZ5O SQ.IN 
f H4'Tag) NSFC "IIT 498 MSFC/HRECf ORBITER 82W5V2E4R4 0.0O0 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 
Y.RP 000000 3.9930 INCHESINCHES 
ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
ALPHA 10.0D0 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
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5YHS0L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0 MSPC TliT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 











SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHES 
BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
)CNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
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MACH NUMBER 




H)SFC T1JT 498 NSFC/LNSC ORBITER 












SREF 9.0250 SG.IN 
LREF 6.1420 INCHESBREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP - .o008 INCHES 
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
ALPHA 0.080 SCALE 0.0033 SCALE 
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DATA 59T SYMBOL 





SFC TWT4 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 







2,.0 2.5 .03.5 4.0 4.5 $.a 
MACH NUMBER
 
CLEVN3 RUDERZ CLEVN4" RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
BZW2V4Q2E3RZ 0.000 0.00 REF 9.02SU SQ.IN
 






 a ICHES 
ZMRp a INCHES 





























S .000 ______ 
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t -. 0005 
0'~~.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
MACH NUMBER, 





MSFC TlT 498 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 











BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XERP 3.9950 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
LP"A 111.000 ZNRP -SCALE 0.13500.0033 INCHESSCALE 
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MACH NUMBER
 





MSFC TT 490 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 











BREF 6.1420 INCHES 
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES 
YMRP 0.00a0 INCHES 
ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVN3 RUDER2 ELEVN4 RUDER4 REFERENCE INFORHATION
 







ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES















C3 .002LI A _ _ 
N .0014 















0. 1 . . 2330 . . .145 5.0H 
nSRP 3.9950 PJCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZIIRP - 0.1350 1NCHES 
ALH 000SCALE 0.0035 SCALE 
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"SFC TWT 498 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 











BREF G 1420 INC"ES 
XHRP "o¥mRP :995P0.0000 INCHESINCHES 
AL.HA 0.000 ZNRPSCALE - .13500.GD33 1 NCHASSCALE 
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